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Preface
This volume includes most of the papers and posters presented at the 22nd Seoul International
Conference on Generative Grammar (SICOGG 22), which was held at Gyeongsang National
University in Jinju, Korea. This year’s conference was run online due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The main colloquia and workshops for SICOGG 22 took place from August 12 to August 14,
2020 and then the poster presentations for SICOGG 22 took place from August 17 to August 21,
2020. I appreciate all of the presenters for bringing up the latest issues in generative grammar and
thus making the conference a place of productive discussions and debate. I am also grateful to the
authors of the papers and posters for their timely submissions and kind cooperation in the
publication of this volume.
SICOGG, which has been hosted by the Korean Generative Grammar Circle (KGGC) since 1989,
always offers attendees chances to obtain a better understanding of linguistics. This year’s theme
was ‘The Syntax-Pragmatics Interface in Generative Grammar.’ The purpose of this year’s
conference was to bring together syntacticians and general linguists worldwide to discuss current
issues in generative grammar and the syntax-pragmatics interface in particular. The meeting
enabled the exchange of ideas and knowledge between the different areas of linguistics for
facilitating research and collaborations focusing on the syntax-pragmatics interface.
This year’s conference featured four world-famous invited speakers: Michael Yoshitaka Erlewine
(National University of Singapore), Wei-Tien Dylan Tsai (National Tsing Hua University,
Taiwan), Hanjung Lee (Sungkyunkwan University, Seoul, Korea) and Jungmee Lee (Seoul
National University, Korea). I appreciate their valuable presentations and their contribution to the
success of the conference.
Additionally, I am much indebted to the organizing committee. Without their devotional efforts,
the conference could not have been so successfully prepared. I also express my heartfelt
appreciation to the anonymous reviewers of the submitted papers, the session chairs and
moderators, and the volunteer students of Gyeongsang National University. Last but not least, I
would like to thank all of the other participants at the virtual conference for their interest,
participation, and lively discussions.
My special thanks go to the Center for Korean Studies, Korea University & the Center for Area
Studies, Gyeongsang National University, which supported SICOGG 22 with a substantial amount
of funding.
Finally, I would like to express my deep gratitude to Professor Tae Sik Kim (Seoul National
University of Science and Technology), Professor Sae-Youn Cho (Kangwon National University)
and especially Jinyoung Bang (Kangwon National University) for editing these proceedings. I
hope that these proceedings will be of great help in understanding the latest issues in generative
grammar.
Jong Kun Lee
President of the Korean Generative Grammar Circle
August 2020
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The Impact of Speech Act Projections on Categorization:
Evidence from Ostensible Lexical Categories in Arabic
Saleem Abdel-Hady and Phil Branigan
Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada

1. Introduction
The study of a language begins with defining its lexical and functional categories. This leads
grammarians to set tools and properties to distinguish those categories. Ibn Malik in his Alfiyya, a
one thousand-rhymed poem of Arabic grammar composed in the 13th century and Aḍud
Addain Alʾaġī in his Risalat Al-waḍ, commentaries composed in 1355, cited in Weiss (1976)
and Owens (1989), have developed a three-fold classification system to distinguish the
categories of the Arabic language. Their classification system operates upon three major
categories: noun (ism), verb (fiaʿil), and particle (ḥarf). Their categorization system depends
on ʿalāmāt ‘observed features’ of those categories. This system is comparable with those
approaches that consider verbs and nouns as basic categories (Chomsky, 1970; Baker, 2003).
However, their system is technically different. The features in their system are not distinctive;
that is, those features are accumulative. They are the result of a process called ʾistqrāʾ
‘inductive examination of specimens’ (Weiss, 1976, p. 23). This inductive process sets
features exclusive for nouns and verbs only. This means that a particle is any element that
does not fit the specification of either nouns or verbs.
This system had difficulty with a class of lexical items because of their behavior this
class of words shows properties of nouns, verbs and interjections. Grammarians (e.g., Owens,
1989; Alshawa, 2006; Hasan, 2012; Levin, 2011) refer to this class of words as ʾism alfiʿil
‘Name of the Verb’ or alḳālfa ‘the uncategorized’ because of their apparent mixed properties.
We refer to this class of lexical items as ostensible lexical categories (OLCs). The following
examples are illustrative.
(1)
a. hākum
take.OC:2PL.M
‘Take the book.’

al-kitāb-a.
DEF-book-ACC

b. ʾilīk
take.OC:2SG.M
‘Take the book.’

al-katāb-a.
DEF-book-ACC

c. dunk
take.OC:2SG.M
‘Take the book.’

al-katāb-a.
DEF-book-ACC
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d. hayyā
ʾilā
al-madrsa.
go.OC:2SG to
DEF-school
‘Go to the school.’
e. ħajjā
ʔala
ʔas-salāh.
come.OC.IMP.2M.SG to
DEF-prayer
‘Come to prayer.’
(2)
a. šatān
mā
bayn
al-ʿilm
w
differ.OC:1SG PART between
DEF-knowledge and
‘There is a difference between knowledge and ignorance.’
b. hayhāt
ʔal-ʕawd-u
ʔilla
impossible.OC.PL
DEF-going.back-NOM
to
‘Going back to disgrace is impossible.’
c. hayhāt
ʔan
yaʔūdda
impossible.OC.PL
SUBJ.PAR
come.back
‘It is impossible for the man to come back.’
d. ʔāx-in
min
hal
ħayyā.
hurt.OC.1SG-NUN
from this
life
‘I complain from this life.’

al-jahl.
DEF-ignorance
ʔað-ðull-i.
DEF-disgrace-GEN
ʔal-radjul-u.
DEF-man-NOM

This paper reexamines this class of words. We show that this category interacts syntactically
with Speech Act Projections (SAP) (Haegeman & Hill, 2013; Hill, 2007, 2013). This
interaction is evident on both the derivation of this category and its syntactic behavior. With
that in mind, this study shows that SAPs have direct impact on morphological derivations.
This means that SAPs can modify morphological roots. Additionally, we provide evidence for
the impact of SAPs on syntactic patterns which are associated with this class of words.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a theoretical background. This
section aims to present verbs, nouns, and interjections in the Arabic language. The section
presents a detailed description of categorization systems. First, it presents the three-fold
categorization system of Ibn Malik in his Alfiyya and the categorization system of Aḍud
Addain Alʾaġī in his 'ilm Al-wad. Second, the section compares those categorization systems
with Chomsky’s (1970) binary categorization system. Then, the section presents Baker’s
(2003) model on categorization. Additionally, this section solidifies the concept of ostensible
categories to describe those categories that show mixed properties. Section 3 introduces the
Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995) and its extension to the syntax-pragmatics interface
(Haegeman & Hill, 2013; Hill, 2007, 2013). This section unfolds overlooked components of
speech acts and common ground to enhance the literature. Those sections help in building a
set of diagnostics to test OLCs in section 4. In this section, we reassess the claims that
categorize OLCs with verbs, nouns or interjections. We show evidence that distinctive
properties of those categories only make OLCs look like verbs, nouns and interjections.
Section 5 analyzes the data from two perspectives; it draws a connection between allocutivity
and imperative interpretation (Kaur, 2018), and it shows the impact of expressivity on lexical
items. Section 6 provides the implications of this proposal on English. The final part
concludes the study.
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2. Background
2.1 Parts of speech in Arabic
Traditional Arab grammarians (Ibn Malik in his Alfiyya and Aḍud Addain Alʾaġī in his Risalat
Al-waḍ, cited in Weiss (1976) and Owens (1989)) have established two interconnect
categorization systems to define the categories of their language.
Ibn Malik in his Alfiyya, cited in Weiss (1976) distinguishes three parts of speech in the
Arabic language: nouns ((3)), verbs ((4)), and particles ((5)). This system is descriptive and
depends on ʿalāmāt ‘observed features.’ Based on an inductive examination of words, Ibn
Malik sets descriptive features for those categories. The descriptive features of a noun are:
“the genitive case, the nunation, the vocative, the definite article, the presence of a predicate
(musnad) in relation to which a noun is a subject” (Weiss, 1976, p.23). The descriptive
aspects of a verb are: “the suffixal tāʾ (as in faʿalta ‘you did’) and the energetic nūn, [a suffix
appears with verbs for emphasis]” (ibid). In his system, words that do not match features of
nouns or verbs are classified as particles.
(3) Noun: qalam ‘pencil’
a. al-qalam
DEF-pencil
b. qalm-un
pencil-NUN
c. qalam-i
pencil-GEN
(4) Verb: ʾakala ‘ate’
a. ʾakal-ta
ate-2M.SG
b. l- ʾaʾkula-na
PAR-eat-EMPH
(5) Particle: ʿalā
on
‘on’
(Based on Ibn Malik’s description)
Aḍud Addain Alʾaġī in his Risalat Al-waḍ, cited in Weiss (1976), enhances Ibn Malik’s
categorization system. His system does not depart from Ibn Malik’s classification of nouns,
verbs and particles. However, he depends on a rational description of categories rather than a
descriptive one. Weiss (1976, p. 24) describes this approach as a “non-empirical and
non-investigative.” In this approach, a noun “is [a part of speech] which signifies a meaning
in itself and does not qualify this meaning as to time (i.e. past, present and future)” (ibid), a
verb “is that [part of speech] which signifies a meaning in itself and qualifies the meaning as
to time” (ibid) and a particle is that [part of speech] “which signifies a meaning in something
else” (ibid) (the reader is invited to read Weiss (1976) for a thorough description of those
features). In addition to verbs and particles, this approach includes seven classes of nouns:
ʾism al-jins ‘the generic noun’((6)a), ʾism al-masdar ‘verbal noun’((6)b), ʾism al-maštq ‘the
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derived noun’((6)c), the proper noun ((6)d), the personal pronoun ((6)e), the demonstrative
pronoun ((6)f), and the relative pronoun ((6)g) (Weiss, 1976, p. 25).
(6) Seven types of nouns
a. rajul
a.man
b. waḍūʾ
ablution
c. sāmiʿ
person.listening
d. salim
Saleem
e. huwa
‘he’
f. hāḏā
this
g. al-laḏī
DEF-that
(Based on Aḍud Addain Alʾaġī’s description)
The two classification systems propose that nouns, verbs and particles are the only parts of
speech of the Arabic language. Note further that those systems do not look at adjectives and
adverbs as separate categories. For those systems, adjectives are nouns, and adverbs,
prepositions, conjunctions and interjections are particles (Weiss, 1976, p. 23).
Owens (1989, p. 211) notes that Ibn Malik and Aḍud Addain Alʾaġī’s systems are
problematic because they have exceptions. He shows that not all nouns can have nunation or
can have all case inflection. Additionally, he notes, in agreement with Aḍud Addain Alʾaġī’s
system, that not all nouns have the definite article. Most striking and important exceptional
case appears with ʾism alfiʿil ‘Name of the Verb’ or alḳālfa ‘the uncategorized’, (1) & (2) and
with other types of verbs such as verbs of exclamation, such as ʾimīliḥahū ‘how.good.behave’
and verbs of feelings, such as biʾsa ‘defame’ because such words show mixed properties, as
we stated earlier. This class of words is the focus of the current study.
2.2 Other approaches to parts of speech
Chomsky (1970) proposed a binary approach to distinguish parts of speech. This approach
depends on two binary distinctive features [+ or -]. Those features characterize verbs and
nouns. The possibilities of multiplying those two features give the distinction required for
setting nouns, verbs, adjectives, adpositions apart (Jackendoff (1977) added adpositions to
this system).
Baker (2003) calls for revisiting Chomsky’s (1970) categorization system. He notices
that parts of speech show distinctive syntactic behaviors. Baker (2003) goes further and
proposes that all languages have only three lexical categories: nouns, verbs and adjectives. He
sets a syntactic basis for distinguishing those categories. Nishiyama (2005) summarizes
Baker’s (2003) system1 as follows.
1

Carnie (2011) and Nishiyama (2005) show problems in Baker’s (2003) system at the level of its theoretical
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Verbs are defined as licensers of subjects. Nouns are defined as bears of a
referential index. Adjectives are not theta role assignors in and of themselves, and
they need the help of a functional category to assign a theta-role. There is no need
to define adjectives because they are the elsewhere lexical categories.
(Nishiyama, 2005, p. 134)
Note that Chomsky (1970) and Baker’s (2003) approaches match Ibn Malik and Aḍud Addain
Alʾaġī’s systems. All these systems show that verbs and nouns are basic categories. Baker’s
system matches Aḍud Addain Alʾaġī’s idea that those categories that show a behavior by
themselves are different from those categories that show a behavior in something else. For
Baker (2003), adjectives “are not theta-role assignors in and of themselves, and they need the
help of a functional head to assign a theta-role” (Nishiyama, 2005, p. 135). For Aḍud Addain
Alʾaġī’, cited in Weiss (1976), only a particle “signifies a meaning in something else.” Those
aspects, among others, build a foundation for categorization. Verbs and nouns are basic.
Languages also have space for a third category (probably more) that is in contrast with those
two categories.
2.3 Ostensible lexical categories
The problem with earlier approaches is that parts of speech must fit the specification of verbs
or nouns to qualify for a noun or a verb. Those approaches do not accommodate categories of
mixed properties. This is evident in Carnie’s (2011) argument against Baker’s (2003)
approach. Our approach refers to such parts of speech as ostensible lexical categories. Those
categories include lexical items whose functions cannot be determined from their surface
forms. The basis of this approach is where all earlier categorization systems meet. Nouns and
verbs are fundamental. A word has a probability to be a noun (C1), a verb (C2) or something
else (Cx). Notice that this classification does not depart from earlier approaches in its
principle. It, however, departs from them in its conceptualization. In our system, categories
do not block each other. This means that there is a chance for C1 and C2 to overlap or mix.
The same applies to their interaction with Cx.
A metaphor may help. RGB2screens have three sets of colors: Red, Blue, Green. Those
colors are basic ingredients for creating other colors. The basic ingredients of the yellow color,
for example, are red and green. However, describing this color by red or green only is
problematic.

concepts and its applicability empirical data that shows mixed properties. We will not discuss those problems
here, but the reader is invited to read Carnie (2011) and Nishiyama’s (2005) arguments against this approach.
2

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Diagrama_de_colors.jpg.
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Figure 1: Mixing RGB colors

Across languages, we observe similar patterns. Imagine that Red stands for nouns (C1),
Green stands for verbs (C2) and Blue stands for a language specific element (Cx). This means
that some parts of speech could mix features or could surface in ostensible forms or have
specific functions. Categories that behave like the yellow color are opaque because they cross
share features from two other colors, red and green. Our system is an RGB categorization
system.
3. Syntax-pragmatics interface
The syntax-pragmatics interface operates on Austin’s (1962) speech act theory and Clark’s
(1996) joint action theory. We introduce those theories briefly, and then we move on
presenting their integration with syntax. For that purpose, the section unfolds the
technicalities of those theories, and it presents the Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995) and
Cartography (Rizzi, 1997) briefly.
3.1 Speech act theory
Speech act theory postulates the idea that “people manage to do things with words they utter
or the texts they write.” (Cooren, 2015, p. 1). In this theory, Austin (1962) describes
performative utterances. “The issuing of [those] utterances is the performing of [specific]
actions” (Austin, 1962, p. 6) denoted by a performative verb. This type of utterances appears
in statements such as ‘I order you to stand up,’ I invite you to dinner,’ and the like.
Every speech act has its own conditions; that is, performing an action by utterances must
abide using specific words with specific people and at the right circumstances. Austin (1962)
refers to such conditions as the felicity conditions. In addition, Austin (1962) distinguishes
three aspects for performative acts: locutionary act, “the very act of saying something”
(Cooren, 2015, p. 4), illocutionary act, “the act performed in saying something” (ibid) and
perlocutionary act, the effect of the utterance on the audience (Austin, 1962, p. 101).
Illocutionary acts do not have the same strength (Searle and Vanderveken, 1985).
Requests and insisting, for example, have similar features except that insisting is stronger
than requests. This matters for our analysis because we will establish that categories have
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degrees of strength, which can only be interpreted at the syntax-pragmatics interface.
3.2 Joint action theory
According to Clark (1996), language use does not depend on social nor individual
perspectives, but it is how individuals process and synchronize their actions based on an
obvious knowledge of each other’s intentions in their effort to accomplish their social targets.
For him, language use is a joint action. The joint action theory departs from pragmatic
theories in that communication must abide those two factors. The joint action theory (Clark,
1996) describes speakers and hearers’ communication based on their shared understanding.
Clark (1996, p. 3) states that by saying
Language use is more than the sum of a speaker speaking and a listener
listening. It is the joint action that emerges when speakers and listeners – or
writers and readers- perform their individual actions in coordination, as
ensembles. (Clark 1996:3)
This theory builds on grounding in communication (Clark and Brennan, 1991; Clark et al.,
1983). Clark and Brennan (1991) define grounding (common ground) as “the collection of
mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs, and mutual assumptions” (Clark, 1996, p. 12) that exist to
facilitate efficient communication between interlocutors. This means that speakers will rely
on information that is stored in the mind of their hearers, or they will try to build up a new
ground of information through their interaction.
Speakers and hearers must coordinate their actions based on their common ground
(personal and communal). Clark (1996, p. 156) argues that to achieve this level of
coordination, speakers and hearer must look for signals that are part of a complex signaling
system. The signaling system includes all types of signs – linguistic and non-linguistic ones.
Those signals help in highlighting what is stored in the mind of speakers or hearer. Those
signals include hesitation markers, pauses, confirmationals and the like.
Understanding this approach and the speech act theory (Austin, 1962) will help in
introducing the syntax-pragmatics interface.
3.3 The interface
Against the background of speech act theory, Ross (1970) sets the foundation of the
syntax-pragmatics interface. His view is that all syntactic clauses should be governed by
some hidden performative verbs that restrict the illocutionary force of those clauses. For
example, in giving a command, a hidden performative verb or a hidden construction must
control the structure of the command((7)).
(7)
a. Open the door.
b. [I order you to] open the door.
The approach, however, has received several criticisms; the major argument against this
approach is that it is hard to set a specific performative verb in this position (for a full
argument, see Speas & Tenny (2003)).
Speas and Tenny (2003) revive and enhance Ross' (1970) idea; they claim that while it is
true that defining performative verbs is not clear from a generative perspective, all languages
show some patterns that call for mapping discourse participants, i.e., SPEAKERs and
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HEARERs. Based on that, they propose a new layer to govern clauses, Speech Act
Projections ((8)).
(8)
Speech Act Phrase (SAP)

Complementizer Phrase (CP)

Inflectional Phrase (IP)

Aspectual Phrase (AspP)

Verb Phrase (vP)

Investigations on the nature of SAPs have proposed that SAPs can involve syntactic shells
and layers (Haegeman & Hill, 2013; Hill, 2013). This projection has provided answers to
various constructions. For example, Miyagawa (2017) shows that understanding agreement
relations in Japanese is not restricted to person and number. Agreement can appear in
connection with hearers.
Other models (Thoma, 2016; Wiltschko & Heim, 2016) have also looked at the role of
discourse participants in syntax from a functional perspective. Those models call for
Grounding Projections. For this approach, SAPs and Grounding Projections are two sides of
the same coin. However, a full understanding of the complexity the joint action theory (Clark,
1996) and its signaling system will demand enhancing those models (Thoma, 2016;
Wiltschko & Heim, 2016), in order to account for the linear order of such signals. This,
however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
4. Data and diagnostics
The analysis of OLCs in the Arabic language is crucial because those lexical categories led earlier to
disagreements on whether they should pattern with nouns or verbs. Neutral views see that those
lexical categories should belong to a new part of speech of their own; hence, they refer to them as
ʾism alfiʿil ‘Name of the Verb’ or alḳālfa ‘the uncategorized’ (Levin, 2011). Recently, those
categories are classified as pure interjections. In the encyclopedia of Arabic language and linguistics
(Lutz & Jong, 2011), it is stated that “unlike interjections in other languages, Arabic interjections
may be followed by certain grammatical cases”, and “if a verb governs nominative and accusative, an
interjection also governs two cases” (Eisenstein, 2011). This points to a problem in describing the
nature of those categories because they look like verbs, nouns, and interjections.
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This section presents diagnostics to bring out the real nature of this class of words. The section
will show that those categories are pragmatically motivated. This makes this class of words
expressive phrases at some point. That is, the syntax-pragmatics interface has a direct impact on their
morphological derivation and syntactic patterns.
4.1 Distribution and optionality
This test examines whether OLCs have specific syntactic and morphological patterns that set them
with phatic interjections. It also explores if those lexical items are optional like phatic interjections or
not. Additionally, the distribution test reveals those morphological patterns that made the
categorization of OLCs hard. The optionality test highlights what is essential for grammatical
syntactic structures ((9)). If OLCs are essential for a syntactic derivation, then they must depart from
phatic interjections because phatic interjections are optional. Additionally, interjections can co-occur.
(9)
a. read a book.
b. *(read) a book. [read is not optional for this order.]
c. *read open a book.
In the Arabic language, OLCs must appear clause initially and must not co-occur. They are not
optional and not elliptical because their complements require them. That is, they must appear to count
a structure as a grammatical one. Departing from those features accounts for the ungrammatical
structures in (10).
(10)
a. hajhāta
ʔal-ʕawd-u
ʔilla
impossible.OC.PL
DEF-back-NOM
to
‘Going back to disgrace is impossible.’
b. hāk
ʔal-kitāb-a.
take.OC:2SG DEF-book.ACC
‘Take the book.’
c. *hāk
ʔāx
ʔal-kitāb-a.
take.OC:2SG hurt.OC.1SG DEF-book-ACC
‘Take the book.’
d. *ʔal-ʕawd-u
ʔilla
ʔað-ðull-i.
DEF-back-NOM
to
DEF-disgrace-GEN
‘Going back to disgrace is impossible.’
e. *ʔal-kitāb-a.
DEF-book-ACC
‘Take the book.’

ʔað-ðull-i.
DEF-disgrace-GEN

This shows a clear evidence that OLCs are not phatic interjections because those properties
do not restrict interjections.
4.2 Adverbial modification
This test examines if OLCs resembles verbs in their interaction with adverbs or not. This test is crucial
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because verbs in the Arabic language do not ban adverbs ((11)). This test also provides access to the
internal structure of OLCs because some types of adverbs show a relation with the subject of the verb,
such as adverbs of intentionality like ('deliberately', 'intentionally', 'on purpose', and conversely
'unintentionally', 'by accident', etc.), as noted by an anonymous reader.
(11)
a. xuð
ʔal-kitāb-a
take.2M.SG DEF-book
‘Take the book firmly.’
b. bi-quwah
xuð
in-strong
take.2M.SG
‘Firmly, take the book.’

bi-quwah.
in-strong
ʔal-kitāb-a.
DEF-book

OLCs show incompatibility with adverbs ((12)); this is also applicable to all adverbs, including
adverbs of intentionality. The following data confirms this.
(12)
a. *hāk
ʔal-katab-a
ʿamdān.
take.OC:2SG DEF-book-ACC intentionally
‘Take the book intentionally.’
b. *hāk
ʔal-katab-a
qaṣdān.
take.OC:2SG DEF-book-ACC deliberately
‘Take the book deliberately.’
c. *hajhāta
ʔal-ʕawd-u
ʔilla
ʔað-ðull-i
impossible.OC.PL DEF-back-NOM to
DEF-disgrace-GEN
‘Going back to disgrace is very impossible.’

jadān.
very

4.3 Negation
In the Arabic language, negation occurs by using a set of particles, such as la ‘not’, lam ‘not’ and
laysa ‘there is no X.’ The choice of a negating particle affects “the following phrase by requiring a
particular case on a noun or noun phrase, or a particular mood of the verb” (Ryding, 2005, p. 641).
The first two particles are compatible with verb phrases. The third one is compatible with noun
phrases. This test provides clear-cut distinctions between OLCs and verbs and nouns because a
compatibility with any of those particles means that OLCs belong to one of those categories.
Additionally, this test reveals about the structure of orders (Rivero, 1994; Rivero and Terzi, 1995). In
this language, imperative verbs ((13)a) are negated by using la ‘not’ ((13)b). This particle changes
verb forms morphologically to jussive ((13)b). The use of this particle without changing the
morphological form of the verb leads to ungrammatical structure ((13)c).
(13)
a. ʔiðhab
ʔila
ʔas-suq.
go.IMP.2SG
to
DEF-market
‘Go to the market.’
b. la
ta-ðhab
ʔila
NEG.PRT
2SG-go.JUS
to
‘Do not go to the market.’

ʔas-suq.
DEF-market

Saleem Abdel-Hady & Phil Branigan

ʔiðhab
go.IMP.2SG
‘Do not go to the market.’

c. *la

NEG.PRT

ʔila
to
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ʔas-suq.
DEF-market

In (14), the examples show that OLCs are incompatible with negating particles. In the case of
commands, altering the morphological form of imperative OLCs ((14)b) does not lead to grammatical
structure. The same applies to the example in (15).
(14)
a. hāk
ʔal-kitāb.
take.OC:2SG DEF-book
‘Take the book.’
b. *la
ta-hāk
ʔal-kitāb.
NEG.PRT
2SG-take.OC:2SG DEF-book
‘Do not take the book.’
c. *lam
hāk
ʔal-kitāb.
NEG.PRT
take.NOV:2SG
DEF-book
‘Do not take the book.’
d. *laysa
hāk
ʔal-kitāb.
NEG.PRT
take.OC:2SG
DEF-book
‘Do not take the book.’
(15)
a. hajhāt
ʔan-nʤāħ-u
bi-lā-ʕamal.
impossible.OC.PL.PAST
def-success-NOM
with-out-work
‘Success was impossible without work.’
b. *la/laysa/lam hajhāt
ʔan-nʤāħ-u
bi-lā-ʕamal.
NEG.PRT
impossible.OC.PL.PAST
DEF-success-NOM with-out-work
‘Success was not impossible without work.’
Those examples show evidence that OLCs in the Arabic language are not verbs or nouns because
none of the negating particles are compatible with them. This also makes OLCs not subject for
negation. Based on the judgement of native speakers of the Arabic language, the only way to negate
those examples is to think of a synonymous verb. This leads us to the next tests, substitution and
coordination.
4.4 Substitution and coordination
The coordination test relies on the fact that “only constituents of the same type can be coordinated”
(Radford, 2009, p. 53). In the Arabic language, several coordinators can be used to connect
constituents with each other, including w ‘and,’ ʔaw ‘or,’ lakin ‘but,’ ɵumma ‘then’ and others. Notice
that in (16)a the coordinator w ‘and’ conjoins two Determiner Phrases (DPs). The same applies to
clauses headed by OLCs ((16)b). This pattern is not unusual across languages.
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(16)
a. xaraja
ʔal-walad-u
w
ʔal-fatat-u.
went.out.3M.SG
DEF-boy-NOM and
DEF-girl-NOM
‘The boy and the girl went out.’
b. ʃattān
bein
ʔaɵ-ɵaraa
w
ʔaɵ-ɵurajjaa
set.apart.OC between
DEF-mud
and
DEF-treasure
w hajhāta
ʔan jatasawa
ʔas-safħ-u
maʕ
and impossible.OC
SUB
meet
DEF-land.NOM with
ʔal-qimmah.
DEF-moutain.top
‘Mud and treasures are apart, and it is impossible for land and the top of a
mountain to meet.’
While the earlier tests show that OLCs are different from interjections, verbs and nouns in some
respect, verbs can substitute OLCs (in negation), and verbs can coordinate with some (not all) OLCs.
(17)
a. hajhāta
w
ʔibtaʕud-at
ʔal-ɣajja
ʔamam
ʔal-ʕaʤiz.
impossible.OC and
went.away-3F.SG DEF-goal.3F
in.front.of DEF-desperate
‘The goal is impossible and never reached by desperate people.’
(Hasan, 2009)
b. *hāk
w
xuð
ʔal-kitāb.
take.OC:2SG and
take
DEF-book
‘Take the book.’
(18)
a. ʔilaika
ʔal-kitāb
w
take.OC:2SG DEF-book
and
‘Take the book and read the first lesson.’
b. *ʔiʃtari
datfar-an
w
buy
notebook-NUN.ACC and
‘Buy a notebook and take the paper.’

ʔiqraʔ
read

ʔad-dars
DEF-lesson

dunka
take.OC:2SG

ʔal-ʔawwal.
DEF-first

ʔal-waraq.
DEF-paper

Those aspects show that OLCs are not interjections or nouns. Additionally, they show that they are
not verbs because their coordination patterns are restricted to some classes, and they also impose strict
ordering.
4.5 Morphological alternation and speech situation
The syntactic tests presented above show that OLCs are distinct from interjections, verbs and nouns in
some respect, but in other respect they behave like verbs. OLCs pattern with nouns in their
morphological forms. Notice that the examples in (1)a shows that some OLCs are compatible with
the use of a suffix -k that is associated with nouns, verbs or prepositions. This inseparable suffix show
that OLCs are nouns, verbs or prepositions in this respect. Note Benmamoun’s (2011) classification
of this suffix.
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Table 1. The Classification of -k in Benmamoun's (2011, p. 145-146) analysis
Second Person
Category
Singular
Dual
Plural
object clitics
in perfective
object clitics in
imperfective
genitive clitics

Verbs

ʃakara-ka

ʃakara-kumaa

ʃakara-kum

Verbs

ya- ʃakara-ka

ya- ʃakara-kumaa

ya- ʃakara-kum

Nouns

kitābu-ka

kitābu-kumaa

kitābu-kum

oblique clitics

Prepositions

maʕa-ka

maʕa-kumaa

maʕa-kum

However, the table above overlooks the pattern in which -k appears with OLCs. Their pattern does not
match any of those categories because -k, in OLCs, is not an object clitic, a genitive clitic nor an
oblique clitic because take (as an OLC and as a verb) is a monotransitive verb. It selects one object. In
those patterns the OLC and the verb select ʔal-kitāb-a ‘the book’ as their direct object.
(19)
a. hāk
ʔal-kitāb-a.
take.OC:2SG DEF-book.ACC
‘Take the book.’
b. xuð
ʔal-kitāb-a.
take.2M.SG DEF-book
‘Take the book firmly.’
In this respect, the OLC hāk looks like a noun because it only selects a definite DP (like a
construct state, an indefinite noun selecting only a definite noun in a genitive phrase).
However, to qualify for a noun, it must code a possessive relation. This is not applicable to
OLCs. Another morphological pattern that calls for nouns appears in the glossing of (2)b and
(2)d, for example. Some OLCs are plural and are suffixed by a nunation marker. Other OLCs
show diminutive forms (we refrain from presenting those forms for brevity).
Those morphological alternations and syntactic restrictions have pragmatic bases. That is,
the speech situation triggers the use of OLCs and impacts their morphological derivation and their
syntactic outputs. Miyagawa (2017) shows that SAPs are the source of allocutive agreement. This
means that a representation of a hearer can surface on categories. This is what we observe in those
OLCs suffixed by -k. Furthermore, in morphology, morphemes are categorized into two classes:
inflectional and derivational morphemes. The boundary between those classes is that the former
reflects a grammatical aspect, while the later establishes new categories. Other types of morphemes,
however, do not function this way. Wiltschko (2005) shows that nominal affixes can attach to
verbs without changing their morphological category. That is, a plural affix can attach to roots
before defining the category. Her observation is true, but it is not motivated. Potts (2007)
bridges this gap and argues that that language use can affect morphology.
What about OLCs? Speakers of the Arabic language use those categories to express a strong
feeling or attitude. This appears clearly with the use of OLCs in contexts where they express how
interlocutors feel about a proposition. It means that nunation, plural and diminutive aspects of OLCs
serve such a purpose. Additionally, notice that OLCs select only definite nominals. Clark’s (1996)
grounding system is based on two ideas: shared knowledge and signals to highlight this knowledge.
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Definite articles reflect that a nominal is part of the shared knowledge of a speaker and his hearer.
Otherwise, speakers must use the indefinite article. This situation strengthens our conclusion.
OLCs are context sensitive in that using the OLC with the imperative meaning of take must
show at the time of the utterance. This means that both the speaker and the hearer must be present at
the speech situation/context, unlike regular verbs. The same argument applies to those OLCs where a
speaker is expressing his feeling. This situation does not involve a command; however, it involves
exaggeration. This exaggeration is realized morphologically by using morphemes, such as plural and
diminutive forms and nunation. Nunation, a suffix appears, normally, with indefinite nouns, involves
using a stressed nasal sound. This makes this suffix sound like energetic nun, a suffix used for
emphasis with verbs. This means that the use of nunation with OLCs gives a similar function because
it does not allow a definite counterpart. With that in mind, OLCs look like verbs, nouns and
interjections. This means that they must appear in a structure that enables such integration. We argue
that SAPs are the source of such a process. The remainder of this paper deals with how such a
complex behavior is generated syntactically.
5. Analysis and discussion
SAPs qualify for deriving and governing OLCS because they exist as the topmost projection, they
project for speakers and hearers, and they embrace pragmatic roles and features. Those aspects are
critical for the analysis of OLCs. Our proposal operates upon three theoretical grounds. First,
pragmatics changes roots. Second, SAPs create expressive verbal categories/phrases (enhancing
Gutzmann (2019), we argue that expressivity is phrasal and impact categories). Third, SAPs
generate conjunct asymmetries.
5.1 Morphological generation
Neutralizing OLCs morphologically has immediate consequences on their apparent forms. One of the
remarkable features of hajhāt ‘impossible’ is that it shows a plural form. This form is parallel with
plural nouns such as wajllāt ‘agonies.’ While it is possible to retain the singular form of the noun
wajllāt ‘agonies,’ (wajl ‘agony’) the OLC hajhāt does not have a singular counterpart. This makes it
appears as a noun, even if it does not behave like one.
(20)
a. √wjl +

PLURAL

»

[wajll-āt [√wjl

b. √haihat + PLURAL

»

[√haihāt [ √haihat PLURAL]]

PLURAL -at]]

The noun wajl has a plural and a singular form because its plurality is morphologically derived. For
OLCs, plural forms are not affecting agreement, interpretation, nor any structural aspect. This means
that such plural forms take place at the root level by merging PLURAL with a root base-generated
form of √haihat. This is evident in that such forms never appear without the pluralizing suffix -at:
*√haih. This explains other OLCs apparent forms, such as diminutive forms and forms with nunation.
This means that those categories are modified pragmatically because a speaker expresses his attitudes
either by exaggeration (plural forms), deprecation (diminutive forms), and emphasis (forms affixed by
nunation).
The OLC hāk is different, but it follows the same spirit. The suffix -k has a second-person feature.
This feature creates the imperative interpretation (see, Kaur, 2019) because it directs the attention of
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the hearer to an immediate order. This means that hāk consists of those morphemes ha- and -k. But
those morphemes are bound; that is, they are inseparable. This makes such OLCs always get
associated with addressees. This is evident in that this OLC does not appear with first-person or
third-person affixes. This morpheme qualifies for allocutivity and derives imperative OLCs (see
Abdelhady, 2020 for other functions of this morpheme with DPs and DemPs).
5.2 Syntactic derivation
The morphological generation of OLCs suggests that they incorporate bound pragmatic affixes.
Those affixes make such a category opaque for normal categorization patterns. This also impacts their
syntactic patterns. This raises two question: how does morphology access SAPs? How does this
alternation impact syntactic derivations and linear ordering? The answer to those questions is that
syntax must have expressive phrases. We explore such a possibility and its implications in this
section.
We noticed earlier that the second-person marker does not qualify for any slot in Benmamoun's
(2011, p. 145-146) classification of -k. What is the role of this second-person marker? The answer is
that this marker represents a hearer, so it qualifies for an agent (thematic role) or a hearer (pragmatic
role). To qualify for the former, this suffix must attach to verbs. However, the Arabic language does
not permit this suffix to mark subjects because the language allows the suffix -t in this position ((21)).
(21)
a. raʾy-t
al-wald-a.
saw-2SG.M DEF-boy-ACC
‘You saw the boy.’
b. *raʾy-k
al-wald-a.
saw-2SG.M DEF-boy-ACC
‘You saw the boy.’
This means that -k is an allocutive marker that agrees with SAPs. More specifically, -k agrees with the
second-person valued feature in the hearer projection. The imperative interpretation of this type of
OLCs requires that this suffix must have an imperative feature or position. This makes the C head a
good place for this suffix (note that it is also possible to assume that this suffix originates in the hearer
head with unvalued imperative feature that agrees with a valued imperative feature in C). The
outcome is a strong bound affix with a second person and imperative interpretation. This affix attracts
ha- from a verbal position. This position is required to assign case to its complement before hamoves to attach to -k. The outcome is the OLC hak. This means that this lexical item does not exist
below the CP but above it.
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(22)

This pattern also accounts for asymmetrical conjunct patterns under the impact of the Attract Closest
Condition which states that “a head which attracts a given kind of constituent attracts the closest
constituent of the relevant kind” (italics mine) (Radford, 2009, p. 183). In its simplest representation,
we illustrate this case of asymmetry because of the impact of SAPs on coordination.
(23)

Expressive OLCs require a slight modification because their structure demands precategorical
association with expressive functional items. This means that those lexical items have an expressive
feature/affix. This type of morpheme also requires movement to a SAP to account for their linear
order and behavior (they are not subject for negation or adverbial modification). This movement is
triggered because we argue that SAPs have an expressive functional head. This head is strong and
attracts those expressive elements. The result is an expressive phrase. Like the earlier analysis, those
items originate in a position that makes them able to assign case and have subjects before they move
to the Expressive Phrase (EXRP). This makes them look like verbs, nouns and interjections at the
same time because at this position they are specified by a speaker, rather than the subject.
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(24)

6. Implications
The analysis of OLCs has both theoretical and empirical implications and breaks a new ground in
syntactic and morphological models. The implications, however, are based on my judgement (and the
judgment of two speakers of Canadian English), and they are to the best of my understanding.
From a pragmatic point of view, orders must have different degrees. Speakers must express
urgent commands to their hearers immediately. That is, lexical items expressing strong orders must be
directly oriented to the hearer; any lag in presenting the command weakens its seriousness/expressive
function. Based on a quick scanning of the use of Hush! (i.e., exclamative) in English, we observe that
Hush in most of its use may direct an order, but it should appear before other elements.
(25)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Hush, sweetheart, it’s OK now.
Hush! You’ll wake the baby.
Hush, now. Try to get to sleep.
Hush, Darby, stop it.
Hush my baby!
Hush, Eureka!
*If your father speaks, hush!

The conclusion that we reach here is based on the multiple categorizations of this word: a verb and
interjection. But notice that even in its use as an interjection, Hush denotes a command. Notice further
that all vocative phrases such as Sweetheart ((25)a), Darby ((25)d), My baby ((25)e), Eureka ((25)f)
show that Hush in this context is different from its use just as a regular verb. It precedes the vocative
phrase for giving an expressive order. It is not exclamative (!), but it is an expressive phrase.
The norm in syntactic derivations is to associate imperatives with CPs (Complementizer Phrases).
This means that any command should project into a CP. However, this does not always work for what
is categorized, in English, for example, as interjections because an interjection such as Shh gives a
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command. Assuming that it is a CP is wrong. Additionally, looking at it as a verb is equally
problematic. However, we cannot disagree that this word will meet the pragmatic specifications of
speech acts as defined by Austin (1962) and Searle (1968): illocution (the intended action) and
perlocution (the actual effect of an utterance). At the pragmatic-syntactic interface, Speech Act
Projections c-command CPs. C is the source of Force (e.g., imperatives, interrogatives, declaratives,
exclamatives and others). This means that C and SAPs should fuse to obtain the direct, immediate
imperative interpretation. The existence of this item in a SAP makes this item an interjection in the
sense that it does not require further associations. This fortifies the claim that the higher the element is,
the more subject the element is for pragmaticalization (Biberauer, 2018).
Another empirical outcome is that those interjections ((26)) that behave like verbs can fit neatly
in this domain.
(26)
a. “oh me!”
b. “O me
miserum”
INT 1SG.ACC miserable.ACC

(Latin)
(obtained from an anonymous reader)

Our model shows that is a speaker who is expressing his attitudes – not a subject of the interjection
“oh”. If we are tempted to think that interjection has a subject and assigns accusative case, then we are
categorizing ‘oh’ as a verb, which is wrong. Our model of analysis looks at such a construction as an
Expressive Phrase; there is a speaker who is expressing his attitudes. Notice further that the model
presented shows that such a phrase ‘oh me’ does not permit negation. (* “no oh me!” / “not oh me!”),
it does not interact with tense ‘*ohed me yesterday’, and it does not allow the DP ‘me’ to be in a focus
position (*me oh!). However, the phrase ‘oh me’ can be understood to have a present interpretation.
The interpretation is present at the time of expressing attitudes, not the time of ‘oh’ itself; this can be
supported by the idea that the interjection ‘oh’ cannot inflect for past ‘ohed’ or future ‘will oh’. This
may be applicable to the Latin example.
7. Conclusion
This paper accounts for the behavior of OLCs in the Arabic language. The paper shows that those
categories behave at once like nouns, verbs and interjections. This pattern shows up because those
categories are pragmatically motivated, which makes the syntax-pragmatics interface a good tool for
their derivation and generation. The paper develops the following theoretical assumption: pragmatics
can alter morphological patterns, and this impacts syntactic derivations. The morphological form of
this class of words shows that, in the Arabic language, nunation, plural morphemes and diminutive
morphemes can attach to roots without altering the morphological output of lexical items. Those
morphemes are used for emphasis, exaggeration or deprecation. In addition, the study shows a marker
for a hearer. The tests show that this marker does not alter roots, but it defines other bound
morphemes. The output is a class of lexical items that are only used for orders. This class can
coordinate with imperative verbs, on the condition that it comes before any other element. This means
that SAPs shape categories in a complex way, change their forms and restrict their syntactic ordering.
This confirms Biberauer’s (2018) observation that SAPs can constitute a “grammaticalization target”
for pragmaticalization-oriented processes.” This means that OLCs may pattern with interjections only
if they undergo a process of pragmaticalization.
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1. Introduction
Speakers often report on the mental states or communicative acts of individuals, i.e. what they believe,
want, hope, say etc. (Pearson to appear). The individual whose states or acts are reported is called the
attitude holder, and the whole clause can be tagged as an attitude report. This paper explores the
contribution of light verbs in building certain attitude reports in Bangla (aka Bengali), an Indo-Aryan
language. We pick up certain Bangla attitude verbs that are complex predicates (Butt 1995, 2005,
a.m.o.) in nature. Intriguingly, these attitude verbs share the same preverb and differ from each other
with respect to the light verbs they contain. These verbs which have the preverb mone ‘in mind’
include instances such as mone hO- ‘think’, mone pOR- ‘remember’, mone ach- ‘exist in
memory/mind’, mone rakh- ‘keep in memory/mind’ etc. Since preverbs provide the main semantic
content of the whole predicate (Lazard 1957), and all these verbs are related to attitude holder’s
cognition, we will use the term ‘mind-verb’ to refer to them hereafter. Out of these mind-verbs, some
are presuppositional1 and some are not. Hence, the attitude reports differ from each other. In this
paper, we explore the question of what role the light verbs viz. hO- ‘happen’, pOR- ‘fall’, ach- ‘exist’
and rakh- ‘keep’ play in triggering the difference in attitude reports. We propose that the restriction of
prior existence associated with the Theme arguments of pOR-, ach-, and rakh- leads to the
presuppositional behavior of mone pOR-, mone ach- and mone rakh-, while the lack of it in hOcannot do the same for mone hO- which is a non-presuppositional verb.
2. Classifying the mind-verbs: Presuppositional and Non-presuppositional
Kastner’s (2015) view on attitude verbs roots back to the classification of Cattell (1978) which is the
following.
(1) a. Volunteered-stance: The embedded clause denotes a new idea.
John {thought/believed/claimed/supposed/assumed} that Mary committed the murder.
b. Non-stance: The embedded clause denotes a fact.
John {recalled/knew/regretted/realized/forgot} that Mary committed the murder.
c. Response-stance: The embedded clause denotes a familiar idea.
John {agreed/accepted/denied/confirmed/admitted} that Mary committed the murder.
The latter two classes, following Kastner (2015), are called presuppositional, while the former one
Following Kastner (2015), presuppositional verbs such as deny and know ‘presuppose the existence of a
clausal discourse referent as their complement’.
1
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is non-presuppositional in nature. Kastner called the third type presuppositional, since the clause
embedded by the response-stance verbs refers to a familiar idea in discourse. Let’s see (2) where the
clausal extension No one told him… sounds inappropriate, because an attitude holder cannot
agree/accept/deny/confirm/admit something which is not introduced before in discourse. On the other
hand, the volunteered-stance verbs introduce a new idea in discourse. That is why the clausal
extension is fine in (3) where the embedded clause is embedded by any of the volunteered-stance
verbs, referring to new information that Mary committed the murder.
(2) John {agreed/accepted/denied/confirmed/admitted} that Mary committed the murder. #No one
told him before that Mary committed the murder.
(3) John {thought/believed/claimed/supposed/assumed} that Mary committed the murder. No one
told him before that Mary committed the murder.
The second type of predicates, i.e. the non-stance class is also presuppositional, and additionally it
presupposes the truth of the complement clause. This class is tagged as factive (Kiparksy & Kiparsky
1970), since it refers to a presupposed fact. Let’s consider the following.
(4) John {recalled/knew/regretted/realized/forgot} that Mary committed the murder. #But, Mary did
not commit the murder.
The but-extension is inappropriate in (4), because the embedded clause is presupposed to be true
and, thus, cannot be defeated. Thus, the collection of factive verbs turns out to be a proper subset of
the set of presuppositional verbs. The complement of a response-stance verb refers to an idea which
exists in the prior discourse, while that of a non-stance (factive) verb refers to a familiar idea that is
also true in the actual world. Using the idea of Common Ground (Stalnaker 2002), it can be
summarized that the complement of both the response-stance and non-stance verbs refers to the
information existing in Common Ground, while the clause embedded by a volunteered-stance
(non-factive) predicate introduces a new idea to the Common Ground.
Following the above line of classification, we now categorize our mind-verbs with respect to their
ability to presuppose their complements. In other words, our classification of them focuses on whether
they can presuppose the existense of their complements in prior discourse. Let’s witness the
following2.
(5) onu-r
mon-e
hOY
je rahul khun-Ta
koreche,
jodio keu
Anu-GEN mind-LOC happen.PRS.3 that Rahul murder-CLF do.PRF.PRS.3 though none
take
bOl-e ni
je rahul khun-Ta
koreche.
she.ACC tell-3 PRF.PST.NEG that Rahul murder-CLF do.PRF.PRS.3
‘Anu thinks that Rahul committed the murder, though no one told her that Rahul committed the
murder.’
(6) onu-r
mon-e
pORje rahul khun-Ta
koreche,
#kintu rahul
Anu-GEN mind-LOC fall-PRS.3 that Rahul murder-CLF do.PRF.PRS.3 but Rahul
khun-Ta
kOr-e ni.
2

Throughout this paper, we take those cases where the matrix attitude verbs in Bangla get the nuclear pitch
accent while embedding propositions.
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murder-CLF do-3 PRF.PST.NEG
‘Anu remembers that Rahul committed the murder, #but Rahul did not commit it.’
(7) onu-r
mon-e
ach-e
je rahul khun-Ta
koreche,
#kintu rahul
Anu-GEN mind-LOC exist-PRS.3 that Rahul murder-CLF do.PRF.PRS.3 but Rahul
khun-Ta
kOr-e ni.
murder-CLF do-3 PRF.PST.NEG
‘Anu has it in her mind that Rahul committed the murder, #but Rahul did not commit it.’
(8) onu mon-e
rekheche
je rahul khun-Ta
koreche,
#kintu rahul
Anu mind-LOC keep.PRF.PRS.3 that Rahul murder-CLF do.PRF.PRS.3 but Rahul
khun-Ta
kOr-e ni.
murder-CLF do-3 PRF.PST.NEG
‘Anu has kept it in her mind that Rahul committed the murder, #but Rahul did not commit it.’
The sentence in (5) exhibits a case where the mind-verb mone hO- ‘think’ embeds the proposition
that Rahul committed the murder. The though-clause after it sounds completely fine, because the
complement of the concerned mind-verb introduces new information to discourse. Therefore, this
verb can be diagnosed as a volunteered-stance one which gives rise to no factivity at all. As opposed
to that, the rest of the mind-verbs are presuppositional and factive, because the but-clause after (6)-(8)
sounds weird. The weirdness of it tells us that the mind-verbs in the latter three sentences presuppose
the truth of their complements. The complements of them denote already-existing referents holding
true in the actual world, while the complement of mone hO- cannot refer to anything which is
already-existing in the Common Ground. Thus, as shown empirically, the above-mentioned Bangla
mind-verbs are not similar in terms of their ability to presuppose their complements. Only mone hOis non-presuppositional, and the other three verbs viz. mone pOR- ‘remember’, mone ach- ‘exist in
mind’, mone rakh- ‘keep in mind’ are presuppositional and also factive.
3. The puzzle
As mentioned in Section 1, these mind-verbs are complex predicates. They share the same preverb
mone, which is a postpositional phrase (PP), consisting of a noun mon ‘mind’ and an inflection –e
which is the locative marker. Thus, the PP in concern translates into ‘in mind’. Let’s now dive into
what the lexical forms of the mind-verbs mean literally. The verb mone hO- literally translates into
‘happen in mind’ with the light verb hO- to mean ‘happen’. So, the locus of happening something is
the attitude holder’s mind. In the similar way, mone pOR- means ‘fall in mind’3 where the light verb
pOR- means ‘fall’, while mone ach-, mone rakh- consist of the light verbs ach- and rakh- that
correspond to ‘exist’ and ‘keep’ respectively. Thus, mone ach- literally corresponds to ‘exist in mind’,
and mone rakh- denotes ‘keep in mind’ in the literal sense. In case of the mind-verbs, it is noted that
the light verbs refer to different events that take place at the same locus which is the attitude holder’s
mind.
The central question of this paper is to explore whether the light verbs play any role in triggering
the (non)presuppositional semantics of the mind-verbs. Our focus of this paper is on the concerned
light verbs to investigate their impacts on the (non)presuppositionality of the attitude verbs in concern.
More specifically, we explore the contribution of hO- ‘happen’ in invoking the non-factivity in
3

Bondarenko (in prep.) also noted that Balkar language lexicalizes remember as ‘dropping in one’s memory’.
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think and that of pOR- ‘fall’, ach- ‘exist’ and rakh- ‘keep’ in the invocation of
presuppositionailty associated with remember, have in mind and keep in mind in Bangla.
4. The light verbs as main verbs
This section draws our attention to the semantics of the light verbs that are in our focus. In order to
unfold what kind of role they play in attitude making, we need to consider them when used as main
verbs in sentences. The verb hO- is ambiguous between two readings in Bangla. Let’s consider the
following.
(9) rahul
amar bhai
hOY.
Rahul
I.GEN brother COP.PRS.3
‘Rahul is my brother.’
(10) megh
theke briSTi hOY.
cloud
from rain
happen.PRS.3
Lit. ‘Rain happens from cloud.’
In the former sentence, the verb hO- refers to a copulative interpretation. It acts like an identity
function which, following Heim & Kratzer (1998), is semantically vacuous. Let’s call this copulative
hO- or hOc- that has the interpretation as in what follows. It takes an e-type argument x and returns us
that x.
(11) ⟦hOc-⟧ = λxe.[x]
On the other hand, the latter does not refer to any copulative sense of hO-. Rather, here it denotes
an event, an event of happening. So, the sentence means that rain happens from the cloud. This
reading of this concerned verb has a totally different interpretation. It has an argument which is the
Theme of the event of happening. In (10), the Theme is rain which happens from the cloud. The
intriguing fact about its Theme is that it does not exist prior to the event of happening. The sentence
(10) depicts a story of transformation of rain from the cloud. It conveys us a sense where the Theme
rain does not exist before the event time. Let’s use hOh- to denote its different status compared to its
copulative avatar. We argue that this type of reading is involved in mone hO- ‘think’, which literally
gives us the sense of something happening in mind. We propose that this kind of interpretation can be
taken care of by the following formulation, relative to an assignment function g and a world w.
(12) ⟦hOh-⟧w,g = λxeλev.happenw(x)(e)
It takes an individual x of type e and an event argument of type v. It returns true iff e is the
event of happening of x in w. This individual argument is the Theme of the verb in concern.
Verbs like pOR- ‘fall’, ach- ‘exist’ and rakh- ‘keep’ differ from hOh- in a sense that the
Theme arguments of them do exist prior to the relevant event times. Let’s consider the
following data.
(13) apel-Ta
gach theke
apple-CLF
tree
from
‘The apple fell from the tree.’

poRlo.
fall.PST.3
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(14) boi-Ta
bEg-e
book-CLF
bag-LOC
Lit. ‘The book exists in the bag.’
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ache.
exist.PRS.3

(15) rahul
boi-Ta
bEg-e
Rahul
book-CLF
bag-LOC
‘Rahul kept the book inside the bag.’

rakhlo.
keep.PST.3

In case of the above three verbs, the Theme arguments of them must exist before the
beginning of the events. In (13), the Theme apple needs to exist before the event of falling. So
is the case with the Theme book in (14) and (15), where it exists before the events of existing
and keeping respectively. Verbs impose restrictions on their arguments, and these restrictions
are realized at the syntax-semantic interface (à la Diesing 1992). As menioned in
Bondarenko (in prep.), verbs of destruction (16) and verbs of use (17) require their Theme
arguments to pre-exist the events, whereas verbs of creation (18) do not need that.
(16) John broke the glass, #but there was no glass. →There existed a glass before the time of
breaking it.
(17) John read the book, #but there was no book. → There existed a book before the reading
event.
(18) John wrote an essay. →There did not exist an essay before the event of John’s writing
it.
This kind of prior existence restriction associated with the Theme arguments in (16), (17)
can be noted in case of the verbs such as pOR- ‘fall’, ach- ‘exist’ and rakh- ‘keep’. We argue
that the prior existence restriction is semantically encoded in these verbs. Let’s take pORwhich has the following denotation in w.
(19) ⟦pOR-⟧w,g = λxeλev: LB(τ(x)) < LB(τ(e)).fallw(x)(e)
Following Krifka’s (1989, 1992, 1998) insight, we defined a temporal trace function τ
from the set of entities De to set of intervals I. We also base on Bondarenko (2019) in
assuming that the set of eventualities is properly included in the set of entities (e.g. Dv ⊂ De).
The trace function gives us the interval where an individual or an event exists. The semantics
in (19) states that the concerned verb in w takes an individual x of type e and a v-type event.
It is defined if the left boundary (LB) of the interval corresponding to the existence of x
precedes (<) that of the interval corresponding to the existence of e. It returns true iff e is
the event of falling of x in w. The presupposition component in (19) refers to the prior
existence restriction mentioned above. It means that the Theme of pOR- needs to pre-exist the
running time of the falling event. This same sort of restriction can be noted in the verbs achand rakh- also. We argue in the next section that this prior existence restriction which these
light verbs bear is responsible for making the concerned mind-verbs presuppositional.
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5. The light verbs influence the semantics of the attitude verbs
Though the prior existence restriction leads to the presuppositionality of the attitude verbs in
concern, this kind of restriction is not exactly equivalent to what is meant by presuppositional
inference (cf. Bondarenko in prep.). Unlike presuppositional inference, prior existence
restriction does not project out of negation.
(20) John did not break the glass, because there was no glass at all.
We assume that this kind of restriction is imported from the concerned light verbs in case
of the verbs like mone pOR- ‘remember’, mone ach- ‘have in memory/mind’, mone rakh‘keep in mind’, while mone hO- ‘think’ lacks this restriction in its denotation. The following
is the denotation of mone pOR- in world w, relative to an assignment function g.
(21) ⟦mone pOR-⟧w,g = λxeλev: LB(τ(x)) < LB(τ(e)).rememberw(x)(e)
It refers to a decompositional denotation (Kratzer 2016; Bogal-Allbritten 2017; Elliott
2017; Özyιldιz 2019, a.m.o.) of Bangla remember. This transitive attitude verb in w takes an
e-type individual x, i.e. the res-argument4, and an event argument of type v. It presupposes
that the res pre-exists the running time of remembering x, and it returns true iff e is the event
of remembering about x in w. We argue that the presupposition component in (21) is
imported from the light verb pOR- ‘fall’. The other two mind-verbs, viz. mone ach- ‘have in
mind’ and mone rakh- ‘keep in mind’ also maintain this prior existence restriction in their
semantics. We postulate that this restriction associated with the res-arguments of these
concerned mind-verbs is not available in mone hO- ‘think’ due to the semantics of the light
verb hO- ‘happen’ which does not require its Theme to pre-exist the relevant event. We
propose the following denotation of mone hO- in w.
(22) ⟦mone hO-⟧w,g = λxeλev.thinkw(x)(e)
As is evident in (22), no presupposition component is available in the denotation of mone
hO- in w. It takes an individual x, an event e such that e is the event of thinking about x in w.
We exhibit that this semantics of mone hO- always gives us non-presuppositional or
volunteered-stance reading, while the denotation like (21) can give rise to presuppositionality.
Bangla has two sorts of embedded finite clause, i.e. je-clause and bole-clause (Singh
1980; Bhattacharya 2001; Bayer et al. 2005, a.m.o.). The former has clause-initial
complementizer, while in the latter the complementizer bole is clause-final. In the following
sub-sections, we zoom in on the (non)presuppositional readings that the Bangla mind-verbs
produce while embedding different types of finite clauses, and we compositionally formalize
the phenomena at the syntax-semantics interface.
5.1 Non-presuppositional reading with mone hO- ‘think’
As shown in Section 2, mone hO- gives rise to non-presuppositional reading with a je-clause
The res-argument of an attitude verb is the topic of the attitude in concern. Thus, it denotes the ‘aboutness’ of
the attitude report (see Heim 1994; Rawlins 2013; Deal 2018, a.m.o.).
4
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(5). This verb is non-presuppositional also while embedding a bole-clause.
(23) onu-r
rahul khun-Ta
koreche
bole
mon-e
hOY,
jodio
Anu-GEN Rahul murder-CLF do.PRF.PRS.3 BOLE mind-LOC happen.PRS.3 though
keu take
bOl-e ni
je rahul khun-Ta
koreche.
none she.ACC tell-3 PRF.PST.NEG that Rahul murder-CLF do.PRF.PRS.3
‘Anu thinks that Rahul committed the murder, though no one told her that Rahul committed
the murder.’
In this section, we offer a compositional treatment of how this attitude verb produces such
reading with the two different types of clause embedded. As mentioned in Moulton (2019),
Bangla je-clauses are of type <e,t>, referring to predicates of individuals which are contentful
(see Moulton 2009, 2015). Viewing the complementizer je as an embedder which is built on
contentful individuals gets its foothold from the fact that this type of clauses can be modified
by content nouns like news, story, rumor etc. Let’s consider the sentence below.
(24) ami
ei kOtha-Ta jan-i
je rahul
khun-Ta
koreche.
I.NOM this talk-CLF know-PRS.1 that Rahul murder-CLF do.PRF.PRS.3
‘I know this talk/story/news that Rahul committed the murder.’
In the above data, the embedded je-clause is modified by the content noun ei kOthaTa
‘this talk’. The compatibility of the content nouns with je-clauses leads us to claim that this
complementizer has the denotation as in (25). In world w, it takes a propositional argument of
type <s,t> and an e-type contentful inividual such that the content (CONT) of x in w refers to
the proposition p. As a result, the embedded je-clause in (24) will have the denotation as what
is shown in (26), where it refers to the set of contentful individuals whose content is denoted
by the proposition that Rahul committed the murder.
(25) ⟦je⟧w,g = λp<s,t>λxe.CONTw(x) = p
(26) ⟦je rahul khunTa koreche⟧w,g = λxe.CONTw(x) = λw’.Rahul did the murder in w’
As opposed to it, a bole-clause cannot have a nominal correlate (Bayer et al. 2005;
Moulton 2019, a.m.o.). It is not compatible with a content noun as shown below.
(27) *ami
ei kOtha-Ta rahul khun-Ta
koreche
bole
jan-i.
I.NOM this talk-CLF Rahul murder-CLF do.PRF.PRS.3 BOLE know-PRS.1
Intended: ‘I know this talk/news/story that Rahul committed the murder.’
This type of embedded clause cannot be correlated to a content noun because of the nature
of the final complementizer bole. According to Kratzer (2013), some clausal embedders, apart
from the contentful individuals, are based on contentful eventualities of type v (Hacquard
2006; Moulton 2008; Elliott 2018). As suggested in Moulton (2019), like Korean ko-,
Japanese to-, Zulu ukuthi, Bangla bole is built on contentful eventualities instead of
individuals, having the denotation as in what follows.
(28) ⟦bole⟧w,g = λp<s,t>λev.CONTw(e) = p
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This verby embedder (see Moulton 2019) in w takes a propositional argument and a
contentful event variable e of type v such that the content of e is equal to that p. Following a
Functional Application (henceforth FA), the embedded bole-clause in (23) gets the following
interpretation in world w. It denotes the predicate of eventualities that bear the propositional
content that Rahul committed the murder.
(29) ⟦ rahul khunTa koreche bole⟧w,g = λev.CONTw(e) = λw’.Rahul did the murder in w’
We are now in a position to propose the compositional pictures of mone hO- ‘think’
embedding these two types of finite clause. Let’s first get into the picture where this verb
embeds a je-clause. We propose the following LF that accounts for (5) without the
though-extension.
(30)

We can resort to Restrict (Chung & Ladusaw 2004) to compose the attitude verb of type
<e,<v,t>> with the je-clause of type <e,t>. As a result, the VP in w will have the following
denotation.
(31) ⟦VP⟧w,g = λxeλev.thinkw(x)(e) ˄ CONTw(x) = λw’.Rahul committed the murder in w’
At this stage of derivation, we need to assume that the individual argument in VP gets
existentially closed off in order to compose with the Voice head via Event Identification or EI
(Kratzer 1996). The Voice head introduces the attitude holder or the experiencer (EXP),
having the denotation as in what follows.
(32) ⟦Voice⟧w,g = λzeλev.EXPw(z)(e)

(attitude holder is introduced)

In w, it takes an individual z and a v-type event such that z is the experience of the event e.
This head composes with the existentially closed VP by EI, resulting in the following
interpretation of Voice’ in w.
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(33) ⟦Voice’⟧w,g = λzeλev.∃x.thinkw(x)(e) ˄ EXPw(z)(e) ˄ CONTw(x) = λw’.Rahul did the
murder in w’
(EI, Voice, VP)
Now, an FA is applied to arrive at the interpretation of VoiceP. Following Kratzer (1996),
we also assume that the T head existentially closes off the event variable introduced by the
Voice projection. Thus, the TP will hold true in w iff the following condition is met.
(34) ∃x∃e.thinkw(x)(e) ˄ EXPw(Anu)(e) ˄ CONTw(x) = λw’.Rahul did the murder in w’
The interpretation of TP in w tells us that there exist an individual x and an event e such
that e is the event of thinking about x in w, and Anu is the experiencer of e in w, and the
content of x in w is the proposition that Rahul committed the murder. Though the content of
the res-argument of thinking corresponds to the embedded proposition, no sign of
presuppositionality is noted in (34).
We now analyze how it looks at the interface when this attitude verb takes the bole-clause
as its complement, as shown in (23). We propose the following LF of (23), keeping aside the
though-clause.
(35)

While composing the attitude verb of type <e,<v,t>> with the bole-clause of type <v,t>,
we can make use of EI to arrive at the denotation of the VP which is like below, given an
assignment function g and a world w.
(36) ⟦VP⟧w,g = λxeλev.thinkw(x)(e) ˄ CONTw(e) = λw’.Rahul committed the murder in w’
The individual x is assumed to get existentially closed off to compose with the Voice head
by another EI. As a consequence, the Voice’ projection ends up having the denotation as (37).
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(37) ⟦Voice’⟧w,g = λzeλev.∃x.thinkw(x)(e) ˄ EXPw(z)(e) ˄ CONTw(e) = λw’.Rahul did the
murder in w’
Now, it’s the time to apply an FA to reach at VoiceP. The T head then existentially closes
off the event variable in VoiceP, yielding up the following interpretation of TP in w.
(38) ∃x∃e.thinkw(x)(e) ˄ EXPw(Anu)(e) ˄ CONTw(e) = λw’.Rahul did the murder in w’
Intriguingly, the existentially bound res-argument does not correlate to any lexical
material, and the embedded clause is denoted by the content of the event of thinking. Thus, no
presuppositional inference is drawn in this case either.
5.2 Composing mone pOR- ‘remember’, mone ach- ‘have in memory’ and mone rakh‘keep in mind’ with the finite clauses
We have shown earlier that these mind-verbs are presuppositional and, additionally, factive
with the je-clause. Though the presuppositionality is semantically encoded in them, we argue
that they are not inherently factive by themselves. These attitude verbs require their Theme
arguments to pre-exist the events, but they cannot guarantee the truth of their contents. Let’s
consider the following sentences.
(39) onu-r
oi gujob-Ta
mone
pORe
je rahul prem korto.
Anu-GEN that rumor-CLF mind.LOC fall.PRS.3 that Rahul love do.HAB.PST.3
‘Anu remembers that rumor that Rahul was in a relationship.’
(40) onu-r
oi gujob-Ta mone
ache
je rahul prem korto.
Anu-GEN that rumor-CLF mind.LOC exist.PRS.3 that Rahul love do.HAB.PST.3
‘Anu has that rumor in her mind that Rahul was in a relationship.’
(41) onu oi gujob-Ta mone
rekheche
je rahul prem korto.
Anu that rumor-CLF mind.LOC keep.PRF.PRS.3 that Rahul love do.HAB.PST.3
‘Anu has kept that rumor in her mind that Rahul was in a relationship.’
In (39)-(41), no factive inferences can be claimed to pop up, since the je-clause is
modified by the content noun gujob ‘rumor’ that expresses doubtfulness towards the truth of
the embedded proposition that Rahul was in a relationship. One cannot be certain about the
truth of something which is a rumor. However, the concerned content noun rumor can be said
to exist before the relevant event times. It means that the rumor that Rahul was in a
relationship already existed beforehand, and the mental states of an attitude holder towards
this are reported in these sentences. Thus, the presuppositionality is still available in the above
three examples, though no trace of factivity comes to the fore due to the lexical semantics of
the concerned content noun. Let’s take the case of mone pOR- ‘remember’. We argue that the
semantics of it, as formulated in (21), can account for this phenomenon. Below is drawn the
anatomy of the embedded je-clause, i.e. je rahul prem korto ‘that Rahul was in a relationship’
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modified by the content noun gujob ‘rumor’. The world variable is abstracted away in the
following structure.
(42)

The content noun gujob ‘rumor’ is composed with the embedded CP via Predicate
Modification. As a result, the NP denotes the set of contentful individuals x that have the
property of being rumor in w, and the content of x in w is the proposition that Rahul was in a
relationship. While the concerned content noun is preceded by the definite demonstrative oi
‘that’, the NP refers to the unique individual that is rumor whose content tells us that Rahul
was in a relationship. Now, to compose the unique NP with the transitive attitude verb mone
pOR- ‘remember’ by Restrict, we need to tap into the type-shifter IDENT (Partee 1986) to
make it a singleton like below.
(43) IDENT(⟦NP⟧w,g) = λxe.[x = ιye[rumorw(y) ˄ CONTw(y) = λw’.Rahul was in a
relationship in w’]]
Now, following the relevant steps of composition, we arrive at the interpretation of (39) in
w as in what follows.
(44) ⟦(39)⟧w,g = ∃x∃e: LB(τ(x)) < LB(τ(e)).rememberw(x)(e) ˄ EXPw(Anu)(e) ˄ x =
ιye[rumorw(y) ˄ CONTw(y) = λw’.Rahul was in a relationship in w’]
The above formulation asserts that there exist an individual x and an event e such that e is
the event of remembering about x in w, and Anu is the attitude holder of e in w, and in w x is
the rumor that Rahul was in a relationship. It also presupposes that the topic of remembering
pre-exists the event of remembering. This presupposition component indicates that the topic
of the attitude report exists beforehand in the Common Ground, instantiating the
presuppositional nature of mone pOR- in (39). The same line of derivation applies to both
(40) and (41), where the contents do exist in the discourse prior to the actual events.
Intriguingly, when these three mind-verbs embed bare je-clauses5, as in (6)-(8), factive
inferences come to the fore. Due to this, we argue that there is a covert or phonologically null
factive operator F, which composes with the bare je-clause when it is embedded by any of
We use the term ‘bare je-clause’ to refer to the instances, where there is no overt nominal to modify the
embedded je-clause.
5
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these potentially factive mind-verbs. We formulate the denotation of F in w as in what
follows.
(45) ⟦F⟧w,g = λP<e,t>λxe: ∃!p ∈ CONTw(x)[p = CONTw(x) ˄ p(w)].P(x)
Relative to a world w, it requires an <e,t>-type predicate P and an individual x of type e. It
is defined if the unique6 proposition p that is the content of x in w holds true in w. It returns
true iff that individual has the property P. This operator gives the embedded clause a factive
flavor. Now, we can propose the following LF of (6), excluding the but-clause after it.
(46)

Here, the attitude verb mone pOR- ‘remember’ takes the FP as its argument instead of the
CP. Following an FA, the FP gets the denotation as below.
(47) ⟦FP⟧w,g = λxe: ∃!p ∈ CONTw(x)[p = CONTw(x) ˄ p(w)].CONTw(x) = λw’.Rahul
committed the murder in w’
(FA, F, CP)
Thus, FP presupposes that the proposition which is the content of the individual holds true
in w. The <e,<v,t>>-type verb now composes with this FP of type <e,t> via Restrict, yielding
up the interpretation of VP in w as the following.
(48) ⟦VP⟧w,g = λxeλev: LB(τ(x)) < LB(τ€) ˄ ∃!p ∈ CONTw(x)[p = CONTw(x) ˄ p(w)].
Rememberw(x)€ ˄ CONTw(x) = λw’.Rahul committed the murder in w’
Now, the individual variable needs to get existentially closed off to compose with the
Voice head by EI. The Voice’ projection looks like below.

6

Thematic uniqueness rules out the possibility that an individual can have more than one proposition as its
content at a single point of time.
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(49) ⟦Voice’⟧w,g = λzeλev.∃x: LB(τ(x)) < LB(τ(e)) ˄ ∃!p ∈ CONTw(x)[p = CONTw(x) ˄
p(w)].rememberw(x)(e) ˄ EXPw(z)(e) ˄ CONTw(x) = λw’.Rahul committed the murder
in w’
(EI, Voice, VP)
At this stage of derivation, the subject DP saturates the individual variable z in (49) to
reach at the VoiceP whose event variable, then, gets existentially closed off by the T head.
The TP in w looks as in what follows.
(50) ⟦TP⟧w,g = ∃x∃e: LB(τ(x)) < LB(τ(e)) ˄ ∃!p ∈ CONTw(x)[p = CONTw(x) ˄ p(w)].
rememberw(x)(e) ˄ EXPw(Anu)(e) ˄ CONTw(x) = λw’.Rahul committed the murder in
w’
(Factive reading)
The above interpretation of TP turns out to be factive because in addition to the
res-argument’s pre-existence, it presupposes that the proposition that is the content of the res
holds true in the actual world. The same compositional technique will apply to mone ach‘have in mind’ and mone rakh- ‘keep in mind’ when they embed the bare je-clauses, giving
rise to factive inferences. The sentences in (7), (8) exhibit that. By contrast, no such factive
operator is involved in case of mone hO- ‘think’, because it is a non-presuppositional verb
that does not give rise to factivity while embedding a je-clause.
As for embedding the bole-clause, mone pOR- ‘remember’ does this. According to some
native judgments, the following can be uttered under a context where Rahul remembers some
stuff that had not occurred before in the actual world.
(51) rahul-er
amra dilli gechilam
bole mone
pORe,
kintu amra
Rahul-GEN we Delhi go.PRF.PST.1 BOLE mind.LOC fall.PRS.3 but we
kOkhono dilli jai
ni.
ever
Delhi go.1 PST.PRF.NEG
‘Rahul misremembers that we went to Delhi, but we never went there.’
It is quite evident that the above sentence is uttered to report the attitude holder’s false
memory. Thus, mone pOR- can embed a bole-clause to indicate a case of false memory
syndrome. Therefore, (51) denotes a non-factive use of Bangla remember. Keeping aside the
but-extension, the following LF can be proposed to take care of (51).
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(52)

Since the bole-clause denotes properties of eventualities of type v, it identifies the event
argument of the attitude verb by EI to get at the denotation of the VP. An existential closure
over the individual argument of VP now takes place in order to compose it with the Voice
head by another EI, and the subject DP saturates the individual argument of the Voice’
projection. The T head then existentially closes off the event variable introduced by VoiceP.
Consequently, the TP in w gets the denotation as in what is formulated below.
(53) ⟦TP⟧w,g = ∃x∃e: LB(τ(x)) < LB(τ(e).rememberw(x)(e) ˄ EXPw(Rahul)(e) ˄ CONTw(e)
= λw’.we went to Delhi in w’
(Non-factive reading)
The presupposition component is still present in (53). But, the Theme or the res-argument
of the attitude verb does not correspond to any lexical material. Hence, no factivity is popped
up.
Unlike mone pOR- ‘remember’, the other two verbs, viz. mone ach- ‘have in
memory/mind’ and mone rakh- ‘keep in mind’ are not compatible with the bole-clause.
(54) *rahul-er
amra dilli gechilam
bole mone
ache.
Rahul-GEN we Delhi go.PRF.PST.1 BOLE mind.LOC exist.PRS.3
Intended: ‘Rahul has it in his mind that we went to Delhi.’
(55) */??rahul amra dilli gechilam
bole
mone
rekheche.
Rahul we Delhi go.PRF.PST.1 BOLE mind.LOC keep.PRF.PRS.3
Intended: ‘Rahul has kept it in his mind that we went to Delhi.’
We argue that these two mind-verbs give rise to factivity in a stronger way than mone
pOR- does. Let’s execute the conditional-test, as suggested by Karttunen (1971), to claim this.
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(56) jodi amar pOre mone
pORe
je rahul mitthe bolechilo,
tahole ami
if I.GEN later mind.LOC fall.PRS.3 that Rahul lie
tell.PRF.PST.3 then I
SeTa Sobaike bolbo.
that all.ACC tell.FUT.1
‘If later I remember that Rahul lied, then I will tell that to everyone.’
(57)

jodi amar pOre mone
thake7
je rahul mitthe bolechilo,
tahole
if I.GEN later mind.LOC exist.PRS.3 that Rahul lie
tell.PRF.PST.3 then
ami SeTa Sobaike bolbo.
I that all.ACC tell.FUT.1
‘If later I have it in my mind that Rahul lied, then I will tell that to everyone.’

(58) jodi Rahul pOre mone
rakhe
je onu tar
Sathe kharap bEbohar
If Rahul later mind.LOC keep.PRS.3 that Anu he.GEN with bad behavior
korechilo,
tahole o ar
onur
Sathe kOtha bolbe
na.
do.PRF.PST.3 then he anymore Anu.GEN with talk
tell.FUT.3 NEG
‘If later Rahul keeps it in his mind that Anu misbehaved with him, then he won’t talk
to her anymore.’
Native speakers of Bangla have agreed upon the fact that in (56) it cannot be surely
asserted that Rahul indeed lied. In contrary to this, in (57) the truth of the embedded
proposition that Rahul lied is guaranteed. So is the case with (58), where the truth of the
embedded clause that Anu misbehaved with Rahul is presupposed under the conditional
context. Therefore, it is derived that both mone ach- and mone rakh- are strong factives,
whereas mone pOR- is not. Since Bangla strong factives are not fine with the bole-clause
(Kidwai 2014), we find both the sentences in (54), (55) weird in our system.
6. Conclusion
This paper focused on certain Bangla attitude verbs that are intriguing in a sense that they are
complex predicates, sharing the same preverb mone ‘in mind’, but differing from each other
in terms of the light verbs they carry. We called them mind-verbs. These mind-verbs also
differ from each other with respect to their ability to invoke presuppositionality. In this paper,
we questioned if the light verbs have any role to play in the invocation of this attitudinal
difference, and we came up with a compositional framework that can account for how the
semantics of the concerned light verbs becomes instrumental in imposing
(non)presuppositionality on the attitude reports. We put our focus on the restrictions that the
light verbs impose on their arguments, when used as main verbs in sentences. Intriguingly, we
noted that some but not all of them require their Theme arguments to pre-exist the actual
events. This prior existence restriction, we argue, is imported from the light verbs and applied
to the topic or the res-arguments of some mind-verbs. This restriction associated with the
Theme arguments of some of the mind-verbs leads them to invoke presuppositionality (cf.
Bondarenko 2019, in prep.), while the lack of this type of restriction in some explains the
crux of non-presuppositionality.
7

According to the traditional Bangla grammar, the verbal form ach- is an incomplete one because it cannot be
used in progressive and perfective forms. The complete counterpart of it is thak- ‘exist’ which is surfaced, when
used in an antecedent of a conditional statement.
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Prosody and Bare Nouns in Mongolian*
Michael Barrie and Jungu Kang
Sogang University

1. Introduction
We examine the prosody of bare nouns in Mongolian and propose different structures for pseudo
incorporated objects (PNI) and otherwise bare objects based on prosodic differences. We analyze these
two types of bare nouns under the framework of Match Theory (Selkirk, 2009; Elfner, 2015) and
propose a modification to Match Theory as follows. The prosodic categories of intonational phrase, ι,
phonological phrase, φ, and phonological word, ω match exclusively to phases (Chomsky, 2001, inter
alia), extending the proposals of Compton and Pittman (2010); Kratzer and Selkirk (2007); Newell
(2008); Ershova (2020), in which the DP phase maps to φ, and the nP phase maps to ω.
Specifically, we show that PNI objects (diagnosed by narrow scope) lack an initial LH contour, which
is found on full objects. The literature on Mongolian prosody, the LH contour is related to the ω;
however, we re-analyze the facts and propose that the LH contour appears at the left edge of a φ. In
short, the discussion here offers prosodic evidence for the distinction between DOM and PNI in addition
to the morpho-syntactic evidence discussed by Guntsetseg (2016).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the background on the analysis, including
a description of Match Theory, Pseudo Noun Incorporation and Differential Object Marking, PNI and
DOM in Mongolian, and prosodic properties of Mongolian. Section 3 gives the methodology for the
prosody experiment we ran. Section gives the results of the analysis, where we show that PNI objects
differ crucially from non-PNI objects in that the PNI objects lack an initial LH contour. Section 5
presents the analysis of the results. Section 6 is a brief conclusion.
2. Background
This section gives the theoretical and empirical background for our analysis of PNI in Mongolian. We
begin with a discussion of Match Theory and then go on to describe the properties of differential object
marking and pseudo noun incorporation and gives some suggestions for differences in structures
between the two. We end with a discussion of DOM and PNI in Mongolian following Guntsetseg’s
Guntsetseg (2016) discussion
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2.1. Match Theory
Match Theory proposes a direct relationship between syntactic structure and prosodic structure
governed by violable constraints (Elfner, 2015; Selkirk, 2009). The syntactic and prosodic categories
match as follows.
(1) Match Theory Constraints
a. CP – ι (CP with illocutionary force?)
b. XP – φ
c. X – ω
A growing body of research, however, suggests that prosodic categories correlate to syntactic phases
(Compton and Pittman, 2010; Newell, 2008; Kratzer and Selkirk, 2007). Although there is no
consensus on how phases match with prosodic categories (or even what the phase heads are!) we adopt
the notion that the KP phase maps to ω and the nP phase (if n is indeed a phasal head either fails to map
to a prosodic category or maps to something smaller than ω).
Example-(Times New Roman, 12pt)
2.2. DOM and PNI
In differential object marking (DOM), case marking on the noun varies with respect to a variety of
properties. It is cross-linguistically associated with humanness, animacy, specificity, and definiteness
(Bossong, 1991; Fábregas, 2013; López, 2012, inter alia). Here is a typical example from Spanish
(Fábregas, 2013, p.1).1
(2) Spanish DOM
a. Encontré un problema.
I.found
a problem
‘I found a problem’
b. Encontré a un superviviente.
I.found
K a survivor
‘I found a survivor’
In (2 a) the direct object does not have a visible case marker; however, in (2 b) the case marker a is
present. This pair of examples illustrates the usual trend whereby animate nouns trigger DOM while
inanimate nouns do not. In PNI a noun (typically the object) is bare or has reduced morphology
(Massam, 2001; Dayal, 2011). Additionally, it has a number of semantic properties that resemble
canonical noun incorporation (Mithun, 1984). Here is a typical example of PNI in Niuean (Massam,
2001).
(3) Niuean
a. Kua fakahū he
ekekafo e
tohi.
PVF send
ERG doctor ABS letter
‘The doctor sent the letter.’
1

The morpheme a in Spanish is glossed as K (for the K head, case). The actual identity of this marker is a

matter of debate.
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b. Kua fakahū tohi e
ekekafo.
PFV send letter ABS doctor
‘The doctor sent the letter.’
Observe that the regular transitive construction in (3 a) has case marking on the subject and on the object.
In the PNI construction in (3 b), case marking is absent on the object, and the subject is marked with
absolutive case. Note also that in the PNI construction the object is adjacent to the verb.
Given that DOM and PNI bear many striking surface similarities distinguishing be-tween them can be
tricky. In general, DOM is associated with a larger structure than PNI. Note that in Finnish DOM is not
marked by the absence of case but by partitive case (Kiparsky, 1998), suggesting that the DOM/nonDOM contrast involves only a minor difference in structure, if any. PNI constructions, however,
typically lack higher functional morphology altogether, suggesting a significantly decreased structure.
In the next section, we present Guntsetseg’s disussion of case-less objects in Mongolian.
Property
ACC case marking
pronoun
obligatory
proper name
obligatory
definite NP
obligatory
indef specific NP
optional
indef non-specific NP
unavailable
PNI noun
unavailable
Table 1: Accusative Case Marking on different types of Objects in Mongolian
2.3. DOM and PNI in Mongolian
DOM in Mongolian has been studied most extensively by Guntsetseg (2016). She shows that animacy,
definiteness, and specificity play a strong role in DOM in Mongolian. The following examples illustrate
a portion of the variation found (Guntsetseg, 2016, p.78).
(4) a. Bi ene oxin-*(yg) xar-san.
I this girl-ACC see-PST
‘I saw this girl.’
b. Bi neg oxin-(yg) xar-san.
I a
girl-ACC see-PST
‘I saw a girl.’
c. Bi oxin-(*yg) xar-san.
I girl-ACC see-PST
‘I saw a girl.’
Guntsetseg (2016) gives the following example of PNI in Mongolian.
(5) Bi öčigdor nom unš-san.
I yesterday book read-PST
‘Yesterday, I did book-reading.’
We will discuss the difference between the obligatorily caseless examples as in (4 c) and PNI examples
as in (5) shortly. For now, we summarize Guntsetseg’s findings. Note that despite the breadth and depth
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of her study, Guntsetseg notes that there are interactions among the properties that affect DOM in
Mongolian that remain to be worked out. Nevertheless, she makes the approximate observations in
Table 1. Note that the animacy scale interacts with the properties in Table 1 in ways that are not fully
clear, yet.
Guntsetseg gives the following properties of PNI nouns in Mongolian (Guntsetseg,2016, p.61ff). These
properties are generally in line with the usual syntactic and semantic properties of PNI found in other
languages (Dayal, 2011; Massam, 2001).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

generally adjacent to the verb
no determiners or demonstratives
no postpositions or case markers
can be modified by an adjective
no plural marking
low scope
low discourse transparency

As these properties have been discussed by Guntsetseg, we move on to the prosodic properties of these
bare nouns in the next section.
3. Methodology
Four native speakers of Mongolian from Ulaanbaatar living in Seoul were given a randomized list of
sentences to record, including PNI, DOM and a number of filler sentences (24 test sentences and 57
filler sentences). Each participant received 30,000 won for participating in the experiment. The
following factors were tested.
1
2
3
4

Accusative case – present or absent
Plural marking present or absent
wide or narrow scope
animacy: human, animate, inanimate

In this preliminary investigation only bare nouns were examined and compared with wide scope and
narrow scope readings.
For the purposes of this investigation, we defined PNI as bare nouns with low scope and DOM as
bare nouns with high scope. Here is an example of each. In the actual experiment, the sentences were
written in Mongolian Cyrillic script and were checked by a native speaker for accuracy.
(6) Test examples for Mongolian PNI and DOM, respectively
a. Bi guu
saa-maar baina …ali ch guu hamagui.
I mare milk-INF want …any mare will do
‘I want to milk a mare…any mare will do.’
b. Bi guu
saa-maar baina …ter tsagaan guu.
I mare milk-INF want ...that white mare
‘I want to milk a mare…that white mare’
The pitch contours of these sentences were analyzed on Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2018) and
compared to known intonational correlates of prosodic categories in Mongolian (Karlsson, 2014). Of
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importance here is that the phonological word in Mongolian exhibitsa LH contour, where the tone
bearing unit is the mora.

Non-bare
Bare, narrow scope
Bare, wide scope

LH contour
19
1
4
Table 2: Pitch contours on nouns

Flat contour
0
8
0

Figure 1: Plural Noun
4. Results
The results were grouped as bare nouns versus non-bare nouns. Bare nouns are defined here as nouns
with no plural or case marking. A non-bare noun, then, has either plural marking, case marking, or
both. We did not consider nominals with articles or adjectives for this study. Some results were
discarded due to disfluencies or unconnected speech. For each example, we recorded whether there
was a definite LH pitch contour on the noun or whether the pitch contour was flat. Pitch contours that
were too narrow were not considered. The results are shown in Table 2. Objects with plural marking
or case marking (or both) clearly showed the LH contour typical of ωs, see Figure 1. PNI nouns (bare,
narrow scope) in nearly all cases lack this contour. An example is shown in Figure 3. Bare nouns
with wide scope (which we assume are not pseudo incorporated but rather simply lack DOM) do
bear the LH contour. An example is shown in Figure 2. We did not examine animacy as the number
of tokens was too small.
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Figure 2: Bare Noun, wide scope

Figure 3: Bare noun, narrower scope
5. Discussion
As mentioned, phonological words in Mongolian typically bear an initial LH contour (Karlsson,
2014). As shown in the results section, this contour was found on full noun phrases (including noun
phrases with overt number or case morphology) and on morpho-logically bare nouns with wide scope.
Morphologically bare nouns with narrow scope do not bear this contour. Since narrow scope is a
prototypical property of PNI (Dayal, 2011), we assume the bare nouns with narrow scope have been
pseudo incorporated while the bare nouns with wide scope are full DPs that lack DOM and just
happen to be singular (i.e., no number marking). Unlike morphological incorporation (in the sense of
Baker,1988), in which a head is incorporated, PNI involves the incorporation of a phrase.
We do not make any claims here about the analysis of DOM in Mongolian, but adopt the analysis
in López (2012) for convenience. We assume that PNI involves a structure no larger than nP, akin to
Massam (2001). Here are the three structures.
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(7)
case-marked object (DOM)

bare object (wide scope)

PNI object (narrow scope)

Under Match Theory, all XPs map to φ. Thus, we expect no difference between a full DP and an NP.
Consider the following examples. The tree on the left is a non-case- marked full DP (bare noun with
wide scope) and the tree on the right is a PNI noun (narrow scope).
(8)

The trees in example (8) have the following prosodic structure after pruning of empty categories.
(9)

Thus, standard Match Theory fails to predict any prosodic difference between the two kinds of bare
nouns. Adapting the proposals of Compton and Pittman (2010), Kratzer and Selkirk (2007), and
Newell (2008), we propose that the phases map to prosodic categories. Although we do not consider
the whole clause here, we propose that the CP phase maps to ι. The v P and DP phases, we suggest,
map to φ2. Finally, the nP phase maps to ω. We then must say that the initial LH contour is a property
of φ rather than ω3.
2
3

We eschew the question of whether D or K is the phase head.
Alternatively, one could say that DP maps to ω and nP maps to a smaller category. In the absence of evidence
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(10) Proposed Match Theory Constraints
(a) CP = ι
(b) DP = φ
(c) vP = φ
(d) nP = ω
The intuition we wish to capture is that the difference in the structure between the wide-scope bare
object and the PNI object is what is responsible for the difference in the prosodic structure. On the
proposal in (10), the two trees in (8) have the following structures, respectively. The subscript
notations are added for convenience.
(11)

If we say nothing further, then we still don’t quite capture the facts. Although the full DP object is a
φ and the PNI object is a ω, they are both still dominated by a higher φ, which should have a LH
contour at its left edge. We add one final ingredient to counteract the effect of the higher φ. The notion
of an extended projection offers a solution (Grimshaw, 1990). Richards (2016) and Sheehan et al.
(2017) both exploit the notion of an extended projection to distinguish the nominal domain from the
verbal domain. Precisely, what we propose is that once an extended projection is topped off, its
prosodic structure is computed. Strengthening this claim we could say that it is not every phase that
is sent to Spell-Out, but only the highest phase in an extended projection. We do not examine the
consequences of this proposal here4. The prosodic structures in (12), then, represent the result of
Spell-Out of the extended nominal projections, indicated with the arcs. The tree on the left (the bare
noun with wide scope) is a φ, so has an initial LH contour. The tree on the right is a ω, so does not.
(12) Prosodic Trees with Spell-Out Domains

for an additional prosodic category, we stick to the schema in (10).
4
One interesting consequence is that in a full clause wh-movement need not target SpecvP to reach CP. This is a
welcome consequence as there is considerable less evidence for the SpecvP escape hatch. For instance, so far as
we know, there are no wh-copy constructions found in SpecvP. See Legate (2003) and Rackowski and Richards
(2005), however, for evidence of SpecvP as an escape hatch.
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6. Conclusion
We have shown that there is a difference between morphologically bare PNI (with narrow scope) and
non-PNI nouns (with wide scope) in Mongolian. Bare non-PNI nouns have an initial LH contour.
Bare PNI nouns lack this contour. We argued that non-PNI bare nouns are full DPs and that PNI
nouns are nPs. We showed that an analysis couched within Match Theory cannot account for the
facts as given, so we suggested the following amendment. In traditional Match Theory all phrases
map to φ. Following Compton and Pittman (2010) and much other work, we assume that only phases
map to prosodic categories. For our purposes here, DP (or KP) maps to φ, vP maps to φ, and nP maps
to ω. Assuming that the initial LH contour is a property of φ, not ω, the facts fall into place. The bare
PNI noun, being an nP is a ω and lacks the LH contour. The wide-scope bare object, being a full DP,
is a φ, so possesses the LH contour.
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When embedded C projects an argument
Irina Burukina
Eötvös Loránd University, MTA Research Institute for Linguistics

1. Introduction
The standard assumption that Spec,CP is always an A-bar position has been questioned for
several languages where embedded C0 appears to be involved in agreement and caseassignment, thus suggesting that at least some C heads can have A-features in addition to Abar features (see Wurmbrand 2019 for an overview of the problem and references therein). In
addition to this, several papers suggest that the highest functional heads on the clausal spine
introduce silent operators corresponding to the discourse participants (Baker 2008; Diercks
2013, i.a.).
The present paper contributes to these discussions by examining previously undescribed
object control data from Meadow Mari1 (Uralic; nominative, head final, SOV) and arguing
that a particular type of C0 is capable of thematically licensing an argument in Spec,CP. The
sentences under consideration are exemplified in (1a), along with a more familiar case of
object control (1b).
(1)

a. Maša mə-la-m
tə-lan-et
tol-aš
(manən) kalas-en.2
Maša I-DAT-POSS.1SG you-DAT-POSS.2SG come-INF COMP
tell-PST
‘Maša told me to tell you to come.’ // ‘Maša told me that you should come.’
b. Maša mə-la-m
tol-aš
(manən) kalas-en.
Maša I-DAT-POSS.1SG come-INF
COMP
tell-PST
‘Maša told me to come.’

I demonstrate that in sentences similar to (1a) the first dative DP (here, məlam) is an
argument of the matrix speech act predicate (similarly to the single dative DP in (1b)). The
second dative DP (here, təlanet), which controls the embedded PRO subject, is an argument
projected by the complementizer manən within the infinitival CP. I argue that this DP is
1

Unless explicitly specified otherwise, the data presented in this paper come from the Morkinsko-Sernur dialect
of Meadow Mari (otherwise known as Eastern Mari) spoken in Mari El republic. Several examples marked “Hill
Mari” come from the Kuznetsovo variety of Hill Mari (Western Mari) spoken in Mari El. The data have been
collected during my field work in 2019 – 2020. The double dative constructions under consideration are attested
in both languages and, so far, I have found no difference in their properties and distribution.
2
Glossing abbreviations: ACC = accusative, CONJ = conjunction, COMP = complementizer, CVB = converb, DAT
= dative, EL = elative, GEN = genitive, IMP = imperative, IN = inessive, INF = infinitive, JUS = jussive, NEG =
negative, NPST = non-past, PL = plural, POSS = possessive, PST = past, PTCL = particle, SG = singular.
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externally merged in Spec,CP and is assigned the Addressee theta-role along with receiving
dative Case from C0, as schematized in (2).
(2)

I argue that this behavior of manən follows from its dual grammatical nature: it is a semigrammaticalized speech act verb ‘say’ that retains some verbal characteristics, such as the
ability to project arguments. Furthermore, I propose that the dative DP is, essentially, an
overtly realized ADDRESSEE participant; while usually, discourse coordinates in an embedded
complement clause are variables, whose reference depends on that of the matrix elements, in
the particular case of Mari the exceptional properties of the complementizer manən allows it
to re-introduce the ADDRESSEE for the embedded proposition.
The proposed analysis continues the line of research on the structure of clausal
complements of attitude predicates; it elaborates the logophoric control approach put forward
by Landau (2015) and expands the range of CP-related phenomena adding overtly realized
discourse participants to the picture.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of object control
constructions with a speech act verb in Mari. Section 3 focuses on so called “double dative”
sentences discussing in detail the distribution of each of the dative DPs. Section 4 outlines the
analysis and explores properties of the semi-grammaticalized complementizer manən, while
Section 5 presents structural representations for “mono-dative” and “double-dative”
constructions, building upon and expanding the logophoric approach to control developed in
Landau (2015).
2. Double dative constructions: Overview
2.1 Mandative verbs and object control
In Mari speech act verbs, such as kalasaš ‘say, tell’, kutəraš ‘say, speak’, šüdäš ‘ask, order’,
etc.,3 can serve as mandative predicates, also known as directives and verbs of order, when
they embed an infinitival or subjunctive clause. For instance, in (3) the speech act verb
kalasaš embeds a finite indicative clause as a complement and the sentence receives a
standard declarative reading.
(3)

Speech act verb: No mandative interpretation
Rveze-vlak kniga-m už-ən-ət
manən, Maša
boy-PL
book-ACC see-PST-3PL COMP
Maša
‘Mary told us that the boys had seen the book.’

mə-lan-na
kalas-en.
we-DAT-POSS.1PL tell-PST

In (4), the same verb selects an infinitival clause or a finite subjunctive clause as a
complement, and the sentences must be interpreted as orders, i.e. involving deontic modality.
Notice that an embedded non-finite clause can optionally be accompanied by the
complementizer manən, which will be discussed in section 4.
3

In Mari, practically any verb of information transfer can be used as a mandative predicate, for instance,
kəčkəralaš ‘cry out, shout’, seraš ‘write’, pə̈žgäš/pə̈žgältäš ‘whisper’ (Hill Mari), etc.
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Speech act verb: Mandative interpretation
a. Maša mə-lan-na
tol-aš
(manən) kalas-en.
Maša we-DAT-POSS.1PL come-INF COMP
tell-PST
‘Maša told us to come.’
b. Reveze-vlak
kniga-m už-əšt
manən
boy-PL
book-ACC see-JUS COMP
Maša mə-lan-na
kalas-en.
Maša we-DAT-POSS.1PL tell-PST
‘Maša told us that the boys should see the book.’

Considering the mandative constructions in (4), they contain a dative DP (DPDAT) that
simultaneously refers to the Addressee (the Goal of communication) – that is, the one who
receives the message and can pass it on, – and the mandee – the one who should carry out the
order. Even though the DPDAT does not have to be coreferent with the subject of the
embedded finite clause (4b), the Addressee participant is always interpreted as being at least
partially responsible for the event that should happen: in this particular example, we must
ensure that the boys will see the book.
The declarative/mandative ambiguity illustrated in (3) and (4) is not unusual; the same
behavior is typical for speech act verbs in many Indo-European languages, including English,
Russian, Spanish, among others. What makes the Mari case interesting is that in object
control constructions with a mandative interpretation two non-coordinated dative nominal
phrases can appear. This is illustrated in (5) for an embedded intransitive verb and in (6) for
an embedded transitive verb.
(5)

a. Maša mə-la-m
tol-aš
(manən) kalas-en.
Maša I-DAT-POSS.1SG come-INF COMP tell-PST
‘Maša told me to come.’
b. Maša mə-la-m
tə-lan-et
tol-aš
(manən)
kalas-en.
Maša I-DAT-POSS.1SG you-DAT-2SG
come-INF COMP
tell-PST
‘Maša told me to tell you to come.’ = ‘Maša told me that you should come.’

(6)

a. Təj mə-lan-na
kapka-m
ačal-aš (manən) kalas-əš-əč.
you we-DAT-POSS.1PL fence-ACC fix-INF COMP
tell-PST-2SG
‘You told us to fix the fence.’
b. Təj mə-lan-na
Petja-lan
kapka-m ačal-aš (manən) kalas-əš-əč.
you we-DAT-POSS.1PL Petja-DAT
fence-ACC fix-INF COMP
tell-PST-2SG
‘You told us to tell Petja to fix the fence.’
= ‘You told us that Petja should fix the fence.’

The construction can be schematized as [DPDAT1 + DPDAT2 + infinitive + verb]. As
demonstrated by the prose translation in (5) and (6), in such sentences the first dative DP
(DPDAT1) refers to the immediate Addressee – an Intermediary that receives the message, –
while the second dative DP (DPDAT2) denotes the mandee. Note that the intermediary may be
responsible for controlling the task: in this case, (5b) receives the reading ‘Mary told me to
ensure that you will come / to make you come’. However, this is not required, as (5b) can
also be interpreted as ‘Mary told me to tell you to come’ or even ‘Mary told me that you
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should come’, with a plausible continuation along the lines of ‘… but I didn’t tell you’ or ‘…
but you didn’t come’.
2.2 Partial vs. exhaustive control
In sentences with a single dative DP and an embedded non-finite clause, the DPDAT and the
understood embedded subject must be co-indexed; the so called non-c-command control and
long-distance control (Landau 2004) are prohibited (7).
(7)

a. Maša [Petja-nk
Maša Petja-GEN
[PROi/*k

joltaš-əžə-vlak-lan]i
friend-POSS.3SG-PL-DAT
təšəč
kaj-aš
(manən)]
kalas-en.
here.EL
go-INF
COMP
tell-PST
‘Maša told Petja’s friends to leave.’
b. Mašak [təj Petja-lani
[PROi/*k
təšəč
kaj-aš]
Maša you Petja-DAT
here.EL
go-INF
kalas-en-at manən]
pal-a.
tell-PST-2SG COMP
know-NPST.3SG
‘Maša knows that you told Petja to leave.’

However, the coreference can be partial, which suggests that the embedded subject
position is occupied by a controlled PRO (Wurmbrand 2002). This is illustrated in (8) where
the together-type modifier pərl’a, which requires a plural antecedent (9), can be used in an
embedded non-finite clause even when the controller is syntactically and semantically
singular.
(8)

(9)

Maša t-lat
təšəč pərl’a
kaj-aš kalas-en.
Maša you-DAT.2SG here.ELtogether
go-INF tell-PST
‘Maša told you to leave together.’ (= you and Maša should leave together)
a. Me təšeč
we here.EL
‘We left together.’
b. Məj təšeč
I
here.EL
‘I left.’

pərl’a
together

ka-en-na.
go-PST-1PL

(*pərl’a)
together

ka-en-am.
go-PST-1SG

In sentences with two dative DPs, it is the DPDAT2 that obligatorily controls the embedded
subject (10). Unlike in sentences with a single DPDAT, partial coreference examples with two
dative DPs are evaluated as degraded (11). It is important to keep in mind the difference
between “mono-dative” and “double-dative” constructions with respect to the partial control
and we will get back to it later in the paper.
(10) a. Maša mə-lan-na
[Petja-nk
Maša we-DAT-POSS.1PL
Petja-GEN
[PROi/*k
təšəč kaj-aš (manən)]
here.ELgo-INF COMP

joltaš-əžə-vlak-lan]i
friend-POSS.3SG-PL-DAT
kalas-en.
tell-PST
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‘Maša told us that Petja’s friends should leave.’
b. Maša mə-lan-nak
Petja-lani
Maša we-DAT-POSS.1PL
Petja-DAT
[PROi/*k
təšəč
kaj-aš (manən)]
here.EL
go-INF COMP
‘Maša told us that Petja should leave.’
(11)

kalas-en.
tell-PST

*Maša mə-la-m
t-lat
təšəč pərl’a
Maša I-DAT-POSS.1SG
you-DAT.2SG here.ELtogether
Intended: ‘Maša told me to tell you to leave together.’

kaj-aš kalas-en.
go-INF tell-PST

3. Examining the dative DPs
3.1 DPDAT1: Properties
It might be tempting to analyze the DPDAT2 as a proper argument, similarly to the DPDAT in
single dative constructions, and the DPDAT1 as an optional adjunct characterizing the way or
means of communication; this is schematized in (12), where a speech act verb is denoted as
SAY.
(12) a. Mono-dative constructions
[VP DPDAT [V’ [CP … ] SAY ] ]
b. Double dative constructions: a dative adjunct (“Intermediary”) is present
[VP DPDAT1 [VP DPDAT2 [V’ [CP … ] SAY ] ] ]
However, such an analysis would fail to capture the relevant data, as the DPDAT1 appears
to be selected by a matrix predicate. Firstly, the DPDAT1 is restricted to [+Animate] (regularly
[+Human]) intermediaries (13).
(13) Maša {serəš-əšte / *serəš-lan} mə-la-m
Maša letter-IN
letter-DAT I-DAT-POSS.1SG
‘In a letter, Maša told me to come.’

tol-aš
(manən) kalas-en.
come-INF COMP
tell-PST

Secondly, double datives are prohibited with embedded finite clauses (14). This is
unexpected under the assumption that the DPDAT1 is merely an adjunct modifying the matrix
event, as those are usually available regardless of the type of a clausal argument; cf. for
instance, in English I told her {on the phone} that Peter would go there / to go there.
(14) a. *Rveze-vlak kniga-m už-ən-ət
manən,
boy-PL
book-ACC see-PST-3PL COMP
Maša
mə-lan-na
Petja-lan
kalas-en.
Maša
we-DAT-POSS.1PL
Petja-DAT
tell-PST
Intended: ‘Maša told us to tell Petja that the boys had seen the book.’
or ‘Maša told Petja to tell us that the boys had seen the book.’
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b. *Rveze-vlak kniga-m
už-əšt
manən,
boy-PL
book-ACC
see-JUS
COMP
Maša mə-lan-na
Petja-lan
kalas-en.
Maša we-DAT-POSS.1PL
Petja-DAT
tell-PST
Intended: ‘Maša told us to tell Petja that the boys should see the book.’
or ‘Maša told Petja to tell us that the boys should see the book.’
Thirdly, the DPDAT1 does not have to be dative. The case marking depends on the matrix
predicate; for instance, the verb sörvalaš ‘beg’ requires an accusative Addressee (15a). This
accusative DP can co-occur with an independent dative mandee (15b).
(15) a. Maša jumə-m / *jumə-lan
tol-aš
(manən)
sörval-en.
Maša God-ACC
God-DAT
come-INF
COMP
beg-PST
‘Maša begged God to come.’
b. Maša jumə-m
mə-lan-na
tol-aš
(manən)
sörval-en.
Maša God-ACC we-DAT-POSS.1PL
come-INF
COMP
beg-PST
‘Maša begged God to make us come.’
To summarize, in double dative constructions the DPDAT1 is an Addressee argument
selected by the matrix speech act verb, similarly to the DPDAT in single dative constructions.
3.2. DPDAT2: Properties
With regard to the DPDAT2, it should first be noted that it forms a constituent with the
embedded non-finite clause that excludes the DPDAT1 and the matrix predicate. For instance,
the DPDAT2 and the infinitival clause cannot be separated by a matrix adverb (16) even though
in Mari adjuncts can scramble relatively freely within a clause.
(16) a. Təj mə-lan-na
[Petja-lan tače kapka-m
you we-DAT-POSS.1PL Petja-DAT today fence-ACC
erla
ačal-aš (manən)]
kalas-əš-əč.
tomorrow
fix-INF
COMP
tell-PST-2SG
Intended: ‘Today you told us that tomorrow Petja should fix the fence.’
b. Təj mə-lan-na
tače Petja-lan kapka-m ačal-aš (manən) kalas-əš-əč.
you we-DAT-POSS.1PL today Petja-DAT fence-ACC fix-INF COMP
tell-PST-2SG
(i) ‘Today you told us that Petja should fix the fence.’
(ii) ‘You told us that today Petja should fix the fence.’
Likewise, the DPDAT2 and the non-finite clause can only be dislocated together under
extraposition (17) or in fragment answers (18).
(17) a. Təj mə-lan-na
kalas-əš-əč [Petja-lan kapka-m ačal-aš (manən)].
you we-DAT-POSS.1PL tell-PST-2SG Petja-DAT fence-ACC fix-INF COMP
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‘You told us that Petja should fix the fence.’
b. *Təj mə-lan-na
Petja-lan kalas-əš-əč [kapka-m ačal-aš
you we-DAT-POSS.1PL Petja-DAT tell-PST-2SG fence-ACC fix-INF
‘You told us that Petja should fix the fence.’
(18) a. A: Mo-m
Maša tə-lan-et
kalas-en?
what-ACC Maša you-DAT-POSS.2SG tell-PST
B: Mə-lan-na
təšeč
kaj-aš (manən).
we-dat-POSS.1PL here.EL go-INF COMP
‘What did Maša tell you? For us to leave.’
b. A: *Mo-m
Maša tə-lan-et
mə-lan-na
what-ACC Maša you-DAT-POSS.2SG we-DAT-POSS.1PL
B: Təšeč
kaj-aš (manən).
here.EL go-INF COMP
c. A: Mo-m
Maša
kalas-en?
what-ACC Maša
tell-PST
B: *Tə-lan-et
mə-lan-na
təšeč
kaj-aš
you-DAT-POSS.2SG we-DAT-POSS.1PL here.EL go-INF

(manən)].
COMP

kalas-en?
tell-PST

(manən).
COMP

It might be suggested that the DPDAT2 is the embedded subject itself; after all, overt
embedded dative subjects are attested, for example, in Russian (a contact language; see
Burukina 2020 for discussion) and in Hungarian (another Uralic language; see Tóth 2000).
Recall that in double dative examples the DPDAT2 and the embedded subject must be strictly
coreferent (11), which can easily be explained if the two form a DP – trace chain. In addition
to this, the second dative DP is incompatible with embedded finite clauses with an overt
nominative subject (19); thus, we may suggest that dative is a special structural case available
only for the subject in an infinitival clause.
(19) a. Maša mə-lan-na
Petja-lan
Maša we-DAT-POSS.1PL
Petja-DAT
‘Maša told us that Petja should come.’
b. Maša mə-lan-na
*Petja-lan /
Maša we-DAT-POSS.1PL
Petja-DAT
‘Maša told us that Petja should come.’

tol-aš
come-INF

(manən)
COMP

Petja tol-žo
Petja come-JUS

kalas-en.
tell-PST

manən kalas-en.
COMP tell-PST

However, the following properties of the DPDAT2 challenge the overt subject analysis
outlined above. Firstly, the DPDAT2 obeys the [+Human] restriction regardless of the
embedded predicate (20a, 20b), even though, in principle, clauses with a [-Human] subject
can be embedded under speech act verbs (20c).
(20) a. *Maša mä-län-nä
[šə̈šer-län olicä-štə̈
Maša we-DAT-POSS.1PL milk-DAT street-IN

šə̈nz-äš] keles-en.
stay-INF tell-PST

[Hill Mari]
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Intended: ‘Maša told us that the milk should be outside.’
b. #Maša mə̈-län-em
[ə̑škal-lan ške-ok
tol-aš] keles-en.
[Hill Mari]
Maša I-DAT-POSS.1SG cow-DAT self-PTCL come-INF tell-PST
Only: ‘Maša told me to go and fetch the cow myself.’
Not available: ‘Maša told me that the cow should come herself.’
c. Maša mə̈-län-em
[ə̑škal
ške-ok
tol-žə̑
manə̑n] keles-en.[Hill Mari]
Maša I-DAT-POSS.1SG cow
self-PTCL come-JUS COMP tell-PST
‘Maša told me that the cow should come herself.’
Secondly, double dative sentences do not pass the idiom chunk test. An expression can be
interpreted idiomatically only when the DP under consideration has been initially merged as
an argument of the embedded predicate; compare, for instance, English [The cat]i seems [ti to
be out of the bag] (an idiomatic reading is available) and [The cat]i decided [PROi to be out
of the bag] (an idiomatic reading is not available). As demonstrated in (21), when a
potentially idiomatic expression in Mari is embedded under a speech act verb as a non-finite
clause and a dative DP it does not retain the idiomatic reading.
(21) *Maša (Petja-lan) koti-lan mä loškə̑-na
vanž-aš keles-en. [Hill Mari]
Maša Petja-DAT cat-DAT we between-POSS.1PL run-INF tell-PST
Intended: ‘Maša told (Peter) that we should quarrel.’
Finally, it should be noted that the double dative constructions under consideration are
restricted to speech act verbs. For example, modal and evaluative adjectival predicates also
support obligatory control with a matrix dative controller (22a).4 If it were possible for overt
subjects in Mari to be licensed in non-finite clauses, we might expect to see a second dative
DP appearing in such sentences as well; this prediction, however, is not borne out (22b) and
such ungrammatical examples undermine the overt subject analysis.
(22) a. Ač’a-ž-lani [PROi təšeč
kaj-aš] kül-eš.
father-DAT
here.EL go-INF be.necessary-NPST.3SG
‘For his/her father it is necessary to leave.’
b. *Ač’a-ž-lan [mə-lan-na
təšeč
kaj-aš] kül-eš.
father-DAT we-DAT-POSS.1PL here.EL go-INF be.necessary-NPST.3SG
Intended: ‘For his/her father it is necessary for us to leave.’
From these properties of the DPDAT2 I conclude that it is not merged into a lower position
within a non-finite clause as an argument of the embedded predicate; in other words, a raising
analysis would go against the facts listed above, especially the results for the sentience and
idiom chunk tests. It can further be inferred that there is an intermediate head that takes a
non-finite clause as a complement and introduces the DPDAT2 in its specifier position. This
would explain how the DPDAT2 forms a constituent with a non-finite clause, even though it is
4

A detailed discussion of the properties of kül-eš lies beyond the limits of the paper. At this point it suffices to
say that sentences similar to (22) involve obligatory control established between the dative DP and the silent
embedded subject and do not pass any raising diagnostics, such as the idiom chunks and sentience tests.
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not the embedded subject itself. This intermediate head should also be able to impose
selectional restrictions on the DPDAT2. Finally, a successful analysis must account for the
incompatibility of the second dative with embedded finite clauses. In what follows I will
argue that the head that introduces the DPDAT2 is a C head of a particular kind, overtly
manifested as a semi-grammaticalized complementizer manən.
4. Double dative constructions: the role of manən
4.1 DPDAT2 projected by the C head
In the double dative constructions under discussion the DPDAT1 appears to be a matrix
Addressee, while the DPDAT2 is related to the non-finite clause but cannot be analyzed as an
argument of the embedded predicate. This is schematized in (23), where the head relating the
DPDAT2 and the clause is denoted as X0.
(23)

[ … DPDAT1 … [XP DPDAT2i [X’ [ PROi infinitive ] X0 ] … SAY ]

I argue that X here is a C head of a particular type: it is manifested as the complementizer
manən or its null allomorph.
(24) Maša mə-lan-na
[CP Petja-lani [IP PROi tol-aš]
(manən)] kalas-en.
Maša we-DAT-POSS.1PL
Petja-DAT
come-INF COMP
tell-PST
‘Maša told us that Petja should come.’
I propose that the complementizer manən not only selects a non-finite FinP as its
complement, as will be discussed in more detail in section 5, but also exceptionally projects
an argument in Spec,CP – the DPDAT2 – and assigns it the Addressee role together with
licensing dative Case. This analysis accounts for all properties of the DPDAT2 listed above,
including selectional restrictions. Furthermore, it straightforwardly captures the correlation:
only those predicates that can embed a non-finite complement clause with the
complementizer manən allow double dative. Thus, predicates that do not embed non-finite
clauses with manən can never appear with two dative DPs; see the examples with modals and
evaluative adjectives in (25).
(25) Ač’a-ž-lani [(*mə-lan-na)
təšeč kaj-aš (*manən)] kül-eš /
nele.
father-DAT we-DAT-POSS.1PL here.EL go-INF COMP
be.necessary-NPST.3SG hard
‘For his/her father it is necessary/hard to leave.’
The assumption that C0 can assign Case is not novel. 5 However, the ability to license
thematic arguments is generally considered to be a property of lexical heads and Spec,CP is

5

As argued in the present paper, manən is currently in the middle of the grammaticalization stage in a sense that
several more/less functional instances of manən are used in Mari at the same time: thus, there is (i) a
converb/past.3sg form of the lexical verb manaš ‘say, tell’, (ii) a semi-grammaticalized complementizer manən
used in clauses embedded under a speech act verb, (iii) a complementizer manən found in complement clauses
embedded under mental or emotive predicates and in adjunct purpose clauses. The latter behaves as a functional
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usually treated as an A-bar position suitable for internal merge of dislocated elements but not
for external merge of brand-new participants. I argue that the exceptional status of manən as a
complementizer that can license an argument results from its being a semi-grammaticalized
element diachronically derived from the speech act verb manaš ‘say, tell’; see Savatkova
2002 and Toldova and Serdobolskaya 2014 for a discussion of the history of
grammaticalization of manən. I propose that, in modern Mari, manən exhibits mixed behavior:
in clausal complements of a speech act verb it retains some of its lexical properties and is still
capable of projecting a (dative) Addressee (the goal of communication). In the next section I
will discuss the properties of manən in more detail, demonstrating that it is in the middle of
the grammaticalization process.
4.2 The complementizer manən
The grammaticalization of the speech act verb manaš ‘say, tell’ into a complementizer manən
is mentioned already in Timofeeva 1961, Isanbajev 1961, i.a.; cross-lingustically, similar
phenomena in other languages are documented in Klamer 2000, Güldemann and von
Roncador 2002, Heine and Kuteva 2002, Chappell 2008, i.a. Morphologically manən is
identical to the non-agreeing converb/past.3sg form man-ən, which can still occasionally be
used as a lexical predicate (26).
(26) a. «Ala məj aza-t-əm
ončal-am»,
– man-eš
CONJ I
child-POSS.2SG-ACC look-NPST.1SG tell-NPST.3SG
‘Marziva said: ‘I will look at your child.’’
b. «Ala virus?» – man-ən
xirurg.
CONJ virus
tell-PST
surgeon
‘‘And a virus?’ – said the surgeon.’

Marziva.
Marziva

When used as a complementizer in an embedded clause, similarly to lexical predicates
and unlike, for instance, ‘proper’ complementizers, such as što ‘that’ and štobə̑ ‘so that’
borrowed from Russian to Hill Mari,6 manən always appears at the right edge.
(27) a. Ä vä ergə̈-žə̈-län
keles-en [(štobə̑) tə̈də̈ sə̑kə̑r-ə̑m näl-žə̈]. [Hill Mari]
mother son-POSS.3SG-DAT tell-PST so that he bread-ACC take-JUS
‘The mother told her son to take / buy bread.’
head and cannot project an argument, however, it appears to still be able to assign dative Case to the embedded
subject (i).
(i) [Rveze-vlak-lan
pur-aš(-əšt)
manən] me
kapka-m
poč-en-na.
boy-PL-DAT
enter-INF-POSS.3PL
COMP
we
gate-ACC
open-PST-1PL
‘We opened the gates so that the boys could enter.’
It remains yet to be explored whether the embedded subject in examples similar to (i) moves to Spec,CP to get
Case. At this point I assume that in the double dative constructions under consideration dative Case is assigned
by C to DPDAT in Spec,CP under the Spec-Head agreement. It may be possible that the same mechanism is at
work in (i), however, it may also be the case that Case assignment in Mari is hybrid (Spec-Head and downward
Head-Spec agreement co-existing) (cf. Chomsky 2001; Koopman 2006, i.a.).
6
The borrowed complementizers što ‘that’ and štobə̑ ‘so that’ are not used in the variety of Meadow Mari under
discussion.
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b. Ä vä ergə̈-žə̈-län
keles-en [tə̈də̈ sə̑kə̑r-ə̑m näl-žə̈ (manə̑n)]. [Hill Mari]
mother son-POSS.3SG-DAT tell-PST he bread-ACC take-JUS COMP
‘The mother told her son to take / buy bread.’
The question arises whether manən is a complementizer at all. It may be tempting to
analyze double dative constructions as involving a non-finite clause embedded under a
converb (man-ən) in a complex adjunct. Under such an analysis (24), for instance, would
literally mean ‘Mary talked to us, saying to Peter to come.’ The following facts, however,
provide evidence that manən in such constructions is a true complementizer, a C. Firstly,
while converb clauses are usually adjuncts, the embedded clauses with manən under
consideration are complements. They (i) cannot co-occur with a Theme DP argument, such as
‘fact’ or ‘joke’ ((28) vs. (29)) and (ii) allow sub-extraction ((30) vs. (31)).
(28) Me
Petja-lan
tidə
we
Petja-DAT
this
‘We told Petja this joke.’

məskara-m
joke-ACC

kalas-en-na.
tell-PST-1PL

(29) *Me
Petja-lan tidə məskara-m [tud-lan tol-aš
man-ən] kalas-en-na.
we
Petja-DAT this joke-ACC he-DAT come-INF say-CVB tell-PST-1PL
Intended: ‘We told Petja this joke, saying to him to come.’
(30) a. Nunə mə-lan-na
[kö-m
šel-aš (manən)] kalas-en-ət?
they we-DAT-POSS.1PL who-ACC hit-INF COMP
tell-PST-3PL
‘Who did they tell us to hit?’
b. Kö-mi
nunə mə-lan-na
[ti šel-aš (manən)]
kalas-en-ət?
who-ACC they we-DAT-POSS.1PL
hit-INF COMP
tell-PST-3PL
‘Who did they tell us to hit?’
(31) a. [Kö-m
šel-ən]
me
kaj-əš-na?
who-ACC hit-CVB
we
go-PST-1PL
‘Who did we leave having hit?’
b. ??Kö-mi
me
[ti
šel-ən]
kaj-əš-na?
who-ACC we
hit-CVB
go-PST-1PL
‘Who did we leave having hit?’
Secondly, the morphological form of manən here is fixed; for instance, a negative
converb form derived with the suffix -de cannot be used.
(32) a. Maša salam-əm
kalas-əde /
man-de
pur-əš.
Maša hello-ACC
tell-CVB.NEG tell-CVB.NEG enter-PST
‘Maša entered without saying hello.’
b. *Maša
t-lat
təšəč kaj-aš / kaj-Ø man-de

kalas-en.
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Masa
you-DAT.2SG here.ELgo-INF go-IMP tell-CVB.NEG tell-PST
Intended: ‘Maša told you not to leave.’
c. Maša t-lat
təšəč {kaj-aš ogəl / it
kaj} manən kalas-en.
Maša you-DAT.2SG here.ELgo-INF NEG PROH.2
go
COMP tell-PST
‘Maša told you not to leave.’
Thirdly, manən cannot be substituted by a converb form of a synonymous speech act verb.
(33) *Təj mə-lan-na
təšeč
kaj-aš
you we-DAT-POSS.1PL
here.EL go-INF
Intended: ‘You told us to leave.’

{pop-ən / kutər-ən} kalas-əš-əč.
speak-CVB say-CVB tell-PST-2SG

Finally, manən as a complementizer is desemanticized. It is not restricted to speechrelated contexts and appears in complement clauses embedded under mental and emotive
predicates, such as ‘believe’ or ‘be afraid’; the examples in (34) are reproduced from Toldova
and Serdobolskaya 2014 (T&S).
(34) a. Iza
üšan-a
[šüžar-že
ok
šojəšt manən].
brother believe-NPST.3SG sister-POSS.3SG NEG.3SG lie
COMP
‘The brother believes that his sister will not lie to him.’ [T&S:120 (25)]]
b. [Iktaž-mo ən-že
lij
manən]
lüd-am.
INDEF-what NEG-OPT.SG
become
COMP
be.afraid-NPST.1SG
‘I am afraid that something may happen.’ [T&S:124 (41)]
Taking these data into account, I follow Toldova and Serdobolskaya (2014) in that in
modern Mari manən is being grammaticalized as a functional element, a complementizer. I
further propose that its grammaticalization has not been complete yet: it may retain some
properties of the lexical speech act verb manaš, such as the ability to combine with a nonfinite clausal complement, to assign dative case, and, crucially, to license the Addressee
argument.
(35)

5. Deriving double dative constructions: Logophoric control
For Mari object control constructions, I adopt Landau’s (2015) logophoric control analysis,
which was developed for attitude predicates, including verbs of order (mandatives), and
which accommodates partial control. The following (simplified) structure corresponds to
sentences with a single DPDAT (36).
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(36)

In (36) GP stands for the concept generator phrase. This component of the embedded
Spec,CP introduces the AUTHOR, ADDRESSEE, TIME, and WORLD coordinates for the
embedded proposition, whose values usually depend on the context (i.e. the matrix clause). In
case of object control, the ADDRESSEE coordinate is syntactically projected as proy bound
by the matrix object, typically an Addressee (Goal of communication) argument. Notice that
the flexibility of the binding relation allows partial coreference. Proy further values the PRO
variable via predication: it is established between proy (the subject of predication) and FinP
(the predicate). The latter is turned into a predicate via the operator movement of PRO to
Spec,FinP, which allows to merge a λ-abstractor. For a more detailed discussion of logophoric
control see Landau 2015.
The structure for double dative sentences is straightforwardly derived from the structure
in (36), the only difference being the DPDAT2 – that is, the (second) Addressee argument that
ends up controlling the embedded PRO – being projected by C0.
(37)
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Similarly to proy in (36), the DPDAT2 in (37) and PRO in the non-finite clause are
connected via predication. The contrast between variable binding in (36) and predication in
(37) explains why in “double dative” sentences, unlike in “mono-dative” ones, partial control
is no longer acceptable (cf. (11) in section 2.2). The proposed analysis further accounts for
the incompatibility of double dative with finite clauses (19). Under assumption that the semigrammaticalized manən should form a complex predicate with the embedded clause to
introduce the DPDAT2, the FinP is expected not to be fully saturated, finite.
I further assume that the DPDAT2 argument is, in fact, an overt ADDRESSEE coordinate,
in the spirit of Baker 2008. In essence, Baker (2008) builds upon Schlenker (2003, 2005),
Sigurðsson (2005), among others, and argues that “All matrix clauses and certain embedded
clauses have two special null arguments generated within the CP projection, one designated S
(for speaker) and the other A (for addressee)” (Baker 2008:125). I suggest that, based on the
Mari data, this proposal can be further elaborated to include exceptional cases when such a
‘discourse-oriented’ argument (an Addressee in the cases under consideration) is overtly
realized as an independent DP, being projected by the complementizer.
6. Conclusion
In this paper I presented and examined novel object control data from Mari arguing that, in
this language, it is exceptionally possible for a complementizer in an embedded clause to
project and license an Addressee argument. I proposed that this property of the
complementizer stems from its semi-grammaticalized nature: it is a former verb of
communication ‘say, tell’ currently undergoing grammaticalization into a functional category.
Using the logophoric control analysis developed in Landau 2015 as a basis, I demonstrated
how it can further account for the so called double-dative constructions in Mari under
discussion. Assuming after Baker (2008) that a CP embedded under an attitude predicate (e.g.
a speech act verb interpreted as a verb of order) contains within its highest projection special
arguments that correspond to the discourse participants – SPEAKER and ADDRESSEE, – I
suggested that an Addressee projected by the special C head in Mari can be considered an
overt realization of such a participant.
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Russian èto-focus and to-topic sentences
as elliptical question-answer pairs
Irina Burukina and Marcel den Dikken
Eötvös Loránd University, MTA Research Institute for Linguistics

1 . Introduction
Specificational pseudoclefts (SPCs) as a means to express focus are well-known in English.
In such sentences, the focused constituent (XP; new information) is accompanied by the whclause (old information); the XP can (subject to speaker variation) be contained in a full
clause (1).
(1) a. What he likes is syntax.
b. %What he likes is he likes syntax.
c. When John arrived is on Monday.
d. %When John arrived is John arrived on Monday.
As noted by Den Dikken, Meinunger and Wilder (2000), these constructions1 strikingly
resemble question-answer pairs (QAPs) involving two interlocutors; compare, for instance,
SPCs in (1) and the corresponding question-answer pairs in (2).
(2) a. Q: What does he like? A: (He likes) syntax.
b. Q: When did John arrive? A: (John arrived) on Monday.
Den Dikken, Meinunger and Wilder (2000) propose that the SPCs similar to those in (1)
syntactically represent QAPs: the wh-clause is a question and the postcopular constituent – a
full finite IP, usually reduced by ellipsis – is an answer. The structure is given in (3), where
the copula spells out the head Top whose specifier houses the question-CP and whose
complement is the answer-IP.
(3) [TopP [CP Whati he likes ti] [Top' is [IP (he likes) [XP syntax]]]]

Den Dikken, Meinunger and Wilder (2000) call specificational pseudo-clefts of the ‘self-answering question’
kind Type A SPCs. Type B SPCs include a focused XP that is not reduced from IP by ellipsis but is the subject
of a copular sentence whose predicate is the wh-clause; similarly to specificational copular sentences with two
nominal terms, such SPCs typically allow word order alternation XP > be > wh-clause vs. wh-clause > be > XP.
Type B SPCs are not attested in Russian (i).
(i) *Karandaš byl
čem /
kotorym
Petja
risoval.
pencil.NOM was
what.INST
which.INST
Petja.NOM
drew
Intended: ‘A pencil was what Petja drew with.’
1
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Although English allows SPCs with a variety of wh-operators, it strictly prohibits them
with yes/no (whether) questions: *Whether he likes syntax is {yes/he likes syntax/he does}.
Thus, a question arises if this restriction is language-specific or universal. In this paper we
argue that UG does not prohibit self-answering reduced question-answer pairs of the yes/notype and that those are, in fact, attested in Russian.
To fill in the gap in the typology of clefts we juxtapose Russian èto focus clefts,
illustrated in (4a) and (4b), and to topic constructions (4c).
(4) a. Čem
Petja
risoval, (tak)
what.INST
Petja.NOM
draw PTCL
‘What Petja draw with was a pencil.’

èto
this

karandašom.2
pencil.INST

b. È to karandašom Petja
risoval.
this
pencil.INST
Petja.NOM
draw
‘It was a pencil that Petja draw with.’
c. Karandašom to
Petja
risoval.
pencil.INST
that
Petja.NOM
draw
‘As for the pencil, Petja draw with it.’
We argue that the two kinds of èto clefts and the to topic constructions are bi-clausal and
should be analyzed as QAPs similar to SPCs in English (5). The invariant demonstrative – the
proximal èto ‘this’ or the distal to ‘that’ – spells out the Top head. The wh-clause – the
question part – that linearly precedes the demonstrative is base-generated in Spec,TopP,
while the IP that follows èto/to is the answer part merged in Comp,TopP.
(5)

As schematized in (6), in Russian QAPs both the question part and the answer part can be
reduced depending on the particular type of the cleft. We further show that sentences with to
topics include a yes/no question, thus presenting the type of self-answering QAPs that is
missing in English.
(6) a. [TopP [CP Čem Petja risoval] [Top' èto [IP Petja risoval karandašom]]].
b. [TopP [CP Čem Petja risoval] [Top' èto [IP karandašomk Petja risoval tk]]].
c. [TopP [CP Karandašom Petja risoval ti] [Top' to [IP karandašomk Petja risoval tk]]].

2

Glossing abbreviations: ACC = accusative, DAT = dative, INF = infinitive, INST = instrumental, M = masculine,
= negation, NOM = nominative, PST = past, PTCL = particle, SG = singular.

NEG
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The data contribute to the discussion of SPCs as focus/topic constructions across the
world’s languages. The syntax of TopP-contained QAPs not only sheds light on Russian
information-structurally marked constructions but, in turn, is illuminated by these examples,
regarding both the spell-out of Top and the distribution of wh- and yes/no questions.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the better-known focus
SPCs of the QAP-type in Russian. Section 2.1 considers SPCs with a reduced answer part,
while Section 2.2 presents SPCs with a reduced wh-question part. Section 3 focuses on to
topic constructions and provides argumentation for analyzing them as self-answering QAPs
with a partially reduced yes/no question and a partially reduced answer. Section 4 examines
the correlation between the type of the question and the choice of the demonstrative
manifesting the Top head. Finally, Section 5 addresses the question of whether the focused
remnant in clefts of various types undergoes A-bar movement.
2. SPCs in Russian: focus clefts
2.1 Focus SPCs with a reduced answer part
Russian has specificational pseudoclefts (SPCs) with a focused XP of the following two
types: (i) with a reduced answer, and (ii) with a reduced wh-question. Let us begin by
considering the former, since, on the surface, they are parallel to their well-known English
counterparts. In this section, we follow the line of argumentation proposed by Den Dikken,
Meinunger and Wilder (2000) and mostly expand the analysis outlined by Markman (2008).
Russian SPCs of the first type express identificational focus. They contain a focused XP
preceded by an interrogative wh-clause; the invariant demonstrative èto ‘this’ must be placed
between the two and, other than that, no constituent or functional material can intervene. The
dialogue question-answer pairs corresponding to the examples in (7) are given in (8).
(7) a. Čto
Petja kupil, (tak)
what.ACC
Petja bought PTCL
‘What Petja bought was a doll.’

èto
this

b. Kogda Maša prijexala,
(tak) èto
when Maša arrived
PTCL this
‘When Maša arrived was on Wednesday.’

kuklu.
doll.ACC
v
in

sredu.
Wednesday

(8) a. Q: Čto Petja kupil?
A: (Petja
kupil) kuklu.
what Petja bought
Petja
bought doll.ACC
‘What did Petja buy? (Petja bought) a doll.’
b. Q: Kogda
Maša prijexala?
when
Maša arrived
A: (Maša
prijexala)
v
sredu.
Maša
arrived
in
Wednesday
‘When did Maša arrive? (Maša arrived) on Wednesday.’
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Similarly to their English counterparts, èto SPCs under consideration represent questionanswer pairs with a reduced answer part. The wh-clause preceding èto is a question, located
in Spec,TopP, and the focused constituent following èto is a part of the reduced answer
clause, merged in the complement position of Top (9).3 We follow Den Dikken (2005; 2006)
in analyzing Top as a relator, a functional head that mediates the predication relation
established between the question CP (the subject) and the answer IP (the predicate). The
difference between English and Russian SPCs is mainly in the manifestation of the Top head:
a copula in English vs. a demonstrative pronoun in Russian. The proposed structure derives
the correct information structure: the focus on the ‘answer’ phrase is expected, assuming that
the portion preceding èto is in the spec of TopP (Markman 2008).
(9) a.

b. [TopP [CP Čto Petja kupil] [Topʹ èto [IP Petja kupil kuklu ]]]
For Russian sentences such as those in (7), it is clearer than it is for their English prose
translation that they should be analyzed as self-answering questions. That the wh-clause is a
question part is evident, first, because of the presence of an unambiguously interrogative
pronoun. For instance, the pronoun kto ‘who’ is available in SPCs and questions (10a, 10b),
but it is not used in relative clauses (10c).
(10) a. Kto
prijexal,
(tak) èto
who.NOM
arrived
PTCL this
‘The person who arrived was Petja.’
b. Kto

Petja.
Petja.NOM

prijexal?

who.NOM
arrived
‘Who arrived?’
c. Čelovek,
kotoryj / *kto
prijexal,
person.NOM
which
who.NOM arrived
‘The person who arrived was Petja.’

byl
was

Petja.
Petja

Second, èto SPCs, similarly to questions, allow multiple wh-operators, while relative
clauses with multiple pronouns are prohibited.

3

At this point we follow Den Dikken et al. (2000) and assume that the focused XP is in situ. We address the
question of whether it is fronted to the edge of the answer clause in Section 5.
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(11) a. Čto
gde
Petja kupil, (tak) èto
what.ACC
where Petja bought PTCL this
v
magazine.
in
shop
‘What Petja bought where was a doll in a shop.’
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kuklu
doll.ACC

b. Čto
gde
Petja kupil?
what.ACC
where Petja bought
‘What did Petja buy where?’
c. *Podarok,
čto
gde
Petja kupil,
gift what where Petja bought
byl kukla (v
magazine).
was doll in
shop
Intended: ‘The gift that where Petja bought was a doll in a shop.’
Under the assumption that the question CP and the answer IP are combined within a TopP
with the head Top serving as a relator (Den Dikken et al. 2000; Markman 2008), we can
further explain why no copula or negation can be inserted between the wh-clause and the
focused XP. Since predication, in general, is local, Top (èto) can be the only functional head
between the question part (the subject) and the answer part (the predicate).
(12) a. *Čto Petja
kupil (tak)
èto
byla / jest’ kuklu / kukla.
what.ACC
Petja bought PTCL this was / be doll.ACC
doll.NOM
Intended: ‘What Petja bought was a doll.’
b. *Kogda
Maša prijexala,
ne
èto
v
sredu.
when
Maša arrived
NEG
this
in
Wednesday
Intended: ‘When Maša arrived was not on Wednesday.’
That the focused XP is a part of the answer syntactically parallel to the question is
supported by the following empirical observations. First, the nominal XP in an èto SPC must
always have the same case as the question word, thus exhibiting case connectivity (7a). This
entails that the XP is structurally linked to the appropriate case assigner in a syntactic
environment similar to that of the question clause.
Second, Den Dikken et al. (2000) notice that extraction from the focused XP in English
SPCs is prohibited: *Whati do you think that [what John doesn't have] is [any pictures of ti].
They explain the restriction in terms of the ungrammaticality of ‘incomplete’ answers with an
unbound variable. This is also true for the Russian èto clefts under consideration; note that, as
demonstrated in (13a), left branch extraction is allowed in Russian, thus the ungrammaticality
of (13b) cannot be due to an illicit movement out of a DP.
(13) a. Kakujui
Petja kupil [ ti
which.ACC
Petja bought
‘Which doll did Petja buy?’

kuklu]?
doll.ACC
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b. *Kakujui
[čto
Petja kupil èto
which.ACC what.ACC
Petja bought this
Intended: ‘Which doll was what Petja bought?’

[ ti

kuklu]]?
doll.ACC

With these considerations in mind, we can conclude that Russian has SPCs of the QAP
type. In particular, English-type pseudoclefts are attested where the question part is a whclause and the answer part is reduced with only the focused XP being spelled out. Let us
proceed by expanding the data-set and considering the more unusual kinds of SPCs.
2.2 Focus SPCs with a reduced question part
In Russian focus SPCs the wh-question portion can be wholly elided when it is
unambiguously recoverable from the context. Wholesale ellipsis of the wh-question results in
an SPC of the second type, where èto is sentence-initial (14). The answer clause following
èto typically spells out in full, with the focused XP located in its left periphery (Spec,FocP,
following Dyakonova 2009), hence to the immediate right of èto.
(14) a. È to kuklu
Petja kupil.
this doll.ACC
Petja bought
‘It was a doll that Petja bought.’
b. È to v
sredu
Maša prijexala.
this in
Wednesday Maša arrived
‘It was on Wednesday when Maša arrived.’
We follow Geist and Błaszczak (2000) and Markman (2008) and argue that these clefts
are bi-clausal question-answer pairs with an underlying structure (15a) identical to that in
(9a) but with a wholly elided wh-question part.4
(15)

a.

b.

[TopP [CP Čto Petja kupil] [Topʹ èto [IP kukluk Petja kupil tk ]]]

Considering the “invisible” question part of such clefts, to demonstrate that it is
structurally present, we examine sentences with several focused XPs. Even though multiple
foci in principle are available (for instance, in answers to a question with multiple wh4

Several existing analyses of èto clauses that are under discussion in this section are based on the assumption
that they are monoclausal constructions with a left-edge focus (King 1993; Junghanns 1997, i.a). Such an
approach is challenged by the data presented in (16); at the same time, no evidence has been presented in
support for it, that would undermine the bi-clausal analysis.
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operators), there can only be one èto. This is straightforwardly accounted for under the
proposed analysis: there is a single Top head spelled out as a demonstrative pronoun that
connects a (multiple) wh-question and an answer together.
(16) a. Kto kogo poceloval? Literally: ‘Who whom kissed?’
È to Petja
(*èto) Mašu
poceloval.
this Petja.NOM
this Maša.ACC
kissed
‘It was Petja and Maša who kissed.’ (‘Petja kissed Maša.’)
b. [TopP [CP Kto kogo poceloval] [Topʹ èto [IP Petja Mašu poceloval]]]
The proposed analysis brings together èto clefts of both types and allows us to account for
them in a uniform way.
3. Russian to topic clefts
The third kind of self-answering QAPs that we would like to consider and, perhaps, the most
interesting one from a typological perspective, are the so-called to topic constructions. On the
surface, sentences with a to topic resemble clauses with an ordinary left dislocated topic
(YP), the only difference being the invariant demonstrative to ‘that’ 5 that immediately
follows the topicalized constituent.
(17) a. Krasivuju
kuklu
to
Petja kupil.
beautiful
doll.ACC
that
Petja bought
‘As for the beautiful doll, Petja bought it.’
b. Krasivuju
kuklu
Petja kupil.
beautiful
doll.ACC
Petja bought
‘The beautiful doll, Petja bought it.’
To topics are usually analyzed together with left-edge topicalization/focalization as A-bar
movement of a phrase within a single clause (McCoy 2002; Arregi 2003; Scott 2012, i.a.).
This is partially justified as both types of constructions have similar information structures
and obligatorily exhibit case connectivity (17a), which may result from the topicalized YP
being base-generated within the clause to the left of it.
However, we argue that sentences with a to topic are bi-clausal and should be analyzed as
involving a Question-Answer Pair with a yes/no question, in parallel with focus SPCs in
Russian and in English and in striking contrast with monoclausal topic/focus constructions.

To is identical to the nominative N.SG form of the distal demonstrative tot ‘that’. Although prenominal
demonstratives in Russian exhibit full concord with the modified noun (to boloto ‘that.N.SG lake.N.SG’ but tot
dom ‘that.M.SG house.M.SG’), in topic constructions to is invariable and never agrees with the head of the
topicalized phrase; see Scott (2012) arguing that the invariant to is a grammaticalized particle in Modern
Russian.
5
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(18) a.

b. [TopP [CP Kuklu Petja kupil ti] [Topʹ to [IP kukluk Petja kupil tk ]]]
(19) Q: Petja kupil kuklu?
A: Da,
Petja kupil kuklu.
Petja bought doll.ACC
yes
Petja bought doll.ACC
‘Did Petja buy a doll? Yes, Petja bought a doll.’
Let us discuss the empirical differences between monoclausal topics and to topics and
demonstrate how they can be accounted for by the proposed bi-clausal analysis for the latter.
Firstly, there can be only one to topic in a clause, although, in general, multiple topics are
allowed. This is expected under the assumption that in clefts of the QAP-type a single Top
head manifested as the to demonstrative relating the question part to the answer part.
(20) a. Maše
to
kuklu
(*to) Petja kupil.
Maša.DAT
that
doll.ACC
that Petja bought
‘As for Maša, as for a doll, Petja bought it to her.’
b. Maše
kuklu
Petja kupil.
Maša.DAT
doll.ACC
Petja bought
‘To Maša, a doll, Petja bought it to her.’
Secondly, to topics must always be at the very left edge of a sentence, preceding foci and
unmarked topics. Aside from the topic YP, the rest of the question CP is elided. As for the
answer IP, it may contain foci and unmarked topics at the left periphery; however, we follow
Den Dikken et al. (2000) and assume that there is no structure above the “main” TopP (with
the to Top head) where those constituents could move to.
(21) a. Maše
to
KUKLU
Petja kupil.
Maša.DAT
that
doll.ACC
Petja bought
‘As for Maša, it was A DOLL that Petja bought her.’
b. *KUKLU
Maše
to
Petja kupil.
doll.ACC
Maša.DAT
that
Petja bought
Intended: ‘As for Maša, it was A DOLL that Petja bought her.’
Thus, these properties are accounted for under assumption that the topicalized constituent
in front of to is a part of a reduced question clause merged in Spec,TopP, while the rest of the
sentence is a reduced answer clause in the complement of the Top head.
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The analysis further provides an explanation for the peculiar behavior of libo and by to ni
bylo ‘wh-ever’ indefinite pronouns. These pronouns are negative polarity items that are as a
rule illicit in affirmative clauses (22) (Pereltsvaig 2000, i.a.).
(22) a. *Čto-libo
Petja kupil.
something.ACC
Petja bought
Intended: ‘Petja bought something.’
b. *Kakuju by to ni bylo
mašinu
whichever
car.ACC
Intended: ‘Some car, Petja bought.’

Petja kupil.
Petja bought

c. *Petja kupil kakuju by to ni bylo mašinu.
Petja bought whichever
car.ACC
Intended: ‘Petja bought some car.’
However, they are acceptable in questions (23) and as to topics (24).
(23) a. ?Čto-libo
Petja kupil?
something.ACC
Petja bought
‘Did Petja buy anything?’
b. Kakuju by to ni bylo mašinu
whichever
car.ACC
‘Did Petja buy any car?’

Petja kupil?
Petja bought

(24) a. ?Čto-libo
to
Petja kupil.
something.ACC
that Petja bought
‘Indeed, Petja bought something.’
b. Kakuju by to ni bylo mašinu
whichever
car.ACC
‘Indeed, Petja bought some car.’

to
that

Petja kupil.
Petja bought

The patterning of to topics with questions regarding the distribution of these NPIs is
expected if the topic preceding to is merged in an interrogative clause. Thus, these data
support the proposed bi-clausal analysis, whereby topic XPs accompanied with to are located
within the question part of the cleft sentence.
4. The Top head: The choice of the demonstrative
4.1 Correlation between the question and the demonstrative
The analysis proposed in this paper allows us to approach èto foci and to topics in a unified
way. All the constructions under consideration uniformly involve juxtapositions of a question
and an answer (25), with ellipsis reducing either or both of the constituent clauses.
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(25)

While similar analyses for focus clefts in Slavic languages as QAPs have been proposed
by Geist and Błaszczak (2000) and Markman (2008), the QAP approach to to topic
constructions outlined in this paper differs from commonly accepted monoclausal analyses in
terms of A-bar topicalization. As we have demonstrated, the bi-clausal approach provides a
uniform description for all “non-canonical” topic and focus constructions in Russian and
accounts for the differences between them and regular left-edge topics/foci. From a broader
perspective, analyzing to topic constructions as specificational pseudo-clefts of the answerquestion type provides the necessary support for the idea that “self-answering questions” are
not restricted to wh-interrogatives, since to topics involve “self-answering questions” of the
yes/no type, and allows us to fill in an existing gap in the typology of clefts.
The key variables in such self-answering QAPs are the nature of the question (wh- vs.
yes/no-question) and, concomitantly, the choice of demonstrative (èto ‘this’ vs. to ‘that’)
inserted in Top (26).
(26)
Spec, TopP

Top0

Comp, TopP

English SPCs

wh-question

be copula

maximally reduced answer

èto clefts, Type I

wh-question

èto ‘this’

maximally reduced answer

èto clefts, Type II

maximally reduced
wh-question

èto ‘this’

complete answer

to topics

reduced yes/no
question

to ‘that’

reduced answer

The distribution of èto and to in SPCs in Russian is tied to the nature of the question in
the QAP. Selection of the distal demonstrative (to) correlates with the presence of a yes/no
question in Spec,TopP. The proximal demonstrative (èto) is selected in the presence of a whquestion. In what follows we will examine this correlation and present a formal explanation
for it in terms of feature specification of the question CP, the answer IP, and the
demonstrative.
4.2 The Top head is determined by the question part
We argue that the choice of the demonstrative depends on the location of the feature
[+proximal] in the QAP, as follows. We propose that, while wh-questions are not marked for
proximality, yes/no questions are [+proximal]. To be more precise, it is the silent operator in
Spec,CP in yes/no questions that is specified as [+proximal]. Here, we draw a parallel
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between Russian and English. The overt y/n-question operator of English, whether, is the
[+wh] form of either, which occurs on the first member of disjunctions. In the unmarked
case, coordination of two demonstratives with opposite values for [+proximal] involves the
proximal demonstrative as the first member and the distal one as the second: either this or
that, not #either that or this. 6 Because either (and, by extension, whether and its null
allomorph) in coordinations of demonstratives accompanies a proximal element, we
hypothesize that it itself is specified as [+proximal]. We further assume that this is true for
yes/no questions cross-linguistically.
With the y/n-operator occupying Spec,CP and entertaining a Spec-Head relation with C,
the [+proximal] feature propagates to the yes/no-CP as a whole via head-to-phrase
percolation.
(27)

That yes/no questions are [+proximal] is further supported by the fact that, unlike whquestions (which typically concern a previously established context), yes/no questions are
often discourse-new: when a new entity is introduced into the discourse it can be
accompanied by a proximal demonstrative, not by a distal one (This/*that topic I’m going to
tell you about will fascinate you).
We argue that QAPs are oppositive with respect to the feature [proximal]: whatever the
specification of the question clause for this feature, the answer clause will have the opposite
value for it. Of the two clauses in Spec,TopP and the complement of Top, only one can be
marked [+proximal]. In topic clefts, where Spec,TopP is occupied by a [+proximal] yes/noquestion, the answer clause is NOT specified as [+proximal], and hence the agreeing Top0 will
be the distal to ‘that’: we assume that the demonstrative in Top0 entertains a downward-Agree
relation with its complement (the answer clause) and bears the same feature.
(28)

6

Notice that, although the sequence either that or this can be used if accompanied by ostension it is the marked
option, unlikely to lead to grammaticalization. It is not related to the SPCs under discussion, where the
demonstratives are not used deictically.
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By contrast, in focus SPCs, when Spec,TopP is occupied by a non-proximal wh-question,
the answer clause and the agreeing Top0 must – given that questions and their answers have
the opposite specifications for proximality – be [+proximal]; thus, the proximal
demonstrative èto ‘this’ is selected.
(29)

5. Movement of the remnant or string ellipsis?
The proposal presented in this paper heavily relies on the assumption that in SPCs of the
question-answer pair type a part of the question and/or the answer can be elided. Thus, the
question remains of the nature of such deletion: Is this constituent “move-and-delete” ellipsis
or non-constituent “string” ellipsis with the XP/YP staying in-situ? As will be demonstrated
in this section, the three kinds of reduced self-answering QAPs attested in Russian behave
differently in this respect; in what follows, we will discuss them briefly one after another.
Let us begin by considering èto focus SPCs with a reduced answer. We argue that, in
these constructions, the focused XP in the answer IP is not fronted and stays in situ, with the
rest of the clause being deleted via string ellipsis (for in situ analyses of ellipsis cf. Morgan
1973; Napoli 1982; Wilder 1997, and recent works by Bruening (2015), Abe (2016), Ott and
Struckmeier (2018)). Support for this comes from the behavior of focused VPs. Left-edge
movement of a VP with an internal argument is generally prohibited in Russian (30);
although a detailed examination of the problem lies beyond the limits of this paper, this
empirical observation can help us to identify those constructions that obligatorily involve Abar movement.
(30) *[Kupil knigu]i
Petja ti.
bought book.ACC
Petja
‘Petja bought a book.’
È to SPCs under consideration are not restricted and allow focusing a VP (31), similarly to
fragment answers (32). This suggests that in such pseudoclefts the focused XP does not
undergo A-bar fronting but stays in its original position. Since movement of the focused
remnant would be required for the purpose of constituent ellipsis and since left-edge
movement of a VP containing an internal argument is prohibited in Russian, we conclude that
Russian èto SPCs with a reduced answer clause involve string ellipsis.
(31) a. Čto Petja sdelal ?(tak) èto
what Petja did
PTCL this

pročital
read.PST

knigu.
book.ACC
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‘What Peter did was read a book.’
b. [[Čto Petja sdelal] [(tak) èto [ Petja pročital knigu]]]
(32) Q: Čto Petja sdelal? A:
Pročital
what Petja did
read.PST
‘What did Petja do? He read a book.’

knigu.
book.ACC

In contrast, in èto focus SPCs with a reduced question the XP exhibits properties of a
fronted constituent (King 1993; Junghanns 1997; Geist and Błaszczak 2000; Markman 2008;
Reeve 2012). We follow Dyakonova (2009) and assume that it undergoes A-bar movement to
a dedicated focus projection on top of IP in the answer clause. Firstly, case connectivity is
obligatory; consider ungrammatical (33). This indicates that the focused DP is located, at
some point in the derivation, in the case-assigning domain and remains linked to it via a trace.
(33) *È to
kukla
Petja
kupil.
this
doll.NOM
Petja.NOM
bought
Intended: ‘It was a doll that Petja bought.’
Secondly, only constituents that can undergo A-bar movement appear in such SPCs; thus,
the èto clefts under consideration (in stark contrast to èto clefts with a reduced answer)
cannot involve a focused transitive VP.
(34) *È to
pročital
knigu
Petja.
this
read.PST
book.ACC
Petja.NOM
Intended: ‘What Petja did was read a book.’
(35) *[[Čto Petja sdelal] [ èto [ {pročital knigu}i Petja ti]]]
Thirdly, Weak Crossover effects are present in èto clefts with a reduced question part and
in monoclausal constructions with focus-fronting, which implies that in both cases the
focused XP constituent moves over the pronoun (36).
(36) a. *È to Petjui
egoi vrač priglasil
ti .
this Petja.ACC
his
doctor invited
Intended: ‘It was Petja who was invited by his doctor.’
b. *Petjui
egoi vrač priglasil
ti .
Petja.ACC his
doctor invited
Intended: ‘It was Petja who was invited by his doctor.’
The two kinds of focus SPCs are parallel to the two types of complete answers to whquestions, which suggests that there is a general tendency regulated by some pragmatic or
semantic factors. È to clefts with a reduced answer are usually identificational (informative);
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in contrast, èto clefts with a reduced question often express contrastive focus. 7 The word
order in an informative answer to a wh-question is the neutral one: Petja kupil kuklu (37).
However, if there is a set of alternatives and the answer is contrastive, the preferred order is
the one involving left dislocation of the focused XP (38).
(37) A: (I do not know) what Petja bought.
B: Petja kupil kuklu. /
#Kuklu
Petja bought doll.ACC
doll.ACC
‘Petja bought a doll.’

Petja kupil.
Petja bought

(38) Kuklu Petja kupil(, a
ne
knigu).
doll.ACC Petja bought and
not
book.ACC
‘Petja bought a doll, but not a book.’
Turning our attention to to topic clefts, we argue that topic YPs also undergo A-bar
movement, characteristic of aboutness/contrastive topics. Firstly, to topics are restricted with
regard to transitive VPs.
(39) a. *Kupil jabloki
to
Petja (kupil).
bought apples.ACC that
Petja bought
Intended: ‘As for buying apples, Petja did that.’
b. *Kupil jabloki
to
Petja (kupil
jabloki /
bought apples.ACC that
Petja bought apples.ACC
Intended: ‘As for buying apples, Petja did that.’

ix / nemnogo).
them some.ACC

Secondly, to topics appear to be sensitive to syntactic islands.
(40) a. *Masinui
to
ja
znaju [čeloveka,
[kotoryj
car.ACC
that
I
know man
which
Intended: ‘As for a car, I know a man who bought it/one.’

kupil ti]].
bought

b. *Mašinui
to
Petja prišel, [čtoby kupit’ ti].
car.ACC
that
Petja came so.that buy.INF
Intended: ‘As for a car, Petja came to buy it/one.’

7

È to SPCs without an overt question part can also appear in presentational contexts; in this case, the whole
consituent that follows èto is focused and the cleft has no contrast. We tentatively suggest that, structure-wise,
such thetic clefts are identical to contrastive èto clefts with the elided question being ‘What happened?’ (i);
however, see an alternative analysis by Kimmelman (2009), who argues that in thetic sentences èto is an
anaphoric pronoun referring to a previously described situation.
(i) a. Cto
slučilos’?
È to
Petja
prišel.
what
happened
this
Petja
came
‘What happened? Petja came.’
b. [TopP [CP Čto slučilos] [Topʹ èto [IP Petja prišel]]]
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Taking these restrictions into account, one may conclude that the topic YP is fronted in
the question and/or the answer part of the sentence. The three options are schematized in
(41). In the first case (41a) the topic YP moves to an A-bar position both in the question part
and in the answer part. The question is then reduced by a constituent ellipsis while the answer
is subject to topic drop, independently attested in Russian (Franks 1995). In the second case
(41b) the YP is fronted only in the question part, while in the third case (41c) the YP is
fronted only in the answer part, the question part being presumably reduced by string ellipsis.
(41) a. [TopP [CP Kuklui Petja kupil ti] [Topʹ to [IP kukluk Petja kupil tk]]]
b. [TopP [CP Kuklui Petja kupil ti] [Topʹ to [IP Petja kupil kuklu]]]
c. [TopP [CP Petja kupil kuklu] [Topʹ to [IP kukluk Petja kupil tk]]]
At this point we do not have enough evidence to support one of these analyses over the
other two and we leave this issue to be examined by future research, although we find the
“parallel fronting” approach (41a) the most plausible from a theoretical point of view.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we joined the discussion of specificational pseudoclefts across the world’s
languages and addressed the question of whether those are universally restricted to whclauses and can never involve a polar interrogative. We examined the so called to topic
constructions in Russian comparing them, on the one hand, to èto focus clefts and, on the
other hand, to monoclausal left-edge topics. We demonstrated that both èto foci and to topics
should be analyzed in terms of bi-clausal structures, more specifically, as self-answering
reduced question-answer pairs, along the lines of Den Dikken, Meinunger and Wilder 2000.
Crucially, while èto focus sentences involve a wh-question, to topic sentences contain a
(partially) elided yes/no question, thus filling the final gap in the typology of reduced selfanswering questions.
Though many questions remain to be answered, we believe that the Russian data
considered here contribute significantly to the general study of pseudoclefts by presenting the
kind of clefts that has not yet been discovered. One possible direction for future research is to
explore whether there are other languages allowing for similar yes/no-type constructions. For
instance, so-called clausal question-answer pairs produced by the same speaker that involve a
wh- or yes/no question are attested in several sign languages (42); see, for example,
Davidson, Caponigro and Mayberry 2008 on ASL and Kimmelman 2014, Kimmelman and
Vink 2017 on Sign Language of the Netherlands.
(42) Question-answer pairs forming a complex sentences in ASL
MARY THINK [I LAUGH, YES/NO].
‘Mary thinks I {was / was not} laughing.’
Although it seems plausible to analyze the bracketed portion of such constructions as a
self-answering QAP (cf. Petronio 1991; Wilbur 1994; Grolla 2004), many researchers argue
that the availability of polar questions distinguishes the clausal QAPs significantly from
pseudoclefts in such languages as English and use this as an argument against such an
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approach. The novel Russian data may provide a valuable comparison and motivate more
thorough re-examination of examples similar to (42).
As noted by Den Dikken (2017), a possible reason for why English, for instance,
prohibits yes/no type SPCs may be that the interrogative clause in an SPC blends the
properties of root and embedded questions, and that English polar interrogatives are not
suitable for such a mixed behavior, being either unambiguously root or unambiguously nonroot. In Russian, in contrast, the difference between root and embedded questions is much
less profound. From this point of view, the fact that Russian but not English allows selfanswering QAPs of the yes/no type becomes understandable. Future research should look
into the question of whether the (un)availability of self-answering QAPs is generally
correlated with the presence/absence of a robust root/non-root distinction in questions.
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The case marking strategy of second language Korean learners:
Case morphology assignment independent of abstract Case
Han-byul Chung
University of Hawai’i at Mānoa

1. Introduction
Case particles in Korean are generally regarded as a morphological realization of abstract case.
In other words, if a nominal appears with the nominative Case particle i/ka, it is understood as
an indication that the nominal is the assigned abstract nominative case. This paper is concerned
with case marking errors by second language Korean learners. I argue that the pattern of case
marking errors by second language Korean learners supports the following conclusion: Korean
case particles are assigned to an NP independent of the abstract case assignment.
2. Replacement errors and predicate type misanalysis
Case marking errors are generally categorized as omission errors, addition errors, and
replacement errors. Replacement errors are case marking errors in which a nominative case
particle is used in place of accusative case particle, and vice versa, as in (1). In (1a), nominative
case particle i/ka appears at a position in which accusative case particle ul/lul is the appropriate
particle. In this paper, we will be mainly focused on replacement errors of i/ka, use of i/ka in
place of ul/lul, as in (1).
(1) a. *palpyo-ka
machi-keyss-supnita
presentation(ACC)-NOM
will end
“(We) will end the presentation. ACC
b. palpyo-lul
machi-keyss-supnita
presentation(ACC)- ACC
will end
“(We) will end the presentation.
Previous studies on replacement errors have generally focused on the predicate types of the
co-occurring predicates (Yang 2010, Yu 2015, Zhu 2018). Assuming that the case marking
error reflects an error in the abstract case assignment and that case assignment is dependent on
the co-occurring predicate, it was generally claimed that that replacement errors occur when
learners mis-analyze the predicate type of the co-occurring predicate.
The idea is as follows. In an accusative-nominative language, the sole argument of an
intransitive predicate will be assigned the nominative Case, while the internal argument of a
transitive verb will be assigned the accusative Case. Therefore, if a learner mis-analyzes the
transitive predicate in (3b) as an intransitive, the learner would erroneously use i/ka on the
object sakwa, a position where the accusative case particle ul/lul would be appropriate.
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(3) a. Tammy-ka/*lul
wassta
T.- NOM /ACC
came
‘Tammy came.’
b. Tammy-ka sakwa-lul/*ka
T.- NOM
apple-ACC/ NOM
‘Tammy ate an apple.’
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ate

According to Zhu (2018), some predicates may be more prone to misanalysis than others.
If there is a mismatch in the predicate type between first language (henceforth, L1) and Korean,
or if there are two predicates that are similar in form but are different in the predicate type,
learners will be more likely to mis-analyze the predicate type of these ‘confusing’ predicates
than other predicates.
(4) Examples of confusing predicates
a. Korean kacita (have, transitive) vs. Chinese yǒu (have, intransitive/transtive)
c. ilwuta (accomplish, transitive) vs. ilwuecita (be fulfilled, intransitive)
d. cohahata (like, transitive) vs. cohta (like, adjective)
If predicate type misanalysis is the main cause of replacement errors, we would predict a
large percent of replacement errors to arise with confusing predicates. However, according to
Zhu’s report, only 39 out of 312 replacement errors of i/ka appear with the confusing predicates.
While Zhu’s report was limited to errors produced by Chinese L1 speakers, it suggests that
confusion in the predicate type is not enough to explain the replacement errors produced by
second language learners of Korean.
3. The replacement errors of i/ka and case morphology of the subject
We argue that replacement errors are not random but systematic. The pattern of replacement
errors suggests that learners utilize a case marking strategy similar to the dependent case model
(cf. Marantz 1991) independent of abstract Case assignment.
3.1 The data/corpus
Korean Learners’ Corpus Search Engine published by the National Institute of Korean
Language (the corpus, henceforth) was used for this study. The corpus consists of written and
spoken production by second language learners of Korean. From the corpus, we examined all
sentences that include NPs i) that are marked by i/ka, ii) whose corrected form is ul/lul. There
were a total of 2,164 items with NPs whose original forms were either i or ka and whose
corrected forms were either ul or lul.
Among the 2,164 items, 319 items with controversial error annotations were excluded. The
sentences in (5) are examples of the excluded items.
(5) a. *[ai-ka
elin
ttay]-pwuthe
kaluchil kele
child-NOM
young
period-from
teach
because
‘Because (I) will start teaching (the child) from the time the child is young.’
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b.

c.

e
cipanil-i …
um
household chore-NOM
‘um… household chores…’
apeci-nun
yetongsayng-i
te
cohssupnita.
father-TOP
sister-NOM
more like
‘(My) Father likes (my) sister more.’

In the corpus, ka in (5a) is annotated as an error and is corrected as lul. However, ka may
be considered the correct case particle, as ka-marked NP in (5a) may receive nominative Case
within the embedded clause as the subject of the embedded clause. In (5b), i is corrected as ul
but there is not enough context to judge the appropriateness of the case morphology. In (5c), i
is corrected as lul. But lul becomes the correct case particle only if the predicate is also
corrected. When the predicate in (5c) chossupnita is corrected to cohahapnita, lul becomes the
appropriate case marking, as shown in (6a). However, with the original predicate cohssupnita,
i is the correct case particle, as shown in (6b). In short, i is the correct case particle based on
the original predicate.
(6) a.

b.

apeci-nun
yetongsayng-ul/*i
father-TOP
sister-ACC/NOM
‘(My) Father likes (my) sister more.’
apeci-nun
yetongsayng-i/*ul
father-TOP
sister-NOM/ACC
‘(My) Father likes (my) sister more.’

te
cohahapnita.
more like
te
cohssupnita.
more like

3.2 The pattern
We categorized the replacement errors of i/ka (henceforth, replacement errors) into
replacement errors with covert subjects, as in (7), replacement errors with special particles, as
in (8), and replacement errors with the nominative particle, as in (9), based on i) whether the
subject of the sentence is covert or overt, ii) whether the case particle on the overt subject is
the nominative case particle i/ka or some other special particle.
(7) Replacement errors with covert subjects
a. *ø palpyo-ka
machi-keyss-supnita
presentation-NOM
will end
“(We) will end the presentation.
b. *ø achimey
ilenase
hayspich-i
pol swu issta.
Morning-at wake up-because sun ray-NOM see .can
‘As (I) woke up in the morning, (I) was able to see the sun ray.’
(8) Replacement errors with special particles
a. *ce-nun
chinkwu-ka
mannasssupnita.
I-TOP
friend-NOM
met
‘I met a friend.’
b. *tayhakkyo-to
towum-i
cwuko.
College-also
help-NOM
give
‘(My) college also helped (me)’
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(9) Replacement errors with the nominative particle
a. *cey-ka mence maum-i
ophunhako.
I-NOM
first
mind(ACC)-NOM open
‘I opened up first’
b. i
salam-i
caki cangcem-i
molunun
salamipnita.
this person-NOM self
strength-NOM
not.know
person.is
‘This person is a person that does not know his/her own strengths’
Among the 1845 items that were identified as replacement errors, we found that 1407 errors
(76.26%) occurred when the subject was not pronounced, and 293 errors (15.88%) occurred
when the subject was overt and the subject particle was not the canonical nominative case
particle i/ka.1 Only 7.32% of the replacement errors occurred when the subject argument was
present and was marked by the nominative case particle. In short, over 90% of the replacement
errors were produced when the subject morphology was not canonical. What this suggests is
that subject morphology has an effect on the occurrence of the replacement errors.
(10)

covert subject
1407
76.26%

special particles
293
15.88%

overt subject
i/ka
135
7.32%

No particle
10
0.54%

Total
1845
100%

4. The claim
4.1 The dependent case model
The effect of subject morphology on the occurrence of the replacement error can be explained
if learners utilize the dependent case model as their case marking strategy. Marantz (1991)
introduces a model of morphological case assignment that is independent of structural Case;
the dependent case model. 2 According to the dependent case model, case (morphology) is
assigned in three steps.
(11)

Lexical case(L)
Idiosyncratically
assigned by a lexical item >>

Dependent case(D)
Assigned to a dependent
NP when there are two >>
(morphologically) caseless NPs

Unmarked case(U)
Assigned to remaining
(morphologically)
caseless NPs

1

10 replacement with no particles on the overt subject, as in (i), were not included in the 293 replacement errors
with special particles, as it was unclear which particle was omitted.
(i) a. *wuli-ø
pyenhwa-ka
hwanyenghamyen.
We(NOM)
change-NOM
welcome-if
‘If we welcome change’
b. *ce-ø
cikum com casinkam-i
ilhepelyesseyo.
I(NOM) now
a little confidence-NOM lost
‘I lost confidence in me right now.’
2
There is controversy on whether dependent case model can replace traditional abstract Case assignment s and
Case Filter or not (cf. Baker & Vinokurova 2010, Levin 2015). However, in this paper, we will only utilize
dependent case model as a case morphology assignment strategy independent of abstract Case assignment.
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First, lexical/oblique case is determined idiosyncratically by a lexical item. Second, when
two caseless NP arguments are in a C-command relation, dependent case is assigned. Whether
the lower or the higher NP receive dependent case is parameterized among languages, as in
(12a). Finally, unmarked case is assigned to any remaining caseless NPs.
(12) Dependent case assignment
a. NP …
NP“ACC” (Nominative-Accusative languages)
b. NP“ERG … NP

(Ergative-Absolutive languages)

As dependent case assignment requires two caseless NPs within the same case domain, the
dependent case cannot appear in intransitive constructions. Therefore, when the lower NP is
assigned the dependent case, transitive subjects will bear the same case morphology as the
intransitive subject. In short, in a Nominative-Accusative language, the Accusative case is the
dependent case and the Nominative case is the unmarked case.3
4.2 The application of the dependent case model in Korean
The distribution of the case particles in Korean is generally in line with the dependent case
model. In a canonical intransitive structure, as in (13a), the lexical case is not assigned at the
first stage, and the dependent case is also not assigned at the second stage as there is only one
argument NP. At the final stage, the sole argument is the unmarked (Nominative) case. In a
canonical transitive construction, as in (13b), no lexical case is assigned at the first stage. In
the second stage, since there are two caseless NPs, the c-commanded NP (the object) is
assigned the dependent (Accusative) case. At the final stage, the remaining caseless argument
NP is assigned the unmarked (Nominative) case. In a ditransitive construction, as in (13c), the
goal argument is assigned the lexical/oblique (Dative) case at the first stage. Since there are
still two caseless NPs remaining at the second stage, the c-commanded argument of the
remaining arguments is assigned the dependent (Accusative) case. At the final stage, the
remaining caseless NP (the subject) is assigned the unmarked (Nominative) case.
(13) a. Mary-ka
wassta
M.-NOM (U) came
‘Mary came.’
b. Mary-ka
sakwa-lul
M.-NOM (U) J.-ACC (D)
‘Mary ate an apple.’
c. John-i
Mary-hanthey
J.-NOM (U) M.-DAT (L)
‘John gave Mary the book.’

3

mekessta
ate
chayk-ul
book-ACC (D)

cwuesse
gave

We will not get into the specifics of the dependent case model. For detailed discussion on how dependent case
model works, see Marantz 1991, Baker & Vinokurova 2010, Levin 2015, 2017).
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4.3 Replacement errors
Since the dependent case model correctly predicts the distribution of Korean case particles, no
errors will occur if second language Korean learners are able to apply the dependent case model
correctly. I argue that the replacement errors occur;
i) when learners acquire an incorrect version of the dependent case model
(i.e. not include covert arguments in their case marking strategy), or
ii) when learners acquire the correct version of dependent case model but their application is
erroneous (i.e. consider semantic particles as case particles).
5. Replacement errors with covert subjects
In Korean, phonologically covert subjects are treated like a normal visible NP in the dependent
case model. Therefore, in both (14a) and (14b), two caseless NPs are considered to be present
at the dependent case assignment stage and the lower NP (the object) is assigned the dependent
(Accusative) case regardless of the subject being covert.
(14) a. ø
palpyo-lul/*ka
machi-keyss-supnita
(I)
presentation-ACC / NOM
will end
‘(I) will end the presentation.’
b. ø achimey
ilenase
hayspich-ul/*i
pol swu issta.
(I) Morning-at wake up-because sun ray-ACC/NOM see .can
‘As (I) woke up in the morning, (I) was able to see the sun ray.’
The replacement errors with covert subjects will occur if covert NPs are visible for the
dependent case assignment. If covert NPs are invisible to the dependent case assignment, the
sentences in (14) will be treated like an intransitive sentence. Since morphological case is
assigned independent of abstract Case or argument structure, that the sole argument is an
internal argument at the Accusative Case position is not considered in the morphological case
assignment. If so, since the thematic object is the only caseless NP in (14), it would naturally
be assigned the unmarked (Nominative) case, and not the dependent (Accusative case). And
the replacement error in (7), repeated below, will result.
(7) Replacement errors with covert subjects
a. *ø
palpyo-ka
machi-keyss-supnita
presentation-NOM
will end
“(We) will end the presentation.
b. *ø achimey
ilenase
hayspich-i
pol swu issta.
Morning-at wake up-because sun ray-NOM see.can
‘As (I) woke up in the morning, (I) was able to see the sun ray.’
Assuming that the dependent case model is a universal case marking strategy readily
available to learners whose L1 possesses a case-marking system, the incorrect development of
the dependent case model will be more likely to appear with learners whose L1 lacks a casemarking system. If so, the learners whose L1 lacks visible case morphology will be expected
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to make replacement errors with covert subjects more frequently than learners whose L1
possess visible case morphology. And the expectation is met.
We examined replacement errors in the beginner level learners whose first language is
Chinese, English, Japanese, and Vietnamese.4 We found that replacement errors produced by
learners whose L1 possess visible case morphology (Japanese) is less likely to involve covert
subjects. While less than 50% replacement errors produced by Japanese L1 learners were
replacement errors with covert subjects, the percentage of replacement errors with covert
subjects produced by learners whose L1 do not possess case morphology was close to or above
70% of the total replacement errors.5
(15)

L1

Case morphology

RE with covert subjects

Chinese
English
Vietnamese
Japanese

No
No
No
Yes

64.44% (87/135)
70.9% (93/131)
73.91% (34/46)
49.66% (74/149)

6. Replacement errors with special particles
There are two types of Nominal particles in Korean; case particles that mark case and special
particles that add meaning to their hosts. Among the 438 replacement errors with overt subjects,
293 of the errors are replacement errors with special particles. The special particles attached to
the subject was either to or un/nun.
(16)

Special particles

Percentage(count)

to
Un/nun

6.48% (19)
93.52% (2746)

A characteristic of these two special particles is that they cannot be stacked with case
particles. While the sentence is fine when only the special particle is attached to an NP, as in
(17b) and (18b), sentences become ungrammatical if both the case particle and the special
particle is attached to the host NP, as in (17a) and (18a). In sum, sentences are perfect with

4

The four languages were chosen as they were the four most L1s in the corpus.
While there is a clear difference in the behavior between L1 with visible case morphology (Japanese) and L1
without case morphology (Chinese, English, and Vietnamese), still almost 50% of replacement errors produced
by beginner level Japanese L1 learners involve covert subjects. If the exact same version of the dependent case
model is utilized in languages that possess visible case marking, it would be hard to explain why so many
replacement errors by Japanese L1 learners involve covert subjects. However, we have already seen in (12) that
the dependent case model is parameterized among languages. While Japanese, like Korean, treat covert subject
no differently from overt subjects, the possibility of parametrization may have affected the high percentage of
replacement errors involving covert subjects.
6
Among the 274 tokens of un/nun, two tokens appear as stacked particles. One is kkeyse-nun, with the honorific
nominative case particle, and the other is hantey-nun, with the dative case particle.
5
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only the special particles nun and to attached to the host NPs, and special particles nun and to
never occur with any case particles.
(17) a. *ce-ka-nun/nun-ka
chinkwu-lul
mannasssupnita.
I-NOM-TOP/TOP-NOM
friend-ACC
met
b. ce-nun
chinkwu-lul
mannasssupnita.
I -TOP
friend-ACC
met
‘As for me, I met a friend’
(18) a. *ce-ka-to/to-ka
I-NOM-Also/Also-NOM
b. ce-to
chinkwu-lul
I-Also
friend-ACC
‘I also met a friend’

chinkwu-lul
mannasssupnita.
friend-ACC
met
mannasssupnita.
met

If learners interpret the distributional behavior of un/nun and to as an indication that they
are both idiosyncratically assigned lexical case particles, the thematic object of a transitive
sentence will be assigned the unmarked Nominative case when the subject is marked by either
un/nun or to, based on the dependent case model. First, lexical case un/nun and to will be
assigned to the subject argument. And at the second stage, dependent (Accusative case) will
not be assigned to the thematic subject as there is only one caseless NP. At the final stage, the
unmarked (Nominative) case will be assigned to the remaining caseless NP (the object). And
the replacement error in (8), repeated below, will result.
(8) Replacement errors with special particles
a. *ce-nun
chinkwu-ka
mannasssupnita.
I-TOP
friend-NOM
met
‘I met a friend.’
b. *tayhakkyo-to
towum-i
cwuko.
College-also
help-NOM give
‘(My) college also helped (me)’
Learners case marking strategy may be fortified by sentences like (19). While the exact
structure of (19) is debated, the consensus is that the structure is much more complex than a
canonical transitive sentence. However, sentences like (19) is one of the earliest structure
learners encounter in class, and superficially, the structure of (19) resembles a canonical
transitive sentence. Thus, if learners identify sentences like (19) as canonical transitive, it may
fortify their analysis of un/nun as lexical case.
(19) Tammy-nun
Ton-i
manhta.
T.-TOP
money-NOM a lot
‘Tammy has a lot of money.’
If our analysis is on the right track, the replacement error with special particles in (8) is not
caused by a defect in the dependent case model. Even if the learners have acquired the correct
version of the dependent case model, the error will arise if the learners have mis-analyze the
semantic particles un/nun and to as markers of Lexical case.
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If so, we would expect that the distribution of replacement errors with special particles will
be different from that of the replacement errors with covert subjects. While replacement errors
with covert subjects are expected to increase in L1 without case marking, that should not be
the case with replacement errors with special particles. Moreover, we would expect the
percentage of replacement errors with special particles to rise with learners accustomed to the
dependent case model (learners whose L1 possess visible case morphology), as they would be
less likely to make errors involving erroneous dependent case model. As expected, in beginner
level learners, we found that replacement errors produced by learners whose L1 possess visible
case morphology (Japanese) is more likely to be involved with special particles. While almost
45% of the replacement errors produced by Japanese L1 learners were replacement errors with
special particles, only 25% of replacement errors produced by learners whose L1 do not possess
case morphology were replacement errors with special particles.
(20)

L1
Chinese
English
Vietnamese
Japanese

Case
morphology
No
No
No
Yes

RE with
covert subjects
64.44% (87/135)
70.9% (93/131)
73.91% (34/46)
49.66% (74/149)

RE with
special particles
25.19% (34/135)
25.19% (33/131)
26.09% (12/46)
44.97% (67/149)

7. Conclusion
That case morphology does not always align with abstract Case licensing has been observed
by many previous literature (Zaenen et al. 1985, Yip et al. 1987, Schütze 2001, Legate 2008,
Levin 2015, among others). However, in many languages, like Korean, morphological case
generally aligns with abstract Case licensing. Therefore, it was generally assumed that in
languages like Korean, case morphology is a reflection of the abstract Case.
In this paper, I have argued that the distributional pattern of replacement errors produced
by second language learners of Korean can be explained if case morphology in Korean is
assigned independent of abstract Case assignment via the dependent case model.
Since the morphological case generally aligns with abstract Case licensing in Korean, in
general, the distribution of the case particles predicted by the dependent case model is not any
different from how case particles would be assigned as a reflection of abstract Case. However,
the prediction differs in how replacement errors are distributed. If case morphology is a
reflection of the abstract case, replacement errors will likely be associated with errors in
argument structure analysis. However, if case morphology is assigned independent of abstract
Case via the dependent case model, the replacement errors will be more likely to be associated
with the morphology of the preceding argumental NPs. And the distributional pattern of
replacement errors by second language learners of Korean suggests that Learners are more
sensitive to the morphology than argument structure when deciding on which case particle to
choose. In other words, when a learner erroneously marks an internal argument with a
nominative case particle, it is very likely that the subject argument is covert, but not so likely
that the predicate is confusing (enough to cause learners to mis-analyzed the internal argument
as the external argument). The sensitivity to the subject morphology combined with the
insensitivity to the argument structure in replacement errors suggests that second language
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learners of Korean assign case morphology via the dependent case model, independent of the
abstract Case.
The pattern of replacement error by the second language learners of Korean may have
bigger consequences on the relationship between case morphology and abstract Case. That
second language learners systematically assign the morphological nominative case to an
internal argument which is assigned the abstract Accusative Case (when a morphological cue
is present) suggests that learners do not take for granted that case morphology should align
with abstract Case assignment. This would be unexpected if the so-called structural case
morphology is a reflection of the abstract Case assignment universally.
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Object splits and complex licensers
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University of Modena and Reggio Emilia

1. Introduction
Recent work on the syntax-pragmatics interface has emphasized the important role functional
projections at the (very high) left periphery play in the mediation of context-related
specifications and their relation with inner syntax (Speas and Tenny 2003, a.o.). Several
authors have also argued that discourse peripheries are also generated in the nominal domain,
in an expanded DP layer or above the DP (Ritter and Wiltschko 2019, Ihasane 2008, a.o.).
This paper explores some consequences of enriched nominal categories on the licensing of
arguments, focusing on differential object marking (DOM) phenomena. Our data come from
Uzbek (Turkic), nonstandard Basque, and Finnish, three DOM languages. As we show in the
paper, the special marking certain classes of nominals receive in these languages presents
evidence that the functional structure of nominals might contain features (such as animacy,
PERSON, or definiteness, etc.) beyond structural Case per se. We derive the facts starting from
recent accounts under which the licensing of certain types of nominals involves more than
one licenser (Brattico 2011, Matushansky 2012, Vainikka and Brattico 2014, Irimia to appear,
a.o.). This explains why DOM shares syntactic diagnostics with other structural direct objects,
while also introducing its own syntactic restrictions. The structure of the paper is as follows.
In Section (2) we present some background on DOM. We discuss two prominent theoretical
approaches, one that reduces DOM to the distinction Case licensed vs. caseless nominals, and
the other deriving DOM via the mechanics of dependent Case. In Section (3) we briefly
introduce the problems DOM poses in the three languages under investigation as well as the
gist of our proposal. In Section (4) we discuss the application of the analysis to Uzbek, and in
Section (5) to non-standard Basque. In Section 6 we present preliminary observations in the
same direction for Finnish. Section 7 contains the conclusions.
2. Differential object marking
The vast literature on DOM has unveiled systematic splits in the morpho-syntactic behavior
of objects. Generally, specifications at the higher end of animacy, specificity and definiteness
scales (broadly illustrated in (1)) trigger the presence of dedicated markers in many
genetically-unrelated languages (Givón 1984, Comrie 1989, Bossong 1991, 1998, Lazard
2001, Aissen 2003, de Swart 2007, López 2012, Ormazabal and Romero 2013a, b, 2019,
Bárány 2018, Kalin 2018, Levin 2019, a.o.).
(1) Scales for DOM (Silverstein 1976, Comrie 1989, Aissen 2003, a.o.)
a. Animacy/person: 1/2 > 3 > proper name > human > animate > inanimate
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Definiteness/specificity: personal pronoun > proper name > definite > specific
indefinite > non specific
(Aissen 2003: 437)
Topic accessibility scale: active > accessible > unused > brand-new anchored >
brand–new unanchored
(Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011, a.o.)

A typical example comes from Spanish (Romance), where object splits are regulated by
conjunctive sets of features, including grammaticalized animacy under certain conditions
(Torrego 1998, López 2012, Fábregas 2013, Ormazabal and Romero 2013a, a.o.). The
definite animate in (2)a must be introduced by a preposition which is homophonous with the
dative. Spanish illustrates a type of oblique DOM, that is differential marking which relies on
oblique morphology (Bossong 1991, Irimia and Pineda 2019, Manzini and Franco 2016, a.o.).
The inanimate in (2)b, on the other hand, cannot take the same marking.
(2)

Standard Spanish DOM
a.
He
encontrado
have.1SG
found
‘I have found the girl.’
b.
He
encontrado
have.1SG found
‘I have found the book.’

*(a)
DAT=DOM
(*a)
DAT=DOM

niña.1
DEF.F.SG girl
(Ormazabal and Romero 2013a, ex. 1a)
el
libro.
DEF.M.SG book
(Ormazabal and Romero 2013a, ex. 1b)
la

In other languages, such as Uzbek (Turkic), the special marking certain types of objects
require is linked to definiteness (Levy-Forsythe and Kagan 2018, MacMillan 2020, a. o.), as
seen in the contrast in (3). The unmarked object in (3)a can receive an indefinite interpretation
and is number neutral. The object in (3)b, however, has the special marker -ni (also referred
to as the accusative case marker in traditional grammars) and is normally restricted to definite
interpretations.2
(3)

Uzbek DOM
(Levy-Forsythe and Kagan 2018, ex. 2a, b)
a.
Anvar
rasm chidzli.
Anvar
picture draw.PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew a picture./Anvar drew pictures.’
b.
Anvar
rasm-ni
chidzli.
Anvar
picture-DOM
draw.PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew the picture.’

In minimalism there are two main formal strategies to derive these splits. A rich theoretical

1

ABS = absolutive, ABL = ablative, ACC = accusative, ART = article, AUX = auxiliary, CAUS = causative, CL = clitic,
DAT = dative, DEF = definite, DOM = differential object marking, ERG = ergative, F = feminine, FUT = future,
IMPERS= impersonal, IMPF= imperfective, LOC = locative, M = masculine, N = neuter, NEG = negative, NMZ=
nominalization, OBL = oblique, PL = plural, PRES = present, PRT = participle, PST= past, RECP = reciprocal, SG =
singular, SUBJ = subject.
2

Object splits are seen in other Turkic languages (Enç 1991, Kornfilt 1984, von Heusinger and Kornfilt 2005,
Ö ztürk 2005 for Turkish, Baker and Vinokurova 2010 or Levin and Preminger 2015 for Sakha, Johanson and
Csató 2008, Guntsetseg 2016 for general presentations, a.o.).
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line connects unmarked objects such as the Spanish inanimate in (2)a or the Uzbek
non-specific nominal in (3)a to a process of (pseudo-)incorporation; these categories are
generally assumed to be caseless NPs/DPs when it comes to structural Case, as schematically
shown in (4). They might only receive inherent or lexical marking (see for example
Rodríguez-Mondoñedo 2007, a.o.). Marked objects (5), such as the Spanish definite animate
in (2)a or the Uzbek definite in (3)b, have a structural Case feature, which requires
licensing/valuation/checking (depending on the particular analysis) in the syntax (Ormazabal
and Romero 2013a, b, Preminger 2011, 2014, Kalin 2018, Bárány 2017, 2018, Levin 2019,
a.o.). In some languages, Case licensing can only be implemented in a certain position, after
raising above VP or even above vP (Baker 2015, a.o.).
(4)

[vP…v0 [VP V NP/DP]]

(5)

[vP…v0ACC [VP V DP[_uCase]] ]

Unmarked Objects
Marked Objects

The second major theoretical stream connects differential object marking to the so-called
Dependent Case algorithm (Marantz 1991, Baker and Vinokurova 2010, Preminger 2011,
2014, Levin and Preminger 2015, Baker 2015, a.o.). The general idea is that the accusative
Case feature on the marked objects forces their raising into a domain where they enter into a
Case competition with a higher argument. This is schematically represented in (6):
(6)

Dependent Case
Let DP1and DP2be two nominals in the same domain. If DP1c-commands DP2:
a. mark DP1[= in the clause, ERGATIVE] and/or
b. mark DP2[= in the clause, ACCUSATIVE]
(Baker 2015, a.o.)

3. Differential object marking: more complex splits
While these two formalisms address two-way splits (marked vs. unmarked), there are also
languages where the morphological make-up of objects shows a more refined picture (Irimia
to appear, Baker 2015 a.o.). One such language is Finnish (Finno-Ugric), which has a
complex accusative category (de Hoop 1996, Kiparsky 1998, 2001, Nelson 1998, Holmberg
and Nikanne 1993, Vainikka 1993, Asudeh 2003, Vainikka and Brattico 2014, a. o.). Fnnish
accusatives can be morphologically realized in three ways: i) with the so-called ‘true’
accusative suffix -t in (7)a, which is reserved for pronouns (or human entities in colloquial
Finnish); ii) with the accusative suffix which is homophonous with the genitive, -n in (7)b;
and iii) with the accusative form which is homophonous with the nominative, and thus lacks
an overt suffix, as in (7)c.3
(7)

3

Finnish direct objects
a.
Minä
näin
I
saw.1SG
‘I saw him.’
b.
Minä
näin

(Vainikka and Brattico 2014, ex. 1a, b, c)
häne-t.
he.ACC(t)
auto-n.

In the glossing of Finnish examples we follow the convention from Vainikka and Brattico (2014), who
represent these accusatives as ACC(t), ACC(n) and ACC(0).
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c.

I
saw.1SG
car.ACC(n)
‘I saw the car.’
Minun
täytyy nähdä auto.
I
must see
car.ACC(0)
‘I must see the car.’

Under the licensed/unlicensed approach, ACC(0) could potentially be explained as spelling
out a caseless category. But something else will be needed in order to derive ACC(t) and
ACC(n), as both give evidence of licensing, 4 as we will see in Section 6. Under the
dependent Case explanation, it is not straightforward which of ACC(t) or ACC(n) enters the
relevant calculus, as the two categories do not overtly show any differences in position. More
generally, how to model the patterns is not a simple issue in a binary system.
Yet another example of a complex split comes from non-standard Basque varieties (Odria
2014, 2017, 2019, Fernández and Rezac 2016, a. o.). Non standard Basque exhibits an
ergative-absolutive alignment, as opposed to Uzbek and Finnish, which are
nominative-accusative. But it shows a tripartite picture of object marking, in that direct
objects can show up i) bare and without absolutive agreement, ii) with absolutive agreement
or iii) if they are animate/human, with morphology which is homophonous with the dative,
and dative agreement. The differential encoding of animates via oblique morphology (‘dative
overmarking’, Austin 2006, a.o.) is a property it shares with languages like Spanish.
(8)

Non-standard Basque direct objects
a.
Ordenagailua
ikusi
computer-ART.ABS
see
‘I have seen the computer.’
b.
Zu-k
ni-ri
ikusi
you-ERG I-DAT=DOM
see
‘You have seen me.’

dut.
AUX[3SG.ABS-1SG.ERG]

(Odria 2017: 3a, p.11)
didazu.
AUX[1SG.DAT-2SG.ERG]

(Odria 2019: 1b, glosses adapted)

Non-standard Basque raises the same question as Finnish: how to set aside the agreeing
absolutive in (8)a from oblique DOM in (8)b? First, it is not clear whether these two types of
objects are found in distinct positions (see the discussion in Fernández and Rezac 2016, a.o.)
and it is, thus, not clear, which one enters the dependent case calculus. Secondly, both the
agreeing absolutive in (8)a and the ‘dative’ in (8)b show evidence that they are categories
undergoing a licensing operation. For example, they give rise to PCC effects (Odria 2017,
2019), indicating that a more complex explanation is needed for oblique DOM.
In fact, if we examine the Uzbek patterns in more detail, it becomes clear that DOM does
not simply reduce to the split Case licensed/caseless. As we will see in Section 4, unmarked
nominals are not a homogenous class; while certain types pass diagnostics indicating true
incorporation (Levy- Forsythe and Kagan 2018, a.o.), others, such as those in (3)a appear to
be active in the syntax, and enter the Case calculus. In this paper we provide an account that
can explain these types of three-way splits. Building on observations from Irimia (to appear),
López (2012), Vainikka and Brattico (2014), or Ritter and Wiltschko (2019), ACC(t)/ACC(n)
in Finnish, oblique DOM in nonstandard Basque and Uzbek -ni signal a separate licensing
operation, beyond Case, on complex nominals. As we schematically represent in (9)a, and
4

In the absence of a better term, we use ‘licensing’ to signal a syntactic condition regulating structural objects.
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(9)b, a functional layer with interpretable features (which we abbreviate ðP for convenience)
is generated above DP (non-standard Basque, etc.) or above NP (Uzbek, etc.), categories
already containing a Case feature that requires valuation. The initial licenser endowed with
Accusative case features (v0, Asp, etc.) will value Case (9)c. The additional interpretable
feature will need the contribution of an additional licenser (β), whose location varies
cross-linguistically. The recruitment of the additional licenser is possibly a last-resort
operation (Jaeggli 1982, Vainikka and Brattico 2014, a.o.) in a domain.

This additional licensing mechanism appears to be particularly relevant at the
syntax-semantics-pragmatics interface. It is connected with the valuation of an interpretable
feature tracking the role of animates (Pancheva and Zubizarreta 2018, a.o.), individuation or
how the speaker relates to other entities in the discourse (Ritter and Wiltschko 2019, a.o.).5
The present analysis is similar to accounts which motivate a three-way system for the
licensing of nominals, but it avoids various problems. For example, López (2012) takes
unmarked definites, as in (2)b to be specified with a Case feature, which is checked after D0
incorporates into V, and the complex [D-V] head raises to v.6 Spanish bare nominals, as well
as unmarked indefinites are assumed to be caseless. Definite animate objects as in (2)a, which
must be differentially marked, are KPs; they must escape incorporation, as their Case feature
in K is linked to a choice function (f), which cannot be interpreted inside VP.

The mechanics of [uC] (uninterpretable Case) valuation is based on the operation Agree7
(Chomsky 2001 et subseq.), implemented as feature sharing; Agree values or co-values all the
features specified on the (two) items involved in the relevant operation. As a result of Agree,
uninterpretable features ([uf]) are valued and removed from the derivation. The Case feature
5

We also build on recent discussions about a type of A licensing mechanisms, related to ð(discourse) features
(Miyagawa 2017, a.o.), but extend it to other classes beyond typical information structure related categories such
that topic or focus.
6
The expected result of this process would be V-DEF adjacency at PF, which, however, is not observed in
Spanish. The further solution López (2012) adopts is that, after head raising to V, the higher copy of the definite
is deleted. What is pronounced instead is only the lower copy.
7
Feature sharing under Agree: Agree (a[f], b[uf]) → (a[f], b[f])
(López 2012: 35, ex. 8)
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on KP can only be valued by v after the nominal raises to the Spec of a functional projection
(α) specified with applicative and aspectual features, merged in a position between VP and vP.
(11)

[vP v[ACC] [αP DO =DOM α [VP V <DO>]]]

(López 2012)

The three languages examined present clear evidence that unmarked nominals might contain
a structural Case feature (see also Barrie and Li 2015 for similar observations). Thus, this
part of López’s (2012) system makes the right prediction. However, it is not clear that in
languages like Basque oblique DOM nominals raise to a different position than the
absolutives. Similar caveats hold for the Finnis. Moreover, the idea of D incorporation into V
is also hard to unstipulatively motivate for these languages. Therefore, the present analysis
argues for a different implementation: in some languages, [ð] specifications are merged in a
nominal periphery above the projection hosting Case and require a licensing mechanism
beyond the licensing of Case, irrespectively of raising.8
The ternary split argued for here (caseless, abstract Case licensing, ð licensing) and its
correlation with various nominal sizes matches recent observations about structural
representations of pronouns, recently made by Ritter and Wiltscko’s (2019). As the two
authors note, in German there is an impersonal pronoun spelled out as man; although it can be
an antecedent for a plural reciprocal pronoun such as einander, it cannot carry overt plural
marking and cannot trigger plural agreement on the verb, as shown in 0a. A different type of
impersonal pronoun is homophonous with the second person personal pronoun du. It triggers
2nd person agreement on the verb but it does not refer to the current addressee. It rather makes
a general statement about people in Austria, as in 0b. As such, 0c shows that it can be
continued with a sentence in which du is interpreted as the addressee:
(12) German pronouns (Ritter and Wiltschko 2019, ex. 1a, b, 2a, b)
a. Impersonal man
In Ö sterreich gib-t/*geb-en man(*en) einander zu Weihnachten Geschenke.
in Austria
give-3SG/PL IMPERS(PL) RECP
to Christmas presents
‘In Austria people give each other gifts at Christmas.
b. Impersonal du
In Ö sterreich gib-st
du
deinen Freunden zu Weihnachten Geschenke.
in Austria give-2SG IMPERS.2SG your friends to Christmas presents
‘In Austria people give their friends gifts at Christmas.’
c. Personal du
…Wenn du in Wien bist,
sollt-est
du das also
auch tun.
when you in Vienna be-2SG.PRES should-2SG you that therefore also do
‘So, when you are in Vienna, you should do that too.’
Ritter and Wiltschko (2019) propose that the three pronouns correspond to three types of
structures. Impersonal man is most structurally deficient, it contains only the NP layer, as in
(13)a. Impersonal du is a bit more complex; it contains gender and number functional
projections, and also a D layer, which hosts a person feature (13)b. The latter is, however,
8

It could also be that raising itself is not reserved just for [ð], but it is instead also needed for those nominal
structures which require licensing just for Case.
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deficient, and cannot be linked to the current discourse. The personal pronoun du, on the
other hand, contains Speech Act Structure and can pick out the current addressee (13)c.

The data discussed in this paper indicate that a three-way partition is also active with full
nominals, not just the pronouns. Importantly, the various structural possibilities have
consequences on the behavior of the nominal in the syntax. If the most deficient nominals do
not need Case licensing operations in the syntax9, larger NPs and DPs might need Case
licensing, while ðP normally requires some type of licensing. Thus, what sets DOM aside (in
the three languages) is not its being the only category that needs Case licensing. DOM is
rather the class that indicates licensing of a feature beyond Case. Depending on the available
licensers in the language and the nature of the ð feature, morphological differences arise. In
Section 3 we show how the analysis applies to Uzbek, while in Section 4 we turn to
nonstandard Basque. Building on intuitions by Vainikka and Brattico (2014), in Section 6 we
show, preliminarily, that the system makes the right prediction for Finnish too.
4. Uzbek
Object marking in Turkic languages has received renewed interest in formal approaches with
Baker and Vinokurova’s (B & V 2010) discussion of Sakha.10 In Sakha direct objects with a
definite interpretation must carry special marking, and must be found in a VP external
position; for example, they precede adverbials such as quickly in 0a, which signal the VP
edge (according to B & V 2010). Unmarked objects, on the other hand, are not definite and
cannot precede VP edge adverbials. In fact, they must be strictly adjacent to V, as in 0b.
(14) Sakha direct objects (
a.
Masha
salamaat1-*(y) [VP türgennik
t1
Masha
porridge-DOM
quickly
‘Masha ate the porridge quickly.’
b.
Masha
[VP türgennik
salamaat1-(#y)11
Masha
quickly
porridge-(#DOM)

9

sie-te].
eat-PST.3SG.SUBJ
sie-te].
eat-PST.3SG.SUBJ

If such nominals contain a Case feature, the latter can be checked via incorporation or via inherent Case.
See also Levin and Preminger (2014) or Coon and Preminger (2013), a.o.
11
The special marker is possible on salamaat only if the latter has contrastive focus (B & V 2010, p. 602)
10
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‘Masha ate the porridge quickly.’
(B & V 2010, ex. 11a, b, 12a, b adapted; Coon and Preminger 2013, ex. 1a, b)
After raising out of VP, the marked object is found in the same local configuration with the
subject (15). As the latter is an yet caseless nominal too, the two enter into Case competition
(Marantz 1991, a. o.). Following the algorithm repeated in 0, the lower nominal in the domain
will receive dependent Case, which will be spelled out as the -y marker. 12 Unmarked
nominals, which do not scramble out of VP, are not local enough to the subject and cannot
enter the Case competition process (16). Therefore, they will not receive differential marking.

The configurational account derives the Sakha data. But As Ö ztürk (2005) or Kamali (2015)
have shown, it is not the case that unmarked direct objects always show adjacency to V in
other Turkic languages, such as Turkish. Levy-Forsythe and Kagan (2018) convincingly
argue that bare nominals come in two types in yet another Turkic language, namely Uzbek.
The bare nominal in 0a has different properties from the bare nominal with a light verb13 as
in 0b. The latter passes diagnostics indicating true incorporation (TI) while the former rather
instantiates a type of pseudo-incorporation (PI). As already mentioned in Section 2, Uzbek
also has differentially marked objects, such as the definite we repeat in 0c.
(18) Uzbek DOs
(Levy-Forsythe and Kagan 2018, ex. 2a, 1b, 2c)
a.
Anvar
rasm chidzli.
Anvar
picture draw.PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew a picture./Anvar drew pictures.’
b.
Anvar
mashq
qildi
Anvar
exercise
did.PST.3SG
‘Anvar did (an) exercise. / Anvar did exercises /Anvar exercised.’
c.
Anvar
rasm-ni
chidzli.
Anvar
picture-DOM
draw.PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew the picture.’
Importantly, although the structure of 0a is reduced (NumP, NP), it is never the minimal N
12
13

As Sakha is not an ergative language, the higher nominal will receive default Case, namely the nominative.
A class including predicates such as: qil-, et- (‘do, make’), ol- (‘take’), ber-(‘give’), etc.
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size in TI nominals. This correctly predicts that PI nominals have syntactic independence in
the clause.14 We see in 0a that they are separated from the verb by adverbs of degree.15
(19) Uzbek PI and TI (Levy-Forsythe and Kagan 2018, ex. 8c)
Anvar kuzda
palto [ADV umuman/deyarli/hech]
kimadi.
Anvar autumn coat
whatsoever virtually at all
wear.NEG.PST.3SG
‘Anvar did not wear a coat/coats whatsoever/virtually/al all in the autumn.’
Crucially, PI nominals also give clear evidence that they are not innocuous when it comes to
abstract Case.16 The relevant data come from contexts that contain three arguments, for
example causatives.17 Here, the differential marker on the causee must unexpectedly be
replaced by the dative under certain conditions. As initially discussed by Taylan (1986) for
Turkish, if the theme bears differential marking the causee cannot be differentially marked.
The theme and the causee compete for accusative insertion. The causee must instead be
marked dative 0a. That the causee is not inherently marked dative in causatives is
demonstrated by 0b; the intransitive verb run does not have an internal object, therefore no
competition with the accusative arises and the causee takes DOM. Importantly, PI nominals
behave just like marked nominals, demonstrating that they do have an accusative Case feature.
They trigger competition with the causee, which can only be dative, as 0c. Note that an
explanation according to which any nominal triggers case competition is not on the right track.
We see in 0d that a TI nominal does not give evidence of an accusative Case feature. We
cannot say that the unmarked nominal in 0c gets inherent/lexical case either. In 0e the theme
bears ablative case, lexically assigned by the predicate get tired, and it does not trigger
competition with respect to the accusative; thus DOM is possible on the causee. All these
examples show that the bare nominal in 0c contains a structural accusative feature just like
DOM in 0a (see also Taylan 1986, Kamali 2015, a.o.).
(20) Uzbek causatives (Levy-Forsythe and Kagan 2018: ex. 12a, b, c, 37)
a.
Madina
Anvar-ga/*-ni
nok-ni/ bitta nok-ni
yer-dir-di.
Madina
Anvar-DAT/*-DOM pear-DOM/one pear-DOM eat-CAUS-PST.3SG
‘Madina made Anvar eat the pear/a pear.’
b.
Madina
Anvar-ni/*-ga
yugur-tir-di.
Madina
Anvar-DOM/*-DAT
run-CAUS-PST.3SG
‘Madina made Anvar run.’
c.
Madina
Anvar-ga/*-ni
nok
yer-dir-di.
Madina
Anvar-DAT/*-DOM
pear
eat-CAUS-PST.3SG
14

Moreover, PI nominals can be antecedents for anaphora, as opposed to TI nominals. That observation that
unmarked nominals license anaphora also holds in Spanish (López 2012, Rodríguez-Mondoñedo 2007, a.o.).
15
While in the sentence below the PI nominal is modified by a relative clause:
(i)
Anvar [RC hammani
hayratga sol-adi-gan]
rasm
chiz-adi.
Anvar
everyone.DOM awe.DAT put-PRES-PRT
picture draw.IMPF.3SG
‘Anvar draws a picture/pictures that estonish(es) everyone.’ (Levy-Forsythe and Kagan 2018, ex. 5b)
Levy-Forsythe and Kagan (2018) present many other diagnostics for syntactic independence, such as
grammaticality of PIs under topicalization, rightward dislocation, fragment answers, etc.
16
In fact, this has been observed by Lyutikova and Pereltsvaig (2015) for another Turkic language, namely
Tatar. The two authors propose that in Tatar both unmarked and marked objects carry Case, but the reduced
structure in the unmarked nominal that does not permit the spell out of the differential marker.
17
Similar facts are also seen in Tukish (Kornfilt 1984, Taylan 1986, Ö ztñrk 2004: 41-42, a.o.).
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d.

e.

f.

‘Madina made Anavar eat the pear.’
Madina
Anvar-ni/*-ga
mexnat
Madina
Anvar-DOM/*-DAT
labour
‘Madina made Anvar work.’
Madina
Anvar-ni/*ga
nok-dan
Madina
Anvar-DOM/*DAT
pear-ABL
‘Madina made Anvar get tired of pears.’
Madina
Anvar-ga/*ni
nok-dan
Madina
Anvar-DAT/*-DOM
pear-ABL
‘Madina made Anvar eat some of the pears.’

qil-dir-di.
do-CAUS-PST.3SG
bez-dir-di.
get.tired-CAUS-PST.3SG
(Zarina Levy-Forsythe, p. c.)
ye-dir-di.
eat-CAUS-PST.3SG
(Zarina Levy-Forsythe, p. c.)

What is the difference between unmarked and marked nominals, if both give indication of a
structural Case feature?18 We could hypothesize a PF explanation along these lines: the
absence of the definiteness feature triggers the deletion of the accusative marker in unmarked
nominals via Impoverishment.19 But this won’t explain the absence of DOM in causatives
with an ablative theme, when the latter is interpreted as a partitive, as in 0f. The contrast
between 0e and 0f is given by the specificity feature in partitives. This feature requires
adequate licensing, just like the definiteness feature in DOM, which is active in the syntax.
The hypothesis that DOM involves the syntactic licensing of a feature beyond the syntactic
licensing of Case derives these patterns unproblematically. An additional licenser, similar to
López’s (2012) α head is recruited for this purpose.

5. Nonstandard Basque
Non standard varieties of Basque present an animacy based DOM system (Fernández and
Rezac 2016, Odria 2014, 2017, 2019, Mounole 2012, Austin 2006, Rodríguez-Ordóñez 2013,
2016, a.o.). Direct objects at the higher end of the Animacy/Person hierarchy (especially
1st/2nd person pronouns and human entities)20 must or can carry a special marker, which is
homophonous with the dative. Interestingly, such objects also trigger dative agreement on the
auxiliary, as seen in the two examples in 0 and in 0.21
18

Using data from coordination, MacMillan (2020) argues that DOM, but not unmarked objects, involves
raising. This won’t be problematic for the present account. However, coordination requires further investigation.
19
See Keine (2010), Keine and Müller (2008) or Glushan (2008) for futher discussion of object splits and PF.
20
Although there is dialectal variation (in some varieties only human objects being allowed), inanimates cannot
be differentially marked (Fernández and Rezac 2016, Odria 2014, 2017, 2019, a.o.). Also, human direct objects
have to be specific (Mounole 2012, Fernández and Rezac 2016, Odria 2017, 2019, a.o.).
21
(Non-standard) Basque is ergative-absolutive morphologically. The verbal complex shows agreement with
the ergative argument. The absolutive and the indirect object dative argument can also trigger agreement on the
verbal complex, as shown in the various examples illustrated in the paper.
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(21) Southern Basque differential objects
a.
Zu-k
ni-ri
ikusi
didazu.
you-ERG I-DAT=DOM
see
AUX[1SG.DAT-2SG.ERG]
‘You have seen me.’
(Odria 2019: 1b, glosses adapted)
b.
Lekeitio Basque
(Nik)
suri
ikusi dotzut.
I-ERG
you.DAT=DOM see
AUX[2SG.DAT-1SG.ERG]
‘I saw you.’
(Fernández and Rezac 2016; ex. 9, glosses adapted)
(22) Lekeitio Basque indirect object dative
(Nik)
suri
liburua
emon dotzut.
I.ERG
you.DAT
book. ABS
give
AUX[2SG.DAT-1SG.ERG]
‘I gave you a book.’
(Fernández and Rezac 2016; ex. 10a, glosses adapted)
Direct objects in (non-standard) Basque generally show up with absolutive agreement on the
verbal complex. This is clearly seen in the example below, where the internal object is an
agreeing inanimate. However, as both traditional grammars and formal research have shown,
absolutive arguments can also show up without agreement.22 In 0 we provide an example
from Preminger (2009) in which absolutive agreement is, in fact, not possible. The auxiliary
shows up with default 3rd person singular agreement, instead.
(23) Agreeing absolutives
Ordenagailua
ikusi
dut.
computer.ABS
see
AUX[3SG.ABS-1SG.ERG]
‘I have seen the computer.’

(Odria 2017: 3a, p.11)

(24) Non-agreeing absolutives (Preminger 2009: 640-641)
Lankide-i
[liburu
horiek]ABS
irakur-tze-n
probatu
colleague(s)-DAT book.ABS
those.PL
read-NMZ-LOC attempt
d-ϕ/*it-u-(z)te.
AUX[3SG.ABS/*3PL.ABS-√-3pl.ERG]
‘They have attempted to read those books to the colleagues.’
The animate differential marker in non-standard Basque is puzzling in that it is structurally
similar to absolutives, despite its overt dative appearance. Various studies have shown that
DOM does not seem to have the syntax of inherent dative nominals. For example, a) it allows
depictive secondary predicates, unlike dative indirect objects (Odria 2014, Fernández and
Rezac 2016, a.o.), as seen in 0; b) it can be used in Exceptional Case Marking;23 d) is

22

Especially in non-finite contexts.
Fernández and Rezac (2016) discuss evidence from an ECM construction (ii), built on a transitive predicates
with a variant of the have copula, namely the eduki copula (Lit. ‘Subject has X Small Clause’, similar to
structures of the type ‘She has her parents alive’, p. 22), whose structure is as in (i):
(i)
BE [PP we [PEXP [SC [SUBJ Subject [PRED PRED ]]]]23
(ii)
Dima Basque DOM under ECM
(a)
Ondoan
edukiko
dostezu
beti.
beside
eduki.FUTAUX
[1SG.DAT=DOM-2SG.ERG]
always
‘I will always be besides you, which benefits/interests you.’
23
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conditioned by clausal properties like tense,24 a type of behavior inherent arguments do not
show; e) it triggers PCC effects, just like agreeing absolutives.
(25) Depictive secondary predicates
a.
nonstandard Basque: no depictives with inherent datives
Niki
amona-ri j
umea k
poziki/*j/k
eraman
I.ERG grandmother.ART-DAT
child.ART-ABS happy l
carry
diot.
AUX[3SG.DAT-1SG.ERG]
‘I have carried the child to his grandmother happy.’ (Odria 2014, ex. 4, adapted)
b.
Elgoibar Basque: depictives with DOM=DAT
Niki
umia-rij
oinutsiki/j
ekarri
diot.
I.ERG kid. ART-DAT
barefoot
carry
AUX[3SG.DAT-1SG.ERG]
‘I carried the kid barefoot.’
(Fernández and Rezac 2016)
That both DOM and the absolutive direct object trigger PCC25 effects (Odria 2017, 2019,
Fernández and Rezac 2016, Albizu and Fernández 2006, Rezac et al. 2014, a.o.), indicates
that oblique DOM signals a type of direct object which is subject to a licensing constraint in
the grammar. In 0a, there are two arguments that require licensing and obligatory agreement,
namely the personal dative and the absolutive. But the structure contains only one licenser
(following Anagnostopoulou 2003, a.o.); therefore, absolutive agreement must be removed.
In 0b, either DOM must be removed or the goal must be marked allative.
(26) Absolutives, DOM and the PCC
a.
Absolutive Person and agreeing datives: PCC
*Pellori
zu
ezagutaraziko zaituzte/
Pello.DAT you.ABS
carry.FUT
AUX[2PL.ABS-3PL.ERG]
diote/dute.
AUX[3.ABS-3SG.DAT-3PL.ERG]/ AUX[3SG.ABS-3PL.ERG]/
‘They will make Pelo know you.’
(Fernández and Rezac 2016, ex. 38b)
b.
DOM and agreeing datives: PCC
*Martak
Aneri
eraman dio
amonari.
Marta.ERG Ane.DAT=DOM carry AUX[3SG.DAT-2SG.ERG] gandma.to

(b)

Beti
egongo
naz
zure
ondoan.
always
be. FUT
AUX[1SG.ABS]
your
beside
‘I will always be beside you.’
(Fernández and Rezac 2016, ex. 34, glosses adapted)
The contrast in (ii) shows that the small clause subject shows up with oblique DOM. The verb in the embedded
clause can only assign absolutive to its subject, as seen in (ii)(b). As eduki cannot assign dative case, it results
that dative agreement on the auxiliary signals exceptional case marking that has been assigned to the subject of
the embedded clause. As this argument is a first person nominal, its morphology will be that of a differential
argument, namely the dative that signals differential object marking.
24
For many speakers, it is either only possible or more robust in the past tense (see Odria 2017, 2019,
Fernández and Rezac 2016, a.o.).
25
In its typical instantiations, P(erson) C(ase) C(onstraint) is a restriction blocking a direct object from
co-occuring with an indirect object, if the former’s features are higher on the animacy hierarchy than the latter’s.
It has given rise to an extensive literature (see Rezac 2010, a.o.). What is relevant for our purposes is that such
restrictions are only seen if the two arguments show overt agreement or require obligatory licensing by some
other means.
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‘Marta carried Ane to (her) grandma.’
(Albizu and Fernández 2006, Fernández and Rezac 2016, ex. 39b)
Another important observation is that, for some speakers, direct objects at the higher end
of animacy and referentiality scales (i.e. pronouns) can also be used without differential
marking. In this case, they trigger absolutive agreement on the verb, which is otherwise
independent of features that are characteristic to differential marking.26 Moreover, oblique
DOM is also subject to dative displacement, as in 0, in those dialects that show this process.
Dative displacement refers to a context in which a dative marked argument controls
absolutive agreement (for example, in the Basauri or Pasaia dialects as discussed in
Fernández and Rezac 2016, fn. 13).
(27) Dative displacement
(Nik)
zuri
I.ERG
you.DAT
‘I gave you a book.’

liburua
emon zaitut.
book. ABS
give
AUX[2SG.ABS-1SG.ERG]
(Fernández and Rezac 2016; ex. 13b, glosses adapted)

To summarize, given that oblique DOM is structurally an absolutive, we need to provide
an analysis that can derive both categories in a non-stipulative way. Fernández and Rezac
(2016) propose an account which links oblique DOM to object shift. Just like the absolutive,
oblique DOM reflects a structural Agree/Case relation with properties on high clausal heads,
such as T or v. Oblique DOM is seen as a structural Case just like the absolutive; the latter
emerges when conditions for the DOM dative are not met. The agree/Case locus for
absolutive objects is a probe on v. The difference between the absolutive and DOM is given
by the presence of a P feature on v, which triggers object shift as in 0.
(28) P is a trigger for object shift, associated with interpretive conditions in the way as it has
been discussed for other types of object shift.
(Fernández and Rezac 2016, iv)
Object shift is motivated by theory internal reasons: animacy and specificity generally feed
object shift cross-linguistically (Bhatt 2007, etc.). While this is definitely correct for many
languages, the problem posed by non-standard Basque is that we do not know whether
absolutive arguments themselves do not raise.27 Therefore, the analysis we propose here links
DOM to a feature specification beyond Case itself, which requires separate licensing.
Following Cornilescu (2000), Rodríguez-Mondoñedo (2007), or Richards (2008), we can
assume that grammaticalized animacy involves the presence of a [PERSON] feature, merged in
ðP (above D). A schematic representation is in (29), from Irimia (to appear). Thus, the

26

We present two examples below:
Zu-k
ni
ikusi
nauzu.
you.ERG
I.ABS
see
AUX[1SG.ABS-2SG.ERG]
‘You have seen me.’
(Odria 2019: 1a, glosses adapted)
(ii)
Lekeitio Basque
Nik
su
ikusi
saittut.
I.ERG you.ABS
see
AUX[2SG.ABS-1SG.ERG]
‘I saw you.’
(Fernández and Rezac 2016; ex. 11, glosses adapted)
27
As Fernández and Rezac 2016 themselves notice (see also the discussion in Rezac, Albizu and Etxepare 2014
Vicente 2005, a. o.).
(i)
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nominal in (29) contains both Case as well as [PERSON] which need licensing. The differential
marker results from the impossibility of the main licenser to license the two features; thus, an
additional licenser must be recruited, possibly as last resort (following Jaeggli 1982, a.o.).28
We also follow Pancheva and Zubizarreta (2018) in assuming that the additional licenser is an
Appl head. For Pancheva and Zubizarreta (2018), notions such as animacy, which they
collapse with perspectivization and viewpoint, are encoded as an interpretable feature in an
Appl head, situated above V0 but below the EA. This explains the use of dative as DOM in
languages like Spanish and Basque.

6. Finnish
Finnish is well known for the complexity of its morphological case system (Kiparsky 2001,
Holmberg and Nikanne 1993, Nelson 1993, 1993, de Hoop 1996, Vainikka and Brattico 2014,
a.o.). Besides numerous semantic cases, it also presents four structural case categories: the
nominative, the genitive, the accusative and the partitive (Vainikka 1993, a.o.). Here we are
only concerned with the accusative. As we showed in the introduction and in the examples we
repeat here, the accusative has three variants: a) the -t variant, seen in with human pronouns
0a; the -n variant, which is homophonous with the genitive 0b and the bare/zero form, which
is homophonous with the nominative 0c.
(30) Finnish direct objects
a.
Minä
näin
I
saw.1PST
‘I saw him.’
b.
Minä
näin
I
saw.1PST
‘I saw the car.’
c.
Minun
täytyy nähdä
I
must see
‘I must see the car.’

28

(Vainikka and Brattico 2014, ex. 1a, b, c)
häne-t.
he.ACC(t)
auto-n.
car.ACC(n)
auto.
car.ACC(0)

Odria (2017) proposes a different analysis, according to which the oblique marker is inserted at PF to avoid a
a violation of the Distinctiveness Condition (Richards 2010) with the ergative. As an explanation along these
lines is harder to extend to Finnish, while the hypothesis of multiple licensing unifies the two languages.
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Formal research (Kiparsky 2001, Vainikka and Brattico 2001, a.o.) has demonstrated that the
three accusatives are not phonologically but syntactically conditioned. However, the precise
syntactic conditions are still in need of clarification. Here we make just some preliminary
observations, showing that: a) differential marking does not simply reduce to the
licensed/unlicensed distinction in nominals: b) just like non-standard Basque and Uzbek,
Finnish gives evidence that several licensers can affect the case realization of a given nominal.
The latter conclusion has been independently argued for by Vainikka and Brattico (2014).
Moreover, what gives the distinction between various types of structural objects is not a
difference in position; just like in nonstandard Basque, it cannot be unstipulatively assumed
that three objects do not share the same position.29 Vainikka and Brattico (2014) present
diagnostics from topicalization, clefting and idiom construction which diagnose the three
objects as sharing the same position, in fact.
The three accusatives impose various structural restrictions. Traditionally, non bare
objects have been assumed to be subject to Jahnsson’s Rule (Kiparsky 2001), which blocks
objects without an overtly realized case marker in the presence of a nominative subject.
However, Vainnika and Brattico (2014) have convincingly shown that this generalization is
violated in both directions (bare objects can show up with nominative subjects, and case
marked objects are possible in sentences that do not have a nominative subject in the local
domain). Moreover, there are differences between both ACC(t) and ACC(n), and ACC(t) and
ACC(n) and unmarked objects. In 0, ACC(t) is preserved under the impersonal passive, as
opposed to ACC(n). Then, ACC(t) and ACC(n) are seen in certain types of embedded
contexts if the matrix predicate shows subject agreement, such as the MA infinitive30 in 0, in
which ACC(0) is banned instead.
(31) Sinu-t/
sisko/
*sisko-n
löydettiin
pihalta.
you- ACC(t)
sister-ACC(0)
ACC(n)
found.PASS
yard
‘You/the sister were/was found in the (back)yard.’ (Vainikka and Brattico 2014, ex. 2)
(32) Lähdimme
hakemaan
hän-et/
sisko-n/
*sisko-0.
went.PST.1PL
get.ma
him/her-ACC(t) sister-ACC(n)
sister-ACC(0)
‘We went to pick her/the sister up.’
(Vainikka and Brattico 2014, ex. 32a)
As Nelson (1998), or Vainikka and Brattico (2014) convincingly demonstrate, these patterns
are straightforwardly explained under the assumption that the case realization of structural
arguments is affected by several case assigners. ACC(n), which is homophonous with the
genitive, requires valuation by an Agr head in the clausal spine, which acts as a conjunctive
case assigner together with Asp, as in (33). Aspect Phrase is the lowest functional projection
dominating the vP in Finnish and is the initial licenser for direct objects.31 Given that in the
impersonal passive the Agr head is not present, this predicts that ACC(n) will be
ungrammatical there, as it will be unlicensed. It is clear that the impersonal passive in 0 does
not involve the removal of the accusative case, as ACC(t) is preserved. Extending the
29

This does not entail that they do not raise. They might raise to the same position.
Terminology borrowed from Vainikka (1993) and Vainikka and Brattico (2014).
31
Which, very broadly put, will be spelled out as ACC(n) and ACC(t), the latter for pronouns, if the predicate is
telic, or as parttiives, when the predicate is atelic. The alternation ACC-partitve has a rich litearure (see
especially Kiparsky 1998, 2001, a.o.). As Vainikka (1993 has demostrated, the partitive is a structural case too in
Finnish.
30
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hypothesis put forward in this paper, ACC(t), generally reserved for human pronouns (or
other human entities in colloquial Finnish), involves an additional licenser which is more
local than the Agr head, for example a functional head similar to Pancheva and Zubizaretta’s
(2018) low sentience projection, as schematically shown in (33).

In conclusion, as Brattico (2011) emphasizes, several case assigners can affect the case
realization at one case assignee. Variation in the nature of features involved in multiple
licensing can result in a language like Finnish, where the split is not just marked/unmarked.
7. Conclusions
The data we have examined in this paper are problematic for two common analyses for DOM,
namely i) DOM as signaling Case marked/licensed nominals and ii) DOM as signalling
structural arguments that enter the dependent Case calculus. We have shown instead that
Uzbek, nonstandard Basque and Finnish, three languages with apparently distinct DOM
systems, can be unified under an analysis which takes differential marking to signal the action
of more than one licenser on the same nominal. This derives not only the syntactic similarities
between DOM and other structural accusatives, but also the differences.
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Surprising Tag Questions with Fragments in English
Jaejun Kim, Philip Yoongoo Jung and Myung-Kwan Park
Dongguk University

1. Introduction
The tag question in the English language is a grammatical structure which can be added to the
clause in conversation or in written representations of speech (Al-Nabtiti, 2012). Tag
questions are syntactically, prosodically, and semantically complicated (Bennett, 1989;
Holmes, 1982; Bublitz, 1979; Armagost, 1972). Tag questions diverge in form with different
functions and intonation plays a major character in classifying them as tag questions (Bublitz,
1979). Most languages seem to have tag questions with different purposes. However, it is
argued that canonical tag questions in the English language are complex and unique to the
English language (Bublitz, 1979; Algeo, 1988; Culicover, 1992). Consequently, it is no
surprise that the level of acceptability of an utterance/use of a tag question varies among
native speakers of English. English tag questions involve pronouns and the form of the
pronoun in a tag question is determined by the subject of the host clause as in (1) (Sailor,
2009).
(1) The lead actress in that movie lives in Belmont, do(es)n’t {she/*he/*it/*they/*we}?
We extend our investigation in the use of the two main types of dependent tag questions
presented by Barros and Van Craenenbroeck (2013); the regular tag and the cleft tag. The
former involves the pronoun consistent with the pronoun in the host clause as in (1) while the
latter is formed with a copula with ‘it’ (e.g., ‘is it?’).
(2) Types of tags
A: Someone left.
B: Yes, Jack, wasn’t it?
B’: Yes, Jack, didn’t he?

(cleft tag)
(regular tag)

According to Barros & Van Craenenbroeck’s (2013) observation, native speakers of English
demonstrated preference in use of the cleft tag in object fragment answers as in (3) and (4).
(3) Object fragment
A: Bill met a member of the Linguistics Department.
B: Yes, Ken Safir, {wasn't it / ??didn't he}?
(4) Object fragment
A: Who can Bill talk to?
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B: Ken Safir, {isn’t it / ??can’t he}?
Barros & Van Craenenbroeck (2013)
They argue that the object fragment answers in (3) and (4) are derived from a truncated cleft
structure as in (5) and (6). This analysis serves as a ground to explain the preference of the
cleft tag as shown in (3) and (4).
(5) Object fragment
A: Bill met a member of the Linguistics Department.
B: Yes, it was Ken Safir, wasn't it?
(6) Object fragment
A: Who can Bill talk to?
B: It is Ken Safir, isn’t it?
We argue that the pronoun in the tag questions can also be affected by accenting/stressing
between the subject and the object in the host clause as well as syntactic locality between the
tag question and its referred content in the host clause.
2. Problems
Since Barros & Van Craenenbroeck’s (2013) examples are limited to object fragment answer
and its tag question, we extend the judgment test involving both subject and object fragment
answer to see whether the use of the tag question is affected. We conducted an informal
survey of 16 native speakers of English to observe the tendency in the use of the tag
questions.
(7) Object fragment answer
A: Who can Bill talk to today?
B: Ken Safir, {??isn’t it / can’t he}?
(8) Subject fragment answer
A: Who can talk to Bill today?
B: Ken Safir, {?isn’t it / can’t he}?
According to the results of the judgment task, regardless of fragment types, the regular tag
was more preferred over the cleft tag. This directly contradicts with Barros & Van
Craenenbroeck’s (2013) analysis that the fragment answer is derived from truncated cleft
structure; the cleft tag is not a default preferred tag.
(9) Object fragment
A: Bill contacted a woman in the Linguistics Department yesterday.
B: Mary, {??wasn’t it / ?didn’t she}?
(10) Positive PAP + object fragment
A: Bill contacted a woman in the Linguistics Department yesterday.
B: Yes, Mary, {wasn’t it / ??didn’t she}?
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(11) Subject fragment
A: A professor in the Linguistics Department interviewed Mary yesterday.
B: Bill, {??wasn’t it / didn’t he}?
(12) Positive PAP + subject fragment
A: A professor in the Linguistics Department interviewed Mary yesterday.
B: Yes, Bill, {wasn’t it / ?didn’t he}?
(13) Negative PAP + subject fragment
A: Bill contacted a woman in the Linguistics Department yesterday.
B: No, Mary, {wasn’t it / ??didn’t she}?
(14) Negative PAP + object fragment
A: A professor in the Linguistics Department interviewed Mary yesterday.
B: No, Bill, {wasn’t it / ??didn’t he}?
Polarity answer particles (PAP), yes and no seem to amplify the focus level on information. In
object fragment answer without a PAP, the cleft tag was reported to be incompatible as in (9)
while with a PAP, the cleft tag was highly preferred while the regular was reported to be
ungrammatical as in (10) and (14). The similar phenomenon was observed involving subject
fragment answer as in (12) and (13). As a result, the overt presence of the PAP seems to play
a critical role in determining the tag preference.
3. Towards an analysis
3.1 Brief excursion to focus anchors followed by cleft tags: ‘be(n’t) + it’
(15) Cleft tag with focused element in the host clause
a. Mark wasn’t arrested that MONDAY, was it?
b. Mr. Nelson usually smokes opium BEFORE class, isn’t it?
c. Doug went home with that girl BAMBI, wasn’t it?
(16) Underline source of cleft tag
a. Mark wasn’t arrested that MONDAY, was it [that MONDAY that Mark was arrested]?
b. Mr. Nelson usually smokes opium BEFORE class, isn’t it [BEFORE class that ...]?
c. Doug went home with that girl BAMBI, wasn’t it [that girl BAMBI who Doug ...]?
d. The tiger mauled FIVE tourists, wasn’t it [FIVE tourists that the tiger mauled]?
Sailor (2011)
While Sailor (2011) did not extend on the use of the regular tag, he provided data to show
that the cleft tag in non-cleft structured host clause is associated with the most adjacent
focused element of the host clause as in (16).
Barros & Van Craenenbroeck (2013), by contrast, showed that the regular tag is also
compatible regardless of the adjacent focused element as in (17). In (17a), while the cleft tag
was it? is directly associated with the focused anchor MONDAY as argued by Sailor (2011),
the regular tag was he? is associated mainly with the subject Mark. As shown in (18), the
underline source of the regular tags refer to the subjects of the host clauses.
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(17) Compatibility of the cleft and the regular tags
a. Mark wasn’t arrested that MONDAY, {was it / was he}?
b. Mr. Nelson usually smokes opium BEFORE class, {isn’t it / doesn’t he}?
c. Doug went home with that girl BAMBI, {wasn’t it / didn’t he}?
Barros & Van Craenenbroeck (2013)
(18) Underline source of the regular tags in (17)
a. Mark wasn’t arrested that MONDAY, was he [arrested that MONDAY]?
b. Mr. Nelson usually smokes opium BEFORE class, doesn't he [usually smoke opium
BEFORE class]?
c. Doug went home with that girl BAMBI, didn't he [go home with that girl BAMBI]?
3.2 PAP-only answers and tags
We now extend our analysis to verify Barros & Van Craenenbroeck’s (2013) view that the
regular tag is compatible regardless of the overt presence of the focused element in the host
clause. In the previous section, we have explained that the presence of the PAP amplifies the
level of focus on information, resulting the preference of the cleft tags to follow. With
PAP-only answer, the tag preference leans towards the regular tags.
(19) Positive PAP-only answer
A: A professor in the Linguistics Department interviewed Mary yesterday.
B: Yes, {?didn’t he / ??wasn't it}?
(20) Positive PAP-only answer
A: Bill contacted a woman in the Linguistics Department yesterday.
B: Yes, {didn't he / ??wasn't it}?
(21) Negative PAP-only answer
A: A professor in the Linguistics Department interviewed Mary yesterday.
B: No, {did he / ??wasn’t it}?
(22) Negative PAP-only answer
A: Bill contacted a woman in the Linguistics Department yesterday.
B: No, {?did he / ?*wasn't it}?
We argue that the PAP-only answer is insufficient to provide enough focus on information in
order to allow for the cleft tag. Therefore, without typical fragments, they do not allow for
cleft tags; the use of the cleft tag requires the presence of a fragment.
(23) The proposed analysis (tentative):
The use of the cleft tag is dependent on the presence of (the focus on) the anchor.
With the observed data and judgments, existence of the anchor with a focused element is a
critical component to allow for the cleft tag as summarized in (23).
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3.3 Providing an analysis for the basic paradigm
As argued so far, without the presence of the PAP, the information does not receive
significant focus, thus the cleft tag is degraded over the regular tag as in (7) and (8). We test
this hypothesis with different types of fragments.
(7) Object fragment answer
A: Who can Bill talk to today?
B: Ken Safir, {??isn’t it / can’t he}?
(8) Subject fragment answer
A: Who can talk to Bill today?
B: Ken Safir, {?isn’t it / can’t he}?
As shown in (13) and (14), negative PAP with fragment answer without any focused element
resulted preference in the use of the cleft tag. When the fragment answer receives contrastive
focus, despite the presence of the PAP, both tags seem compatible. As in (24) and (25), with
negative PAP and contrastive-focused fragment answer, the degree of focus on information is
relatively amplified than fragment answer without PAP as in (7) and (8), therefore, allows
both types of tags.
3.4 Contrastive-focused fragment
(24) Negative PAP + focused object fragment
A: Did John meet SUSAN yesterday?
B: No, MARY, {?wasn't it / ?didn't he}?
(25) Negative PAP + focused subject fragment
A: Did SUSAN meet John yesterday?
B: No, MARY, {?wasn’t it / ?didn't she}?
However, when the fragment answer is focused by the presence of the PAP as in (10) and (12),
sufficient focus on information exists, thus only the cleft tag is highly preferred.
(10) Positive PAP + object fragment
A: Bill contacted a woman in the Linguistics Department yesterday.
B: Yes, Mary, {wasn't it / ??didn't he}?
(12) Positive PAP + subject fragment
A: A professor in the Linguistics Department interviewed Mary yesterday.
B: Yes, Bill, {wasn't it / ?didn’t he}?
Based on our findings, the presence of the PAP seems to be a significant source of
determining the focus level of information.
(26) The proposed analysis (final):
The use of the cleft tag is dependent on the presence of (the ‘stronger information’ focus
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on) the anchor.
4. Extension: right-dislocated/stripped fragments and tags
We extend our analysis on how syntactic locality affects the use of the tags. When cleft tags
are applied to right dislocated and contrastive stripped sentences, they are subject to stringent
locality effect.
4.1 Right Dislocation (RD)
(27) Right dislocated object
John saw heri yesterday, Maryi, {didn’t he / wasn’t it}?
(28) Right dislocated subject
Hei saw Mary yesterday, Johni, {?didn’t he / *wasn’t it}?
The regular tags in (27) and (28) both associate with the subjects John in (27) and He in (28),
therefore locality effect is not applicable. On the other hand, the cleft tag is only compatible
in (27) as it can only associate with the adjacent element, Mary.
(29) Underline source of the cleft tag in (27)
John saw heri yesterday, Maryi, wasn't it [Maryi that John saw yesterday]?
Because the cleft tag and its associated element Mary is directly adjacent to each other
without any interference, it allows the use of the cleft tag. By contrast, the cleft tag is
incompatible in (28) since the object Mary is an interference factor to satisfy the locality
between the cleft tag and the right dislocated subject John.
4.2 Contrastive Stripping (CS)
(29) Contrastive stripped object
John didn’t see SUSAN yesterday, but MARY, {did(n’t) he / wasn’t it}?
(30) Contrastive stripped subject
Never does SUSAN see me, but MARY, {?didn’t she / *wasn’t it}?
In contrastive stripped sentences, similar behavior is observed. While the regular tags are
compatible without subject/object asymmetry, the use of the cleft tag is determined by the
syntactic locality between the tag and the stripped object. The cleft tag in (29) is compatible
since it is directly adjacent to the stripped element MARY. By contrast, the cleft tag in (30) is
ungrammatical since the locality is violated by the presence of the subject MARY.
In sum, the cleft tag is sensitive to the locality/immediacy between the hosting clause and
the RD-ed/CS-ed element [subject vs. object asymmetry].
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5. Conclusion
The use of the cleft tag is dependent on the presence of (the ‘stronger information’ focus on)
the anchor. Incidentally, the cleft tag is generally rated a little better with the object
anchor/fragment versus with the subject anchor/fragment. This reflects locality between the
cleft tag and its associated anchor/fragment. The cleft tag is sensitive to the
locality/immediacy between the hosting clause and the RD-ed/CS-ed element, demonstrating
asymmetry between subject and object.
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Dative object as high applicative in Spanish constructions with permitir
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1. Introduction
There exists a large tradition in the generative grammar that separates the syntactic behaviors
of two types of verbs in Spanish: object control verbs. e.g. sugerir (Eng. to suggest) and the
causative verbs, e.g. hacer (Eng. to make). However, this separation is not clear in Spanish,
as suggested by the behavior verbs such as permitir (Eng. to permit). In this study, we
analyze the particular specific behaviors of permitir like-verbs in Spanish. Moreover, we
review the fundamental principles that explain the distinctions between object control verbs
(Le sugerí a Juan volver a casa ‘I suggested Juan to return to home’) and causative
constructions (Le hice a Juan volver a casa ‘I made Juan to return to home’); and finally, we
propose an analysis of the peculiar characteristics of the verb permitir in Spanish (Le permití
a Juan volver a casa ‘I permitted Juan to return to home’).
For most of the syntactic analysis presented in this study, the verb permitir is considered
as an object control verb, such as recomendar (Eng. to recommend), sugerir (Eng. to suggest),
and obligar (Eng. to force, to oblige) (Bosque and Demonte 1999; Bosque and
Gutiérrez-Rexach 2009; Hualde, Olarrea, and O’Rourke 2012, and others).
These object control verbs take an infinitive embedded verb and its subject, i.e., PRO,
does corefer with the indirect object of the matrix sentence, as seen in (1):
(1) a. Juan me recomendó [PRO cantar].
Juan dat.1st recommend.PST.3S [PRO to sing]
‘Juan recommended me to sing.’
b. Ellos nos obligan a [PRO llegar temprano].
They me-DAT forcePRS.3P [PRO to arrive early]
‘They force me to arrive early.’
c. El profesor te permite [PRO salir temprano].
The professor you-DAT permitPRS.3S [PRO to leave early]
‘The professor permits me to leave early.’
i

i

i

i

i

i

In (1), the indirect objects of the matrix sentence me, nos, and te are the antecedent of the
infinitive subjects, PRO. However, while there exist structural similarities between permitir
and other prototype object control verbs, e.g. recomendar and sugerir, the verb permitir
differs from these verbs regarding clitic climbing and negation, making it behave similar to
causative verbs, e.g. hacer.
Regarding clitic climbing, the object control verbs do not allow clitic climbing from its
position next to the embedded verb (lo in (2)) to the matrix sentence.
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(2) a. Juan mei sugirió [PROi tocar-lo].
Juan me-DAT suggestPST.3S [PRO to play it-ACC]
‘Juan suggested me to play it’
b. *Juan mei lo sugirió [PROi tocar].
Juan me-DAT it-ACC suggestPST.3S [PRO to play]
‘Juan suggested me to play it’
However, in constructions with permitir, the object clitic of the embedded verb can be
attached to the verb permitir in the matrix sentence, as shown in (3).
(3) a. Juan mei permitió [PROi tocar-lo].
Juan me-DAT permitPST.3S [PRO to play it-ACC]
‘Juan permitted me to play it’
b. Juan mei lo permitió [PROi tocar].
Juan me-DAT it-ACC permitPST.3S [PRO to play]
‘Juan permitted me to play it’
Similar to the examples in (3), the causative structures with hacer also allow clitic
climbing:
(4) a. Juan me hizo tocarlo.
Juan me-DAT makePST.3S [PRO to play it-ACC]
‘Juan made me to play it’
b. Juan me lo hizo tocar.
Juan me-DAT it-ACC makePST.3S [PRO to play]
‘Juan made me to play it’
In (4), the structures with the causative verb hacer, a prototypical example of this type of
verbs, admit clitic climbing, which in turn suggests that the behavior of permitir is similar to
causative verb hacer regarding clitic climbing.
The examples (1-4) suggest that a possible explanation for the behavior of permitir is to
assume that there are two verb-types of permitir in the lexicon: 1) an object control verb like
sugerir and recomendar, and 2) a possible causative-like behavior as in constructions with
hacer. The logical explanation of the latter is that this is an independent exception of the
former category in regards to clitic climbing. Hence, it is imperative to expand our
understanding of object control and causative verbs to understand this unusual behavior of
permitir.
The objective of this study is to analyze if permitir can be considered as an object control
verb or a causative verb in relation to clitic climbing.
The main question we aim to address in this study is what are the syntactic prototypes of
permitir that contrast with the traditionally classified object control verbs (sugerir) and
causative verbs (hacer)?
The importance of this study is contribute to the existing literature to have a clearer
classification of the verb permitir that in recent generative bibliography has been diversely
classified, such as: object control verb (Bordelois 1974; Tubino Blanco 2010); restructuring
verb (Moore 1998; Nishida 2012); and hidden causative verb (Kayne 1989; Cinque 2004,
2006). Therefore, it is important to not only establish the semantic and pragmatic
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characteristics of permitir, but also explain its syntactic properties to understand why permitir
shows a certain degree of flexibility regarding clitic climbing.
2. Applicative arguments
In this study, we propose an alternative analysis to examine the constructions of permitir and
of the causative verb hacer in relation to clitic climbing based on the applicative argument
structure. The analysis of applicative argument has been developed fundamentally in the
studies of Marantz (1993), Pylkkänen (2002, 2008), and Cuervo (2003).
The term applicative is used to analyse verbs that have the interpretation of an action of a
verb when ‘is destined to another person, but this person is not a part of the argument
structure of the verb’ (Jeong, 2006:6). Marantz (1993) uses the applicative argument in an
innovative way to analyze some structures in the bantu languages in which a verb requires an
affective object as its external argument.
(5)
a.

b.

Bresnan and Moshi (1993: 40-50)
When an intransitive verb in (5b) requires a transtivie interpretation, it needs an
applicative morpheme (i), while a transitive verb in (5a) does need it. Marantz explains that
for a friend in (5b) is similar to the indirect object in English constructions with double object,
but it differs from an indirect object in dative constructions.
(6)

In (6), the dative object does not need the applicative morpheme (i), different from (5b) in
which the applicative morpheme (i) is not needed. For this reason, Marantz suggests that (7b)
is a structure with applicative argument that corresponds to (7a).
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(7)
a.

b.

In (7), the transitive verb, eat, is combined with the direct object, food, and the applicative
with the VP. The applicative argument is in the position of specifier of the applicative phrase,
and creates a relation between an event (eat food) and an individual benefactive (wife).
Furthermore, the head of VoiceP introduces an external argument that is combined with the
applicative phrase. The principal subject, he, merges with the specifier of the VoiceP to
receive the interpretation of agent.
Marantz explains that wife in (5b) and (7) functions as a beneficiary, i.e. receives the
action of eat, but it does not imply the existence of a possessive relation between the object of
the verb (food), and the beneficiary (wife). For that, this structure has the interpretation of
someone eats it.
On the other hand, Pylkkänen (2000) argues that some constructions with double objects
in English have the possessive interpretation between the beneficiary and the direct object.
(8) Jane baked Bill a cake.
Pylkkänen explains that (8) cannot have the interpretation of Jane baked a cake for Bill
and Jane tries that Bill eat the cake, but it has the interpretation of Jane baked a cake for Bill
and Bill has it (Pylkkänen 2000:19). For that, the author suggests two types of applicative:
(9)

Pylkkänen (2000:19[6])
According to Pylkkänen’s explanation, the structure with high applicative phrase
establishes a relation between an event and an individual (e.g. wife as a beneficiary in (9a)),
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while the structure with low applicative phrase has an interpretation of the possession, i.e.
establishes a possessive relation between two objects (e.g. Bill and cake in (9b)).
3. Applicative with permitir
Under the applicative theory (Marantz 1984, 1993; Baker 1988; Pylkkänen 2002, 2008),
Cuervo (2003) proposes three subtypes of applicative heads in Spanish, as shown in the (10):
(10) a. A Daniela le gustan los gatos.
To Daniela her-DAT pleasePRS.3pl the cates
‘Daniela likes the cates.’
b. Al libro le faltan las tapas.
To the book it-DAT missPRS.3pl the covers.
‘The book is missing the covers.’
c. Emilio le rompió la radio a Valeria.
Emilio her-DAT breakPST.3sg the radio to Valeria
‘Emilio broke the radio for Valeria.’
Cuervo explains that the dative clitic, le, in (10a-10c) is a low applicative, high
applicative, and affected applicative respectively. The dative argument in (10a) is produced in
the position of the head of the high applicative by taking a vP as its complement, and the DP
theme is the subject of vP.
On the contrary, the dative clitic, le, in (10b) is the head of the low applicative and creates
a relation with the DP, theme, to have a possessive interpretation between two objects.
According to the explanation of Cuervo, both dative arguments in (10a) and (10b) are
introduced by the head of the aplicative phrase and move to the subject position behaving as
the main subject. However, the dative argument in (10a) is legitimized by the head of the
high applicative phrase whose complement is the state verb (VBE), gustar (Eng. to like). In this
structure, the dative argument functions as an experimenter. On the contrary, the dative in
(10b) is legitimized by the head of the low applicative phrase whose complement is an
existential predicate. In this structure, two dative have a possessive relation (Cuervo 2003:
143). On the other hand, the dative clitic, le, in (10c) is not the head of either the high
applicative or low applicative. Cuervo proposes that it is the head of an affected applicative.
According to Cuervo, an affected dative argument is not related directly to the accusative
object, but is related to the change of the state. Therefore, (10c) has the interpretation of
Valeria toma un radio roto (Eng. Valeria takes a broken radio). In general, the affected
applicative arguments interpret an affected individual and take a vP. On the country to what
happens with the affected applicative, the high applicative merges with the VoiceP as its
complement, as shown in the following table of the characteristics about each applicative:
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(11)
Characteristics
Meaning
argument

of

Low applicative

Affected applicative

applicative Recipient/Source/ Affected
Possessor
(positively
negatively)

Property of the first argument

DP-object

High applicative

Ben(mal)efactive/
or Experiencer

vP state/result

vP
Cuervo (2003:92)

From previous analysis, in this study we consider that a dative clitic in Spanish can be
produced as the result of the aforementioned applicative heads positions, i.e., high applicative
phrase, affected applicative phrase, or low applicative phrase. This difference will be crucial
to analyze the difference between the distinct positions between causee in constructions with
causative verbs and controller in constructions with object control verbs, thereby allowing us
to propose a new analysis for the Spanish verb, permitir.
To analyze the internal structures of permitir, we are going to use the tests that Pylkkänen
(2000, 2002) and Cuervo (2003) propose to distinguish between the distinct possible
positions of the appliciative:
i) modification of descriptive adjective,
ii) agentive adverb,
iii) semantic relation between dative object and accusative object,
iv) restriction of animate features
v) anaphor binding,
vi) possessive pronoun binding,
vii) weak crossover,
viii) quantifier scope,
ix) passive structure.
Pylkkänen applies the first three tests to distinguish between high applicative and low
applicative in English. The objective of the first and second tests is to examine whether a
structure takes a phrase of high applicative or not. Modifying a descriptive adjective, we can
see when a structure takes a phrase of high applicative or Voice, but we cannot know which
of these two phrases is taken by the structure. Thus, we can modify an agentive adverb to
verify whether the structure has a VoiceP or not. Thus, we can use these tests to examine the
type of phrase, i.e., VoiceP or ApplP, is included in constructions with permitir. Moreover,
we will apply the third test of Pylkkänen to examine what type of dative argument in
constructions with permitir is between the high applicative and low applicative. Later, we
will examine the possibility to have a feature of animate of the dative argument of permitir.
Lastly, we will examine the internal structure of permitir by comparing with the examples of
the double object constructions, where the dative is the low applicative, through the fifth to
ninth tests that Cuervo proposes. In this way we may distinguish between the dative in the
double object construction in Spanish and the dative in construction with permitir.
The first test is the modification of a descriptive adjective to examine whether a structure
includes a phrase of high applicative or of Voice.
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(12) a. Juan lei hizo a Maríai conducir borrachai.
Juan her-DAT makePST.3sg to María to drive drunk
‘Juan made María drive drunk.’
b. Juan lei permitió a Maríai conducir borrachai.
Juan her-DAT permitPST.3sg to María to drive drunk
‘Juan permitted María to drive drunk.’
c. *Juan lei cerró la puerta a Maríai borrachai.
Juan her-DAT closePST.3sg to María the door drunk
‘Juan closed the door to drunk María.’
According to Pylkkänen, the high applicative and the causee with dative case can be
modified by a descriptive adjective. In (12a) and (12b), the dative adjective, borracha (Eng.
drunk) modifies the dative clitic, while the descriptive adjective in (12c) cannot modify the
dative clitic, which is an affected applicative. With the modification of a descriptive adjective,
we can examine that the causative structure of hacer in (12a) and the structure of permitir in
(12b) have either high applicative or Voice phrases. However, we cannot know with certainty
which phrase is included in each structure.
To examine which of two phrases exist in each structure, we can use the second test, the
modification by an agentive adverb.
Kim (2011) arguments that the high applicative phrase or Voice phrase are similar. Both
phrases combine with the verbal phrase and introduce an external argument to vP. However,
the Voice phrase has the agentive feature, while the high applicative phrase does not.
Therefore, it introduces an external argument, not agentive argument. As a result, an agentive
adjective can show whether a structure includes a Voice phrase or not.
(13) a. El director de la obra le hizo al actor llorar a propósito.
The director of the play him-DAT makePST.3sg to the actor to cry on purpose
‘The director of the play made the actor to cry on purpose.’
b. El director de la obra le permitió al actor llorar a propósito.
The director of the play him-DAT permitPST.3sg to the actor to cry on purpose
‘The director of the play permitted the actor to cry on purpose.’
The agentive adverb, a propósito (Eng. on purpose) in (13a) can modify the causer, el
director (Eng. the director), and also the causee, el actor (Eng. the actor), while the agentive
adverb in (13b) modifies only the principal subject, el director de la obra (Eng. the director
of the work). As the agentive adverb does not modify el actor (Eng. the actor), we can
consider that the structure of permitir does not take a Voice phrase, but takes a high
applicative phrase.
To confirm whether the structures of permitir take a high applicative phrase, we can use
the third and fourth thets proposed by Pylkkänen. The third test is to determine the semantic
relation between dative object and accusative object in the structure. As we have already seen,
a low applicative argument presents a possessive relation between a low applicative argument
and an accusative object, and receives the interpretation of un individuo posee el object (Eng.
an individual owns the object). On the contrary, a high applicative posits a relation between
an individual and an event.
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(14) María me permitió leer el libro.
María me-DAT permitPST.3sg to read the book
‘María permitted me to read the book.’
The example (14) cannot have the possessive interpretation of María me permitió leer el
libro y por consiguiente yo poseo el libro (Eng. María did not permit me to read the book and
therefore I possess the book), but it interprets a thematic relation between the high applicative
argument, me (Eng. to me), and the event or embedded predicate, leer el libro (Eng. to read
the book). Therefore, me in (14) cannot have an interpretation of recipient or possessor.
The fourth test is related to the feature of [+animate]. According to Cuervo (2003), the
low applicative argument can have animate and inanimate features, while the high applicative
argument must be dative animate argument.
(15) a. Valeria le diseñó una pollera a Andreína.
Valeria her-DAT designPST.3sg a skirt Andreína
Valeria designed a skirt to Andreína.’
b. Le puse el mantel a la mesa.
it-DAT putPST.1st the tablecloth to the table.
‘I put the tablecloth on the table.’
When the dative argument is the low applicative argument, especially when it is
interpreted as recipient, it can have animate and inanimate features in (15a) and (15b),
respectively. As the low applicative is related to the possessive interpretation, it is possible to
combine with the verb tener.
(15´) a´. Andreína tiene la pollera.
Andreína has the skirt
‘Andreína has the skirt.’
b´. La mesa tiene el mantel.
The table has the tablecloth
‘The table has the tablecloth.’
If we examine the features of [+/-animate] of the dative argument in constructions with
permitir, this dative argument should be animate, as we can compare (16a) with (16b).
(16) a. La lluvia no me permitió salir.
The rain not me-DAT permitPST.3sg to leave
‘The rain did not permit me to leave.’
b. *La presidenta les permitió a las redes arder.
The president them-DAT permitPST.3sg the network to burn
‘The president permitted the network to run.’
Based on the first four tests, we can infer that the dative in constructions with permitir is
the head of the high applicative phrase, and is different from the causee. Therefore, we can
consider that the internal structure of the constructions with permitir and the causative
constructions with hacer are different syntactically. In addition, the position of the high
applicative head requires a specific feature, i.e., the animate feature.
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The following step in our argument is to compare the dative in the double object
construction with the dative in the constructions with permitir to better understand the
internal structure of this verb. Cuervo (2003) explains that in double object constructions,
where the dative is the low applicative argument, the dative can bind the direct object, but not
the other way around:
(17) El tratamiento lei devolvió la autoestima en sí mismai a Maríai.
The treatment her-DAT restorePST.3sg the self-esteem in herself to María
‘The treatment restored Maria’s self-esteem herslef.’
In (17), the dative, le, binds the reflexive pronoun (a sí misma). According to Principle A
of the Binding Theory the example (17) is grammatical because the reflexive pronoun should
be binded in its domain, in this case, it is the dative. Whereas, the binding of anaphor of the
constructions with permitir function in a different manner:
(18) a. Yo lei permití a Juani PROi presentarsei a sí mismoi.
I him-DAT permitPST.1sg to Juan PRO to present himself
‘I permitted Juan to present himself.’
b. Yo lei permití PROi presentarsei a sí mismoi a Juani.
I him-DAT permitPST.1sg PRO to present himself to Juan
‘I permitted Juan to present himself.’
The examples (18a) and (18b) are grammatical because the reflexive pronoun (a sí
mismo) can be binded in its domain ([PROi presentarse a sí mismoi]) by PRO. According to
Chomsky (1991), the PRO is a pronoun and also an anaphor, therefore, the distribution of
PRO can be explained by Principle A and Principle B of the Binding Theory. In (18), based
on the principle of minimum distance of Rosenbaum (1967), the dative, le, and the DP, a
Juan, function as the controller or the binder of PRO, and the PRO can be antecedent of the
reflexive pronoun.
The sixth test to explain the position of the applicative in the causative and object control
verb constructions. The difference between these verbs and the constructions with ditransitive
verbs is the binding of the possessive pronouns:
(19) a. Lei presentamos sui paciente a la doctorai.
Her-DAT presentPRE.1pl her patient to the doctor
‘We present her patient to the doctor.’
b. *Lei presentamos (a) la doctorai a sui paciente.
Her-DAT presentPRE.1pl (to) the doctor her patient
‘We present her patient to the doctor.’
Cuervo (2003: 49 [40b] & [50b])
According to the Binding Theory, the possible correferenciality of the possessive pronoun
(su) in (19) can be explained via Principle B: a possessive pronoun must be free in its domain.
In (19a), the possessive pronoun in its domain, the DP, does not have any antecedent that
c-commands it, therefore it is not binded. However, the antecedent (la doctora) in (19b) is in
the position where it can bind the possessive pronoun; therefore, the sentence is grammatical.
Different from (19), the sentences with permitir show a distinct behavior:
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(20) a. Juan mek permitió PROk rechazarlesi susi pagos a todos los trabajadores.
Juan me-DAT permitPST.3sg PRO reject them-DAT their payments to all the worker
‘John allowed me to reject the payments to all the workers.’
b. Juan mek permitió PROk rechazarlesi a todos los trabajadoresi susi pagos.
Juan me-DAT permitPST.3sg PRO reject them-DAT to all the worker their payments
‘John allowed me to reject the payments to all the workers.’
The examples in (20) are grammatical, even though the dative DP (todos los
trabajadores) precedes the DP (sus pagos) in (20b). In (20), even though the enclitic of the
infinitive verb (les) or the DP (todos los trabajadores) are co-indexed with the possessive
pronoun, they do not have c-command to the possessive pronoun, therefore, the enclitic of the
infinitive verb and the DP cannot bind the possessive pronoun. Additionally, they cannot bind
the dative argument (me) or the PRO. Thus, the reflexive pronoun in the two sentences in
(20) is free and both sentences are grammatical.
The seventh test to differentiate applicative in ditransitive sentences is its behavior
regarding weak crossover. According to Cuervo (2003), in double object construction, when
a wh-phrase (qué) moves crossing over the possessive pronoun which has the co-indexing,
this sentence is grammatical, as shown in the (21b), comparing to (21a):
(21) a. ¿A quiéni lei entregamos ti sui cheque?
To whom him/her-DAT turnPRS.1pl his/her check in?
‘To whom did we give your check?’
b. *¿Quéi (libro) le entregamos a sui dueño ti?
What (book) him-DAT turnPRS.1pl to its owner?
‘What book did we give to its owner?’
Cuervo (2003: 51 [57])
On the contrary, in sentences with permitir, the effect of weak crossover does not detect:
(22) a. ¿A quién le permitimos ti PRO entregar su cheque?
To whom him/her-DAT permitPRS.1sg PRO to turn his/her check in?
‘To whom did we allow to give their check?’
b. ¿Qué le permitimos PRO entregar a su dueño ti?
What him-DAT permitPRS.1sg PRO to turn in to its owner?
‘What did we allow to give to its owner?’
Different from the dative argument (21), the dative argument (le) in (22) always is in a
position where c-commands the direct object, therefore the examples in (22) are grammatical.
The eighth test is related to the quantifiers scope. First, Cuervo (2003) explains that there
are differences of scopes between (23a) and (23b):
(23) a. Andrés le mandó cada cuadro a un museo (#distinto).
*cada>un
Andres it-DAT sendPST.3sg each painting to one museum (#distinct)
‘Andrés sent each painting to a museum.’
*each>one
b. Carolina le llevó un artículo (distinto) a cada revista.
cada>un
Caroline it-DAT carryPST.3sg one article (distinct) to each magazine
‘Carolina took an article to each magazine.’
each>one
Cuervo (2003: 53 [61])
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The example (23a) has only one interpretation (‘only there is a museum that receives each
painting’), while there exist two interpretations in (23b) ((i) ‘for each one of the magazines,
there is one article’ and (ii) there is only one article that each magazine carries’). In the
(23a), the existential quantifier (un) has a scope over the universal quantifier (cada), and
therefore, the conjunctive reading prevails. On the contrary, (23b) has both conjunctive and
distributive interpretations. Cuervo explains that in the double object construction, a universal
quantifier in the direct object (theme) cannot have a scope over an existential quantifier. For
this reason, cada (Eng. each) in (23a) cannot have a scope over un (Eng. one). In (23b), un is
located above cada, therefore un c-commands cada, or as it occurs in the second
interpretation, cada moves via quantifier raising, and precedes un, and therefore the indirect
object (a cada revista) precedes the direct object (un artículo).
On the contrary, the quantifier scope in construction with permitir is different:
(24) a. Emilio le permitió abrir cada puerta a un actor (distinto). un > cada
Emilio him-DAT permit PST.3sg to open each door to one actor (distinct)
‘Emilio allowed to open each door to an actor.’
one > each
b. Emilio le permitió abrir una puerta (distinta) a cada actor. cada > un
Emilio him-DAT permit PST.3sg to open one door (distinct) to each actor
‘Emilio allowed to open a door to each actor.’
each > one
According to Bruening (2010), there exists a scope frozen effect in (24), the dative, which
is located in a higher position, always has a wide scope. In the (24), as the dative is a higher
position than VP, the dative always has the scope over the accusative object, and therefore,
the examples in (24) cannot have ambiguous interpretation.
The last test is related to passivization. Cuervo (2003) mentions that in the double object
construction the indirect object only can covet into the subject in the passive constructions.
(25) a. Yo (le) leo el libro a Juan.
active construction
I (him-DAT) readPRS.1sg the book to Juan
‘I read the book to Juan.’
b. *El libro fue leído a Juan.
passive construction of the direct object
The book bePST.3sg read to Juan
‘The book was read to Juan.’
c. Se le leyó el libro a Juan.
passive construction of the indirect object
Se-PASS him-DAT readPST.3sg the book to Juan
‘The book was read to Juan.’
Different from the double object constructions, in the structures with permitir, both direct
and indirect objects can be transformed into the subject in the passive constructions.
(26) a. Juan me permitió leer el libro.
active construction
Juan me-DAT permitPST.3sg to read the book
‘Juan permitted me to read the book.’
b. Se me permitió leer el libro.
passive construction of the direct object
Se-PASS me-DAT permitPST.3sg to read the book
‘I was allowed to read the book.’
c. Leer el libro me fue permitido.
passive construction of the indirect object
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To read the book me-DAT bePST.3sg permitted
‘Reading the book was allowed.’
In (26), when the indirect object becomes the subject of the sentence, it requires a passive
construction, and when the direct object becomes the subject, the DP which contains the
direct object becomes the DP with nominative case.
Based on these syntactic tests that we have seen, we can consider that the dative argument
in the constructions of permitir is different from the dative argument which is the low
applicative in double object constructions. Especially the bindings of anaphor and possessive
pronoun, the weak crossover, the quantifier scope, and the passivization show us that the
dative argument with permitir is in the upper position than the dative in the double object
constructions. Therefore, we can consider that the dative argument with permitir is the high
applicative argument. Based on this hypothesis about the syntactic internal structure of
infinitive complements of the verb permitir, where the embedded argument occupies the
position of characteristics of high applicative.
4. Conclusion
In this study, we examined the syntactic properties of Spanish verb permitir to understand
why permitir behaves in the distinct ways from other object control verbs, as well as
causative verbs, e.g. hacer, regarding clitic climbing. To analyze the internal structure of
permitir, this study accepted the theory of the applicative arguments proposed by Marantz
(1993), Pylkkänen (2002, 2008), and Cuervo (2003), and others. In Spanish, there exist three
distinct applicative arguments regarding their position: high applicative, low applicative, and
affected applicative. After applying the nine tests that Pylkkänen and Cuervo proposed to
analyze the properties of datives, this study proposes that the dative in the structures with
permitir is the head of the high applicative phrase.
Future work will examine clitic climbing in constructions with permitir under this
hypothesis. Moreover, we will analyze the negation concord in constructions with permitir by
comparing with the causative verb hacer and other object control verbs.
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On the Distribution of Floating Quantifiers
Kwang-sup Kim
(Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)

1. Asymmetries in Q-Floating
Q-floating shows interesting asymmetries in English. First of all, there is a subject/object
asymmetry. As shown in (1-2), the subject permits Q-floating, while the object does not
(Sportiche 1988, Bošković 2004, among many others)
(1) a. All the students have read the book.
b. The students have all read the book.
(2) a. I like all the students.
b. *I like the students all.
However, if the object is followed by a predicative constituent, Q-floating is permitted.
(3) a. He considered all his friends to be arrogant.
b. He considered his friends all to be arrogant.
The second asymmetry shows up in this case. In (3a) arrogant forms a predicative relation with
the object. Interestingly, it bears a predicative relation with the subject in (4a). Mailing (1976)
observes that Q-floating is permitted if the predicate bears a predicative relation with the object,
but not with the subject. For instance, (4b), is ungrammatical.
(4) a. He impressed all his friends as arrogant.
b. *He impressed his friends all as arrogant.
This paper attempts to provide a principled account of the distribution of floating
quantifiers, including the asymmetries in (1-4). There are two major approaches to quantifier
floating. One is the stranding approach, and the other is the adverbial approach. Under the
stranding approach, floating quantifiers co-occur with DPs, and are stranded when the
associated DPs undergo movement (Sportiche 1988, Déprez 1989, Giusti 1990, Shlonsky 1991,
Merchant 1996, Benmamoun 1999, Cinque 1999, McCloskey 2000, Bošković 2004, among
others). On the other hand, the adverbial approach assumes that floating quantifiers modify VP
(Kayne 1975, Williams 1982, Dowty and Brodie 1984, Miyagawa 1989, Doetjes 1992, Baltin
1995, Bobaljik 2003, Torrego 1996, among many others). This paper assumes that the stranding
approach is on the right track in the sense that floating quantifiers are associated with DPs, but
departs from the stranding approach in that quantifiers can be stranded even when there is no
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A-movement. In this paper, I claim that floating quantifiers are subject to the condition that
they must not be the complements of predicates, which follows from the condition that the
complement of a predicate must be of <e> type, which in turn follows from the anaphoric
nature of theta role assignment.
2. A-Movement Approach to Q-floating
This section shows that the A-movement approach can deal with the data introduced in section
1 but leaves many other data unexplained.
2.1. A-movement Approach
Sportiche (1988) claims that quantifier floating is licensed when A-movement takes place. In
this approach, (1b) is generated when the student raises to SPEC-T, leaving all behind, as
illustrated in (5a-b).
(5) a. [T [have [all the students read the book]]]: Subject Raising
b. [the students T [have [all the students read the book]]]
Sentence (3a) is generated in the same fashion: it is derived if the object undergoes movement
to SPEC-V (Chomsky 2008, 2013, 2015). 1 Let us say that his friends moves to SPEC-V,
leaving all behind. Then, all is stranded inside TP.
(6) [vP he [consider v] [VP his friends consider [TP all his friends to be arrogant]]]
If this line of approach is correct, it is predicted that his friends cannot undergo raising in (4a).
This prediction is borne out. Sentence (4a) does not permit passivization.
(7) a. *All his friends were impressed as arrogant.
b. *His friends were impressed all as arrogant.
This means that his friends cannot undergo A-movement, which follows if all his friends is
assigned inherent Dative Case or it is headed by a null preposition.
(8) He impressed [PP P all his friends] as arrogant.
If (4a) is represented as (8), the ungrammaticality of (4b) can be explained in a straightforward
way under the A-movement approach. In (8) his friends fails to undergo A-movement. So the
A-movement approach correctly predicts that (4b) is not grammatical.
This line of approach can be extended to the phenomenon that the subject control
construction does not allow quantifier floating. In (9a) the implicit subject of the to-infinitive
is controlled by the subject Frank. Put differently, the to-infinitive bears a predicative relation
with the subject. In this case, the object does not permit quantifier floating, as shown in (9b).

1

Bowers (2002) proposes that the object moves to SPEC of a transitive head.
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(9)
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a. Frank promised all the boys to leave.
b. *Frank promised the boys all to leave

Hornstein (1999, 2001) proposes that the goal argument of the subject control construction is
a PP, which is supported by the ungrammaticality of (11)—the passive counterpart of (10).
(10) Frank promised Mary to leave.
(11) *Mary was promised to leave.
(12) a. Frank promised [PP P Mary] to leave.
b. *Mary was promised [PP P Mary] to leave
If the goal argument is a PP, it is quite straightforward why (9b) is ungrammatical. As shown
in (13), the boys cannot undergo A-movement and hence all cannot be stranded.
(13) Frank promised [PP P all the boys] to leave.
To recapitulate, the A-movement approach can explain Mailing’s (1976) generalization that
quantifier floating is permitted if the predicate bears a predicative relation with the object, but
not with the subject.2
2.2. Remaining Problems
There are many examples that run counter to the A-movement approach. For instance,
movement does not produce a floating quantifier in many cases. Sentence (2b), repeated here
as (14), is a case in point. According to Chomsky (2013, 2015), object shift takes place even in
simple transitive constructions. However, (14) is ill-formed.
(14) *I like the boys all.
Furthermore, (15a-b) are ill-formed although A-movement takes place (Sportiche 1988,
Bobaljik 2003, Bošković 2004).
(15) a. *The students arrived all.
b. *They were arrested all.
This suggests that A-movement does not necessarily trigger quantifier floating.
In an attempt to resolve this problem, Bošković (2004) proposes that quantifiers cannot be
floated in theta positions. In (15a-b), all occurs in theta positions, so that we can rule them out.
2

Sentences (8) and (9a) lead us to the following generalization:

(i)

If YP bears a predicative relation with S in a configuration [S V XP YP], XP is not a DP but a PP.

According to this generalization, if YP is a predicate, it bears a relation with the closest DP, which is reminiscent
of Rosenbaum’s (1967) Minimal Distance Principle. Hornstein (1999, 2001) and Boeckx, Hornstein, and Nunes
(2010) propose that the Minimal Distance Principle follows from the movement theory of control.
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However, it is unclear whether this proposal can deal with sentences like (16a-c). In (16a-c)
the floating quantifiers seem to be in theta positions, but they are grammatical.
(16) a. I met the boys all during the party.
b. We arrived all in one piece.
c. There were arrested all for breaking lockdown rules.
As observed by many linguists (Mailing 1976, Sportiche 1988, Janke and Neeleman 2005),
quantifiers can be floated if the object is followed by a constituent like a PP. This point is
clearly shown by (17a-b). Sentence (17a) is ungrammatical, but it turns into a grammatical
sentence if the direct object is followed by the PP under the sheet, as illustrated in (17b).
(17) a. *You could see the mattresses all.
b. You could see the mattresses all under the sheet.
It seems that the floated quantifier all is in a theta position in both (17a) and (17b), but the
former does not permit quantifier floating, while the latter does. This suggests that the
distribution of floating quantifiers cannot be captured under the proposal that (i) A-movement
produces floating quantifiers and (ii) floating quantifiers cannot occur in theta positions.
3. The Anaphoric Nature of Theta Roles and Distribution of Quantifiers
This section assumes that an argument and its thematic role form an anaphoric relation, as
Williams (1994) proposes. Taking it one step further, I claim that there are two types of
anaphoric relations: an argument forms a symmetric relation with its predicate if they ccommand each other, and it forms an asymmetric relation with its predicate when there is an
asymmetric c-command relation. Furthermore, I claim that the symmetric relation requires the
argument to be of <e> type, while the asymmetric relation does not. This section shows that
this approach enables us to capture the distribution of floating quantifiers.
3.1. Symmetric vs. Asymmetric Anaphoric Relations
Traditionally, an argument has been assumed to be associated with its theta role via a λ-operator:
that is, they form a bound variable relation, as shown in (18-19).
(18) John arrived
(19) John λx [T [VP arrive(x)]]
On the other hand, Larson and Segal (1995) propose that they form a specificational relation.
(20) x arrived and x = John
With these two approaches in mind, let us consider how arguments are associated with the theta
roles. Following Williams (1994), I assume that a theta role is indicated by a variable, and when
it is assigned to an argument, they form an anaphoric relation. Furthermore, I assume that theta
roles are assigned at LF, which means that either the higher copy or the lower copy of John is
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assigned a theta role in (21).
(21) [John T [VP arrive(Theme x) John]]
(22) a. [John T [VP arrive(Theme x) John]]
b. [John T [VP arrive(Theme x) John]]
Let us consider the LF in (22a), where the lower copy is interpreted. Theta roles are assigned
via the sisterhood relation. In (22a)—in (23a), the theta variable x can be assigned to John,
because John is the sister of arrive. If John is assigned the variable x, the resulting constituent
Johnx is interpreted as ‘x is John’, as shown in (24).
(23) a. [VP arrive(Theme x) John]: Theta Role Assignment
b. [VP arrive(Theme x) John x]
(24) Interpretation of (23b): [x arrives] & [x = John]
Williams (1994) proposes that if a theta role cannot be assigned to its sister, it is vertically
bound by the percolated index. In (22b), that is, in (25a), the theta role x cannot be assigned to
its sister and so it is percolated into T’. The percolated index x vertically binds the theta role x.
If we assume that the vertical binder functions as a λ-operator, John can be the binder of the
theta variable x.
(25) a. [John [T [VP arrive(Theme x)]]: Theta Role Percolation
b. [John [x T [VP arrive(Theme x)]]
(26) Interpretation of (25b): John λx [T [VP arrive(x)]]
Let us now consider the condition on the semantic type of arguments. The theta variable is of
type <e>. So, if an argument is to bear a symmetric relation with its theta variable, it must be
of <e> type. An argument is forced to have a symmetric relation with its theta variable if it is
the sister of the predicate. This amounts to saying that the sister of a predicate must be of <e>
type. Put differently, if an argument is not of <e> type, it cannot be the sister of its theta role
assignor.
(27) If a DP argument is the sister of a predicate, it must be of <e> type.
On the other hand, the binder can be either of <e> type or <<e,t> t> type.
3.2. V’-Modifiers or V-Complements
We are now in a position to explain why (15a-b), repeated as (28a-b), are ill-formed.
(28) a. *The students arrived all.
b. *They were arrested all.
In (29a-b) [all ti] is forced to form a symmetric relation with the theta variable x; they mutually
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c-command each other, as shown in (29a-b).
(29) a. arrive(Theme x) [all ti]
b. arrested(Theme x) [all ti]
Thus, [all ti] is required to be of <e> type, but it is of <<e,t> t>. The mismatch problem is
usually resolved by QR, but floating quantifiers cannot undergo QR (Williams 1982, Dowty
and Brody 1984, Déprez 1994, McCawley 1998). In (30a), for instance, all must be inside the
scope of n’t, although it can be outside the scope of negation in (30b).
(30) a. The students didn’t all leave. (not>all, *all<not) (Dowty& Brodie 1984:77).
b. They didn’t meet all the students. (not>all, all<not)
This lends support to the claim that floating quantifiers do not move at LF. Sentences (31-32)
show the same point. Sentence (31) is ambiguous with regard to the relative scope of all and
appear. In (32), however, all must be inside the scope of appear.
(31) John appears to understand all her conclusions.
(32) His conclusions appear to all be incorrect. (McCawley 1998: 631)
With this in mind, let us return to (28a-b). In these sentences, the theta role and [all ti] ccommand each other, forming a symmetric relation, and the symmetric relation requires [all ti]
to be of <e> type. But it cannot be of <e> type. Therefore, both sentences are ill-formed.3
This line of approach appears to be incongruous with the grammaticality of (1b), rewritten
here as (33). However, the grammaticality of (33) is correctly predicted, because the external
theta variable x and [all ti] do not c-command each other. As shown in (34a-b), the theta
variable x undergoes percolation because it cannot be assigned to its sister.
(33) The students have all read the book.
(34) a. [[all ti] [v’ v(Agent x) [VP read the book]]]: Theta Role Percolation
b. [[all ti] [v’x v(Agent x) [VP read the book]]]

Fox (1999) proposes that type mismatch triggers QR. In (i), for instance, there is a type mismatch between met
and every student. So QR is required to take place.
3

(i)

John met<e <e,t>> every student<<e,t> t>

This proposal predicts that the lower copy of all students can be interpreted in (iia). It is because there is no type
mismatch when the lower copy is interpreted: that is, the lower copy of all students can take arrive as its argument.
(ii) a. All students T [arrive all students]
b. [all students [arrive all students]
<e, t> <<e,t> t>
On the other hand, the proposal advocated here requires that the lower copy of all students must not be interpreted,
because the sister of a predicate must be of <e> type.
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In (34b), [all ti] forms an asymmetric relation with the theta variable x, and does not run into
the type mismatch problem. Therefore, (33) is well-formed. Generally speaking, floated
quantifiers are permitted unless they are the complements of predicates. This means that
floating quantifiers can be permitted although they occur in theta positions, as long as they are
not the complements of predicates.
Sentences (16a-c), repeated as (35a-c), can be explained in a similar way.
(35) a. I met the boys all during the party.
b. We arrived all in one piece.
c. There were arrested all for breaking lockdown rules.
Before attempting to explain the well-formedness of (35a-c), let us first consider why Mary
can be involved in the anaphoric relation with the constituent inside the PP in (36a-b).4
(36) a. John met Mary in each other’s house.
b. John met Mary in her own house.
The anaphoric relation can be explained if the PP is the sister of V and V raises to v, as in (37ab).
(37) a. [vP John v [VP Mary meet in her own house]]: V-to-v Movement
b. [vP John meet v [VP Mary meet in her own house]]
The representation in (37) lends support to the view that (i) the locative PP can be the
complement of an intransitive verb or adjoined to V’, and (ii) the Theme argument is basegenerated in SPEC-V. In fact, Larson (1988), Kratzer (1996) and Green (2018) propose that
direct objects are base-generated as the specifier of V, if there is a constituent following them.
Under this view, the VP of (35b) is represented as (38a), where [all ti] asymmetrically ccommands the theta variable x and it is associated with the theta variable via the percolated
theta role.
(38) a. [VP [all ti] [V’ arrive(x) in one piece]]: Theta Role Percolation
b. [VP [all ti] [V’x arrive(x) in one piece]]
Hence, there is no type mismatch problem although all is left in situ.5 Sentences (35a) and
In an attempt to explain the anaphoric relations in (36a-b), Pesetsky (1995) proposes a so-called cascade
structure, according to which Mary is generated in SPEC-in, as show in (i).
4

(i) [vP John v [VP meet [PP Mary in her own house]]]
5
It is not the case that every clause-final adverbial can license quantifier floating (Mailing 1976).
(i)

a. I met the boys both during the party.
b. *I met the boys both yesterday.

This contrast follows if during the party is a V’-internal constituent, while yesterday is a VP-external constituent.
(ii) a. [vP I meet v [VP the boys [V’ meet during the party]]]
b. [vP [vP I meet v [VP meet the boys]] yesterday]
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(35c) can be dealt with in the same way.
3.3 QP-Internal Movement
The contrast between (17a-b), rewritten as (39a-b), can be explained in the same fashion.
(39) a. *You could see the mattresses all.
b. You could see the mattresses all under the sheet.
In (40a) [all ti] is forced to bear a symmetric relation with x, which is not possible. By contrast,
in (40b) [all ti] asymmetrically c-commands the theta role, and is associated with the theta role
via the percolated variable. Hence, there is no semantic conflict.
(40) a. [VP see(Theme x) all ti]
b. [VP all ti [V’x see(Theme x) under the sheet]]
However, there is a remaining question with this approach: there is no motivation of raising the
mattresses if we adopt Chomsky’s (2008, 2013, 2015) theory of object shift. Chomsky proposes
that SPEC-V must be filled, which is satisfied in (41) without object raising.
(41) [vP you v [VP all the mattresses [V’ see(x) under the sheet]]]
The question is now how a quantifier is stranded without movement. Shlonsky’s (1991) QPinternal movement provides a clue to this question. According to Shlonsky, Q takes DP as its
complement and DP moves to SPEC-Q.
(42) a. [QP all [DP the mattresses]]: Raising of the mattresses to SPEC-all
b. [QP the mattresses all [DP the mattresses]]
In this approach, all is stranded regardless of whether or not the object the mattresses further
undergoes A-movement, as shown in (43).
(43) [vP you v [VP [the mattresses [all the mattresses]] [V’ see(x) under the sheet]]]
This amounts to saying that floating quantifiers can be generated without recourse to Amovement of the whole QP.
This line of approach also sheds light on many other puzzling phenomena. First of all, the
QP-internal movement approach enables us to generate (44), where the students all seem to be
in SPEC-T and there is no position to which the students undergo further movement.6 There
is no problem with deriving the sentence if students raises to SPEC-all, and the resulting
structure undergoes A-movement to SPEC-T, as shown in (45).
(44) The students all are happy.
(45) a. [[all the students] happy]: Raising of the students to SPEC-all
6

In order to fix this problem, Bošković (2004) splits TP into multiple projections.
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b. [[the students all the students] happy]: Merge with be and T
c. [T be [[the students all the students] happy]]: Raising of the students all
d. [[the students all the students] T be [[the students all the students] happy]]
Second, the QP-internal movement approach explains how all can be licensed in conjoined
phrases. Bobaljik (2003) notes that (46a) is not ambiguous, producing the reading in (47a) only,
while (46b) is ambiguous between (47a) and (47b).
(46) a. All lions, tigers and bears are scary.
b. Lions, tigers and bears are all scary.
(47) a. Every lion is scary, every tiger is scary, and every bear is scary,
b. Lions are generally scary, and tigers are generally scary, and bears are generally
scary.
This contrast can be explained as follows. There are two separate representations for (46b).
First, it is represented as (48a), where all quantifies over [lions, tigers and bears], and
regardless of whether or not the conjoined DP undergoes raising, we get the same interpretation.
(48) a. all [DP lions, tigers, and bears]
b. lions, tigers, and bears all lions, tigers, and bears
Second, there is another representation for (46b): all can take a PRO as its complement, and
the PRO is controlled by lions, tigers, and bears.
(49) [[lions, tigers, and bears] i all [PROi]]
This analysis provides a principled account of why (46b) gives the reading in (47b). In (50) the
pronoun they can denote the three different types of animals.
(50) Lions, tigers, and bears are three major animals in the zoo, and they are all scary.
Likewise, the PRO in (49), being controlled by the nominal with three conjuncts, can be
interpreted as three different types of animals. That is why (46b) is ambiguous between (47a)
and (47b).
This approach also provides a principled account of the following puzzle: why is (51a)
grammatical, while (51b) is not?
(51) a. John, Mary, and Tom are all smart.
b. *All John, Mary, and Tom are smart.
The contrast between (51a-b) appears to support the adverbial approach; if we simply assume
that all is an adverb, it can be generated in a straightforward way. However, (51a) can be
generated without resort to the adverbial approach; the subject in the sentence is represented as
(52), where John, Mary, and Tom is a controller for the PRO. The PRO refers to the three
different members of the controller, so that all can quantify over them, just as all can quantify
over them in (53).
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(52) [QP John, Mary, and Tom [Q’ all [DP PRO]]]
(53) John, Mary, and Tom arrived late, and they all looked quite tired.
3.4. Object Shift in Simple Transitive Constructions?
Now there arises a new problem: if QP-internal Movement is possible and if object shift takes
place, there is no reason that (54b) is ill-formed. As shown in (55a-c), the floated Q is not ccommanded by the predicate love(x) if the students moves to SPEC-all and the object moves to
SPEC-V.
(54) a. I love all the students.
b. *I love the students all.
(55) a. [love(x) [QP all [DP the students]]]: QP-internal Movement
b. [love(x) [QP the students all [DP the students]]]: Object Shift
c. [VP [QP the students [Q’ all [DP the students]]] [V’ love(x) [QP the students [Q’ all [DP the
students]]]]
Chomsky (2015) proposes that object shift takes place because V is a root, which fails to project
its label. In (56), for instance, Mary precedes the adverb seriously because it raises to SPEC-V;
otherwise, labeling failure takes place.
(56) John considered Mary seriously to be the right person for the job.
(57) a. [seriously consider [TP Mary to be the right person for the job]]: Object Shift and
Labeling
b. [<j><j> Mary seriously consider [TP Mary to be the right person for the job]]: Merger
with v and V-to-v Raising
c. [consider v [<j><j> Mary seriously consider [TP Mary to be the right person for the job]]]
He goes on to argue that object shift also takes place in (58) for the same reason. In (59a) love
cannot project, and so Mary moves to SPEC-love.
(58) John loves Mary.
(59) a. [love Mary]: Object Shift
b. [<j><j> Mary [love Mary]]
Chomsky (2015) proposes that labeling takes place via feature sharing only after Mary moves
to SPEC-love. This proposal is strange in at least three respects. First, there is no SPEC-head
agreement in Chomsky’s (2013, 2015) approach, but Mary is required to move to SPEC-love.
Second, love and Mary share the feature <j> and they are sisters in (59a), but labeling via
feature sharing cannot take place in (59a). Third, it is a violation of anti-locality condition to
raise Mary to SPEC-love in (59b) (Abels 2003, Grohmann 2003). These considerations lead us
to the conclusion that labeling via feature sharing is possible in (59a) and that object shift does
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not take place in simple transitive constructions.7
(60) a. [love Mary]: Labeling via Feature Sharing
b. [<j><j> love Mary]
We are now in a position to explain why (54b) is not grammatical. If the students moves to
SPEC-all, the quantifier all can be floated. However, (54b) is ill-formed, because the floated
QP is the sister of the theta role assignor and so it is required to be of <e> type.
(61) a. [love(x) [QP all [DP the students]]]: QP-internal Movement
b. [love(x) [QP the students [Q’ all [DP the students]]]]
In short, quantifier floating is only permitted if the object is not the complement of V, and
therefore, quantifier floating is not possible in (54b).8
(62) Quantifiers can be floated in the object position if the object is followed by a constituent
that can be the complement of V or adjoined to V’.
The generalization in (62) follows from the fact that if a nominal argument is the complement
of a predicate, it must be of <e> type and if not, it may be either <e> or <<e,t> t> type.
3.5. Scope Rigidity
The type mismatch approach heavily hinges on the assumption that floated quantifiers do not
undergo QR. We have seen that the assumption is empirically supported. For instance,
McCawley observes that although (63) displays scope ambiguity, (64a) ad (64b) do not: the
former permits the ‘appear>all’ reading only, and the latter permits the ‘all>appear’ reading
only.
(63) All his conclusions appear to be incorrect.
(64) a. His conclusions appear to all be incorrect.
b. His conclusions all appear to be incorrect. (McCawley 1998:631).

According to Chomsky (2015), there is another motivation for object shift. Chomsky proposes that v has an
edge feature and it is inherited down to V. I assume that object shift is only driven by labeling failure.
8
If the host nominal is a pronoun, quantifier floating is allowed in the object position.
7

(i)

I like them all.

Bošković (2004) proposes that object pronouns are clitics and undergo head movement to V
(ii) a. [I v [like [them(Theme x) all]]]: Them-to-like movement
b. [I v [VP [V like(Theme x) them] [them all]]]
If them-to-like movement takes place in the narrow syntax, the Theme role of like is assigned to them, not to them
all in (iib). Being of <e> type, them can form a symmetric relation with the theta variable. Therefore, (i) is wellformed.
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Let us consider the nature of pied-piping of quantifiers. It is an optional free operation. Let us
first generate (64b). If his conclusions moves to SPEC-all, SPEC-to, and then to the matrix
clause, (64b) is generated.
(65) a. [VP all his conclusions be incorrect]: QP-internal movement
b. [VP [his conclusions all his conclusions] be incorrect]: Merge with to and Raising of
his conclusions
c. [his conclusions to [VP [his conclusions all his conclusions] be incorrect]]: Merge with
appear and T
c. [T [appear [his conclusions to [VP [his conclusions all his conclusions] be incorrect]]]]:
Raising of his conclusions
d. [his conclusions T [appear [his conclusions to [VP [his conclusions all his conclusions]
be incorrect]]]]
In (65a) all his conclusions could have undergone raising. Put differently, there was a chance
for all to have scope over appear. However, the option was not taken. In this case, there is no
chance to raise it at LF.
(66) If an operation could have taken place in the narrow syntax but it did not, it is not
permitted at LF.
This follows from Gricean Maxim, as shown in (67).
(67) a. The speaker S could have raised the quantifier all in the narrow syntax.
b. But S did not raise it in the narrow syntax.
c. This implies that S intended not to raise it at all.
If the speaker S intended the ‘all>appear’ reading, S must have raised all in the narrow syntax.
But S did not. This implies that S didn’t intend the ‘all>appear’ reading. The gist of the claim
is that if movement of a quantifier is an optional free operation, the surface structure determines
the scope of the quantifier. This generalization is also supported by (64a). Let us first assume
that QP-internal movement takes place as soon as it enters into a syntactic derivation, as shown
in (68a-b).
(68) a. [all his conclusions] incorrect: QP-internal movement
b. [his conclusions all his conclusions] incorrect: Merge with to and raising
c. [his conclusions all his conclusions] to his conclusion all his conclusion incorrect:
Merge with appear and T
d. T appear [his conclusions all his conclusions] to [his conclusion all his
conclusions]incorrect: Raising
e. [his conclusions all his conclusions] T appear [his conclusion all his conclusions] to
[his conclusions all his conclusions] incorrect
The speaker S could have left all behind in (68d). However, the speaker S did not, which
implies that S intended not to interpret all in situ. Therefore, all must have scope over appear
in (68e).
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(69) a. The speaker S could have left the quantifier all in situ in the narrow syntax.
b. But S did not leave it behind in the narrow syntax.
c. This implies that S intended not to interpret it in situ at LF.
Kim (2020) claims that scrambling languages display the scope rigidity, because scrambling is
an optional free merge and if a scope-determining operation is optional, the scope relation is
determined by the surface structure. English is not a scrambling language, but it exhibits the
scope rigidity with regard to floating quantifiers, because quantifier floating is optional.
4. Conclusion
In this paper I claimed that the stranding approach is correct in that floating quantifiers are
associated with DPs, but it is not correct in that A-movement is not a necessary nor a sufficient
condition on quantifier floating: that is, quantifier floating may not be possible although Amovement takes place, and it is possible although there is no A-movement. While maintaining
the view that quantifier floating is produced if the complement of Q undergoes QP-internal
movement, I proposed that a floated Q must not be the sister of a theta role-bearing predicate,
which is required to be of <e> type. The type-match condition can be met in two different ways.
First, it can be satisfied if a quantifier is dislocated via A-movement. For instance, if the
students all undergoes movement to SPEC-T, the type-match condition can be met.
(70) a. The students all are happy
b. [the students all T [be [the students all [happy(Theme x)]]]
Second, it can be met if a theta role bearer cannot directly assign its theta role. In (71a) all
occurs in a theta position, but it is not the sister of the theta role bearer v(Theme x). Accordingly,
all can be stranded in the theta position.
(71) a. The students have all met him.
b. [the students have [the students all [v(Theme x) [

]]]]

Sentence (72a) is another instance that satisfies the type match condition without movement.
The VP-internal constituent during the conference is the complement of V, and so the students
cannot be directly assigned the Theme role. Therefore, all can be stranded in SPEC-V although
there is no A-movement.
(72) a. I have met the students all during the conference.
b. [vP I meet(Theme x) v [VP the students all [meet(Theme x) PP]]
Generally speaking, quantifiers can be floated without recourse to A-movement if their
projection is not the complement of a predicate.
(73) a. *[V(Thematic Role x) [DP Q]x]
b. [DP Q]x [V(Thematic Role x) YP]]
I claimed that this generalization follows if (i) an argument and its theta variable form an
anaphoric relation, (ii) there are two types of anaphoric relation: symmetric and asymmetric,
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(iii) the symmetric relation, which is a mutually c-commanding relation, requires the argument
to be of <e> type.
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Wh-in-front-of-V and Wh-adjacency in Korean
Chung-Hoon Lee and Heeryun Chung
Sogang University

1. Introduction
Korean is a language in which wh-elements do not move overtly, and word order is free. Thus,
the wh-elements in Korean have been assumed not to have any particular distributional property
in that they appear in anywhere of interrogative sentences. Then, does the assumption
correspond to the actual data? Is there indeed no possibility such that Korean wh-elements have
patterns, for example, in positions they prefer? To answer these, this study examines empirical
data of Korean wh-adjuncts via experiments. It compares the distribution of [+wh]s with that
of [-wh]s, and gives theoretical explanations for two interesting patterns observed: i) preference
of [+wh] adjuncts in preverbal position, that is ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ and ii) preference of [+wh]
adjuncts to be adjacent to each other, that is ‘wh-adjacency’. Specifically, this study suggests
the principle of efficient computation and intonational patterns as a way to describe the
distribution of wh-adjuncts.
2. The Actual Distribution of Korean [±wh] Adjuncts: Experiment
2.1. The Distinction between Wh-elements and Indefinite Pronouns
Wh-elements and indefinite pro-forms in Korean appear in the same form. When a wh-element
appears in a sentence, for instance, it can be interpreted as either a y/n-question (yes/noquestion) or a wh-question as described in (1).
(1) Question:

Yengi-ka
Chelswu-lul
encey
manna-ass-ni?
Yengi-NOM
Chelswu-ACC when/sometime
meet-PST-Q
‘When did Yengi meet Chelswu?’, ‘Did Yengi meet Chelswu sometime?’
Answer 1: Onul achim-ey.
today morning-at
‘In this morning.’
Answer 2: Ung.
Yes.
‘Yes, Yengi met Chelswu sometime.’

Therefore, it must be ensured that encey (when/sometime), etise (where/somewhere),
nwu(kwu) (who/someone), mwues (what/something) would be interpreted as wh-elements
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rather than indefinite pro-forms before we discuss the distributional property of whelements.1 However, in the sense that they are generally construed as wh-elements rather
than indefinite pro-forms unless the particular context is given, and that wh-elements have
the attribute of indefinite pro-forms (see Jang 1975, Suh 1987, Jun & Oh 1996, among
others), we do not discuss the distinction between wh-elements and indefinite pro-forms.2
In this paper, what we focus on is the distributional property of [+wh] elements, especially
on [+wh] adjuncts, which is known to have free distribution.
2.2. Experimental Design
Fifty-five native speakers of Korean participated in the experiment. 3 They were asked to
conduct a sentence completion task, which is designed to figure out whether there is a preferred
position for [±wh] adjuncts in Korean. In this task, all participants were asked to complete 24
interrogative sentences and 18 declarative sentences by putting one or two given adjunct
expressions, such as [-wh] onul achimey (in this morning), [+wh] encey (when).
The experiment consisted of two sets; Set 1 is designed to identify the preferred position
for a [±wh] adjunct and Set 2 is designed to see the distribution of two [±wh] adjuncts in
one declarative/interrogative sentence. The results from these two sets will be described in
this section, in turn.
The factors in (2) were applied to the given adjunct expressions.4
(2) a. Type of adjuncts:
b. Semantic classification:
c. Positions:

[-wh] adjuncts vs. [+wh] adjuncts
time (T), place (P), reason (R)
[ ]P1 Subj [ ]P2 Obj [ ]P3 V

As in (2a) and (2b), the type of [±wh] and the meaning of the adjuncts were distinguished.5 To
see if there is a preferred position, three different locations were presented in each sentence as
in (2c). Thus, six types of [±wh] adjuncts (e.g., [±wh.T], [±wh.P], [±wh.R]) are tested.
way (why) is not used as an indefinite pro-form; it is used only as a wh-element.
An experiment that distinguishes wh-elements from indefinite pronouns is carried out in further research.
3
This experiment is approved by Sogang University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) (Approval number:
SGUIRB-A-2005-14).
4
For more concise display, the abbreviations in (2) were combined and used as in (i). The positions in (2c)
displayed as [ ]P1, [ ]P2, and [ ]P3 are abbreviated form of ‘position 1: pre-subject’, ‘position 2: pre-object’, and
‘position 3: pre-verb’, respectively. In addition, the case in which a wh-adjunct appears after the predicate is
ignored since +wh adjunct are not allowed to appear in the position in Korean (cf. (23)). The given adjunct
expressions (e.g., [±wh] adjuncts) are marked in [ ].
(i) a. [-wh.T]: time-related [-wh] adjunct, onul achim-ey (in this morning)
b. [-wh.P]: place-related [-wh] adjunct, hakkyo apheyse (in front of the school)
c. [-wh.R]: reason-related [-wh] adjunct, kwacey ttaymwuney (for homework)
d. [+wh.T]: time-related [+wh] adjunct, encey (when)
e. [+wh.P]: place-related [+wh] adjunct, etise (where)
f. [+wh.R]: reason-related [+wh] adjunct, way (why)
5
In this experiment, the tool-related adjunct is not considered. According to Yoo J. (2019), 'time-place-tool' is the
normative word order when ‘time’, ‘place’, and ‘tool’ related adjuncts appear together in a sentence. This indicates
that tool-related adjuncts, placed in the last of the order, prefer to appear in a pre-verb position. However, an
adjunct whose position is free in a sentence should be examined to see whether the distributional property of
adjuncts would differ depending on [±wh]. Hence, tool-related adjunct was excluded from the investigation in that
it has already had its favorite position.
1
2
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2.3. The Distributional Property of Single [±wh] Adjuncts
Table 1 shows the distribution of [-wh] adjuncts in declarative sentences, depending on their
meanings (time, place, and reason). The results are also exemplified in (4)-(6), the distribution
ratio is put in square brackets, and the highest proportions of them are asterisk-marked. [-wh.T]
type adjuncts are frequently chosen at the pre-subject position ([52.1%]P1), while [-wh.P] and
[-wh.R] type adjuncts are highly preferred in the pre-object position ([57.6%]P2, [71.5%]P2,
respectively).
[Table 1] The Distribution of [-wh] Adjuncts
[ ]P1
Subject
[ ]P2
Object
-wh, TIME
-wh, PLACE
-wh, REASON

[ ]P3

Verb.

(4) [-wh.TIME]: onul achim-ey (in this morning)
[*52.1%]P1 Chelswu-ka
[36.4%]P2 Yengi-lul [11.5%]P3
Chelswu-NOM
Yengi-ACC
‘Chelswu met Yengi in this morning.’

manna-ass-ta.
meet-PST-DEC

(5) [-wh.PLACE]: hakkyo apheyse (in front of the school)
[17.0%]P1 Chelswu-ka
[*57.6%]P2 Yengi-lul [25.5%]P3
Chelswu-NOM
Yengi-ACC
‘Chelswu met Yengi in front of the school.’

manna-ass-ta.
meet-PST-DEC

(6) [-wh.REASON]: kwacey ttaymwuney (for homework)
[14.5%]P1 Chelswu-ka
[*71.5%]P2 Yengi-lul [13.9%]P3
Chelswu-NOM
Yengi-ACC
‘Chelswu met Yengi for homework.’

manna-ass-ta.
meet-PST-DEC

Do [+wh] adjuncts show the same patterns as the [-wh] adjuncts? As shown in Table 2, all
[+wh] adjuncts appear most frequently at the pre-verb position ([ ]P3), regardless of their
meaning differences. Detailed figures and the relevant examples are also shown in (7)-(9).
[Table 2]
[ ]P1

The Distribution of [+wh] Adjuncts
Subject
[ ]P2

Object

[ ]P3

Verb.

+wh.TIME
+wh.PLACE
+wh.REASON
(7) [+wh.TIME] type adjuncts: encey (when)6
The figure 46.4% is considered as a significant rate for ‘preferred position of [±wh] adjuncts’ by the following
reason. Since the average value of the three locations is about 33.3%, then about 33% of total responses indicate
that they evenly distributed in the three positions. However, 46.4% indicates that there is tendency to be towards
a particular position, resulting in a ‘preferred position’.
6
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[18.2%]P1

Chelswu-ka
[35.5%]P2 Yengi-lul [*46.4%]P3 manna-ass-ni?
Chelswu-NOM
Yengi-ACC
meet-PST-Q
‘When did Chelswu meet Yengi?’

(8) [+wh.PLACE] type adjuncts: etise (where)
[10.5%]P1 Chelswu-ka
[24.5%]P2 Yengi-lul [*64.5%]P3 manna-ass-ni?
Chelswu-NOM
Yengi-ACC
meet-PST-Q
‘Where did Chelswu meet Yengi?’
(9) [+wh.REASON] type adjuncts: way (why)
[22.7%]P1 Chelswu-ka
[17.7%]P2 Yengi-lul [*59.5%]P3 manna-ass-ni?
Chelswu-NOM
Yengi-ACC
meet-PST-Q
‘Why did Chelswu meet Yengi?’
Based on the data from Set 1 ([-wh] adjunct vs. [+wh] adjunct), the following
distributional properties of [±wh] adjuncts are identified. First, [-wh] adjuncts show
relatively free distribution as compared with [+wh] adjuncts. Second, [+wh] adjuncts tend
to be adjacent to the predicate, and the preference for the pre-verb position (henceforth,
‘wh-in-front-of-V’) applies to all the cases regardless of their meaning differences.
2.4. The Distributional Property of Multiple [±wh] Adjuncts
We observed that [+wh] adjuncts prefer the ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position. Based on this, we
additionally examined declarative/interrogative sentences with two [±wh] adjuncts, to identify
whether the distributional property of multiple [+wh] adjuncts are the same with that of single
[+wh] adjuncts. Therefore, the sentences in Set 2 are designed for two different [±wh] adjuncts
to be inserted in one sentence. The relevant examples are presented in (10); the declarative
sentence in (10a) appears with two [-wh] adjuncts, and the interrogative sentence in (10b)
appears with two [+wh] adjuncts.
(10) a. onul
achim-ey hakkyo apheyse
Chelswu-ka
today morning
school in front of Chelswu-NOM
‘Chelswu met Yengi in front of the school this morning.’
b. encey
etise
Chelswu-ka
when
where
Chelswu-NOM
‘When and where did Chelswu meet Yengi?’

Yengi-lul manna-ass-ta.
Yengi-ACC see-PST-DEC
Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni?
Yengi-ACC meet-PST-Q

To illustrate six possible positions for the two [±wh] adjuncts, in (11a-c) two [+wh] adjuncts
appear in the same position, while in (11e-f), two [+wh] adjuncts appear in different positions
from each other.
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(11) Combination of the positions for Multiple [+wh] Adjuncts (e.g., [when]·[where])7
a. ‘[ ]P1[ ]P1’ = ‘[when] [where] Chelswu-ka Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni?’
b. ‘[ ]P2[ ]P2’ = ‘Chelswu-ka [when] [where] Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni?’
c. ‘[ ]P3[ ]P3’ = ‘Chelswu-ka Yengi-lul [when] [where] manna-ass-ni?
d. ‘[ ]P1[ ]P2’ = ‘[when] Chelswu-ka [where] Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni?
e. ‘[ ]P1[ ]P3’ = ‘[when] Chelswu-ka Yengi-lul [where] manna-ass-ni?
f. ‘[ ]P2[ ]P3’ = ‘Chelswu-ka [when] Yengi-lul [where] manna-ass-ni?
It is noteworthy that this study focuses on analyzing i) whether ‘wh-adjacency’ exists
between two [+wh] adjuncts and ii) whether ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ phenomenon observed in single
[+wh] adjunct is also preferred in multiple [+wh] adjuncts. In this view, the order difference
between the two [±wh] adjuncts (e.g., [+wh.T]·[+wh.P] or [+wh.P]·[+wh.T]) is excluded from
the analysis.
2.4.1. Results 1: wh-adjacency
This section shows an overall analysis of the results from Set 2, the distribution of multiple
[±wh] adjuncts, mainly focusing on the ‘wh-adjacency’. The results are described in the order
of [+wh.T]·[+wh.R], [+wh.P]·[+wh.R], and [+wh.T]·[+wh.P], comparing them with [-wh]
adjuncts.
Table 3 shows that the rate when the [+wh.T] and [+wh.R] appear in the same positions (e.g.,
‘[ ]P1[ ]P1’, ‘[ ]P2[ ]P2’, and ‘[ ]P3[ ]P3’, see (11)), adjacent to each other. The relevant examples
are also presented in (12).
[Table 3] Wh-adjacency: [+wh.T]·[+wh.R] ([when]·[why])
Position
[ ]P1[ ]P1
[ ]P2[ ]P2
Adjacency
13.2%
8.6%
(12)

a. encey
etise
Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul
when
where Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC
‘When and where did Chelswu meet Yengi?’
b. Chelswu-ka
encey
etise Yengi-lul
c. Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul encey etise

[ ]P3[ ]P3
24.5%

Total
46.4%

manna-ass-ni? (13.2%)
meet-PST-Q
manna-ass-ni? (8.6%)
manna-ass-ni? (24.5%)

The rate of [+wh.T]·[+wh.R] adjacency (46.4%) is slightly lower than that of non-adjacency
(53.6%). Then, does this mean that there is no ‘wh-adjacency’ between the two [+wh] adjuncts?
To see this, let us compare the results from [+wh.T]·[+wh.R] in Table 3 with the results from
[-wh.T]·[-wh.R] in Table 4.
[Table 4] Adjacency: [-wh.T]·[-wh.R] ([this morning]·[for his homework])
Position
[ ]P1[ ]P1
[ ]P2[ ]P2
[ ]P3[ ]P3
Adjacency
13.3%
11.5%
0.0%

Total
24.8%

The total rate of adjacency between the two [-wh] adjuncts is 24.8%; the adjacency rate of
7

The interpunct (·) is used to present combinations of two adjuncts in a sentence (e.g., [+wh.T].[+wh.P]).
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[+wh] adjuncts (46.4%, Table 3) is nearly twice as high as that of the [-wh] adjuncts. Based on
the comparison of the adjacency rate between [+wh]·[+wh] and [-wh]·[-wh], we determined
that [+wh.T] and [+wh.R] adjuncts in Korean tend to be adjacent to each other in a multiple
[+wh] interrogative sentence.
Now consider the ‘wh-adjacency’ observed in [+wh.P]·[+wh.R] combination. As shown in
Table 5, the total ratio of [+wh] adjuncts adjacent to each other is 51.4%, which is slightly
higher than the ratio of non-adjacency (48.6%). The relevant examples are presented in (13).
[Table 5] Wh-adjacency: [+wh.P]·[+wh.R] ([where]·[why])
Position
[ ]P1[ ]P1
[ ]P2[ ]P2
Adjacency
11.8%
5.0%
(13)

a. etise way
Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul
where why
Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC
‘Where and why did Chelswu meet Yengi?’
b. Chelswu-ka
etise way
Yengi-lul
c. Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul etise way

[ ]P3[ ]P3
34.5%

Total
51.4%

manna-ass-ni? (11.8%)
meet-PST-Q
manna-ass-ni? (5.0%)
manna-ass-ni? (34.5%)

Comparing the results from [+wh.P]·[+wh.R] (Table 5) with [-wh.P]·[-wh.R] (Table 6), then,
the difference in ratio between [+wh]s and [-wh]s become more obvious (51.4% > 30.9%). That
is, observed adjacency rate in between [+wh] adjuncts ([+wh.P]·[+wh.R]) are much higher than
that in between [-wh] adjuncts ([-wh.P]·[-wh.R]).
[Table 6] Adjacency: [-wh.P]·[-wh.R] ([in front of the school]·[for his homework])
Position
[ ]P1[ ]P1
[ ]P2[ ]P2
[ ]P3[ ]P3
Total
Adjacency
4.8%
22.4%
3.6%
30.9%
Table 7 and the relevant examples in (14) show the tendency of [+wh.T] and [+wh.P] to be
adjacent to each other. The total adjacency rate of the two [+wh] adjuncts are 65.5%, which is
higher than the non-adjacency rate (34.5%).
[Table 7] Wh-adjacency: [+wh.T]·[+wh.P] ([when]·[where])
Position
[ ]P1[ ]P1
[ ]P2[ ]P2
Adjacency
15.5%
12.3%
(14)

[ ]P3[ ]P3
37.7%

Total
65.5%

a. encey etise
Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni?
(15.5%)
when where Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC meet-PST-Q
‘When and where did Chelswu meet Yengi?’
b. Chelswu-ka
encey etise
Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni? (12.3%)
c. Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul encey etise
manna-ass-ni? (37.7%)

When the ratios of adjacency observed in [+wh.T]·[+wh.P] is compared with that observed
in [-wh.T]·[-wh.P], the existence of ‘wh-adjacency’ becomes more obvious. As presented in
Table 8, only 29.1% of adjacency is observed in [-wh.T]·[-wh.P] adjuncts, this is a very low rate
when it is compared with [+wh.T]·[+wh.P] adjacency ([+wh] adjacency: 65.5% > [-wh]
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adjacency: 29.1%).
[Table 8]
Adjacency: [-wh.T]·[-wh.P] ([this morning]·[in front of the school])
Position
[ ]P1[ ]P1
[ ]P2[ ]P2
[ ]P3[ ]P3
Adjacency
20.0%
8.5%
0.6%

Total
29.1%

To summarize, ‘wh-adjacency’ between the two [+wh] adjuncts have been identified by
comparison with [-wh] adjuncts. We have examined three different combinations of [+wh]
adjuncts, [+wh.T]·[+wh.R], [+wh.P]·[+wh.R], and [+wh.T]·[+wh.P], and the results are
summarized and compared with the adjacency rate observed in [-wh] adjuncts in Table 9. The
‘adjacency’ rate of [+wh] adjunct is higher than that of [-wh] adjuncts in all cases; therefore,
we conclude that there is ‘wh-adjacency’ at least in [+wh] adjuncts.8
[Table 9]

Overall Results

[TIME]·[REASON]
[PLACE]·[REASON]
[TIME]·[PLACE]

[+wh]·[+wh] adjacency
46.4%
51.4%
65.5%

[-wh]·[-wh] adjacency
24.8%
30.9%
29.1%

2.4.2. Result 2: ‘Wh-in-front-of-V’ Preference
To identify if both or only one of [+wh] adjuncts prefers ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position, we looked
at the following cases. First, the rate at which either or both [+wh] adjuncts that prefer
‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position (e.g., [ ]P3[ ]P3 + [ ]P1[ ]P3 + [ ]P2[ ]P3: every response including [ ]P3)
was compared to that of [-wh] adjuncts. The overall proportion of the ‘wh-in-front-of-V’
position was 67.6%-76.4%. This is much higher than the proportion of the rest of the positions
([ ]P1[ ]P1 + [ ]P2[ ]P2 + [ ]P1[ ]P2): 23.6%-32.4%.
Mainly focusing on the proportion of the ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position, the distribution of
[+wh.T]·[+wh.R] is compared with [-wh.T]·[-wh.R] in Table 10. The ratio of ‘wh-in-front-of-V’
position in which either or both [+wh.T]·[+wh.R] appears (71.8%) is much more than that of
the other positions (23.2%). When we compare this with the ratio observed in [-wh.T]·[-wh.R]
(30.3%), then it becomes more evident that [+wh] prefers ‘wh-in-front-of-V’.
[Table 10] ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ Preference: [+wh.T]·[+wh.R]
[ ]P3[ ]P3
[ ]P1[ ]P3
[ ]P2[ ]P3 ‘wh-in-front-of-V’
[+wh.T]·[+wh.R]
24.5%
33.2%
14.1%
71.8%
[-wh.T]·[-wh.R]
0.0%
24.8%
5.5%
30.3%

‘Others’
23.2%
69.7%

*‘wh-in-front-of-V’: ([ ]P3[ ]P3 + [ ]P1[ ]P3 + [ ]P2[ ]P3), ‘Others’: ([ ]P1[ ]P1 + [ ]P2[ ]P2 + [ ]P1[ ]P2)

Now consider the number of responses in which [+wh.T] and [+wh.R] are adjacent to each
Here, it is noteworthy that in this experiment, sentences including wh-arguments, such as nwu-ka (who-NOM)
and mwues-ul (what-ACC), were also examined. The results were the same; i) wh-arguments appear most
frequently at the pre-verb position (from 57.4% to 78.2%), and ii) the ratio of preference in ‘wh-adjacency’
between wh-arguments was from 72.1% to 86.7%.
8
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other in the ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position in Table 11. Then, we can see that if both properties
(‘wh-adjacency’ and ‘wh-in-front-of-V’) are applied to the sentence, it becomes the most
preferred multiple [+wh] sentence, as in (15). Interestingly, in this experiment, there was zero
response for the case that [-wh.T]·[-wh.R] appears in [ ]P3[ ]P3 (‘wh-in-front-of-V’) adjacent to
each other, while there were 54 responses (52.9%) for [+wh.T]·[+wh.R] adjacent in [ ]P3[ ]P3.
[Table 11] In both ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ and ‘wh-adjacency’ (±wh [TIME]·[REASON])
[ ]P1[ ]P1
[ ]P2[ ]P2
[ ]P3[ ]P3
responses
29
19
54
[+wh.T]·[+wh.R]
%
28.4%
18.6%
52.9%
responses
22
19
0
[-wh.T]·[-wh.R]
%
53.7%
46.3%
0.0%
(15)

Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul encey way
Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC when why
‘When and why did Chelswu meet Yengi?’

manna-ass-ni?
meet-PST-Q

In the distribution of [+wh.P]·[+wh.R], the ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ preference is also observed.
As shown in Table 12, the ratio of ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position ([ ]P3[ ]P3) in which either or both
[+wh.P]·[+wh.R] appears (76.3%) is significantly more than that of the other positions (23.7%).
On the other hand, considering [-wh.P]·[-wh.R], there is no significant difference between the
ratio of ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ (48.5%) and that of other positions (51.5%). Therefore, we can
conclude that [+wh] adjuncts much prefer the ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position, and this is also
consistent with the finding from single [+wh] adjuncts (see Section 2.3).
[Table 12] ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ Preference ([+wh.P]·[+wh.R])
[[ ][ ]]P3
[ ]P1[ ]P3
[ ]P2[ ]P3 ‘wh-in-front-of-V’
[+wh.P]-[+wh.R]
34.5%
24.1%
17.7%
76.3%
[-wh.P]-[-wh.R]
3.6%
29.1%
15.8%
48.5%

‘Others’
23.7%
51.5%

*‘wh-in-front-of-V’: ([ ]P3[ ]P3 + [ ]P1[ ]P3 + [ ]P2[ ]P3), ‘Others’: ([ ]P1[ ]P1 + [ ]P2[ ]P2 + [ ]P1[ ]P2)

The other case that [+wh] adjuncts are adjacent to each other in the ‘wh-in-front-of-V’
position are presented in Table 13. [+wh.P] and [+wh.R] are adjacent in the position of
‘wh-in-front-of-V’ at a rate of 67.3%, while [-wh.P] and [-wh.R] are adjacent in the position of
‘wh-in-front-of-V’ at a rate of only 11.8%. Therefore, it is confirmed that adjacent [+wh]
adjuncts much more prefer the ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position than adjacent [-wh] adjuncts that
highly prefer the pre-object position ([ ]P2[ ]P2, 72.5%). Based on the result, the most preferred
multiple [+wh] sentence type for [+wh.P]·[+wh.R] is presented in (16).
[Table 13] In both ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ and ‘wh-adjacency’ (±wh [PLACE]·[REASON])
[ ]P1[ ]P1
[ ]P2[ ]P2
[ ]P3[ ]P3
responses
26
11
76
[+wh.P]·[+wh.R]
%
23.0%
9.7%
67.3%
responses
8
37
6
[-wh.P]·[-wh.R]
%
15.7%
72.5%
11.8%
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(16)

Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul etise way
manna-ass-ni?
Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC where why
meet-PST-Q
‘Where and why did Chelswu meet Yengi?’

Lastly, consider the distributional property observed in [+wh.T]·[+wh.P], adjacent to each
other, and at the same time, appearing in the ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position. Table 14 shows that
[+wh.T]·[+wh.P] also prefers ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position (67.7%) than the other positions
(32.3%). This is compared to 33.9%, the preference rate for ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ in
[-wh.T]·[-wh.P].
[Table 14] ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ Preference ([when]·[where])
[ ]P3[ ]P3
[ ]P1[ ]P3
[ ]P2[ ]P3
[+wh.T]·[+wh.P]
37.7%
20.0%
10.0%
[-wh.T]·[-wh.P]
0.6%
27.3%
6.1%

‘wh-in-front-of-V’
67.7%
33.9%

‘Others’
32.3%
66.1%

*‘wh-in-front-of-V’: ([ ]P3[ ]P3 + [ ]P1[ ]P3 + [ ]P2[ ]P3), ‘Others’: ([ ]P1[ ]P1 + [ ]P2[ ]P2 + [ ]P1[ ]P2)

Table 15 shows that there is a meaningful difference between [+wh] adjuncts (57.6%) and
[-wh] adjuncts (8.5%). Accordingly, the most frequently answered sentence type for the
[+wh.T]·[+wh.P] is as in (17); the two [+wh] adjuncts are adjacent to each other in the pre-verb
position.
[Table 15] In both ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ and ‘wh-adjacency’ (±wh [TIME]·[PLACE])
[ ]P1[ ]P1
[ ]P2[ ]P2
responses
34
27
[+wh.T]·[+wh.P]
%
23.6%
18.8%
responses
62
45
[-wh.T]·[-wh.P]
%
53.0%
38.5%
(17)

[ ]P3[ ]P3
83
57.6%
10
8.5%

Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul encey etise
manna-ass-ni?
Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC when where meet-PST-Q
‘When and where did Chelswu meet Yengi?’

The distributional patterns of [±wh] adjuncts observed in this experiment are summarized
as follows. First, [+wh] adjuncts such as encey (when), etise (where), and way (why) prefer the
‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position rather than the other positions. This is distinguished from the
pattern in [-wh] adjuncts, which have relatively free distribution. Second, preference of
‘wh-in-front-of-V’ position is also found in multiple wh-questions, and this is identified in all
combinations of [+wh] adjuncts (average ratio: 72.0%), by comparison with [-wh] adjuncts
(average ratio: 37.6%). Third, it has been observed that there is ‘wh-adjacency’ between [+wh]
adjuncts in Korean (Table 9). Although the rate of ‘wh-adjacency’ between [+wh.T] and [+wh.R]
was relatively low at 46.4% ([+wh.P]·[+wh.R]: 51.4%, [+wh.T]·[+wh.P]: 65.5%), it turned out
to be still higher than the rate of [-wh.T]·[-wh.R] (24.8%). By comparing the distributional
properties between multiple [+wh] adjuncts and multiple [-wh] adjuncts; therefore, ‘whadjacency’ in Korean is also verified, as well as ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ preference.
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3. Basic Syntax of Korean Wh-questions
A wh-question in Korean is only valid when a wh-element and a Q-marker are agreed with each
other. The following three different conditions for the wh-question have been previously
suggested in the literature (Suh 1987, Chung 1996, etc.)
Condition 1: C-command. As shown in (18), Q-marker such as -ni (Q) should c-command
wh-element (nwu (who)).
(18)

a. nwu-ka
hakkyo-ey ka-ass-ni?
who-NOM school-to go-PST-Q
‘Who did go to school?’

However, the sentence in (19) cannot be a wh-question, since Q-marker -unka (whether)
cannot c-command the wh-element nwu (who), which is outside of the c-command domain
of Q-marker -unka.
(19) *nwu-ka
[Chelswu-ka
hakkyo-ey ka-nu-unka]
who-NOM
Chelswu-NOM school-to go-PRS-whether
‘Who asked whether Chelswu goes to school.’

mwul-ess-ta.
ask-PST-DEC

Condition 2: Economy. The second condition for the wh-question is economy. In (20a),
for instance, the wh-element inside the embedded clause agrees with the Q-marker -ni of the
matrix clause. Then, the scope of the wh-element is the matrix clause in that the agreement
indicates the scope of wh-element; hence, the main clause is realized as a wh-question.
(20)

a. Chelswu-nun
[nwu-ka
o-n-ta-ko]
Chelswu-TOP
who-NOM come-PRS-DEC-QUO
‘Who did Chelswu say came here?’
b. Chelswu-nun
[nwu-ka
o-nu-unka]
Chelswu-TOP
who-NOM come-PRS-whether
‘Did Chelswu say if someone came here?

mal-ha-yess-ni?
say-do-PST-Q
mal-ha-yess-ni?
say-do-PST-Q

However, the interrogative sentence in (20b) is not a wh-question but a y/n-question; the
embedded wh-element does not agree with the Q-marker -ni in the matrix clause. Then why is
it difficult to agree with Q-marker -ni? This is because the embedded clause also has a
Q-marker -unka (whether), which is closer to the wh-element nwu (who), than matrix
Q-marker -ni. This indicates that the notion of economy is involved in an agreement
relationship between a wh-element and a Q-marker; the closer agreement should be
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accomplished. That is, the notion of economy excludes non-economic agreement relationships,
and thus the Q-marker -ni of the matrix clause in (20b) cannot agree with the wh-element.
Therefore, the sentence becomes a y/n-question.9
Condition 3: Sentence-final Intonation. Korean interrogative sentences have their own
sentence-final intonation, depending on the question types (Lee, H. Y. 1996: 232-239). For
instance, the y/n-question in (21a) ends with a high level intonation (→), while the wh-question
in (21b) ends with a low level intonation (→).
(21)

a. y/n-question: high level intonation
ku-ka
wa-ass-ni?→
he-NOM
come-PST-Q
‘Did he come?’
b. wh-question: low level intonation
nwu-ka
wa-ass-ni?→
who-NOM come-PST-Q
‘Who is here?’

On the basis of the realization of intonation in Korean, Lee C. H. (2013) describes the
contrast between (22) and (23) as follows. In (22b), so-called right dislocated construction, the
object Yengi-lul (Yengi-ACC) is dislocated to the post-verbal position. In (23b), however, the
wh-element cannot appear in the post-verbal position (Lee J-S. 2009, Lee C. H. 2009, Chung
D-H. 2009). This is because there is no overt wh-element within the c-command area of
Q-marker due to the right-dislocated wh-element, hence the Q-marker -ni is realized as [-wh]
sentence-final intonation. 10 At this point, the right-dislocated wh-element, which requires
[+wh] intonation, conflicts with the [-wh] intonation of the Q-marker. Therefore, the dislocation
of wh-element in (23b) is not valid in that it causes the discrepancy for the realization of
sentence-final intonation between the wh-element and the Q-marker.
(22)

a.

Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul
Chelswu-NOM
Yengi-ACC
‘Did Chelswu meet Yengi?
Chelswu-ka
manna-ass-ta,
Chelswu-NOM
meet-PST-DEC
‘Chelswu met Yengi.’

manna-ass-ta.
meet-PST-DEC

Chelswu-ka
nwukwu-lul
Chelswu-NOM
who-ACC
‘Who did Chelswu meet?
b. *Chelswu-ka
manna-ass-ni,
Chelswu-NOM
meet-PST-Q
‘Did Chelswu meet, whom?

manna-ass-ni?
meet-PST-Q

b.

(23)

a.

Yengi-lul.
Yengi-ACC

nwukwu-lul?
who-ACC
(adapted from Lee C. H. 2013: 106)

One might have an intuition that if who has much stronger stress than a typical who has, (20b) may be a
wh-question. Investigating further the phonological properties of wh-elements is beyond the scope of this paper,
hence, this is not discussed in this study.
10
In the literature, right dislocated construction has been considered as a kind of movement, which are generally
considered as a process of ‘Copy + Merge + Delete’ .
9
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On the other hand, the sentence in (24) is grammatical because the wh-element is not
deleted but remained as an overt form in the original position even after it is right-dislocated.
That is, in (24), not only is it possible that the overt wh-element is c-commanded by the
Q-marker in syntactic derivation but also possible that the Q-marker has the [+wh] intonation
in PF, which is also required for wh-element. (see Lee C. H. 2013: 116).
(24)

Chelswu-ka
nwukwu-lul
manna-ass-ni? nwukwu-lul?
Chelswu-NOM who-ACC
meet-PST-Q
who-ACC
‘Who did Chelswu meet? whom?’

To summarize, we have seen that there are three conditions for [+wh] agreement in
wh-questions: i) c-command, ii) economy, and iii) sentence-final intonation.
4. Proposal: Explanations for the Distribution of Korean Wh-elements
4.1. The Guiding Principle
To explain two properties on Korean wh-adjuncts confirmed through the experiment,
‘wh-in-front-of-V’ and ‘wh-adjacency’, we take the so-called third factor (Chomsky 2005) as
a guiding principle.
“The third factor falls into several subtypes: (a) principles of data analysis that might
be used in language acquisition and other domains; (b) principles of structural
architecture and development constraints that enter into canalization, organic form,
and action over a wide range, including principles of efficient computation, which
would be expected to be of particular significance for computational systems such as
language. It is the second of these subcategories that should be of particular
significance in determining the nature of attainable languages.” (Chomsky 2005: 6,
emphasis ours).
The efficiency of computation in Chomsky’s (2005) remark is in line with the ‘Condition
2: Economy’ (see Section 3). The notion of economy has two aspects; one refers to economy
of distance, and the other refers to the economy of operation in a derivation (e.g., less operations,
more economical) (Chomsky 1995, Collins 1997, Kitahara 1997, among others). In terms of
economy, thus, ‘Condition 2: Economy’ is understood to be equipped with both ‘economy of
distance’ and ‘economy of operation’. We adopt the two aspects of economy to explain the
‘wh-in-front-of-V’ and ‘wh-adjacency’, and these will be considered in conjunction with
‘Condition 3: Sentence-final intonation’.
4.2. A Proposal for ‘Wh-in-front-of-V’
The preference for the position of time-related [+wh] adjunct is given in (25) as an example;
the distance between wh-adjuncts and verbs and the sentence preferences are proportional: the
farther the distance, the lower the preference.
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(25)

Preference by the position of single wh-elements:
a. encey Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni?
when Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC meet-PST-Q
b. Chelswu-ka
encey Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni?
Chelswu-NOM when Yengi-ACC meet-PST-Q
c. Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul encey manna-ass-ni?
Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC when meet-PST-Q
‘When did Chelswu meet Yengi?’

least preferred

most preferred

No difference in preference between the sentences in (25) can be found under ‘Condition
1: c-command’ because each of wh-elements in (25) is c-commanded by Q-marker -ni.
‘Condition 2: Economy’ alone also fails to explain the difference in preference, because it
concerns which of the two Q-markers more efficiently agrees with a wh-element. But here,
wh-elements and Q-markers are in one-to-one correspondence in each of the three cases.
Our proposal here is that economy of distance (Condition 2) for the sentence-final
intonation (Condition 3) must be considered together to explain the difference in preference
among the sentences in (25). As shown in (26), when the wh-element and Q-marker agree in
the closest distance (economy of distance), the sentence is most preferred (25c). On the other
hand, as in (25a) and (25b), the distance between wh-element and Q-marker is relatively farther
than (25c), the sentences are less preferred.

(26)

(25a)

(25b)

(25c)

encey Chelswu-ka
encey Yenge-lul encey
when Chelswu-NOM when Yengi-ACC when
‘When did Chelswu meet Yengi?’

manna-ass-ni?
meet-PST-Q

Based on the discussion, we conclude that there are at least two things to be considered for
wh-questions in Korean: i) the realization of [+wh] sentence-final intonation (low level
intonation (cf. (21)), and ii) economy of distance between wh-element and Q-marker.
4.3. A Proposal for Wh-adjacency
Recall that the second distributional property of wh-elements observed in the multiple
wh-phrases, namely wh-adjacency. In the most preferred sentence (27c), wh-adjuncts are
adjacent to each other, while in (27a) and (27b), wh-adjuncts are apart from each other, and less
preferred. As an explanation of the data, in this section, we consider the sentence-final
intonation and then turn to the economy of operation (see Section 4.1.).
(27) Preference by the position of Multiple wh-elements:
a. encey Chelswu-ka
etise
Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni?
when Chelswu-NOM where Yengi-ACC meet-PST-Q
b. encey Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul etise
manna-ass-ni?
when Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC where meet-PST-Q
c. Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul encey etise
manna-ass-ni?
Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC when where meet-PST-Q
‘When did Chelswu meet Yengi?’

least preferred

most preferred
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When wh-elements are adjacent to each other, a single rhythm unit (R-Unit) can be formed
at PF, as shown in (28).11 Then, to establish the [+wh] sentence-final intonation, the one-time
operation between the rhythm unit and Q-marker is sufficient for the agreement at PF.

(28)

Chelswu-ka
Yengi-lul [R-Unit encey etise]
Chelswu-NOM Yengi-ACC
when where
‘When and where did Chelswu meet Yengi?’

manna-ass-ni? = (27c)
meet-PST-Q

However, if wh-elements are not adjacent to each other, as in (29), two different rhythm
units are formed for each wh-element, and this leads to two operations.

(29) a. [R-Unit encey]

Chelswu-ka

[R-Unit etise] Yengi-lul

b. [R-Unit encey]

Chelswu-ka

Yengi-lul

manna-ass-ni? = (27a)

[R-Unit etise] manna-ass-ni? = (27b)

Here are two questions that arise for the discussion. First, in (29), everything seemed just
fine with the agreement, because the Q-marker may have [+wh] intonation by agreeing with
only one of the two wh-elements. That means the agreement has occurred only once in (29),
not twice. Then why are the sentences in (29) less economical than (28)? To answer this, it
should be noticed that the wh-element and indefinite pronoun have different PF properties.
Unlike indefinite pronoun, wh-element is considered as a focus, and the wh-element as a focus
should agree with Q-marker such as -ni (see Jang 1975, Suh 1987, Jun & Oh 1996, etc.). Thus,
in order for encey (when) and etise (where) to be construed as wh-elements, two operations are
required for each of them, as illustrated in (29).
Second, let us assume that encey (when), Chelswu-ka (Chelswu-nom), and etise (where)
can form one rhythm unit (e.g., [R-unit encey Chelswu-ka etise]) in PF. Then, there would be
only one agreement operation between the rhythm unit and the Q-marker, and as a result, the
non-wh-adjacency sentence is preferable as much as (28). But this is not the case. Then why?
The answer to this question is simple. Both Encey (when) and etise (where) are focuses, but
Chelswu-ka (Chelswu-NOM) is not the focus. Therefore, [R-unit encey Chelswu-ka etise] is not
preferred over [R-unit encey etise].
As such, the wh-adjacency in Korean multiple wh-questions is explained by considering
the rhythm unit that takes place in PF, and the economy of operations.
4.4. Expectations from the Discussion
According to the discussion in Section 4.2 and 4.3, it is predicted that the most preferred type
of multiple wh-question would be the one that has both properties, ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ and
‘wh-adjacency’. Then, (30f) would be the most preferred type in (30), because wh-elements are
adjacent to each other in the pre-verb position. In reverse, (30a) would be the least preferred
type in that it does not have any of the two properties.

11

See Lee H-Y (1996) for more discussion on rhythm unit in Korean.
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(30) Types of multiple wh-questions
a. [+wh] Subj [+wh] Obj
b. [+wh] Subj Obj
[+wh]
c. Subj
[+wh] Obj
[+wh]
d. [+wh] [+wh] Subj Obj
e. Subj
[+wh] [+wh] Obj
f. Subj
Obj
[+wh] [+wh]

V
V
V
V
V
V

‘wh-in-front-of-V’ ‘wh-adjacency’
×
×
△
×
△
×
×
○
×
○
○
○

Consider the actual data from the experiment, repeated from previous sections:
(31) Actual Data for (30): ‘When and where did Chelswu meet Yengi?’
a. [encey] Chelswu-ka [etise] Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni? (4.5%)
b. Chelswu-ka [encey] Yengi-lul [etise] manna-ass-ni? (10.0%)
c. Chelswu-ka [encey] [etise] Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni? (12.3%)
d. [encey] [etise] Chelswu-ka Yengi-lul manna-ass-ni? (15.5%)
e. [encey] Chelswu-ka Yengi-lul [etise] manna-ass-ni? (20.0%)
f. Chelswu-ka Yengi-lul [encey] [etise] manna-ass-ni? (37.7%)

=
=
=
=
=
=

(30a)
(30c)
(30e)
(30d)
(30b)
(30f)

Not all, but at least two cases are consistent with our expectations (underlined in (31)). If
the sentence does not include either of the two properties (e.g., wh-elements are not adjacent
to each other and not in front of the verb), then it is least preferred. On the other hand, it is most
preferred if the wh-question has both ‘wh-adjacency’ and ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ properties (31f).12
5. Additional Evidence
In this section, we briefly consider additional evidence to support our proposals concerning the
rhythm unit: i) the particle -yo, which is a hearer-honorification marker in Korean, and ii) its
effects on wh-questions.
The particle -yo is not allowed to be attached to the wh-element (32a), while it is possible
for non-wh-elements (32b).
(32) a. nwu-ka-(??yo)
keki-ey
who-NOM-yo
there-to
‘Who did go there?’
b. Chelswu-ka-(yo)
keki-ey
Chelswu-nom-yo there-to
‘Did Chelswu go there?’

ka-ass-eyo?
go-PST-eyo
ka-ass-eyo?
go-pst-eyo

The following properties of -yo explain why (32a) is degraded. First, -yo can appear in
sentence-medial, only if the sentence-final ending also accompanies an honorific marker, as
presented in (33).

The explanation of the difference among the sentences in (31b)-(31e) is postponed for further research, it will
be necessary to consider, for example, whether ‘wh-adjacency’ and ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ differ in preference and
whether they differ depending on the types of meaning of wh-element, and others.
12
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(33) a. Chelswu-ka-yo
Yengi-lul-yo
Chelswu-NOM-yo Yengi-ACC-yo
‘Chelswu met Yengi.’
b. *Chelswu-ka-yo
Yengi-lul-yo
Chelswu-NOM-yo Yengi-ACC-yo
‘Chelswu met Yengi.’

manna-ass-eyo/supnita.
meet-PST-eyo/supnita
manna-ass-e/ta.
meet-PST-DEC

Another property of sentence-medial -yo is to form a prosodic boundary (see Kim 1983,
Kim M. R. & Lim C. K. 2014, Dobashi 2016). So, when the particle -yo is attached to the
wh-element, the prosodic boundary is formed between the wh-element and the Q-marker.
However, there should be no prosodic boundary between wh-element and Q-marker for the
wh-question to have [+wh] sentence-final intonation (see Kim S. C. 1996, Kim M. et al. 2000,
Park S. 2020). To be clear, Kim M. et al. (2000: 211) argues that a wh-element in wh-question
terminates the prosodic boundary of the following elements, and forms itself as a single
accentual phrase unless there is an intentional pause. Therefore, -yo and wh-element are
different from each other in terms of forming a prosodic boundary; the former forms it while
the latter does not.
To illustrate the prosodic boundary formed by sentence-medial -yo and how it blocks the
agreement between the wh-element and Q-marker, consider the examples in (34), repeated from
(32) with other additions. In (34a), there is no prosodic boundary between the wh-element nwu
(who) and Q-marker -e, and the sentence is grammatical. 13 However, in (34b), if
sentence-medial -yo is attached to the wh-element nwu (who), then the wh-question becomes
ungrammatical/degraded.
(34)

‘Who did go there?’
a.
nwu-ka
who-NOM

keki-ey
there-to

ka-ass-e-yo?
go-PST-Q-yo

b. ??nwu-ka-yo
who-NOM-yo

keki-ey
there-to

ka-ass-e-yo?
go-PST-Q-yo

c. ??nwu-ka
who-NOM

keki-ey-yo
there-to-yo

ka-ass-e-yo?
go-PST-Q-yo

For a wh-question to have [+wh] sentence-final intonation, as we discussed, wh-element
and Q-marker should agree with each other at PF. The agreement at PF is only possible if there
is no prosodic boundary between them. In (34b) and (34c), however, the prosodic boundary
formed by -yo is blocking the agreement between the wh-element and Q-marker. The failure of
the agreement makes the sentence degraded.
-eyo is analyzed as -e and -yo, and -e is the ending. Additionally, ending -e is used in various sentence types
such as declaratives, interrogatives, and imperatives. It is determined which sentence type it will be depending
on the sentence-final intonation and the pragmatic contexts.
13
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Before closing this section, we present the other supportive evidence observed in the
experiment. The properties found in wh-adjuncts, ‘wh-in-front-of-V’ and ‘wh-adjacency’, are
also observed in wh-arguments such as nwu-ka (who-NOM) and nwukwu-lul (who-ACC).14 The
examples and percentages in (35) show the gap of preference between wh-adjacency (86.7%)
and non-adjacency (13.3%). In (35a), the wh-arguments are adjacent to each other in the
pre-verb position, and the sentence is highly preferred. In contrast, wh-arguments in (35b) are
apart from each other, and it is the least preferred sentence. The data of the wh-argument shows
that the two properties we have discussed so far not only occur at [+wh] adjuncts but also [+wh]
arguments.15
(35) a. onul
achim-ey nwu-ka
today
morning-in who-NOM
‘Who met whom in this morning?’
b. nwu-ka
onul
achim-ey
who-NOM today
morning-in
‘Who met whom in this morning?’

nwukwu-lul
who-ACC

manna-ass-ni? (86.7%)
meet-PST-Q

nwukwu-lul
who-ACC

manna-ass-ni? (13.3%)
meet-PST-Q

6. Conclusion
This study has identified noticeable distinctions between [-wh] and [+wh] adjuncts. [-wh]
adjuncts have free distribution, while [+wh] adjuncts have distribution on a par with two
properties: ‘wh-in-front-of’ and ‘wh-adjacency’. That is, [+wh] elements tend to be adjacent to
the verb, and also prefer to be adjacent to each other. Economy of distance between wh-element
and Q-marker makes the wh-element adjacent to the verb to which the Q-marker is
accompanied: the farther the distance, the lower the preference. Economy of operation prefers
to wh-elements adjacent to each other.
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Hyperraising and evidentiality*
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1. Introduction
Raising-to-subject constructions display cross-linguistic variations. In English, a raising
predicate requires subject movement out of a to-infinitival clause (=1a), but such movement
is disallowed if the subject is originated in a finite clause (=1b) (a construction known as
hyper-raising, Ura 1994, i.a.).
(1) a. The raini seems ti not to stop.
b. *The raini seems that ti will not stop.
Such raising pattern, however, has been reported in languages like Brazilian Portuguese
(Nunes 2008), Japanese (Uchibori 2001; Takahashi and Uchibori 2003), Lubukusu (Carstens
and Diercks 2013), Nguni (Zeller 2006) and Zulu (Halpert 2019). In Cantonese and
Vietnamese, we also observe an apparent hyper-raising pattern with some attitude verbs.1
First, consider the sentences in (2), which illustrate the ordinary usage of attitude verbs as a
transitive predicate.2
(2) a. Ngo gamgok/tengman waa coeng jyu m wui ting
1SG feel.like/hear
C CL
rain NEG will stop
‘I feel like/hear the rain will not stop.’
b. Tôi cảm giác/nghe nói rằng cơn mưa này sẽ không dừng
1SG feel.like/hear
C
CL rain this will NEG
stop
‘I feel like/hear the rain will not stop.’

[Cantonese]

[Vietnamese]

Importantly, these attitude verbs demonstrate an (optional) alternation in terms of the
argument structure. In both sentences in (3), the surface subject is thematically related to the
embedded predicate instead of the matrix one (i.e. surface subject ≠ attitude holder). Crucially,
the surface subject appears to cross a complementizer-marked clause boundary. We call these
*

Earlier versions have been presented at ARF-2018 (CUHK), FoCaL-2 (HKEduU), WCCFL-38 (UBC), Yale
Syntax Reading Group and CUHK Syntax Reading Group and Syntax+ (USC). For comments and discussions,
we thank Suzanna Fong, Stefan Keine, Paul Law, Audrey Li, David Pesetsky, Deniz Rudin, Andrew Simpson,
Sze Wing Tang, Maria Luisa Zubizarreta, and the audience in the above occasions. For judgements, we thank
Sheila Chan for Cantonese data and Nguyen Thi Hong Quy for Vietnamese data. All remaining errors are ours.
1
Ura (1994) mentions in passing that Mandarin keneng ‘be.possible’ also involves a hyper-raising construction.
2
Abbreviations: 1, 2, 3 for first, second, third person; C for complementizer; CL for classifier; DOM for
differential object marker; MOD for modifier marker; NEG for negation; PERF for perfect aspect marker;
PROG for progressive aspect marker ; SG for singular; SFP for sentence particle; TOP for topic marker.
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attitude verbs raising attitude verbs (RAVs) and the relevant constructions RAVconstructions.3
(3) a. Coeng jyu
gamgok/tengman waa m
wui ting
CL
rain feel.like/hear
C
NEG will stop
(I) feel/hear that the rain will not stop.’
b. Cơn mưa này cảm giác/nghe nói rằng sẽ
không dừng
CL rain this feel.like/hear
C
will NEG stop
(I) feel/hear that the rain will not stop.’

[C]

[V]

Such alternation, however, is not observed with other attitude verbs.4 We call these verbs
non-raising attitude verbs (NRAVs).
(4) a. *Coeng

yu gamgok-dou/zidou waa m wui ting
rain feel-result/know
C
NEG will stop
‘(I) felt/know that the rain will not stop.’
b. *Cơn mưa này cảm-thấy/biết
rằng sẽ
không dừng
CL
rain this feel-result/know
C
will NEG stop
‘(I) felt/know that the rain will not stop.’

[C]

CL

[V]

The availability of such alternation crosscuts the class of attitude verbs in Cantonese and
Vietnamese, suggesting a non-trivial correspondence that is unlikely to be reduced to some
language-specific lexical idiosyncrasies. The two classes are given in Table 1 below.
Raising Attitude Verbs (RAVs)
Gloss
Cantonese
Vietnamese
‘feel like’
gamgok
cảm giác
tengman/
‘hear’
nghe nói
tenggong
‘guess’
gugai
đoán (là)
‘believe’
‘suspect’
‘seem (lit.:
fear)’
‘be.sure’
‘talk-prog’
‘say-perf’

soengseon

tin (là)

Non-raising Attitude Verbs (NRAVs)
Gloss
Cantonese
Vietnamese
‘feel-result’
gamgok-dou
cảm-thấy
‘hear-result’

teng-dou

nghe-được

‘guess-result’

gu-dou
jingwai/
gokdak
zidou

đoán-được

‘think’

nghĩ/cho

waaiji
nghi (là)
‘know’
biết
paace/taipaa/
e/sợ
‘remember’
geidak
nhớ
paahai
hangding
/
gong-gan
/
waa(-zo)
/
Table 1 – Two classes of attitude verbs in Cantonese and Vietnamese

In this paper, we argue for three claims. First, we show that hyper-raising constructions
are attested in both Cantonese and Vietnamese. Second, the availability of hyper-raising is
associated with evidentiality. In particular, we suggest that hyper-raising constructions are
3

While the sentences in (3) lack an overt attitude holder, it is by default taken to be the speaker.
Sentences in (4) are acceptable on an (irrelevant) topic reading, which requires a prosodic pause after ‘the
rain’.
4
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only possible for attitude verbs that presumes indirect evidence for their clausal complements.
Lastly, we propose a phase deactivation account for hyper-raising in these languages,
following the spirit in Rackowski and Richards (2005), Nunes (2008) and Halpert (2019).
Specifically, a CP phase is made transparent by a previously established Agree relation in
terms of an evidence feature with the attitude verbs.
The current proposal points to two implications. First, the “exceptional” raising behaviors
are attributed to the lexical semantics of predicates. Specifically, it is tied to the indirect
evidence specified by attitude verbs, suggesting that raising possibilities among verbs might
not be entirely idiosyncratic (contra Polinsky 2013). Second, this paper reports another
feature (i.e. evidence feature) whose Agree relation with a phase may “unlock” a phase, in
addition to selectional features (Rackowski and Richards 2005) and phi-features (Halpert
2019) proposed in the literature. The idea of phase unlocking provides a way to explain why
phasal opacity appears to be “selective”.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows that RAV-constructions involve
hyper-raising, where the embedded subject undergoes A-movement across a CP boundary.
Section 3 draws a correlation between indirect evidence and the possibility of hyper-raising.
Section 4 presents our phase deactivation account implemented as phase unlocking achieved
by an Agree relation with evidence features. Section 5 concludes with implications on raising
and phasal opacity. For space reasons, only Cantonese examples are given in the paper, but
the same pattern are also observed in Vietnamese.
2. Hyper-raising
Descriptively, the sentences in (3) share the schema in (5). We show that they constitute the
hyper-raising pattern by showing three defining properties of hyper-raising, listed in (6).
(5) RAV-constructions
S RAV [ V (O) ]

where S is thematically associated with V but not RAV

(6) a. The subject is in its derived position (against a hanging topic approach: S is basegenerated in the matrix and co-referential with an embedded null pro.)
b. The movement displays A-movement properties (against a topicalization approach: S is
A’-moved from the embedded clause to the matrix one and the matrix subject is a null
pro)
c. The VO-clause is a finite CP (against an ordinary raising approach: S is A-moved from
an infinite clause to the matrix one)
2.1. Movement, not base generation
We suggest that the surface subject in RAV-constructions is derived by movement from the
embedded subject position. The first argument comes from resumptive/coreferent pronouns.
While base-generated topics may be associated with a (resumptive) pronoun (=7), this is
however not the case for subjects in RAV-constructions (=8). The surface subjects cannot coindex with an embedded pronoun, suggesting they are in a derived position.
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(7) Aamingi ne, ngo gamgok [ waa keoii m-wui
lai ]
Ming
TOP 1SG feel.like
C 3SG NEG-will come
‘As for Ming, I feel like he will not come.’

(Base-generated topic)

(8) Aamingi gamgok [ waa (*keoii) m-wui
lai ]
(Ban on resumptive pronouns)
Ming
feel.like
C
3SG
NEG-will come
‘(I) feel like Ming will not come.’ (cf. OK‘Mingi feels like hej will not come’)
Second, RAV-constructions display island effects. The surface subject cannot be
thematically associated with an embedded predicate in an island, such as the complex NP
island in (9).
(9) *Aamingi tenggong [ waa [DP [CP ti jiging zau-zo]
ge siusik] hai gaa ge ]
Ming
hear
C
already leave-PERF MOD rumor be false SFP
‘(I) hear that the rumor that Ming already left is false.’
Third, RAV-constructions preserve idiomatic meaning, despite the displacement of the
subject of a sentential idiom, as shown in (10). This implies the subject originates from the
embedded clause.5
(10) ni-zek laaihaamoui gamgok [ waa ti soeng sik tinngojuk ]
this-CL toad
feel.like C
want eat swan.meat
‘(I) feel like (s/he) is aiming at the moon.’ (lit.: ‘(I) feel like that this toad wants to eat
swan meat.’)
2.2. A-movement, instead of A’-movement
The subject movement is A-movement instead of A’-movement. First, we observe a subjectobject asymmetry is observed in RAV-constructions. The movement in (11) privileges
subjects over objects (both direct and indirect), an asymmetry attributable to a locality
condition for A-movement.6
(11) a. Aaming gamgok [ waa tsubj bei-zo
houdou syu
Ming
feel.like
C
give-PERF many book
b. *houdou syu
gamgok [ waa Aaming bei-zo
tDO
many book feel.like
C
Ming give-PERF
c. *Aafan gamgok [ waa Aaming bei-zo
houdou syu
Fan
feel.like C
Ming give-PERF many book
(a-c): ‘(I) feel like Ming gave many books to Fan.’

5

Aafan ]
(subject)
Fan
Aafan ] (direct object)
Fan
tIO ] (indirect object)

Note that the idiomatic reading cannot be reduced to a metaphoric reading, since replacing the subject with a
synonym does not give rise to the idiomatic reading.
i. #ni-zek gaapgwaaii gamgok [ waa ti soeng sik tinngojuk]
this-CL toad
feel.like C
want eat swan.meat
lit.: ‘(I) feel like that this toad wants to eat swan meat.’ (NOT: ‘(I) feel like (s/he) is aiming at the moon.’)
6
A’-movement does not display such asymmetry (i.e. objects can be topicalized in the presence of subjects).
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Second, subject movement creates new binding possibility in RAV-constrictions, which is
a typical property of A-movement. We observe that the surface subject can bind a pronominal
variable in the matrix clause after movement, as shown by the contrast in the sentences in
(12).
(12) a. Impossible binding on pronouns
*[on
keoii caandei ge m-tung] ngo tengman …
accord it
origin MOD difference 1SG hear.say
… [ waa mui-lap-zyunseki
dou jau
m-tung gwongzaak]
C every-CL-diamond all have different luster
‘According to itsi origin, I heard that every piece of diamondi will have different
lusters.’
b. Possible binding on pronoun
mui-lap-zyunseki [ on keoii caandei ge m-tung] tengman …
every-CL-diamond accord it origin MOD difference hear.say
… [ waa ti dou jau m-tung gwongzaak]
C
all have different luster
(Lit.) ‘Every piece of diamondi, according to itsi origin, (I) heard, will have different
lusters.’
2.3. The complement clause as a (finite) CP
The subject movement in RAV-constructions crosses a CP boundary. First, RAVs are
compatible with a complement clause marked with the C head waa (Cantonese, Hwang 2000,
Yeung 2006) and là/rằng (Vietnamese, Chappell 2008), as already shown in the two
sentences in (3), respectively.
Second, the complement clause of RAVs can take a (base generated) topic (=13).7 Under
standard assumptions, topics are base generated in CP peripheral position (Rizzi 1997). This
suggests that the complement clauses are CPs. We thus conclude that RAV-constructions
involve A-movement crosses a CP boundary and hence constitute instances of hyper-raising.
(13) a. ngo gamgok [CP gam-do-ceot-hei [TP Aaming zinghai tai-zo
ni-ceot-hei]] (transitive)
I feel.like so-many-CL-film
Ming only watch-PERF this-cl-film
‘I feel like, among so many films, Ming only watched this one.’
b. Aaming gamgok [CP gam-do-ceot-hei [TP zinghai tai-zo
ni-ceot-hei]] (RAVs)
Ming feel.like
so-many-CL-film
only
watch-PERF this-cl-film
‘(I) feel like, among so many films, Ming only watched this one.’
3. Evidentiality and the two classes of attitude verbs
Recall the asymmetry between the two sets of attitude verbs noted in section 1: only a subset
of attitude verbs allows hyper-raising. It suggests that the movement operation is subject to
some independent constraint such that it only applies to the embedded subject of some
7

Our careful reader may notice that a (base-generated) topic, despite its DP status, does not block subject
movement (unlike subjects blocking object movement) We suggest that this is due to the so-called A’-opacity
effects (Rezac 2003), where elements at A’-positions do not block dependency occurring between A-positions
(at least in some languages).
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attitude verbs. In this section, we explore a semantic approach by correlating the availability
of the hyper-raising constructions to evidentiality. In particular, we suggest that RAVs all
come with an evidential requirement in their lexical semantics, which requires the attitude
report to be based on indirect evidence. Such requirement is lacking in NRAVs. We start with
some (near-)minimal pairs in Table 1 (partly repeated below): some RAVs differ from
NRAVs in the absence of the verbal suffix -dou.
(14) RAVs:
NRAVs:

gamgok ‘feel like’
gamgok-dou ‘feel-result’

tengman ‘hear’
teng-dou ‘hear-result’

gugai ‘guess’
gu-dou ‘guess-result’

Descriptively, -dou indicates “accomplishment or successful completion of an action” and
it is used to forms verbs of perception (Matthews and Yip 2011:251-2). The following two
examples in (15) contrast teng-dou and tengman: while the former in each pair is compatible
with direct perception (hence direct evidence), the latter is not.
(15) [Scenario: Ming is playing piano now. You are in the same room and hear the sound and
say:]
a. ngo { teng-dou/ #tengman } Aaming taan-gan kam (transitive usage)
1SG hear-result hear.say Ming play-PROG piano
‘I hear Ming playing piano.’
b. #Aaming tengman taan-gan kam
(RAV-constructions)
Ming
hear.say play-PROG piano
‘Ming, (I) heard that Ming is playing piano.’
We suggest that the RAVs without -dou require the attitude reports to be based on indirect
evidence, whereas the presence of -dou requires the opposite: the attitude reports to be based
on direct evidence. We further suggest that the requirement of indirect evidence also applies
to other RAVs.8 Note that the indirect evidence could be either inferential or hearsay, subject
to further lexical requirement. RAVs can thus be further specified as follows:
Raising Attitude Verbs (RAVs)
Verbs
Evidence
Gloss
gamgok
inferential
‘feel like’
‘hear’ tengman/tenggong hearsay
‘guess’

gugai

inferential

‘believe’

soengseon

inferential

‘suspect’
‘seem (lit.:
fear)’
‘be.sure’
‘talk-prog’
‘say-perf’

8

Non-raising Attitude Verbs (NRAVs)
Gloss
Verbs
Evidence
‘feel-result’ gamgok-dou
direct sensory
‘hear-result’
teng-dou
direct sensory
‘guessgu-dou
direct sensory
result’
jingwai/
‘think’
underspecified
gokdak

waaiji
inferential
‘know’
zidou
direct (factive)
paace/taipaa/
inferential ‘remember’
geidak
direct
paahai
hangding
inferential
gong-gan
hearsay
waa(-zo)
hearsay
Table 2 – Two classes of attitude verbs and their evidential component

Some attitude verbs are incompatible with -dou for independent reason, so we lack minimal pairs in those
cases.
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The proposed evidential requirement is by no means particular to Cantonese (and
Vietnamese). It patterns with epistemic modals in English which display a similar
requirement, as illustrated below (see extensive discussion in (von Fintel and Gillies 2010)).9
The evidential component proposed here can be seen as an extension of their proposal on
epistemic modals.
(16) [Seeing the pouring rain]
a. It’s raining.
b. ??It must be raining.

(direct evidence)

(17) [Seeing wet rain gears and knowing rain is the only possible cause]
a. It’s raining.
b. It must be raining.

(indirect evidence)

It is noteworthy that NRAVs do not consistently require the attitude reports to be based on
direct evidence; instead; instead, they simply lack the requirement of indirect evidence. The
evidence component among NRAVs is indeed heterogeneous, ranging from direct evidence to
underspecified evidence and factivity. To see one example, NRAVs like jingwai ‘think’
requires no evidence for the claim, in contrast with RAVs like gamgok ‘feel.like’.
(18) [Scenario: Aaming knows literally nothing about Hong Kong. Despite this, he insists:]
a. ngo { jingwai / #gamgok } waa Hoenggong m-oncyun
I
think
feel.like
C
Hong Kong NEG-safe
b. #Hoenggong gamgok waa m-oncyun
HK
feel.like C
NEG-safe
(a-b): ‘(I) think / feel that Hong Kong is not safe.’
The correlation between raising possibility and evidentiality is further supported by
evidence in Romanian (Alboiu and Hill 2013, 2016). Attitude verbs with indicative clauses
may give direct or indirect evidential reading, as in (19a-b). Raising(-to-object) is only
allowed in a sentence with an indirect evidential reading, as in (19c).
(19) Raising correlates with indirect evidentiality in Romanian (Alboiu and Hill 2013:295-6)
a. Văd [ că e murdar pe mâini ]
(direct evidence)
see.1 that is dirty
on hands
‘I see his hands are dirty.’
b. Am
auzit [ că Mihaik reparăk casa
]
(indirect evidence)
have.1SG heard that Mihai fixes
house.the
‘I’ve heard that Mihai is fixing the house.’
c. L-am
auzit pe
Mihaik [ că reparăk casa ] (RtO, indirect evidence)
him-have.1SG heard DOM Mihai that fixes
house.the
‘I’ve heard Mihai (claiming that) he’s fixing the house.’

9

One difference is that epistemic modals impose a stricter requirement of the choice of indirect evidence: they
require inferential (but not hearsay) evidence. We do not pursue an account for this difference in this paper.
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4. Towards a proposal
Standard generative theories are too restrictive in that they systematically rule out any
instance of hyper-raising constructions, by virtue of (#1) the ban on Improper Movement (IM,
Chomsky 1973, Chomsky 1986), (#2) the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC, Chomsky
2001) and (#3) restriction on multiple case by Activity Condition (Chomsky 2001). The
presence of such constructions calls for a relaxation on the constraints on A-movement. Table
3 summaries three families of proposals on hyper-raising in the literature, corresponding to
the relaxation on the three restrictions, respectively.
Featural distinction on A/A’-positions
(a) Spec,CP as A-positions (Obata and Epstein 2011, Fong 2019)
#1
(b) Hyper-raising as A'-movement with A-movement effects (Alboiu and Hill
2016)
Conditioned deactivation of PIC
(a) Selective opacity of a domain: (i) Phase unlocking (Halpert 2019)
#2
(b) Deactivation of phasehood: (i) Defective CP (Nunes 2008); (ii) Exfoliation
(Pesetsky 2019)
Parametrization on Multiple Case
#3 (a) Parametrization on Multiple Agree (Halpert 2019)
(b) Spec,TPfin may not be Case positions (Ura 1994)
Table 3: Different approaches on hyper-raising
We pursue an account along the line of conditioned deactivation of PIC (#2). We suggest
that PIC can be obviated under certain circumstances. The proposal follows the spirit of the
Principle of Minimal Compliance advocated in Richards (1998) and bears a family
resemblance to approaches to locality in Rackowski and Richards (2005), Nunes (2008) and
Halpert (2019). The central idea is that PIC is obviated by an Agree relation between the
matrix verb and the entire CP. Once Agree’d, subsequent movement operations triggered by
the same probe can ignore the relevant locality conditions on its Goal. Based on the
discussion in section 3, we propose that the requirement of indirect evidence materializes as a
syntactic feature [EV]. We assume the following featural setup:
(20) Featural setup
a. There are two (null) C heads, namely, C and C[EV].10
b. [EV] is an interpretable feature that marks an indirect-evidence-based proposition.
c. RAVs, but not NRAVs, carry an uninterpretable counterpart [uEV], which agrees with a
CP.
Crucially, it is the Agree relation between RAVs and CP in terms of the proposed
evidential feature that enables A-movement from within the finite CP.11 The derivational steps
are as follows:
10

We follow Kratzer (2006) in that the highest layer of a clause can host different modal elements, including
evidentials. It is possible that the CP is in fact an Evidence Phrase. We leave this issue open.
11
There are variations on what counts as the first Agree relation. For Rackowski and Richards (2005), cselection (complementation) between the verb and the CP counts. For Halpert (2019), it does not; it is after phiagreement between the matrix verb and the CP that the embedded argument is allowed move out from the CP.
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(21) Derivational steps
(i) An RAV c-selects and agrees with a CP on [EV] feature.
(ii) This Agree relation ‘unlocks’ the CP phase.12
(iii) The same Probe probes again for EPP feature and finds its Goal as the embedded
subject.
(iv) The subject moves to Spec vP, with no intermediate touchdown in Spec CP.
(v) The subject is further raised to the matrix Spec TP (as in ordinary raising
constructions).
(22) Graphic representation of the proposed derivation of RAV-constructions
a. [EV]: the first Agree relation between the probe v and the CP
vP
v[uEV][EPP]

v
’

1. Phase unlocked
…CP[iEV
TP

1st Agree
Subj

b. [EPP] on v: the second Agree relation between the probe v and the embedded subject
vP
v’
Subj
v[uEV][EPP]

…CP[iEV
TP

2.Raising

2nd Agree

c. [EPP] on T: the subject is further raised to Spec TP (not shown).
5. Concluding remarks
This paper explained why hyper-raising constructions in Cantonese (and Vietnamese) is
possible by suggesting a phase deactivation approach in which an Agree relation of evidential
features on attitude verbs and their complement clauses would ‘unlock’ the CP phase and
allow subject raising. The current proposal has two implications. The first is on the role of
lexical semantics in raising pattern. The proposal attributed some “exceptional” raising
behaviors to the lexical semantics of predicates. That is, the [uEV] feature on some attitude
verbs provides a way for an embedded subject to escape from the requirement of the PIC,
giving rise to A-movement across a CP boundary without stopping at Spec CP (nonsuccessive cyclic hyper-raising, pace Fong 2019). While the difference in raising possibilities
among verbs is said to be idiosyncratic (see Polinsky 2013), the finding in this paper
highlight the role of the lexical property that crosscuts attitude verbs in Cantonese and
Our proposal is similar to the latter, minimally different from it in that the Agree relation is achieved by an
evidential feature.
12
The informal label “unlock” is used as an intuitive analogy of the Principle of Minimal Compliance.
Substantially, if a probe unlocks a domain (i.e. the CP), subsequent probing by the same probe are free from
locality conditions, namely PIC in our case.
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Vietnamese, which has a syntactic reflex. The second concerns the trigger of phase
unlocking. This paper reported another feature [EV] whose Agree relation with a phase may
‘unlock’ a phase. This is consistent with Rackowski and Richards’ (2005) claim that Agree
relation on Case between v and CP explains the pattern of multiple wh-movement in Tagalog,
and with Halpert’s (2019) proposal that T phi-agrees with a CP in Zulu, which then allows an
embedded subject to undergo hyper-raising. The idea of phase unlocking provides a way to
explain why the PIC appears to be ‘selective’.
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Honorification in Standard/ Nagasaki Japanese and Anti-Homophony*
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Seinan Gakuin University

1. Introduction
This paper investigates the cartographic structure of vP and the morphological properties of
the honorific morpheme (r)are in Standard Japanese (SJ) and its counterpart (r)asu in the
Sasebo, Nagasaki dialect, which is spoken in the northern part of Kyushu, hereafter called
Nagasaki Japanese (NJ).1, 2, 3, 4
(1) Sensei-wa
Taroo-ni
teacher-TOP Taro-DAT

suugaku-o
math-ACC

osie-rare/rasi-ta.
teach-HON(SJ)/HON(NJ)-PAST

*

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Yoichi Miyamoto, Nobuaki Nishioka, Satoshi Oku, Yosei Oseki,
and Rumi Takaki for their insightful comments. This research has been supported by the Grants-in-Aid for
Young Scientists (Grant No. 18K12412) and Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) (Grant No. 18K00574,
18K00654).
1
List of abbreviations: ACC, accusative; AMBIV, ambivalent; ASP, aspect; DAT, dative; CAUS, causative;
HON, honorific; INTRANS, intransitive; NEG, negation; NOM, nominative; PASS, passive; PAST, past tense;
POL, politeness marker; PRT, particle; PERF, perfect aspect; PROG, progressive aspect; Q, question; TRANS,
transitive; TOP, topic; VOL, voluntary, spontaneous, circumstantial mood; 1SG, first person singular.
2
The Japanese honorific (r)are/(r)asu is subject-oriented (Harada 1976, Kishimoto 2012, a.o.), as the contrast
in (ia, b) and (iia, b) shows.
(i)

a.

Sensei-wa
Taroo-ni
suugaku-o
osie-rare-ta.
(SJ)
teacher-TOP
Taro-DAT math-ACC
teach-HON-PAST
‘The teacher taught Taro mathematics.’
b. *Taroo-wa sensei-ni
suugaku-o
manab-are-ta.
Taro-TOP teacher-DAT math-ACC
learn-HON-PAST
‘Taro learned mathematics from the teacher.’

(ii) a.

Sensei-wa
Taroo-ni
suugaku-ba
osie-rasi-ta.
(NJ)
teacher-TOP
Taro-DAT math-ACC
teach-HON-PAST
‘The teacher taught Taro mathematics.’
b. * Taroo-wa sensei-ni
suugaku-ba
manab-asi-ta.
Taro-TOP teacher-DAT
math-ACC
learn-HON-PAST
‘Taro learned mathematics from the teacher.’
3
In this paper, I do not address the locus and morphological properties of another type of Japanese honorific,
o-V ni naru (see Thompson 2011, Hasegawa 2017, and Oseki and Tagawa 2018, a.o.).
4
When the verb stem ends with a vowel, the verbal suffix in Japanese starts with the consonant (rare, rasu,
sase, etc.) When the verb stem ends with the consonant, the verbal suffix in Japanese starts with the vowel (are,
asu, ase, etc.).
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‘The teacher taught Taro mathematics.’
In addition to honorification, (r)are in SJ is also used for the passive and the mood morpheme
zihatu, as shown in (2b, c). Zihatu yields the interpretation of voluntary, spontaneous,
circumstantial mood.
(2) a.

Sensei-ga
hon-o
kaw-are-ta.
(honorific)
teacher-NOM book-ACC
buy-ARE-PAST
‘The teacher bought the book.’
(Hasegawa 2017: 1848)
b. Kodomo-ga sensei-ni
sikar-are-ta.
(passive)
child-NOM
teacher-DAT
scold-ARE-PAST
‘The child was scolded by the teacher.’
(Hasegawa 2017: 1871)
c. (Watasi-ni-wa) sore-ga kuyam-are-ru.(voluntary, spontaneous, circumstantial mood)
1SG-DAT-TOP it-NOM regret-ARE-PRES
‘I regret it.’/‘The given circumstances make me regret it.’ (Hasegawa 2017: 1873)

Based on the fact that (r)are in SJ is used for honorification, passive, and zihatu, Hasegawa
(1988, 2017) argues that it is a uniform morpheme that conceals or makes vague the
agentivity of an event, with the difference in interpretation being a matter of language use in
the context. This analysis accounts for the incompatibility of the passive/zihatu morpheme
and the honorific morpheme in SJ, as shown in (3c) and (4b). As (r)are is uniform
irrespective of its interpretation, a terminal node that is specified for it should also be unique.
This means that (r)are cannot occur multiple times in the same sentence.
(3)

a.

A-sensei-ga
B-sensei-o
A-teacher-NOM
B-teacher-ACC
‘Prof. A praised Prof. B.’
b. A-sensei-ga
B-sensei-ni
A-teacher-NOM
B-teacher-DAT
‘Prof. A is praised by Prof. B.’
c. * A-sensei-ga
B-sensei-ni
A-teacher-NOM
B-teacher-DAT
‘Prof. A is praised by Prof. B.’

home-rare-ta.
(honorific) (SJ)
praise-HON-PAST
home-rare-ta.
(passive)
praise-PASS-PAST
home-rare-rare-ta. (*passive-honorific)
praise-PASS-HON-PAST

(4) a.

(Sensei-ni-wa) doo omow-are-masu-ka.
(voluntary) (SJ)
teacher-to-TOP how think-VOL-POLITE-Q
‘What do you think, professor?’
(Hasegawa 2017: 1873)
b. *(Sensei-ni-wa) doo omow-are-rare-masu-ka. (*voluntary-honorific)
teacher-to-TOP how think-VOL-HON-POLITE-Q
‘What do you think, professor?’

However, Hasegawa’s explanation fails to account for the distribution of the honorific (r)asu
in NJ. In NJ, the passive/zihatu morpheme (r)are and the honorific (r)asu are
morphologically different. Of importance here is the fact that the two can co-occur in NJ, as
(5) demonstrates. Hence, the assumption that (r)are is uniform irrespective of interpretation is
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not tenable, at least in NJ.5
(5) A-sensei-ga
B-sensei-ni
home-rare-rasi-ta.
(passive-honorific) (NJ)
A-teacher-NOM
B-teacher-DAT praise-PASS-HON-PAST
‘Prof. A is praised by Prof. B.’
I argue that the honorific morpheme is a morphological manifestation of the Honorific head
(Hon), which is distinct from the passive morpheme, which is the morphological
manifestation of the passive Voice head. This article illustrates the selectional restrictions of
verbal suffixes, focusing mainly on the honorific morpheme in the verbal domain, in an
attempt to clarify the vP cartography in Japanese (Section 2). Then, I account for the
incompatibility of some morphemes in SJ and NJ in terms of anti-homophony under the
framework of Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993, Harley and Noyer 1999, a.o.)
(Section 3). Section 4 summarizes the argument.
2. vP cartography
2.1. VoiceP < HonP
First, let us consider the lower periphery of the vP domain. Following the standard
assumption in Distributed Morphology (Embick and Marantz 2008, Marantz 1997, 2007,
a.o.), I assume that Root is selected by a categorizer. Specifically, Root is selected by
v(erbalizer) to form the verb. In Japanese, the vP is in turn selected by Voice, which specifies
the active/passive voice of the sentence (Pylkkänen 2008, Harley 2017) as well as
transitive/intransitive alternation (Oseki 2017b).
Regarding the morphological realization of Voice, Oseki (2017b) argues for the
distinction between s-marked transitive verbs (e.g., hag-as-u ‘peel’), r-marked intransitive
verbs (e.g., tizim-ar-u ‘shrink’), and unmarked transitive/intransitive verbs (e.g., hag-u ‘peel,’
tizim-u ‘shrink’). In addition to the distinction, Oseki introduces the “ambivalent” morpheme
-e, which may represent either transitive or intransitive voice (e.g., hag-e-ru ‘peel’
(intransitive), tizim-e-ru ‘shrink’ (transitive)). Based on these distinctions, Oseki argues that
transitive/intransitive alternation in Japanese is not pairwise, but consists of “triplets,” where
one root, marked by different suffixes, may derive two transitive variants and one intransitive
variant, or two intransitive variants and one transitive variant.

5

The zihatu morpheme (r)are seems to be incompatible with the honorific (r)asu in NJ.

(i)

??(Sensei-ni-wa) sore-ga
kuyam-are-rasi-ta-gotaru. (voluntary-honorific)
teacher-to-TOP it-NOM
regret-VOL-HON-PAST-seem
‘The teacher seems to regret it.’ / ‘It seems that the given circumstances make the teacher regret it.’

This might be because zihatu, which is inserted in the v domain, is selected by the null Mood head that is
specified for the zihatu (voluntary, spontaneous mood) interpretation. Alternatively, zihatu is inserted to the
fused terminal node of v-Mood. Either way, the honorific morpheme, which is inserted in the aspectual domain
(see the following discussion), cannot intervene between v and Mood. I leave the research on zihatu for future
research.
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(6) transitive-transitive-intransitive “triplets” (SJ/NJ)
a. John-ga
posutaa-o
hai-da.
John-NOM
poster-ACC
peel-PAST
‘John peeled a poster.’
b. John-ga
posuttaa-o
hag-asi-ta.
John-NOM
poster-ACC
peel-TRANS-PAST
‘John peeled a poster.’
c. Postaa-ga
hag-e-ta.
poster-NOM peel-AMBIV-PAST
‘A poster peeled.’

(unmarked transitive)
(s-marked transitive)
(e-marked intransitive)
(Oseki 2017b: 6)

(7) intransitive-intransitive-transitive “triplets” (SJ/NJ)
a. Syatu-ga
tizim-da.
(unmarked intransitive)
shirt-NOM
shrink-PAST
‘A shirt shrank.’
b. Syatu-ga
tizim-ar-ta.
(r-marked intransitive)
shirt-NOM
shrink-INTRANS-PAST
‘A shirt shrank.’
c. John-ga
syatu-o
tizim-e-ta.
(e-marked transitive)
John-NOM
shirt-ACC
shrink-AMBIV-PAST
‘A poster peeled.’
(Oseki 2017b: 8–9, slightly modified)
I argue that the honorific (r)are in SJ and (r)asu in NJ are morphological manifestations of
the Honorific Phrase (HonP). As shown in (8), Hon can select any kind of Voice.
(8) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Sensei-ga
posutaa-o
hag-as-are/asi-ta.
(s-marked transitive) (SJ/NJ)
teacher-NOM poster-ACC
peel-TRANS-HON-PAST
‘The teacher peeled a poster.’
Sensei-ga
posutaa-o
kir-are/asi-ta.
(unmarked transitive)
teacher-NOM poster-ACC
cut-HON-PAST
‘The teacher cut a poster.’
Sensei-ga
syatu-o
tizim-e-rare/rasi-ta. (e-marked transitive)
teacher-NOM shirt-ACC
shrink-AMBIV-HON-PAST
‘The teacher shrank a shirt.’
Sensei-ga
wana-ni
kak-ar-are/asi-ta.
(r-marked intransitive)
teacher-NOM trap-DAT
catch-INTRANS-HON-PAST
‘The teacher got caught in a trap.’
Sensei-ga
heya-de
yasum-are/asi-ta.
(unmarked intransitive)
teacher-NOM room-at
rest-HON-PAST
‘The teacher rested in a room.’
Sensei-ga
hag-e-rare/rasi-ta.
(e-marked intransitive)
teacher-NOM bald-AMBIV-HON-PAST
‘The teacher went bald.’

In contrast, the honorific morpheme cannot precede the voice morpheme, as shown in (9)
(We will consider the s-marked transitive verb and honorification in NJ in Section 3).
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(9) a. *Sensei-ga
posutaa-o
hag-ar-asi-ta.
(SJ)
teacher-NOM poster-ACC
peel-HON-TRANS-PAST
‘The teacher shrank a shirt.’
b. * Sensei-ga
syatu-o
tizim-ar/as-e-ta.
(SJ/NJ)
teacher-NOM shirt-ACC
shrink-HON-AMBIV-PAST
‘The teacher shrank a shirt.’
c. * Sensei-ga
wana-ni
kak-ar/as-ar-ta.
(SJ/NJ)
teacher-NOM trap-DAT
catch-HON-INTRANS-PAST
‘The teacher got caught in a trap.’
The contrast of (8) and (9) leads to the conclusion that HonP projects above VoiceP.
Turning to the passive morpheme, we consider that (r)are is a morphological realization of
the passive voice. As shown in (10), although the passive morpheme (r)are cannot be
followed by the honorific (r)are in SJ, it can be followed by (r)asu in NJ.
(10) a. * A-sensei-ga
B-sensei-ni
home-rare-rare-ta. (*passive-honorific) (SJ)
A-teacher-NOM
B-teacher-DAT praise-PASS-HON-PAST
‘Prof. A is praised by Prof. B.’
b. A-sensei-ga
B-sensei-ni
home-rare-rasi-ta. (passive-honorific) (NJ)
A-teacher-NOM
B-teacher-DAT praise-PASS-HON-PAST
‘Prof. A is praised by Prof. B.’
c. Sensei-ga
neko-ni
nige-rare-rasi-ta.
(passive-honorific) (NJ)
teacher-NOM cat-DAT
run.away-PASS-HON-PAST
‘The teacher was affected by a cat running away.’
On the other hand, Hon cannot precede Voice, as illustrated in (11).
(11) *A-sensei-ga
B-sensei-ni
home-rasi-rare-ta.
A-teacher-NOM
B-teacher-DAT praise-HON-PASS-PAST
‘Prof. A is praised by Prof. B.’

(*honorific-passive) (NJ)

The contrast of (10) and (11) also indicates that Hon selects VoiceP.
2.2. (VoiceP < CauseP) < VoiceP < HonP
Harley (2017) argues that CauseP headed with (s)ase selects VoiceP in Japanese (see also
Kageyama 1993, 1996, Harley 1995, Miyagawa 1998, 2012, Matsumoto 2000, Volpe 2005,
Pylkkänen 2008, Oseki 2017b and references therein).
(12) a.

Maki-wa
kodomo-o
oko-r-ase-ta.
(intransitive-causative) (SJ/NJ)
Maki-TOP
child-ACC
angry-INTRANS-CAUS-PAST
‘Maki made her child get angry.’
b. Maki-wa kodomo-ni
omotya-o ugok-as-ase-ta. (transitive-causative)
Maki-TOP child-DAT
toy-ACC
move-TRANS-CAUS-PAST
‘Maki made her child move the toy.’
c. Maki-wa
kodomo-o
oko-rare-sase-ta.
(passive-causative)
Maki-TOP
child-ACC
scold-PASS-CAUS-PAST
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‘Maki made her child be scolded.’
The examples in (13) illustrate that the causative morpheme (s)ase can be followed by the
honorific morpheme in SJ and NJ.
(13) a.

Sensei-ga
hogosya-o
oko-r-ase-rare/rasi-ta.
(SJ/NJ)
teacher-NOM parent-ACC
angry-INTRANS-CAUS-HON-PAST
‘The teacher made the parents get angry.’
b. Sensei-ga
gakusei-ni
tukue-o
ugok-as-ase-rare/rasi-ta.
teacher-NOM student-DAT
desk-ACC
move-TRANS-CAUS-HON-PAST
‘The teacher made the students move desks.’
c. Sensei-ga
kodomo-o
oko-rare-sase-rare/rasi-ta.
Sensei-NOM child-ACC
scold-PASS-CAUS-HON-PAST
‘The teacher made his/her child be scolded.’

In contrast, the honorific morpheme cannot precede the causative morpheme, as (14)
demonstrates.
(14)

*Sensei-ga
gakusei-ni
tukue-o
teacher-TOP
student-DAT
desk-ACC
‘The teacher made the students move desks.’

ugok-as-ar/as-ase-ta.
(SJ/NJ)
move-TRANS-HON-CAUS-PAST

Based on the contrast of (13) and (14), one may consider that HonP selects CauseP, which in
turn selects VoiceP. However, the fact that CauseP may be followed by the passive morpheme
in NJ shows that HonP selects VoiceP, which may select CauseP, which, in turn, selects the
lower VoiceP.6
(15) Sensei-wa
tako-ba
tabe-sase-rare-rasi-ta. (causative-passive-honorific) (NJ)
teacher-TOP octopus-ACC eat-CAUS-PASS-HON-PAST
‘The teacher was made to eat octopus.’
(16) (VoiceP < CauseP) < VoiceP < HonP
VoiceP projects above CauseP and below CauseP. VoiceP below CauseP specifies the voice of
the event the causee participates in, and VoiceP above CauseP specifies the voice of the event
the causer/matrix subject participates in. For instance, (13c) yields the interpretation where
the matrix subject (the teacher) actively causes the event that the causee (his/her child) is
passively involved in. On the other hand, (15) instantiates the case where the caused event is
in the active voice, and the matrix event is in the passive voice.
2.3. AspP < HonP/HonP < AspP
The aspect morpheme in Japanese follows VoiceP; as shown in (17)–(19), the aspect
morpheme follows the verb, the causative morpheme, or the passive morpheme. Note here
6

The accusative marker in NJ is -o or -ba.
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that the aspect morpheme in SJ is tei/teo irrespective of whether it is progressive or perfect,
while that in NJ is yo for the progressive, and to for the perfect. As CauseP projects below
VoiceP (vP < VoiceP < CauseP < VoiceP), the fact that the passive morpheme precedes the
honorific morpheme instantiates that AspP projects above VoiceP.
(17) a. Yamada-san-ga
kyabia-o
tabe-tei-ta.
(SJ)
Yamada-HON-NOM
caviar-ACC eat-ASP-PAST
‘Mr. Yamada was eating/has eaten caviar.’
b. Yamada-san-ga
kyabia-ba tabe-yo/to-tta.
(NJ)
Yamada-HON-NOM
caviar-ACC eat-ASP(PROG/PERF)-HON-PAST
‘Mr. Yamada was eating/has eaten caviar.’
(18) a. Yamada-san-ga
Ken-o
Yamada-HON-NOM
Ken-ACC
‘Mr. Yamada was letting Ken run.’
b. Yamada-san-ga
Ken-ba
Yamada-HON-NOM
Ken-ACC
‘Mr. Yamada was letting Ken run.’

hasir-ase-tei-ta.
run-CAUSE-ASP-PAST

(SJ)

hasir-ase-yo-tta.
(NJ)
praise-CAUSE-ASP(PROG)-PAST

(19) a. Yamada-san-ga
sensei-ni
syoosan-sare-tei-ta.
(SJ)
Yamada-HON-NOM
teacher-DAT praise-PASS-ASP-PAST
‘Mr. Yamada was being/has been praised by the teacher.’
b. Yamada-san-ga
sensei-ni
syoosan-sare-yo/to-tta.
(NJ)
Yamada-HON-NOM
teacher-DAT praise-PASS-ASP(PROG/PERF) -PAST
‘Mr. Yamada was being/has been praised by the teacher.’
The fact that the aspect morpheme cannot precede the voice morpheme also shows that AspP
projects above VoiceP.
(20) a. *Yamada-san-ga
sensei-ni
syoosan-si-teo-rare-ta.
(SJ)
Yamada-HON-NOM
teacher-DAT
praise-do-ASP-PASS-PAST
‘Mr. Yamada was being/has been praised by the teacher.’
b. *Yamada-san-ga
sensei-ni
syoosan-si-yo/to-rare-ta.
(NJ)
Yamada-HON-NOM
teacher-DAT
praise-do-ASP(PROG/PERF)-PASS-PAST
‘Mr. Yamada was being/has been praised by the teacher.’
HonP projects in the Aspect (Asp)/Tense (T) domain; as shown in (21)–(23), the honorific
form follows the aspect morpheme/AspP.
(21) a.

Yamada-san-ga
kyabia-o
tabe-teo-rare-ta.
Yamada-HON-NOM
caviar-ACC
eat-ASP-HON-PAST
‘Mr. Yamada was eating/has eaten caviar.’

(SJ)

b. Yamada-san-ga
kyabia-ba
tabe-yo/to-rasi-ta.
(NJ)
Yamada-HON-NOM
caviar-ACC
eat-ASP(PROG/PERF)-HON-PAST
‘Mr. Yamada was eating/has eaten caviar.’
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(22) a.

Yamada-san-ga
Ken-o
Yamada- HON-NOM Ken-ACC
‘Mr. Yamada was letting Ken run.’
b. Yamada-san-ga
Ken-ba
Yamada- HON-NOM Ken-ACC
‘Mr. Yamada was letting Ken run.’

hasir-ase-teo-rare-ta.
run-CAUSE-ASP-HON-PAST

(SJ)

hasir-ase-yo-rasi-ta.
(NJ)
praise-CAUSE-ASP(PROG)-HON-PAST

(23) a.

Yamada-san-ga
sensei-ni
syoosan-sare-teo-rare-ta.
(SJ)
Yamada- HON-NOM teacher-DAT
praise-PASS-ASP-HON-PAST
‘Mr. Yamada was being/has been praised by the teacher.’
b. Yamada-san-ga
sensei-ni
syoosan-sare-yo/to-rasi-ta.
(NJ)
Yamada- HON-NOM teacher-DAT
praise-PASS-ASP(PROG/PERF)-HON-PAST
‘Mr. Yamada was being/has been praised by the teacher.’

The honorific morpheme may precede the aspectual morpheme in SJ, while it may not in NJ.
(24) a.

Sensei-ga
ronbun-o
teacher-NOM
paper-ACC
‘The teacher was writing a paper.’
b. Sensei-ga
ronbun-o
teacher-NOM
paper-ACC
‘The teacher was writing a paper.’

(25) a.

Sensei-ga
ronbun-ba
teacher-NOM
paper-ACC
‘The teacher was writing a paper.’
b. * Sensei-ga
ronbun-ba
teacher-NOM
paper-ACC
‘The teacher was writing a paper.’

kai-teo-rare-ta.
write-ASP-HON-PAST

(SJ)

kak-are-tei-ta.
write-HON-ASP-PAST

(SJ)

kaki-yo-rasi-ta.
write-ASP-HON-PAST

(NJ)

kak-asi-yo-tta.
write-HON-ASP-PAST

(NJ)

These show that HonP may project either below AspP or above AspP in SJ, while HonP
projects above AspP in NJ. I see no difference in interpretation between Asp < Hon and Hon
< Asp. I leave the dialectal variation for future research.
(26) a. AspP < HonP/HonP < AspP (SJ)
b. AspP < HonP
(NJ)
2.4. HonP < NegP < TP
The honorific morpheme precedes negation and tense, while it cannot follow negation and
tense, as shown in (27)-(29).
(27) a.
b.

Yamada-san-ga
Yuki-o
Yamada-HON-NOM Yuki-ACC
‘Mr. Yamada didn’t praise Yuki.’
Yamada-san-ga
Yuki-ba
Yamada-HON-NOM
Yuki-ACC

syoosan-s-are-naka-tta. (SJ)
praise-do-HON-NEG-PAST
syoosan-s-assa-n-yatta. (NJ)
praise-do-HON-NEG-PAST
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‘Mr. Yamada didn’t praise Yuki.’
(28) a. *Yamada-san-ga
Yuki-o
Yamada-HON-NOM
Yuki-ACC
‘Mr. Yamada didn’t praise Yuki.’
b. * Yamada-san-ga
Yuki-o
Yamada-HON-NOM
Yuki-ACC
‘Mr. Yamada didn’t praise Yuki.’

syoosan-si-nakar-are-ta. (SJ)
praise-do-NEG-HON-PAST

(29) a. *Yamada-san-ga
Yuki-ba
Yamada- HON-NOM
Yuki-ACC
‘Mr. Yamada didn’t praise Yuki.’
b. *Yamada-san-ga
Yuki-ba
Yamada- HON-NOM
Yuki-ACC
‘Mr. Yamada didn’t praise Yuki.’

syoosan-se-n-rasi-ta.
(NJ)
praise-do-NEG-HON-PAST

syoosan-si-nakar-ta-are. (SJ)
praise-do-NEG-PAST-HON

syoosan-se-n-yatta-rasu. (NJ)
praise-do-NEG-PAST-HON

2.5. vP cartography
In sum, the vP cartography in Japanese is schematized in (30).
(30) a. vP < (VoiceP > CauseP) < VoiceP < (AspP) < (HonP) < (AspP) < (NegP) < TP (SJ)
b. vP < (VoiceP > CauseP) < VoiceP < (AspP) < (HonP) < (NegP) < TP (NJ)
3. Anti-Homophony
3.1. Passive – Honorific
The vP cartography in (30), where Voice and Hon are different, accounts for the compatibility
of the passive morpheme and the honorific morpheme in NJ, as shown in (5), repeated as
(31a).
(31)

a.

A-sensei-ga
B-sensei-ni
home-rare-rasi-ta. (passive-honorific) (NJ)
A-teacher-NOM B-teacher-DAT praise-PASS-HON-PAST
‘Prof. A is praised by Prof. B.’
b. Sensei-ga
neko-ni
nige-rare-rasi-ta.
(passive-honorific) (NJ)
teacher-NOM cat-DAT
run.away-PASS-HON-PAST
‘The teacher was affected by a cat running away.’

However, the vP cartography (30) fails to account for the ungrammaticality of the SJ
counterpart illustrated in (3c), repeated as (32).
(32) *A-sensei-ga
B-sensei-ni
home-rare-rare-ta.
(*passive-honorific) (SJ)
A-teacher-NOM
B-teacher-DAT praise-PASS-HON-PAST
‘Prof. A is praised by Prof. B.’
I argue that the ungrammaticality is caused by anti-homophony/repetition avoidance: namely,
the ban on adjacent identity (*rare-rare) within a given domain (see also Okutsu 1974,
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Neeleman and van de Koot 2006, Harbour 2008, Nevins 2012, Richards 2010, Kayne 2016,
Hiraiwa 2016, Oseki 2017a and references therein). The anti-homophony analysis is
supported by the fact that an intervening morpheme (e.g., an aspect morpheme or focus
particle) ameliorates the ungrammaticality. This is demonstrated in (33) and (34).
(33) passive – aspect – honorific
A-sensei-ga
B-sensei-ni
home-rare-teo-rare-ta.
A-teacher-NOM
B-teacher-DAT praise-PASS-ASP-HON-PAST
‘Prof. A is praised by Prof. B.’

(SJ)

(34) passive – focus particle sae ‘even’ – honorific
Yamada-sensei-ga
Shota-ni
tatak-are-sae-s-are-ta. (SJ)
Yamada-teacher-NOM
Shota-DAT
hit-PASS-even-do-HON-PAST
‘Prof. Yamada was even hit by Shota.’
Further evidence for anti-homophony comes from the do so construction. In Japanese, the
active form do so can yield a passive interpretation when the predicate indicates agentivity.
Consider (35), where the agentive adverb wazato ‘deliberately’ modifies the predicate. In this
case, the active form soo su ‘do so’ in (35c) yields the passive interpretation that corresponds
to (35b).
(35) a.
b.
c.

Masao-wa wazato
Ken-ni
hihan-s-are-ta. (SJ)
Masao-TOP deliberately
Ken-DAT
criticize-do-PASS-PAST
‘Masao was deliberately criticized by Ken.’
Shota-mo
wazato
Ken-ni
hihan-s-are-ta.
Shota-also deliberately
Ken-DAT
criticize-do-PASS-PAST
‘Also, Shota was deliberately criticized by Ken.’
Shota-mo
soo
si-ta.
Shota-also so
do-PAST
‘Shota did so, too.’ (Int. ‘Also, Shota was deliberately criticized by Ken.’)

Importantly, when the active voice can yield a passive interpretation in the absence of the
passive morpheme, the honorific morpheme can manifest, as in (36b).
(36) a.
b.

Masao-wa wazato
Ken-ni
hihan-s-are-ta.
(SJ)
Masao-TOP deliberately
Ken-DAT
criticize-do-PASS-PAST
‘Masao was deliberately criticized by Ken.’
Oka-sensei-mo
soo
s-are-ta.
Oka-teacher-also
so
do-HON-PAST
‘Prof. Oka did so, too.’ (Int. ‘Also, Prof. Oka was deliberately criticized by Ken.’)

3.2. Transitive – Honorific
Finally, consider some unmarked/s-marked transitive variants like hagu/hagasu ‘peel’ and
toku/tokasu ‘dissolve’ in NJ.
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(37) a. John-ga
posutaa-ba
John-NOM
poster-ACC
‘John peeled a poster.’
b. John-ga
posuttaa-ba
John-NOM
poster-ACC
‘John peeled a poster.’
c. John-ga
kona-ba
John-NOM
powder-ACC
‘John dissolved powder.’
d. John-ga
kona-ba
John-NOM
powder-ACC
‘John dissolved powder.’

hai-da.
peel-PAST

(unmarked transitive) (NJ)

hag-asi-ta.
(s-marked transitive)
peel-TRANS-PAST
toi-ta.
dissolve- PAST

(unmarked transitive)

tok-asi-ta.
(s-marked transitive)
dissolve-TRANS-PAST
(Oseki 2017b: 6)

Of importance here is the fact that these unmarked transitive verbs may not be followed by
the honorific morpheme in NJ: (38a, c) only yields the s-marked transitive interpretation, not
the honorific interpretation. To yield the honorific interpretation, the s-marked variant should
be selected, as shown in (38b, d).7
(38) a. #Sensei-ga
posutaa-ba
hag-asi-ta.
(*unmarked transitive-honorific) (NJ)
teacher-NOM poster-ACC
peel-HON-PAST
‘The teacher peeled a poster.’
b. Sensei-ga
posuttaa-ba
hag-as-asi-ta. (s-marked transitive-honorific)
teacher-NOM poster-ACC
peel-TRANS-HON-PAST
‘The teacher peeled a poster.’
c. #Sensei-ga
kona-ba
tok-asi-ta. (*unmarked transitive-honorific)
teacher-NOM powder-ACC
dissolve-HON-PAST
‘The teacher dissolved powder.’
d. Sensei-ga
kona-ba
tok-as-asi-ta. (s-marked transitive-honorific)
teacher-NOM powder-ACC
dissolve-TRANS-HON-PAST
‘The teacher dissolved powder.’
I take the fact as a regulation related with anti-homophony: in this case, s-marked
transitive morpheme (-asu) and the honorific morpheme (-asu) in NJ are homophonous.
When two terminal nodes for homophonous morphemes are in proximity and one of the two
Note that when the unmarked/s-marked transitive alternation yields easily detectable different interpretations,
both variants can be followed by the honorific morpheme. For instance, the unmarked transitive form nuku ‘pull’
and the s-marked transitive form nukasu ‘overtake’ yield distinct interpretations, and they can each be followed
by the honorific morpheme, as (i) shows.
7

(i)

a.

Sensei-ga
kugi-ba
nuk-asi-ta.
teacher-NOM
nail-ACC
pull-HON-PAST
‘The teacher pulled off the nail.’
b. Sensei-ga
maeno-hito-ba
nukas-asi-ta.
teacher-NOM
in.front-person-ACC
overtake-HON-PAST
‘The teacher overtook the person in front of him.’
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homophonous morphemes is inserted to a terminal through Late Insertion (Halle and Marantz
1993, Halle 1997, Harley and Noyer 1999, Embick and Noyer 2001, a.o.), the one closer to
Root wins over the other.
(39) Local Vocabulary Insertion Theorem
When two terminal nodes for homophonous vocabulary items are in proximity and one
of the two homophonous vocabulary items can be inserted to a terminal, the terminal
close to Root is selected over the other.
Under (39), asu in (38a, c) is inserted not to Hon, but to Voice, yielding only the s-marked
transitive interpretation (see also the Local Allomorph Selection Theorem (Choi and Harley
2018, Oseki and Tagawa 2018)).8
It is further expected that if two terminal nodes are not in a local configuration, the
sentence becomes grammatical. Hence, if the focus particle sae ‘even’ or the progressive
aspectual form yo intervenes between VoiceP and HonP, then both the unmarked transitive
verb and the s-marked transitive verb can be followed by the honorific morpheme.
(40) a. (?) Sensei-ga
posutaa-ba
hagi-sae-s-asi-ta.
(NJ)
teacher-NOM
poster-ACC
peel-even-do-HON-PAST
‘The teacher even peeled a poster.’
b. (?)Sensei-ga
kona-ba
toki-sae-s-asi-ta.
teacher-NOM
powder-ACC
dissolve-even-do-HON-PAST
‘The teacher even dissolved powder.’
(41) a. Sensei-ga
posutaa-ba hagi-yo-rasi-ta. (unmarked transitive-honorific) (NJ)
teacher-NOM poster-ACC peel-ASP-HON-PAST
‘The teacher peeled a poster.’
b. Sensei-ga
posuttaa-ba
hag-asi-yo-rasi-ta. (s-marked transitive-honorific)
teacher-NOM poster-ACC
peel-TRANS-ASP-HON-PAST
‘The teacher peeled a poster.’
c. John-ga
kona-ba
toki-yo-rasi-ta. (unmarked transitive-honorific)
John-NOM
powder-ACC
dissolve-ASP-HON-PAST
‘John dissolved powder.’
d. John-ga
kona-ba
tok-asi-yo-rasi-ta. (s-marked transitive-honorific)
John-NOM
powder-ACC
dissolve-TRANS-ASP-HON-PAST
‘John dissolved powder.’

The Local Vocabulary Insertion Theorem is ranked higher than the ban on homophonous sequence, as
illustrated by the asu-asu sequence in (38b). When the unmarked transitive verb is followed by the honorific
morpheme, there’s only one asu, and LVIT always selects the terminal node closer to the root. Hence, in order to
yield the honorific interpretation, the s-marked transitive variant should be selected, inevitably violating the
anti-homophony.
8
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4. Conclusion
In sum, this paper has investigated the selectional properties of the honorific forms (r)are in
SJ (Harada 1976) and (r)asu in NJ and clarified the vP cartography in Japanese. Furthermore,
it has accounted for the incompatibility of some morphemes in SJ and NJ in terms of
anti-homophony and the Local Vocabulary Insertion Theorem.
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Highs and Lows of the Syntax of Agent-Oriented Adverbs in Japanese
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1. Background
In Japanese, Subject-Oriented Adverbials (SOAs) suffixed by the morpheme mo such as
orokani-mo ‘stupidly’ and tadasiku-mo ‘correctly’ (abbreviated ‘Adv-mo’, henceforth) are
forced to have a clausal reading even though they only have a manner reading when they appear
without the suffix such as orokani ‘stupidly’ and tadasiku ‘correctly’ (Sawada 1978, Nakau
1980, Kubota 2015). The reading in (1a), a clausal reading, is only available for the mo-attached
version of the adverb, while the reading in (1b), a manner reading, is only admitted to its
counterpart without the morpheme. (1a) conveys the proposition that Taro rightly chose to count
the change (rather than, say, choosing to steal the change), whereas (1b) means: Taro chose a right
way of counting the change among a number of ways of doing it.
(1)

Taroo-wa
{a. tadasiku-mo / b. tadasiku} oturi-o
Taro-TOP
correctly-mo
correctly change-ACC
a. ‘Correctly, Taro counted the change.’ (Clausal)
b. ‘Taro counted the change correctly.’ (Manner)

kazoeta.
counted

This fact is explained rather nicely by Kubota (2015), who proposes a semantics of mo that
captures the fact that the comparison class relevant to the gradable adjective underlying Advmo (i.e., tadasii ‘correct’ in (1)) is a set of various events including counting the change,
receiving the change without counting it, and so on and so forth, assuming Ernst’s (2002)
characterization of the meanings of clausal and manner readings of Agent-Oriented Adverbs
(AOAs), a subclass of SOAs. Kubota proposes that the clausal reading of Adv-mo derives from
the manner reading by attaching mo to Adv. She also proposes that Adv-mo attaches to T´ to
capture the passive insensitivity of Japanese AOAs (i.e., that AOAs are always surface-subject
oriented in Japanese).
The present paper is interested in some aspects of the syntax of Adv-mo. Focusing on AOAs,
we argue that evidence suggests that Adv-mo is potentially attached to v´ or higher domain
such as Pass´ and T´ in favor of Ernst’s (2002) Semantically Based Theory of adverbs
(henceforth, SBT). We also argue that AOAs must be local to T in a way that can be cashed
out in terms of Transfer domain (Chomsky 2000, 2001). In section 2 we observe that Adv-mo
exhibits high as well as low behaviors. In section 3 we try to resolve this conflict by appealing
to Chomsky’s (2000, 2001) PIC. Section 4 discusses additional issues including the one
concerning the licensing head of Adv-mo. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2. Apparently Conflicting Properties
There is ample evidence that Adv-mo must be attached high in clause structure, as Kubota
(2015) claims. First, as the example (2) from Ernst (2015) shows, Adv-mo can precede a
manner adverbial as in (2a), but it cannot follow it as in (2b).
(2)

a.

b.

Taro-wa orokani-mo
riroseizen-to situmon-ni
kotaeta.
Taro-TOP stupidly-mo
articulately
questions-to answered
‘Taro stupidly answered the questions articulately.’
*Taro-wa riroseizen-to
situmon-ni
orokani-mo kotaeta.
Taro-TOP articulately
questions-to stupidly-mo answered
‘Taro stupidly answered the questions articulately.’
(Ernst 2015: 1050, (3), with the judgements reported there)

It does not seem to affect the judgements where the object NP is placed. In (3a), it comes
in between the AOA and the manner adverb, while in (3b) it comes after the AOA. The mannerAOA order consistently causes low acceptability.
(3)

a.

Taroo-wa
orokani-mo
situmon-ni
riroseizen-to
Taro-TOP
stupidly-mo
questions-to
articulately
‘Taro stupidly answered the questions articulately.’
b. ??Taroo-wa riroseizen-to
orokani-mo situmon-ni
Taro-TOP articulately
stupidly-mo questions-to
‘Taro stupidly answered the questions articulately.’

kotaeta.
answered
kotaeta.
answered

These facts can be taken as strong evidence for SBT, as Ernst (2015) argues.1 According
to the theory, a clausal adverb must take a constituent of the semantic type Event and then
return a constituent of the same type. The assumption that manner adverbs must be combined
with a constituent of the lower semantic type, Specified Event, explains the low acceptability
of (2b) and (3b). (2a) and (3a) have no problem because a constituent containing a manner
adverb, which is of the type Specified Event may undergo semantic type raising to Event.2 At
any rates, the fact that Adv-mo cannot appear below manner adverbs is observed in Japanese,
and this follows from semantic considerations of the sort proposed in SBT.
Ernst (2002: 256) argues that “only event-internal modification is possible” within VP. This
amounts to saying that type raising cannot apply within VP. Putting aside the question of why
that should be the case, an interaction between Adv-mo and focus particles such as sura and
sae ‘even’ shows that Adv-mo cannot occur in the low range. Consider (4) below. Our first
intuition is that (4a) has a reading in which the manner adverb riroseizen-to is focused while
A partial concept of the SBT that is relevant to the current discussion is given below. AOAs are defined as a
kind of predicational adverbs.
(i) Arguments of Predicational adverbs must be FEOs; compositional rules for adverbs are (in effect) ordered
according to the FEO Hierarchy, in that lower FEOs are composed earlier than higher ones (Ernst 2002: 53,
(2.32b)).

1

2

The FEO (Fact-Event Objects) hierarchy is given below (Ernst 2002: 53, (2.33)).
(i) Speech-Act > Fact > Proposition > Event > Specified Event
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(4b) does not have a reading in which the AOA orokani-mo is focused.
(4)

a.

b.

Taroo-ga
RIROSEIZEN-TO
situmon-ni kotae {-sura/-sae}
Taro-NOM articulately
questions-to answer-even
‘Taro even answered to the questions articulately.’
*Taroo-ga OROKANI-MO
situmon-ni kotae {-sura/-sae}
Taro-NOM stupidly-mo
questions-to answer-even
‘Taro stupidly even answered to the questions.’

sita.
did
sita.
did

If sura/sae is a focus operator that is adjoined to a verb phrase and they must c-command
their associate, this can be taken to suggest that Adv-mo cannot occur within the syntactic
domain that the focus particle is attached to; see Erlewine (2016) and references cited therein
for discussion on the c-command requirement in focus association. (5) summarizes this, even
though we have to leave the exact label of the phrase open because there is no knowing exactly
which constituent the focus particle is combined with.
(5)

[Verb Phrase … *Adv-mo …]

It should be noted that there are other facts suggesting that Adv-mo cannot appear low in
clause structure. Causative complements are one of those domains, as exemplified in (6). The
reading shown in (6a), where Adv-mo is construed with the causer tentyo ‘manager’, is easy to
obtain while the reading shown in (6b), where correctness is attributed to the causee Taroo is
at least hard to obtain.
(6)

Tentyo-wa
Taroo-ni
tadasiku-mo
oturi-o
kazoe-saseta.
manager-TOP Taro-DAT
correctly-mo
change-ACC count-CAUS.PST
a. ‘It was correct of the manager to have Taro count the change.’
b. *‘The manager had Taro count the change and it was correct of Taro to do it.’

Given that Adv-mo is always a clausal adverb and that clausal adverbs may occur below T
(Ernst 2002: 302), one might think that tadasiku-mo ‘correctly’ can modify the embedded
clause. This however does not seem to be the case. Let us regard this as another instance of
high behavior of Adv-mo. (7) is its schematic representation, assuming causative complements
are vP (Murasugi and Hashimoto 2004, Harley 2008).
(7)

[TP … Adv-mo… [VP [vP … *Adv-mo… ] sase] T]

Note that (7) is compatible with Kubota’s (2015) assumption that Adv-mo must be attached
to T´. (Kubota’s motivation for this assumption will be discussed in Section 3.4.)
There is, however, a case in which Adv-mo behaves as if it were attached as low as v´. The
relevant fact has to do with passive sensitivity. Before discussing Japanese data, let us review
a standard, Ernst-style analysis of the phenomenon.
Consider the English examples in (8), which illustrate passive-sensitivity of SOAs
(McConnell-Ginet 1982, Ernst 2002). In (8a), reluctance can only be attributed to Joan. In (8b),
the same adverb can be construed with Mary but not Joan Note that, as McConnell-Ginet (1982)
and other works observe, when the adverb occurs in-between the passive auxiliary and
passivized verb as in (8c), it can be interpreted as either patient-oriented (Mary) or agent-
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oriented (Joan).
(8)

a. Joan reluctantly instructed Mary.
(the agent of reluctantly = Joan)
b. Mary reluctantly was instructed by Joan. (the agent of reluctantly = Mary)
c. Mary was reluctantly instructed by Joan. (the agent of reluctantly = Joan, Mary)

Ernst assumes that SOAs contain PRO and that the null element is controlled by a higher
argument DP via c-command, as seen in (9).
(9)

Structural condition on subject-oriented interpretation:
The DP (in an A-position) denoting subject-oriented adverbs’ agentive argument must ccommand the adverb.
(Ernst 2002: 107, (3.54))

The core idea is that only in (7c) can the SOA be c-commanded by the underlying subject
position as well as the derived subject position.
In passing, the variability of agent choice for SOAs is not limited to that in passives. An
insightful observation is made by Matsuoka (2013) for English locative constructions. In (10a)
the SOA reluctantly can be interpreted ambiguously when it appears between the object Bill
and the PP to the doctor. Either John or Bill can be reluctant. This does not hold with (10b),
however; here cleverly appears in between the object and the PP. Who is reluctant in (10b) is
only John, not Bill. Matsuoka (2013) claims that the VP of (10a) composes a Larsonian-shell
type double Pred(icational) structure where the verb sent is initially merged with Pred2P
containing the PP to the doctor; and then re-merged with Pred1. The spec of Pred2P is occupied
by PRO that is controlled by the object Bill via c-command, which gives rise to the agent
reading of Bill in (10a).
(10) a. John sent Bill reluctantly to the doctor. (the agent of reluctantly = John, Bill)
(Matsuoka 2013: 594, (21a))
b. John sent Bill cleverly to the doctor. (the agent of reluctantly = John)
(Matsuoka 2013: 595, (26b))
Focusing on agent choice in passives, let us now see how the paradigm in (8) is accounted
for by (9). An Ernst-style account of the ambiguity of passives like (8c) runs as follows. Let us
assume, as Ernst does, that in passives, the patient argument moves to [Spec, TP] through [Spec,
PassP] while the agent argument or null element associated with the by-phrase is located in
[Spec, vP]. If we further assume (contra Kubota 2015) that an SOA can be adjoined to T´, Pass´
or v´, then the passive clause has at least three positions for adverbs attaching below specifiers,
which are underscored in (11). (The issue of how Theme NP can skip over Agent NP on its
way to PassP arises. See Collins (2005).)
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TP

(11)
Theme NPi

T´

T

PassP

ti

Pass´

Pass

vP

Agent NP

v´

v

[VP

V

ti]

Under (9), the ambiguity of (8c) follows if the sentence is structurally ambiguous between
a structure where reluctantly is attached to Pass´ and one where it is attached to v´. The former
structure gives rise to the Surface-Subject-Oriented (SSO, henceforth) reading (Kubota 2015)
and the latter the Deep-Subject-Oriented (DSO, henceforth) reading, respectively.
Now we are in a position to observe evidence that AOAs in Japanese can have a DSO
reading: orokani-mo ‘stupidly’ can be construed with a by-phrase when the relevant factors are
controlled for. In (12a), the active sentence supports an SSO reading. In its passive counterpart,
(12b), stupidity can be attributed to the same institutional agent. The reason why (12b) is not
ambiguous is because the surface subject in the passive, eki ‘station’, does not semantically
qualify as an agent of adverbs of this class. (13) is the summary of the low behavior of Advmo.
(12) a.

b.

Seihu-wa
orokani-mo
atarasii eki-o
inakamati-ni tateta.
government-TOP stupidly-mo
new station-ACC rural.town-in constructed
‘The government stupidly constructed a new station in the rural town.
Seihu-niyotte
orokani-mo
atarasii eki-ga
inakamati-ni
government-by
stupidly-mo
new station-NOM
rural.town-in
taterareta.
was.constructed
‘A new station has been stupidly constructed in the rural town by the government.’

(13) [TP … [PassP … [vP Agent [v´ Adv-mo VP v] Pass] T]
The grammaticality of (12b) can be regarded as strong evidence that Adv-mo is construed
with the deep subject seihu ‘government’, but one caveat is in order. Kubota (2015) claims that
Adv-mo obligatorily exhibits SSO readings, observing that the deep subject of passive
constructions such as (14) cannot be interpreted as the agent of orokani-mo. (14) only conveys
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an interpretation like (14a) in which Mary was stupid to have allowed John to hug her. It does
not mean that John was stupid to have hugged Mary as in the sense of (14b). We essentially
agree with Kubota, who claims that it is hard to attribute stupidity to the agent of the hugging
event in (14).
(14) Mary-wa
orokani-mo John-ni
dakishime-rareta.
Mary-TOP stupidly-mo John-DAT
hug-PASS.PST
‘Stupidly, Mary was hugged by John.’
a. It was stupid of Mary to have been hugged by John.
(SSO reading)
b. *It was stupid of John to have hugged Mary.
(DSO reading)
This judgement may make it look like Japanese SOAs are always construed with a surface
subject as Kubota claims. The fact found in (12b), however, suggests that the lack of ambiguity
in (14) not be regarded as a general property of Adv-mo in Japanese. See Section 3.4 for further
discussion on (14).
In summary, the word order effect with multiple adverbs and the inability to modify
causative complements suggest that Adv-mo must be attached high. The passive-sensitivity
paradigm, however, seems to suggest that their attachment site does not always have to be so
high. We have a puzzle.
3. A Solution
The state of affairs observed so far can be summarized as in (15).
(15) a.
b.
c.

[Verb Phrase ... *Adv-mo ...]
[TP … Adv-mo … [vP … *Adv-mo … ] sase T]
[TP … [PassP … [vP Agent [v´ Adv-mo VP v] Pass] T]

The guiding intuition here is that Adv-mo is licensed by being close enough to T. In (15a), Advmo is embedded inside a complement clause that lacks T. In (15c), there are some maximal
projections intervening between Adv-mo and T (i.e., PassP) but they do not seem to constitute a
clause boundary. A technical proposal is made in (16), which builds on Chomsky’s (2000, 2001)
Transfer. We call (16a) the T-domain-mate condition.
(16) a.
b.

Adv-mo must be in the same Transfer domain as T. (T-domain-mate condition)
A phase complement (e.g., VP complement for vP-phase) undergoes Transfer.

In what follows, we demonstrate that the requirement for Adv-mo’s syntactic distribution
in (16a), together with the T-domain-mate condition in (16) explains the puzzling properties of
this class of adverbs summarized in (15) straightforwardly. Although we basically agree with
the guidance of SBT (Ernst 2002 and his successive work), we agree with Kubota (2015) that
a syntactic assumption is needed to capture the data concerning Adv-mo’s orientation such as
(15b) and (15c).
3.1 Availability of Deep-Subject-Oriented Reading
Let us begin with (15c) (i.e., that Adv-mo can be c-commanded by the underlying subject
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position, [Spec,vP], in passives and therefore it is possible to interpret the by-phrase as Advmo’s agent argument). The tree diagram in (17) illustrates the derivation of example (12b) in
which Adv-mo is attached to v´ or Pass´. According to the definition of Transfer domain given
in (16b), the VP is a T-domain for v and the TP is a T-domain for C. When Adv-mo is adjoined
to Pass’, it is c-commanded by [Spec,PassP] or [Spec,TP]. These specifiers are places that the
surface subject is located at or passes through. Thus the SSO reading is ensured. The DSO
reading, on the other hand, can be derived when Adv-mo is attached to v´. The adjunct is ccommanded by [Spec,vP], which is occupied by the by-phrase or a null NP associated with it.
(17)

CP

TP

C
Transfer domain for C

Spec

T´

PassP

Spec

T

Pass´

Adv-mo

Pass´

vP

Spec

Pass

v´

Adv-mo

Transfer domain for v

v’

VP

v

Note that this account would be unavailable if Adv-mo were always attached to T´ as proposed
by Kubota (2015).
3.2 Ban on Adjunction within Verb Phrases
The schema in (15a) indicates that Adv-mo cannot appear within verb phrases, with the caveat
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that their exact category label remains unclear. Our analysis shown in (18) below immediately
predicts that Adv-mo is prevented from adjoining within VP at least. According to (16), the
complement of v undergoes Transfer. This means that being inside VP, Adv-mo cannot be in
the same T-domain as T.
(18)

TP

Spec

T´

vP

Spec

T

v´

VP
_
*Adv-mo

v
Transfer domain for v

It should be noted that as mentioned in Section 2, a semantic account is also available here.
That is, VP can only yield Specified Events, which clausal adverbs such as Adv-mo cannot be
combined with under SBT. The analysis above shows that our proposal is compatible with this
semantic account.
3.3 Ban on Adjunction within Causative Complements
Let us move onto another instance of high behavior of Adv-mo. As is widely assumed in the
previous literature (Marantz 1984, Miyagawa 1999, Heycock 1988, Baker 1988, Miyagawa
1999, Harley 2008), there are two types of causative heads in Japanese: the so-called lexical
causative involves a single vP while the syntactic causative that contains -sase a biclausal
structure. As mentioned earlier, the syntactic causative morpheme -sase is assumed to take a
vP complement as its complement (Murasugi and Hashimoto 2004, Harley 2008). Given that,
we have a structural analysis like (19) for the syntactic causative construction that contains
Adv-mo in its embedded clause. This configuration clearly violates the locality condition: T is
outside the T-domain for the matrix v, where Adv-mo is contained.
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(19)

TP

vP

Causer NPi

T

v´

VP

v
Transfer domain for higher v

vP

Causee NPj

V
-sase
v´

Adv-mo

v´

VP

v

3.4 When Deep-Subject Construal is Barred
Our final concern in this section is about Kubota’s (2015) observation on passive sensitivity.
Kubota (2015: 1021) claims that AOAs in Japanese (e.g., tdasiku-mo ‘correctly’) are derived
from their manner counterparts (e.g., tadasiku ‘correct’) by attaching the morpheme mo to them.
Kubota’s semantics of mo captures the fact that Adv-mo has only the clausal reading. Because
the semantics does not severely constrain where Adv-mo can occur in the clausal spine, the fact
that no DSO reading is possible in examples like (14) (repeated as (20) here) leads her to
assume that Adv-mo is always attached to T´. If it could be adjoined within vP, the fact would
not be captured.
(20) Mary-wa
orokani-mo John-ni
dakisime-rareta. (=14)
Mary-TOP stupidly-mo John-DAT
hug-PASS.PST
‘Stupidly, Mary was hugged by John.’
a. It was stupid of Mary to have been hugged by John. (SSO reading)
b. *It was stupid of John to have hugged Mary.
(DSO reading)
At first glance, this fact seems to be inconsistent with what the present analysis predicts. In
Section 3.1, we saw that Adv-mo can be attached to v´, where it is c-commanded by the
underlying subject in [Spec,vP]. Note, however, that as is well known, Japanese passives come in
at least two types: niyotte passives and ni passives (Kuroda 1965, 1979; Inoue 1976, Kitagawa and
Kuroda 1990, Hoshi 1994, 1999). Kuroda (1979) proposes that the passive verb -rare of ni passives
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imposes a selectional restriction on the surface subject. Following Kuroda, Hoshi (1994: 150)
proposes that the passive morpheme “assigns an external theta-role and requires that the subject be
an affectee”. This means that (20) can be analyzed as involving sentence complementation by -rare
as a full-fledged verb. In other words, (20) should receive a biclausal analysis, on a par with the
causative structure discussed in (19) unlike the niyotte passive discussed in (13). (21) is the structure
of (20) under the DSO reading. (Following Hoshi, we assume that the ni-passive construction
involves obligatory control and that PRO moves inside the embedded clause. This aspect of the
analysis is not crucial for the current purposes. Also, as noted in (11) as well, we set aside the issue
of minimality for A-movement.)
(21)

TP

NPi

T´

vP

T

ti

v´

VP

XP

PROi

v
Transfer domain for higher v
V
-rare

X´

vP

NP-ni

X

v´

Adv-mo

v´

VP

ti

v

V

Here the Transfer domain containing Adv-mo excludes T, and therefore Adv-mo and T cannot
be T-domain-mates.
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4. Other Issues
Before closing the paper, let us address a couple of unsettled issues.
Note first that there exist slightly different variants of the proposed locality requirement on
Adv-mo. We have proposed that Adv-mo must be in the same T-domain as T, but the data
presented so far are compatible with the hypothesis that the licenser is T but cannot be nonfinite T and the one that it is C. Compare the examples given in (22a-c). The adverb is construed
with the embedded subject of complement clause taken by nozom- ‘wish’ or hosi- ‘want’. In
(22a), the embedded subject Hanako can be interpreted as the agentive argument of orokanimo. The data in (22b) shows that the same adverb can be construed with the embedded subject
Hanako of a non-finite te-clause. The embedded-subject-oriented reading in (22b) might sound
slightly degraded, compared to that in (22a). We, however, find that (22b) sounds clearly better
than its causative counterpart in (22c).
(22) a.

Taroo-wa [Hanako-ga
orokani-mo yakubutu-ni te-o
Taro-TOP Hanako-NOM stupidly-mo drug-DAT
hand-ACC
nozom-anakatta.
wish-NEG.PST
‘Taro didn’t hope that Hanako would stupidly get involved in drug.’
b. ? Taroo-wa Hanako-ni
orokani-mo yakubutu-ni te-o
hosiku-nakatta.
Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT stupidly-mo drug-DAT
hand-ACC
want-NEG.PST
‘Taro didn’t want Hanako to stupidly get involved in drug.’
c. * Taroo-wa Hanako-ni
orokani-mo yakubutu-ni te-o
Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT stupidly-mo drug-DAT
hand-ACC
some-sase-nakatta.
dye-CAUS-NEG.PST
‘Taro didn’t let Hanako stupidly get involved in drug.’

someru]-no-o
dye-COMP-ACC

some-te
dye-te

If te-clauses are bare TPs (Nakatani 2013, Hayashi and Fujii 2015), the contrast between
the (22a) and (22b) on the one hand and (22c) on the other is naturally derived from the Tdomain-mate condition in (16). We may argue that Adv-mo must be in the same T-domain as
non-finite T, as stated in (16). However, if (22b) were unacceptable, this would suggest that
Adv-mo must be licensed by finite T or C. The unclear status of (22b) requires further research.
Second, there are different characterizations of Transfer domain in the literature. We have
not tested with our data other definitions of Spell-Out or Transfer domain such as the one
adopted in the Cyclic Linearization (CL) model (Fox and Pesetsky 2005, Ko 2014). As Ko
(2014) argues, the standard model (Chomsky 2000, 2001) and the CL model are crucially
different concerning the treatment of Transfer domain. As we have given, the Transfer domain
for the standard model is the complement of each strong phase (v, C), while the one for the CL
model is the whole phase including the head and its specifier. If we adopted the CL model,
niyotte passives would be predicted not to support the DSO reading, presenting a puzzle. This
is so because if the whole vP is transferred together, Adv-mo adjoined to v´ cannot be
transferred at the same time as T.
These considerations may suggest a possibility of disconnecting Adv-mo licensing with
Transfer. Suppose that semantics is responsible for the ban on adjunction of Adv-mo within
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VP. Then what the syntactic condition has to cover is the distribution of Adv-mo in causatives,
niyotte-passives and ni-passives. All these follow from a rather simpler clause-mate condition,
i.e., that Adv-mo must be in the same clause as T. Furthermore, no matter how we define the
syntactic domain where Adv-mo requires the presence of T, further investigations are needed
to understand why the distribution of Adv-mo is constrained in this way.
As Sawada (1978: 17) notes, the use of the morpheme in Adv-mo is what is called an
exclamatory use in conventional grammar of Japanese. Note that the sentential force of (1a),
repeated as (23), is clearly declarative: the sentence can serve as an answer to questions
(Zanuttini and Portner 2003).
(23) Taroo-wa tadasiku-mo oturi-o
Taro-TOP correctly-mo change-ACC
‘Correctly, Taro counted the change.’

kazoeta.
counted

There is, however, some truth to the idea that it can be paraphrased as something like “How
correct Taro’s decision to count the change was!” The semantic and pragmatic nature of the
relevant use of mo needs to be explored.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed the data pertaining to the syntactic distribution of mo-attached
SOAs in Japanese. We argue that these SOAs carrying the morpheme mo respect the locality
requirement that they must be in the same Transfer domain as T. Put differently, the syntactic
distribution of Adv-mo is governed by the need of a T-head with which Adv-mo can be sent to
the relevant interface. Although this condition is not incompatible with an Ernst-style
Semantically Based Theory of adverbs (Ernst 2002), it is argued that the properties discussed
here include ones that cannot be reduced to it.
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Subject Movement and the Problem of Determinacy*
Manabu Mizuguchi
Toyo University

*

1. Introduction
This paper considers Determinacy in syntax. Chomsky (2019a) discusses the seven desiderata
that any computational operations for language should meet and proposes Determinacy as
one of them. According to this desideratum, syntax is deterministic in the sense that no
ambiguous situation is allowed for subsequent rule application. To see how Determinacy
works, consider (1):
(1)

MERGE maps Workspace (WS) = [X, Y] onto WS′ = [{X, Y}], reducing its complexity
and avoiding indeterminate rule application.
(Chomsky 2019a, Chomsky et al. 2019)

Chomsky reformulates Merge as capital Merge (i.e., MERGE), saying that MERGE
should be an operation on the workspace, changing the workspace into a new workspace.
Workspace represents the stage of the derivation at any given point. Given Determinacy,
MERGE maps the workspace as shown in (1). Suppose that MERGE maps the workspace as
illustrated in (2), adding {X, Y} to WS:
(2)

MERGE: WS = [X, Y] into WS′ = [X, Y, {X, Y}]

In this case, it will not ensure deterministic rule application as any rule applying to X or Y
would ambiguously refer to the individual objects X, Y or to the terms of K. Determinacy can
be considered a property attributable to efficiency principles, which as shown in (3) syntax is
subject to: an ambiguous or indeterministic situation will not warrant efficient computation:
(3)

Principles of UG operate in accord with language-independent conditions of
computational efficiency (or “third factor” principles).
(Chomsky 2017: 296)

The purpose of the present paper is to consider Determinacy in syntactic derivation and
propose more deterministic syntax in terms of phase. I argue that the proposed Determinacy
is theoretically and empirically more favorable than Chomsky’s formulation of Determinacy.
The organization of this paper is as follows: in section 2, I discuss problems with
*

This paper grew out of my earlier papers, whose analyses, it has been found, suggest Deterministic syntax to
be proposed in this paper. The research reported here has been supported by Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science under Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) (#20K00616).
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Determinacy. In section 3, I propose phase-based Determinacy. In section 4, I consider two
consequences of the proposed Determinacy. In section 5, I present the summary and
conclusion of the paper.
2. Determinacy in syntax
In this section, I first discuss theoretical and empirical problems with Determinacy. Let us
start with a theoretical problem. As pointed out in Goto and Ishii (2019), Determinacy as it is
involves look-ahead. For instance, Chomsky et al. (2019) say that WS′ = [X, Y, {X, Y}]
would not ensure that subsequent operations can apply in a deterministic fashion. This
suggests that syntax somehow knows that (2) is ambiguous to subsequent rule application at
the output of MERGE. The question, however, is, “How does syntax know that at the stage
when the WS′ is created, that is, before a subsequent rule actually applies?” Look-ahead
increases computational complexity and is not favorable under the assumption that UG is
subject to (3).
Next, consider an empirical problem, which is that subject wh-movement will be ruled
out by Determinacy. To see this, consider the derivation (4):1
(4)

a. [ … XP … ]
b. [ XP [ … [ … XP … ]]]
c. *[ __ [ … [ XP [ … [ … XP … ]]]]]

Suppose that XP moves to the underlined position and that (4b) is generated as a
workspace. This derivational output has two occurrences of XP, to which a movement rule or
Internal MERGE applying to XP will ambiguously refer, and the rule cannot apply in an
unambiguous fashion in the subsequent derivation. Consequently, a Determinacy violation
occurs at (4b) and XP cannot move to the underlined position in (4c).
Notice that the derivation (4) is exactly what we find in the derivation of subject
wh-movement. Consider a typical example (5) and its derivation (6):
(5)

Who will give a talk at the conference?

(6)

a. [vP who [v [ … ]]]
b. [TP who [T [vP who [v [ … ]]]]] → Determinacy violation
c. *[CP __ [C [TP who [T [vP who [v [ … ]]]]]]]

It has been assumed that in subject wh-movement, the subject wh-phrase moves to
Spec,CP by way of Spec,TP but this creates (6b), the workspace which has two occurrences
of the wh-phrase and Internal MERGE will refer ambiguously to these occurrences in the
subsequent derivation. Determinacy is violated at (6b) and the wh-phrase cannot move onto
Spec,CP.
Notice that this problem persists under the revised notion of Determinacy proposed by
1

As discussed, MERGE operates on the workspace. Keeping this in mind, for the purpose of simplicity, I use
traditional representations for illustration in this paper.
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Goto and Ishii (2019). They argue that a Determinacy violation occurs when there is an
ambiguous rule application at the input of MERGE, that is, when a rule actually applies in the
subsequent derivation or at (4c), and not at the output like (4b). Under this approach, unlike
Chomsky’s, producing (4b) and (6b) does not violate Determinacy and a look-ahead problem
does not arise. However, Internal MERGE will ambiguously refer to the occurrences of the
wh-phrase in (6c) and a Determinacy violation will occur when Internal MERGE applies.
In summary, I have pointed out two problems posed by Determinacy. These problems are
nontrivial to syntax given computational efficiency and under-generation of subject
wh-movement.
3. Determinacy from phase
3.1 Proposal
In this section, I argue for another approach to Determinacy and propose that Determinacy
follows from phase.
The basic assumption in minimalist syntax is that language is optimally or perfectly
designed, one consequence of which is that an indeterministic situation (or more generally,
ambiguity) is not allowed for syntax. Based on this assumption, I explore the hypothesis that
syntax is deterministic by nature, claiming that it is designed in such a way as to avoid
indeterminacy from the beginning and that indeterministic situations like (4b) and (6b) will
never emerge. The key ingredient of the proposal is phase, which is one of the elements of
efficient computation. Following Chomsky (2007, 2008, 2013), I propose that operations are
strictly phase-based: that is, all operations except External MERGE apply at the phase level.
This proposal, I argue, does not incur indeterministic derivations. To see this, consider (5)
once again under the proposal. The derivation is illustrated in (7):
(7)

Phase 1 (= vP)
a. [vP who [v [ … ]]]
Phase 2 (= CP)
b. [TP T [vP who [v [ … ]]]]
c. [CP __ [C [TP T [vP who [v [ … ]]]]]]

In (5), there are two phases: vP and CP. Given this strictly phase-based derivation, the
subject wh-phrase does not move when TP is created. Consequently, as shown in (7b), when
CP is generated, there is only one occurrence of who in the CP phase: that is, who in the Spec
of vP and Internal MERGE can apply unambiguously to this occurrence. An indeterministic
situation like (6b) will not emerge, and (5) can be generated in a deterministic manner.
The proposed derivation, however, is faced with a problem. In (7), Spec,TP is not created
and the derivation cannot satisfy the Spec requirement, which is descriptively stated as (8):
(8)

The Spec Requirement: Finite T must have a Spec (e.g., EPP – Chomsky 1981, 1982;
label weakness – Chomsky 2015; externalization – Mizuguchi 2019b; contiguity –
Richards 2016).

Notice that movement to Spec,TP at the phase level cannot be operated as it is
counter-cyclic and violates the No-Tampering Condition (NTC) (Chomsky 2008: 138), one of
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the conditions that follow from efficiency principles. I argue that the relevant problem can be
solved by MERGE.2
Mizuguchi (2019a,b) claims that MERGE, which applies freely, can generate (9a) and
(9b):
(9)

a. {, {, }}
b. {, {, }}

In (9a),  and  are merged to form a set, with which  is merged to form another set; on
the other hand, in (9b), MERGE embeds the set formed out of  and  under  by recursively
(or internally) merging  with the set. I propose that in the derivation of (5), C and T are
merged in the way illustrated in (9b), which produces (10), in which C forms a composite
head with T:
(10) {C, {C, T}}
Now consider (5) under the proposal, which is illustrated in (11):
(11) Phase 1 (= vP)
a. [vP who [v [ … ]]]
Phase 2 (= )
b. [{C, {C, T}} [vP who [v [ … ]]]]
c. [ who [{C, {C, T}} [vP t [v [ … ]]]]]
In the derivation, the Spec requirement problem can be solved. In (11c), an independent
T-headed set (or “TP”) is not produced and there is no empty Spec,TP in the derivation.3
Moreover, wh-movement in (11) applies at the phase level. Notice that (10) has the
properties of C, not T, which is because C and T are put in an asymmetric relation due to C
embedding the {C, T} set, hence T: minimal search will locate C as the label of (10), which
hence has the properties of C. Provided that phasehood is one of the properties of C, (10)
works as a phase head just like C, with who moving at the phase level.
3.2 The that-trace effect
In this section, I show that the proposed analysis can also take care of the that-trace effect,
which Goto and Ishii (2019) argue falls under a Determinacy explanation. The that-trace
effect is illustrated in (12):
2

For subject raising to Spec,TP under the phase-based Determinacy, the reader is referred to Mizuguchi
(2019b), who argues that the movement can be operated in phase syntax without violating the NTC.
3 Given that MERGE applies freely, {C, {C, T}} can be produced in (i), predicting the absence of (8):
(i)

*Seems that John is well.

As regards this, Mizuguchi (2019b) argues that (8) or the EPP is explained not only by labeling but also by
externalization: the Spec of P is required for realization of  at the SM level. (i) will be ruled out even if {C,
{C, T}} is yielded, since the  on {C, {C, T}} cannot be externalized for lack of the Spec of {C, {C, T}}. See
section 4.1 for the argument that {C, {C, T}} has -features.
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(12) a. Which student does the professor think [will come to the conference]?
b. *Which student does the professor think [that will come to the conference]?
As shown, subject extraction out of the embedded clause is blocked when the
complementizer is overt but it is not barred when it is covert. I argue that in (12a),
Determinacy (as well as the Spec requirement) is not violated thanks to the derivation (11). In
the embedded clause of (12a), (13) is generated:
(13) [ which student [{C, {C, T}} [vP t [v [ … ]]]]]
In (13), as in (11), the subject wh-phrase moves to the embedded Spec,CP (more precisely,
the Spec of (10) under my proposal) and there is only one occurrence of it at the phase level
(i.e., who in the Spec of vP) when Internal MERGE applies; recall that (10) is on a par with C
as C embeds T, functioning as a phase head. Also, (8) is not violated since T is part of C by
MERGE and no empty Spec,TP is created.
Now consider (12b). The example is ill-formed because (8) is violated. I argue that in
(12b), (10) cannot be created in the embedded clause, which is indicated by the overt
complementizer. Mizuguchi (2018, 2019b) proposes that overt complementizers are
realizations of C while covert or zero complementizers are those of (10). Consider (14):
(14) a. C → that
b. {C, {C, T}} → Ø
One argument for this comes from Verb Second (V2) in German and wh-movement in
Belfast English. Consider (15) and (16):
(15) a. Er sagt, [ daß die Kinder diesen Film gesehen haben].
he says that the children this
film seen
have
‘He says that the children saw this film.’
b. *Er sagt, [daß die Kinder haben diesen Film gesehen].
cf. c. Er sagt, [die Kinder haben diesen Film gesehen].
(16) a. Who did John claim [that he saw]?
b. Who did John claim [did he see]?
c. *Who did John claim [that did he see]?

(Vikner 1995)

(Henry 1995)

These examples show that head movement is blocked when the complementizer is overt.
Suppose that head movement creates (9b) through movement of  (cf. Chomsky 2015):
(17) Head movement
[{, {, }} [ … [ … t … ]]]
Assuming (14), the fact that head movement and overt complementizers are in
complementary distribution will straightforwardly follow: when overt complementizers are
realized, (17), which is behind head movement and produces (9b), does not occur in the
derivation. With (14) in place, it follows that in (12b), C and T are merged as independent
heads in the embedded clause:
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(18) a. [CP __ [C [TP T [vP which student [v [ … ]]]]]]
b. [CP which student [C [TP T [vP t [v [ … ]]]]]] → *(8)
In (18), since phase-based Determinacy requires the wh-phrase to move at the phase level,
Spec,TP will not be created. Under the proposed Determinacy, the that-trace effect is due to a
violation of the Spec requirement in (8).
Notice that (12a), just like (5) and (12b), will be ruled out in violation of Determinacy
under Chomsky (2019a) and Chomsky et al. (2019). Moreover, details put aside in this paper,
unlike Goto and Ishii’s analysis, the analysis proposed in this paper requires no other
assumptions other than MERGE to explain the well-formedness of (12a).
I have argued that the that-trace effect is ill-formed as it violates the Spec requirement
under the proposed Determinacy. This analysis is empirically endorsed by (19) through (21).
Consider the following examples:
(19) ?Ver hot er moyre [ az [ es [ vet t kumen]]]?
who has he fear
that Expl will
come
‘Who does he fear will come?’
(20) Quelles filles crois-tu [ qui [vont t acheter ce livre-la]]?
which girls think-you that will
buy
that book-there
‘Which girls do you think will buy that book there?’
(21) Hvem tror du, [ at [ der [har gjort det]]]?
who think you that there has done it
‘Who do you think has done it?’

Yiddish
(Diesing 1990)
French
(Taraldsen 2002)
Danish
(Engdahl 1986)

In these examples, ill-formedness is not observed even though the overt complementizer
appears in the embedded clause. If the ill-formedness of (12b) is due to a violation of the
Spec requirement as I have argued, then it is predicted that the that-trace effect will not
appear when the requirement is satisfied. In (19) through (21), the movement proceeds as
illustrated in (18), respecting Determinacy and at the same time, the Spec requirement is
satisfied by the expletive merged as Spec,TP. Notice that the expletive merger can take place
as External MERGE at the non-phase level (Bošković 2002). As shown in (22), French qui
results from the complementizer que fused with the expletive upon externalization:
(22) qui = que + the expletive i

(Taraldsen 2002)

As expected, if the expletive is not merged, the examples, just like (12b), will be
ill-formed in violation of (8). This is borne out by (23) through (25). Consider the following:
(23) *Ver hot er moyre [ az [ vet t kumen]]?
Who has he fear
that will come
(24) *Quelles filles crois-tu [ que [ vont
which girls think-you that will

t acheter ce livre-la]]?
buy
that book-there

Yiddish

French
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(25) *Hvem tror du [ at [ ofte tager til Paris]]?
who think you that often goes to Paris
‘Who do you think often goes to Paris?’

Danish
(Vikner 1995)

In summary, I have proposed phase-based Determinacy, arguing that the proposal is free
from theoretical and empirical problems discussed in section 2.
4. Consequences
In this section, I discuss two consequences of the proposed Determinacy: anti-locality and
successive cyclic movement.
4.1 Anti-locality
The first consequence is that the proposed phase-based Determinacy can derive Spec-to-Spec
anti-locality. It has been argued in the literature with various languages that subject
movement to Spec,CP cannot proceed via Spec,TP (Bošković 2016, Erlewine 2016, Legate
2011, Ouali 2008 among others):
(26) *[CP subject [C [TP t [T … [vP t … ]]]]]
One argument for this comes from Kinande given in (27). In this language, subject
movement to Spec,CP and subject movement to Spec,TP show distinct agreement patterns. If
the operator subject targets Spec,TP and movement to Spec,CP is via Spec,TP, then it is
unclear why the two types of movement show different properties. Likewise, in (28), in
Kaqchikel, Agent Focus (AF) appears on the verb when the subject moves to Spec,CP while a
distinct morphology appears on the verb when it moves to Spec,TP. Consider (27) and (28):
(27) a. iyondi yo u-langira / *a-langira
Marya.
who
that ANTI.AGR-saw / AGR-saw Mary
‘Who saw Mary?’
b. Kambale a-langira Marya.
Kambale AGR-saw Mary
‘Kimbale saw Mary.’

Kinande

(Schneider-Zioga 2007)

(28) a. Achike x-ø-u-tj-ö / *x-ø-u-tëj
ri wäy?
who
COM-B3.SG-eat-AF / COM-B3.SG-A3.SG-eat the tortilla
‘Who ate the tortilla?’
b. Iwïr
x-ø-u-tëj
ri wäy ri a Juan.
yesterday COM-B3.SG-A3.SG-eat the tortilla Juan
‘Yesterday Juan ate the tortilla.’

Kacqhikel

(Erlewine 2016)

A reasonable conclusion that can be drawn from these data is that the subject does not
stop over Spec,TP on its way to Spec,CP.
The anti-locality or the ban on Spec,TP-to-Spec,CP movement follows from the proposed
Determinacy. As far as syntax is deterministic by nature, the derivation illustrated in (26) is
impossible from the beginning since it is the very indeterministic situation that syntax is
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designed not to generate; movement takes place only at the phase level and the subject can
move to the Spec,CP position (or the Spec of (10)) without stopping over any other positions,
including Spec,TP. Spec,TP-to-Spec,CP anti-locality is explained as one consequence of the
proposed Determinacy.
The deduction of Spec,TP-to-Spec,CP anti-locality under the proposed Determinacy,
however, may raise a question of how examples like (29) are explained. Consider the
following examples:
(29) a. Who appears to himself to be intelligent?
b. Who seems to his mother to be intelligent?
(30) a. The student appears to himself to be intelligent.
b. Every boy seems to his mother to be intelligent.
(31) a. *Who does it seem to himself that the professor admired?
b. ?*Who does his mother love?
As shown in (29) and (30), subject wh-movement does show A-movement properties, just
like subject raising to Spec,TP. Compare (30) with (31). In (29a), just as in (30a), the subject
wh-phrase, when moved, can bind the reflexive in the higher clause and in (29b), just as in
(30b), subject wh-movement does not induce weak crossover effects. The examples in (29)
and (30) argue that subject wh-movement and subject raising show the same properties,
suggesting that the subject wh-phrase moves to the same position or Spec,TP.
A-movement properties in (29) will follow without any problems. I argue that Spec,TP is
irrelevant to A-properties. It has been argued in the literature that -features play a key role in
defining A-positions (e.g., Chomsky 2007, Obata and Epstein 2011, van Urk 2015). Building
on arguments in the literature, especially van Urk (2015), Mizuguchi (2018, 2019a,b)
proposes (32):
(32) The NP is in an A-position if it is merged with an SO headed by a head bearing
-features; otherwise, it is in an A′-position.
This says that the NP is in an A-position or is interpreted as having A-properties when as
shown in (33), it is merged with P.
(33)
NP

P

Given (32), subject wh-movement is to an A-position. Recall that in (29), the Spec
requirement on T is solved by (10) and the derivation goes as illustrated in (11). In (11),
-features on C will not be inherited and C keeps the features. Recall that T is embedded
under C in (10) and that it does not stand as an independent head; in other words, T is part of
C. Since (10) is on a par with C, given (32), which is independently motivated, the Spec of
(10) is an A-position and A-movement properties in (29) are explained without any problems.
Under the proposed analysis, the Spec of (10) is a mixed position (Diesing 1990, Torrego
1984, Uriagereka 1988, van Urk 2015 for relevant discussion): (10), which is equivalent to C,
bears  for under-inheritance in addition to other properties of C.
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4.2 Successive cyclic movement
The second consequence is that no superfluous successive cyclic movement is allowed; that
is, it occurs only at the phase level. The deterministic syntax predicts that successive cyclic
movement is to a phase edge and does not take place at the non-phase level since it creates
indeterministic situations like (4b) and (6b); if the movement applies at the phase level, such
situations will not emerge thanks to cyclic Transfer, which renders lower occurrences
invisible and warrants Determinacy. The prediction is supported by (34).
(34) a. *[Which picture of himself] did Mary seem to John [to like t]?
cf. b. [Which picture of himself] did it seem to John [that Mary liked t]?

(Abels 2003)

In (34a), himself cannot be bound by John. It has been argued that the raising infinitive is
non-phasal (Chomsky 1986, Mizuguchi 2017 and Takahashi 2010). In (34a), phase
impenetrability via cyclic Transfer does not arise in the absence of phases and the wh-phrase
moves in a single leap to Spec,CP given the proposed Determinacy. Successive cyclic
movement, which creates (35) for (34a) and allows John to bind himself, will be ruled out:
(35) … [seem to John [[which picture of himself] [Mary [to like t]]]]
In (34b), on the other hand, an indeterministic situation will not arise thanks to cyclic
Transfer at the phase level: as shown in (36), a lower occurrence of the wh-phrase becomes
invisible through Transfer:4
(36) … [seem to John [[which picture of himself] [that [Mary liked t]]]]
This consequence from the proposed Determinacy leads to a more general argument that
X-YP structure is preferred in language. For instance, Bošković (2019) argues for (37), citing
Dadan (2019) as one of the arguments for his claim:
(37) Maximize Asymmetric Relations (MAR)
According to Bošković, MAR suggests that Specs or XP-YP should be avoided as much
as possible; that is, successive cyclic movement should not be free but occurs only when it is
forced by phase impenetrability, proceeding only through phase edges. This is exactly what
the proposed Determinacy explains: unless movement takes place at the phase level where
cyclic Transfer occurs, indeterministic situations will emerge; cyclic Transfer warrants
Determinacy in rule application by rendering a portion of the derivation invisible.
In this section, I have discussed two consequences of proposed Determinacy. These
consequences are theoretically and empirically upheld.

4

The discussion here predicts that A-movement will be successive cyclic if phase boundaries intervene in the
path of the movement. This is in fact correct. See Mizuguchi (2019a) for relevant discussion. See also Bošković
(2002) for evidence for successive cyclic A-movement.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, I have claimed that Determinacy follows as a consequence of phase, proposing
phase-based Determinacy: with phase-based computation in place, indeterministic situations
like (4b) and (6b) will never emerge in syntax. The discussion here argues that phase
contributes to computational efficiency not only by being a locus of unvalued features
(Chomsky 2008, 2019b) but also by wiping out ambiguous situations for subsequent rule
application. The present paper thereby endorses the hypothesis that the Faculty of Language
is optimally designed, with UG working in accord with efficiency principles.
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Island sensitivity in Chinese topicalization
Hyunjun Park and YongSuk Yoo
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1. Introduction
Xu and Langendoen (1985) argue that topicalization in Chinese does not induce any island
effect since a topic element can be generated without involving movement. As observed by
Zhang (2002), however, Chinese topicalization is sensitive to the predicate distinction inside
islands. Island effects arise in episodic eventuality contexts equivalent to specific eventualities,
but they do not in stable state contexts. Grounded in Zhang’s (2002) empirical claim, Pan (2014)
argues that topicalization in Chinese cannot be analyzed as a single type phenomenon, and he
goes on to extend ex-situ constructions into four types based on the two ingredients of
extraction and base-generation.1 The fact that we can infer from the paradigm of these data
confirms that there is a distinction between episodic eventuality contexts and stable state
contexts in terms of island sensitivity. In other words, the island effects are detected only in
episodic eventualities in Chinese, but not elsewhere, as found in such constructions as
topicalization in (1), wh-ex-situ in (2), and clefting in (3).
(1) a. ??Zhe ben shu, (wo xiang) du-guo de
ren
lai-le.
(Topicalization)
this CL book I think read-EXP DE person come-PER
Intended: ‘This book, I think the person who read came.’
b. Zhe ben shu, (wo xiang) du-guo de ren
bu
duo.
this CL book I think read-EXP DE person not many
‘This book, (I think) the person who read are not many.’
(2) a. *Na ge xuesheng, Lao Wang zuotian zenyang piping-le?
(Wh-ex-situ)
that CL student Lao Wang yesterday how
criticize-PER
‘Intended: ‘How does Lao Wang criticize that student every day?’
b. Na-bu
dianying, kan-guo de ren
bu shao?
which-CL movie see-EXP DE person not few
‘Which movie, the people who saw (it) are many?’
Chinese wh-phrases in the left periphery can be used as a topic or a focus derived via movement or by basegeneration. Pan (2014) shows four possible combinations as follows.
1

Extraction
Base-generation

Wh-topic
Type I
Type III

Wh-cleft focus
Type II
Type IV
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(3) a. * Shi Meiguo, wo qunian qu-le.
(Cleft construction)
be US
I last-year go-PER
‘It was the US that I went (to) last year.’
b. Shi na-bu dianying, kanguo
de ren
hen
duo.
be that-CL movie
see-EXP DE person very many
‘It is that movie that the people who saw (it) are many.’
(Zhang 2002 and Pan 2014)
The run-of-the-mill topic in the sentence-initial position in (1a) is extracted from the
complex NP structure. This sentence is not acceptable. On the other hand, (1b) is perfectly
acceptable. The only difference between (1a) and (1b) lies in predicate type. (1a) contains a
predicate denoting an episodic eventuality context, whereas (1b) contains the one denoting a
stable state context. In the latter no island effect arises. The same contrast also holds between
the (a)-sentences and (b)-sentences of (2) and (3).
In this paper, we will argue that the obviation of island effects in such sentences as (1b), (2b),
and (3b) vis-à-vis (1a), (2a), and (3a) is to be understood on a par with the comparable obviation
of the effects in relativization of Korean and Japanese as in (4) and (5), initially observed by
Kuno (1973) for Japanese and Han and Kim (2004) for Korean.
(4) [RC1 [RC2 ei ej tha-ko tani-nun] cha-kaj
mesci-n]
sinsai
(Korean)
ei ej ride drive-ADN car-NOMj stylish-AND gentleman
‘the gentlemani [RC1 whoi the carj [RC2 whichj ei is driving ej] is stylish]’
(5) [ [ kite-iru]
yoohuku-ga yogorete-iru] sinsi
(Japanese)
wearing-is suit-NOM
dirty-is
gentleman
‘gentleman who the suit [he] is wearing is dirty’
(Han and Kim 2004)
Following the lead by Han and Kim (2004), where apparently double relative clauses in
Korean and Japanese stem from double subject clauses which are excellently formed with
stative verbs or adjectives, we argue that (1b), (2b), and (3b) have the structure quite
comparable to that of double relatives in Korean and Japanese. More specifically, the
apparently displaced topic element in (1b), (2b), and (3b) does not originate from inside the
relative clause island, but from the outer specifier of TP or [Spec, TopP] (that a major subject
occupies) outside the inner specifier of TP (that a grammatical subject occupies) in the higher
clause, as represented below with (2b):
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TopP
Top’
Na-bu dianying1
Top

TP
NP (=DP)

RC (=CP)

NP T

T’
VP

ren
kan-EXP e1 DE

bu duo

Along this line of analysis, we will investigate both the issue at hand and the coverage of
Korean/Japanese-type double subjects in various constructions of Chinese. The consequence
of this analysis will be that we can provide a uniform movement analysis of topicalization in
Chinese, with its peculiar behavior in the context of stable state predicates falling out from the
particular syntactic structure that the latter give rise to.
2. Obviation of Island effects in Korean relativization
The head noun in Korean relative clauses occurs to its right, which is head-final as in (7).
(7) a. Subject-extracted relative clause
[CP [TP e Yengi-lul cohaha]-nun] Cheli
e Yengi-Acc like -ADN Cheli
‘Cheli who likes Yengi’
b. Object-extracted relative clause
[CP [TP Cheli-ka
e cohaha]-nun] Yengi
Cheli-Nom e like -ADN Yengi
‘Yengi who Cheli likes’
c. Adverbial relative clause
[CP [TP Cheli-ka
e Yengi-lul
cohaha-nun] iyu
Cheli-Nom e Yengi-ACC like-ADN reason
‘The reason why Cheli likes Yengi’
It has been assumed that Korean relativization shows the properties of wh-movement in
English even though it does not have any overt relative pronoun since an empty operator in the
position of the specifier of CP ([Spec, CP]) is associated with a gap within the relative clause
in (8).
(8) a. [CP OPi [TP ei Yengi-lul cohaha]-nun] Cheli
b. [CP OPi [TP Cheli-ka
ei cohaha]-nun] Yengi
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c. [CP OPi [TP Cheli-ka

ei

Yengi-lul
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cohaha-nun] iyu

However, an immediate question that arises with respect to this analysis is how the empty
operator movement analysis can explain double relative clauses in Korean.
(9) a. [RC1 [RC2 ei ej cohaha-nun ] kangaci-kaj cwuk-un] aii
ei ej like-ADN dog-Nomj die-ADN kidi
‘the kid [RC1 whoi the dog [RC2 whichj ei liked ej] died]’
‘the kid who the dog which [he] liked died’
b. [RC1 [RC2 ei ej tha-ko tani-nun] cha-kaj
mesci-n]
sinsai
ei ej ride drive-ADN car-NOMj stylish-ADN gentleman
‘the gentleman [RC1 whoi the car [RC2 whichj ei is driving ej] is stylish]’
‘the gentleman who the car that [he] is driving is stylish’
c. [RC1 [RC2 ei ej kackoiss-nun ] khemphwute-kaj Mac-i-n]
kyoswui
ei ej
have-ADN computer-NOMj Mac-COP-ADN professori
‘the professor [RC1 whoi the computer [RC2 whichj ei has ej] is Mac]’
‘the professor who the computer which [he] has is [a] Mac’
(Han and Kim 2004)
The relative clauses in (9) are not the same as those in (7). The relativization in (9) occurs
twice. First of all, the object ‘kangaci’ in the position of ej in R2 in (9a) has relativized, which
is associated with ‘kangaci-ka’ in the subject position of R1 and then the subject ‘ai’ in the
position of ei in R2 has relativized, which is associated with head noun ‘ai’. The examples of
(9b) and (9c) go through the same process. These sentences in (9a), (9b), and (9c) all become
acceptable. Thus, they seem to have no island constraint where extraction is not possible from
the complex NP. However, island effects are present in relative clauses as in (10).
(10) a. *[wuli pan haksayng-i [CNP [ei kapcaki mikwuk-ey
our class student-NOM
ei suddenly America-to
ka-n]
sasil-ul
mola-ss-ten]
sensayngnimi
go-ADN fact-ACC not.know-PAST-A DN
teacheri
‘the teacher whoi a student from our class didn’t know [CNP the fact that ei suddenly
went to America]’
b. *[John-i
[CNP [kangto-ka ei hwumchy-ess-tanun]
John-Nom
thief-NOM ei steal-PAST-AND
sosik-ul tul-un]
poseki
news-ACC hear-AND jeweli
‘the jewel whichi John heard [CNP the news that the thief stole ei]’
c. *[[AC John-i
ku
namca-lul ei manna-ss-ki
John-NOM that man-ACC ei meet-PAST-NOMINAL
ttaymwuney] Sue-ka
hwakana-n]
sikani
because
Sue-NOM be.angry-AND timei
‘the time wheni Sue was angry [AC because John met that man ei]’
(Hand and Kim 2004)
The subject NP ei in the complex NP (CNP) in (10a) is relativized to the head noun
‘sensayngnim’ in the relative clause and the object NP ej in CNP in (10b) is relativized to the
head noun ‘posek’ in the relative clause, respectively. The adjunct ei in the adjunct clause (AC)
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in (10c) is relativized to the head noun ‘sikan’ in the relative clause as well. The
ungrammaticality of (10a), (10b), and (10c) clearly shows that island effects exist in Korean
relative clauses.
In order to solve these problems, Han and Kim (2004) propose double nominative
constructions for the analysis of double relative clauses in Korean.
(11) a. Ku ai-ka
kangaci-ka cwukess-ta.
that kid-NOM dog-NOM die-PAST-DECL
‘As for that kid, the dog died.’
b. Ku sinsa-ka
yangpok-i telep-ta.
that gentleman-NOM suit-NOM dirty-DECL
‘As for that gentleman, the suit is dirty.’
(Han and Kim 2004)
There are two nominative case ‘ka’ in (11). The first nominal NP ‘ai’ and ‘sinsa’,
respectively, bear ‘aboutness’ in the sentence or discourse context and the second nominal NPs
‘kangaci’ and ‘yangpok’, respectively, are the syntactic subject even though the first nominative
NP is in a semantic relation with the second nominative NP. Thus, the first nominative NP and
the verbal element can form a complete sentence in TP and the first nominative NP is adjoined
to TP.
(12) a. Kangaci-ka cwuk-ess-ta.
dog-NOM die-PAST-DECL
‘The dog died.’
b. Yangpok-i telep-ta.
suit-NOM dirty-DECL
‘The suit is dirty.’
The verbal element in double nominative constructions can only be formed with stative
verbs or adjectives (Kim 1990, Han and Kim 2004). The first nominative NPs in (11) can be
relativized as well as in (13).
(13) a. [RC ei [kangaci-ka cwuk-un]] aii
ei
dog-NOM die-ADN kidi
‘the kid whose dog died’
b. [RC ei [yangpok-i telew-un]] sinsai
ei
suit-NOM dirty-ADN gentlemani
‘the gentleman whose suit is dirty’
They point out that the source sentences for double relative clauses in Korean are double
nominative constructions. The second nominative NP ‘kangaci’ is relativized and the empty
pro in the relative clause refers to the first nominative NP ‘ai’ in (14a).
(14) a. Ai-kai [RC proi ej cohaha-nun] kangaci-kaj cwuk-ess-ta.
kid-NOM proi ej like-ADN
dog-NOMj die-PAST-DECL
‘As for the kid, the dog that he liked died.’
b. [RC1 ei [RC2 proi ej cohaha-nun] kangaci-kaj cwuk-un] aii
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ei
proi ej like-ADN dog-NOMJ die-ADN kidi
‘the kid whose dog which he liked died’
(14b) is derived by relativizing the first NP in (14a). The empty gap in R2 is coindexed with
the first nominative NP adjoined to the specifier of TP [Spec, TP]. In other words, the gap has
not relativized out of the complex NP. Therefore, there is no island violation in the double
relative clause. The corresponding tree structure of (14b) is in (15).
(15)

NP
RC1

NP
kidi

NP

TP

ei
NP
RC2

VP
NP

V

dog-NOMJ

die-ADN

proi ej like-ADN
(Han and Kim 2004)
The object NP in double relative clauses can be derived from a double nominative construction
as in (16).
(16) a. Ku kangaci-kaj [RC ei proj khiwewu-n] cwuin-ii
cwuk-ess-ta.
that dog-NOMj
ei proj keep-ADN owner-NOMi die-PAST-DECL
‘As for that dog, the owner who kept him died.’
b.
TP
NP

TP

dog-NOMj
NP
RC

VP
NP
owner-NOMi

V
died

ei proj keep-AND died
(Han and Kim 2004)
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The first nominative NP is the object in the relative clause. The second nominative NP has a
relative clause where it is the subject and the pro object is associated with the first nominative
NP. Then the double relative clause can be derived by relativizing the first nominative NP
‘kangaci’ as in (17a).
(17) a. [RC1 ej [RC2 ei proj khiwecwu-n] cwuin-ii
ej

ei proj keep-ADN

cwuk-un] kangacij

owner-NOMi die-ADN dogj

‘the dog who the owner who kept [him] died’
b.

NP
RC1

NP
dogj

NP

TP

ej
NP

VP
die-ADN

RC2

NP
owner-NOMi

ei proj keep-ADN
(Han and Kim 2004)
The object gap in the relative clause is adjoined to the specifier of TP and the object ‘kangaji’
is relativized to the head noun without island violation. The double nominative construction
can be applied to Japanese which allows a double nominative construction and pro drop as in
(18).
(18) a. sinsi-ga
yoohuku-ga yogorete-iru.
gentleman-NOM suit-NOM
dirty-is
b. [[kite-iru] yoohuku-ga yogorete-iru] sinsi
wearing-is suit-NOM dirty-is
gentleman
‘gentleman who the suit [he] is wearing is dirty’
c. [RC1 ei [RC2 proi ej kite-iru] yoohuku-gaj yogorete-iru] sinsii
ei
proi ej wearing-is suit-NOMj dirty-is
gentlemani
As pointed out by Kuno (1973) and Kuroda (1978), the double nominative construction in
Japanese is acceptable as in (18a). The first nominative NP ‘sinsi’ is relativized from (18a) and
the second nominative NP ‘yoohuku’ has another relative clause that includes a pro subject
adjoined to the specifier of TP with no island violation.
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3. Topic structures in Chinese
There has been a heated debate over whether topic constructions are derived by movement or
base-generated in Chinese. If Chinese topicalization is derived by movement, it should be
sensitive to the locality constraints on movement. Zhang (2002) argues that there are many
cases where island effects are observed even though Xu and Langendoen (1985) claim that
Chinese topicalization does not show any island effect because Chinese topic structures are
base-generated. Specifically, Zhang (2002) points out that island effects only occur in episodic
eventualities but they do not in stable state contexts. In this paper, we will show that the
obviation of island effects in Chinese topicalization can be understood on a par with the
comparable obviation of the effects in double relative clauses of Korean and Japanese in the
sense of Han and Kim (2004).
There exist double nominative constructions in Chinese even though there are no overt case
markers such as ‘(n)un’ as a topic marker and ‘ka’ as a nominative case marker observed in
Korean when two nominal elements occur before the verb (Teng 1974, Shyu 1995).
(19) a. Ta duzi
e.
he stomach hungry
‘He is hungry.’
b. Ta tou teng.
he head painful
‘He has a headache.’
c. Ta kou ke.
he mouth thirsty
‘He is thirsty.’
(Teng 1974)
The relationship between the first nominal elements ‘ta’, ‘ta’, ‘ta’ and the second nominal
elements ‘duzi’, ‘tou’, ‘kou’ in (19) is possession and thus a genitive ‘de’ may be inserted
between the first and the second nominal elements. Another characteristic is that the verbal
element is stative intransitive.2 However, the first nominal element and the second nominal
element do not always form a constituent.
(20) a. (Ouzhou a) xianjin guojia
nanren bi
nüren pingjun-shouming duan.
(Europe) civilized countries male compare with women average-life-span shorter
‘In Europe, in civilized countries the average life-span of men is shorter than that of
women.’
b. (Ouzhou a) xianjin guojia de nanren bi
nüren pingjun-shouming duan.
(Europe) civilized countries DE male compare with women average-life-span shorter
c. Ouzhou a, xianjin guojia zuijin nanren bi
nüren pingjun-shouming duan.
‘In Europe, civilized countries recently the average life-span of men is shorter than that
of women.’
Syu (1995) claims that the verbal element can be a stative intransitive such as an adjective or copulative
predicate, or an eventive verb.
(i) Daxiang bizi shen-chu le langan.
elephant trunk stretch-out Asp fence
‘(An) elephant’s trunk stretched across the fence.’
2
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d. *Ouzhou a, xianjin guojia de zuijin nanren bi nüren pingjun-shouming duan.
‘In Europe, men of civilized countries recently have shorter average life-span than
women.’
(Shyu 1995)
The first nominal element ‘xianjin guojia’ and the second nominal element ‘nanren’ in (20b)
are connected by the genitive ‘de’ and thus seem to form a single constituent. However, this is
not the true. The two nominal elements can be separated by an adverb as in (20c). This fact
indicates that these two elements do not necessarily form a single constituent and thus the first
nominal element does not need to adjoin to the second nominal element for double nominative
construction, as pointed out by Han and Kim (2004).
(21) a. xiang bizi chang.
elephant nose long
‘Elephants’ noses are long.’
b. Zhangsan nü pengyou duo.
Zhangsan girl friend many
‘Zhangsan has lots of girlfriends.’
c. Zhei ge nühai yanjing hen da.
that CL girl eye
very big
‘This girl’s eyes are very big.’
d. Zhei ban xuesheng ta zui congming.
This class student 3sg most intelligent
‘(In) that class of students, s/he is the most intelligent.’
(Li and Thompson 1981)
The double nominative clauses in Chinese seem to be better organized when the verb
element is stative verbs rather than activity verbs in line with Teng (1974), Kim (1990), Han
and Kim (2004), as in (21).
Chinese typically allows an empty pronoun (pro) in all argument positions (Huang, Li, and
Li 2009).
(22) Zhangsani, [[RC ei xihuan de] ren] hen
duo.
Zhangsan
ei like
DE person very many
‘Zhangsani, people who [hei] likes are many.’
The subject pro in the relative clause is associated with the first nominal ‘Zhangsan’. Han and
Kim (2004) argue that double relative clauses should exist if a language has a double
nominative construction and the empty pronoun such as pro is available. As we have seen in
the examples, Chinese is a pro-drop language and produces double nominative constructions.
If so, let us see whether the obviation of island effects in double relative clauses in Chinese is
on a par with that of Korean and Japanese.
(23) shows that double nominative constructions are acceptable in Chinese.
(23) a. na
That

ge haizi xiaogou si le.
CL kid dog
die PER
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‘As for that kid, the dog died.’
b. na ge shenshi yangzhuang zang le.
that CL gentleman suit
dirty PER
‘As for that gentleman, the suit is dirty.’
The first nominal elements of double nominative constructions in (24a) and (24b) can be
relativized. (24c) is derived from the double nominative construction, where the second
nominative NP is modified by a relative clause that has an empty pro that is coindexed with the
first nominative NP.
(24) a. [RC ei [xiaogou sidiao de]] haizii.
ei dog
die DE kidi
‘the kid whose dog died’
b. [RC ei [yangzhuang zang de] shenshi
ei suit
dirty DE gentlemani
‘the gentleman whose suit is dirty’
c. haizii [RC proi ej xihuan de] xiaogouj si le.
kidi
proi ej like DE dogj
die PER
‘As for the kid, the dog that he liked died.’
The second nominative NP ‘zhuren’ in (25a) contains a relative clause and this relative
clause has an empty object which is coindexed with the first nominative NP. And then the first
nominative NP in the double relative clause of (25b) is relativized without any island violation.
(25c) is derived from relativizing the original first nominative NP ‘haizi’. The indexation of
the head noun ‘haizi’ in the double relative clause originates from the TP-adjoined first
nominative NP position, not from the subject pro position of a relative clause. So, there is no
island violation here.
(25) a. na zhi xiaogouj [RC ei proj siyang de] zhureni si le.
that dogj
ei proj keep DE owneri die PERF
‘As for that dog, the owner who kept him died.’
b. [RC1 ej [RC2 ei proj siyang de] zhureni si de] xiaogouj
ej
ei proj keep DE owner die DE dogj
‘the dog who the owner who kept [him] died’
c. [RC1 ei [RC2 proi ej xihuan de] xiaogouj siqu de haizii
ei
proi ej like DE dogj die DE kidi
‘the kid whose dog which he liked died’
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d.

NP
RC1

NP
kidi

NP

TP

ei
NP
RC2

VP
NP

V

dogj

die-DE

proi ej like DE
The examples from Zhang (2002) and Pan (2014) can be accounted for in terms of the
double relative clause analysis we have seen.
(26) a. ??Zhe ben shu, (wo xiang) du-guo de
ren
lai-le.
this CL book I think read-EXP DE person come-PER
Intended: ‘This book, I think the person who read came.’
b. Zhe ben shu, (wo xiang) du-guo de ren
bu
duo.
this CL book I think read-EXP DE person not many
‘This book, (I think) the person who read are not many.’

(Topicalization)

(27) a. *Na ge xuesheng, Lao Wang zuotian zenyang piping-le?
that CL student Lao Wang yesterday how
criticize-PER
‘Intended: ‘How does Lao Wang criticize that student everyday?’
b. Na-bu
dianying, kan-guo de ren
bu shao?
which-CL movie see-EXP DE person not few
‘Which movie, the people who saw (it) are many?’
(28) a. *Shi Meiguo, wo qunian qu-le.
be US
I last-year go-PER
‘It was the US that I went (to) last year.’
b. Shi na-bu dianying, kanguo de ren
hen
duo.
be that-CL movie
see-EXP DE person very many
‘It is that movie that the people who
saw (it) are many.’

(Wh-ex-situ)

(Cleft construction)

(26a), (27a), and (28a) are not acceptable since the sentences appear in the structures that
encode episodic eventualities. As pointed out by Zhang (2002), island effects usually exist in
topicalization under specific eventualities. In other words, island effects in Chinese
topicalization are asymmetrical between episodic eventualities and non-episodic eventualities
such as stable states, habitual eventualities, and irrealis eventualities. (26b), (27b), and (28b)
consist of a stative verb and do not show any island effect. They can further be accounted for
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in terms of Han and Kim’s (2004) analysis, as in (29).
(29) a. Zhe ben shuj, [NP [RC ei du-guo
ej de ] reni]
bu
duo.
this CL book
ei
read-EXP ei DE personj not many
b. Na-bu
dianyingi, [NP [RC ei kan-guo ej de ] reni]
bu shao?
which-CL movie
ei see-EXP ej DE personi not few
c. Shi na-bu dianyingj, [NP [RC ei kanguo ej de ] reni
hen
duo.
be that-CL movie
ei see-EXP ej DE personi very many
4. Conclusion
We have argued that island effect asymmetry in Chinese topicalization exists such that island
effects arise in episodic eventuality contexts equivalent to specific eventualities, but not in
stable state contexts. In order to properly explain these phenomena, we adopt Han and Kim’s
(2004) double relative clause analysis from a double nominative construction where the first
nominative NP is adjoined to the specifier of TP [Spec, TP]. It has generally been claimed that
Chinese is a pro drop language and has a double nominative construction. Therefore, we can
clearly explain why obviation of island effects in Chinese topicalization occurs under double
relative clauses.
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Focus Mismatch under Ellipsis in Japanese,
Polarity and Head Movement*
Yosuke Sato
Seisen University

1. Introduction
This paper investigates the phenomenon of focus mismatch under ellipsis in Japanese involving focus
particles such as dake ‘only’ and bakari ‘only’ (Akiyama 2014; Moriyama 2017). It explores its
theoretical implications for the derivations of elliptic arguments in the language, the size of their
ellipsis sites, and the interaction of head movement with scope economy in syntactic derivation.
2. Focus Mismatch under Ellipsis and the LF-Copy Theory of Argument Ellipsis
Akiyama (2014) and Moriyama (2017) observe that an argument suffixed with focus particles such as
dake ‘only’ and bakari ‘only’ cannot undergo Argument Ellipsis (AE), as illustrated in (1) and (2).
For example, in (1), the elided null object in the second clause can refer back to susi in the first clause
(the focus-exclusive reading), but not to susi-dake (the focus-inclusive reading), even though the
relevant correlate within the antecedent clause is visibly suffixed with the focus particle dake ‘only’.
(1) Taroo-wa
susi-dake-o
tabeta. Hanako-mo e tabeta.
Taro-TOP
sushi-only-ACC ate
Hanako-also
ate
lit. ‘Taro ate only sushi. Hanako also ate e.’
[?? Focus-inclusive (only-XP) reading;✓focus-exclusive (XP) reading]
(2) Taroo-wa
saikin
kappuramen-bakari-o tabeteiru. Hanako-mo e tabeteiru.
Taro-TOP
these.days cup.noodle-only-ACC eat
Hanako-also
eat
lit. ‘Taro has been eating only cup noodles these days. Hanako also has been eating e.’
[??only-XP reading;✓XP reading]
Examples (3–5) show that focus mismatch between an antecedent argument and its elliptical
correspondent is not restricted to direct object positions, but is also observed in other grammatical
positions including subjects, indirect objects and postpositional objects.
(3) Taroo-wa
*

[CP seikyusyo-dake-ga

todoita-to]

itta.

Hanako-mo

The project reported here is supported by the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) of the Japan Society for the Promotion
of Science (Project # 19K00560) (April 2019–March 2023). A complete version of this short paper is available as Sato (2020). I
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seminar at Seisen University (Fall 2019). Special thanks to Mamoru Saito for valuable discussions and questions on the analysis
presented here. Needless to say, all errors are mostly likely to be blamed on Covid-19 or the present author.
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Taro-TOP
invoice-only-NOM
arrived-COMP
said
Hanako-also
[CP e todoita-to] itta.
arrived-COMP said
lit. ‘Taro said that only invoices arrived. Hanako also said that e arrived.’
[??only-XP reading;✓XP reading]
(4) Taroo-wa
sensei-ni ronbun-dake-o okutta. Hanako-mo
senpai-ni e
Taro-TOP
teacher-to paper-only-ACC sent Hanako-also
senior-to
lit. ‘Taro sent only his paper to his teacher. Hanako also sent e to her senior.’
[??only-XP reading;✓XP reading]

okutta.
sent

(5) Taroo-wa
koen-de Hikari-dake-to asondeita.
Hanako-mo
e asondeita.
Taro-TOP
park-in Hikari-only-with was.playing
Hanako-also
was.playing
lit. ‘Taro was playing only with Hikari in the park. Hanako was also playing e.’
[??only-XP reading;✓XP reading]
I maintain that the impossibility of the focus-inclusive reading in (1) follows from Saito’s
(2017) recent proposal that AE, implemented in terms of LF-Copy (Oku 1998; Saito 2007,
2017; Sakamoto 2017, 2019), cannot apply to an item which forms an operator-variable
relationship at LF. Among other arguments he provides, Saito argues that this analysis
correctly predicts that a wh-phrase is ineligible to undergo AE, as shown by the
ungrammaticality of (6b).
(6) a.

b.

c.
d.

Dare-ga
Haiderabaado-e
itta-ka sitteimasu-ka?
who-NOM Hyderabad-to
went-Q know-Q
‘Do you know who went to Hyderabad?’
Iie. * Demo e Siena-e itta-ka-nara
sitteimasu.
no but
Siena-to went-Q-if
know
intended: ‘No, but I know the answer if the question is, who went to Siena?’
* [for which x, x a person] went to Siena
* x went to Siena
(Saito 2017:727–728)

Since dare ‘who’ constitutes an operator-variable chain (roughly, {[for which x, x a person], x}) at
LF, copying the operator or the variable parts of the relevant chain alone onto the empty subject slot
in (6b) at LF yields the partial representations shown in (6c) and (6d), respectively. However,
neither representation is interpretable at LF: (6c) involves vacuous quantification whereas (6d)
involves an unbounded variable. The focus-inclusive reading in (1), then, is correctly blocked under
Saito’s theory, given the reasonable assumption that a dake-marked phrase forms an
operator-variable relationship through either focus movement (Shoji 1986; Hoshi and Miyoshi
2007; Funakoshi 2016) or Quantifier Raising (Takahashi 2010), a choice immaterial for our present
concerns.
I suggest that the focus-exclusive reading in (1), by contrast, is obtained when LF-Copy
targets susi alone in the antecedent clause to copy onto the corresponding empty object slot in
the subsequent elliptical clause at LF. That LF-Copy may target an argument alone minus any
particle attached to it is independently supported by the observation that AE tolerates case
particle mismatches (Saito 2007; Takahashi 2006, 2012). For example, the transitive verb
oikaesu ‘to chase away’ assigns the accusative Case, not the dative Case, to its direct object,
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as shown in (7).
(7) Taroo-wa zibun-no
hahaoya-o/*ni
Taro-TOP self-GEN
mother-ACC/DAT
‘Taro chased her mother away.’

oikaesita.
chased.away

Keeping this observation in mind, Saito (2007) points out that the grammaticality of the null
object example in (8) indicates that the target of LF-Copy lacks Case features; if the Case
values mattered for the application of this operation, then (8) would be rendered
ungrammatical on a par with (7) due to the dative Case feature of the object zibun-no
hahaoya-ni ‘to self’s mother’ at LF.
(8) Taroo-wa zibun-no
hahaoya-ni
atta-ga, Hanako-wa
Taro-TOP self-GEN
mother-DAT
met-but Hanako-TOP
lit. ‘Taro met his mother, but Hanako chased e away.’

e oikaesita.
chased.away
(Saito 2007:217)

Given that dake ‘only’ is a (focus) particle, just like regular case markers in Japanese, it follows that
the same copying operation may well target the direct object argument susi ‘sushi’ in (1) alone to
the exclusion of the focus particle to yield the focus-exclusive reading obtained in (1).
Kishimoto’s (2006, 2010) observation below provides independent supporting evidence
for my proposed analysis. Kishimoto observes that when focus particles such as dake ‘only’
and bakari ‘only’ occur attached to the right of a verbal complex, they can be associated with
any argument contained within the whole clause headed by the complex. Thus, (9a) may be
associated with the focus interpretation shown in (9b) and (9c), where dake ‘only’ modifies
the subject and object arguments, respectively. In a similar vein, the first full-fledged clause
in the example in (10), with bakari ‘only’ being attached to the verbal complex, may be
interpreted as synonymous with the example in (2), where the same focus particle is attached
directly to the direct object.
(9) a.

John-ga
hon-o
yonda-dake-da.
John-NOM
book-ACC
read-only-COP
‘It is only the case that John read books.’
b. John-dake-ga
hon-o
yonda.
John-only-NOM book-ACC
read
‘Only John read books.’
c. John-ga
hon-dake-o
yonda.
John-NOM
book-only
read
‘John read only books.’

(Kishimoto 2006:88–89)

(10) Taroo-wa saikin
kappuramen-o tabete-bakari-iru. Hanako-mo
e
Taro-TOP these.days
cup.noodle-ACC eat-only-be
Hanako-also
tabete-bakari-iru.
eat-only-be
lit. ‘Taro has been eating only cup noodles these days. Hanako also has been eating e.’
[✓only-XP reading;✓XP reading]
Crucial for our present purposes is that (10), but not (2), allows the focus-inclusive reading
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despite the fact that the two examples seem synonymous otherwise. The contrast between the
two examples with respect to the availability of this particular reading is exactly what my
proposed analysis predicts. (2) contains the object marked with dake ‘only’, and hence creates
an operator-variable configuration at LF, which blocks successful application of LF-Copy from
targeting the null object position. The direct object in (10), by contrast, does not involve this
configuration, and hence can be copied at LF onto the empty argument slot.
3. Polarity, Head Movement and the Derivations of Elliptic Arguments in Japanese
A closer examination reveals, however, that the focus-inclusive reading is actually grammatical in an
elliptical clause if the polarity of the clause is properly manipulated, contrary to the conventional
wisdom that focused expressions in general cannot undergo ellipsis (Shoji 1986; Tancredi 1992;
Funakoshi 2012; Oku 2016). Specifically, the example in (1) as well as those in (11–13) below
show that the relevant reading is acceptable only if the second elliptical clause is negative.
(11) Taroo-wa susi-dake-o
tabeta. Hanako-wa e tabenakatta.
Taro-TOP sushi-only-ACC ate
Hanako-TOP
didn’t.eat
lit. ‘Taro ate only sushi. Hanako didn’t eat e.’ [✓only-XP reading]
(12) Taroo-wa susi-dake-o
tabenakatta. Hanako-wa e
tabeta.
Taro-TOP sushi-only-ACC didn’t.eat
Hanako-TOP
ate
lit. ‘Taro didn’t eat only sushi. Hanako ate e.’ [?? only-XP reading]
(13) Taroo-wa susi-dake-o
tabenakatta. Hanako-mo e
tabenakatta.
Taro-TOP sushi-only-ACC didn’t.eat
Hanako-TOP
didn’t.eat
lit. ‘Taro didn’t eat only sushi. Hanako also didn’t eat e.’ [✓only-XP reading]
This novel observation goes against my proposed extension above of Saito’s (2017) LF-Copy
theory of AE to (1), which would wrongly predict that the focus-inclusive reading should be
uniformly inaccessible whenever the correlate in the antecedent clause is marked with dake ‘only’.
I propose that the derivation of an elliptic argument construction in Japanese is different
depending on its polarity value: A positive elliptical structure does not involve V-to-Neg
movement, and hence can only be derived through AE, as shown in (14), whereas its negative
counterpart is derived through V-Stranding Ellipsis (VSE) (Otani and Whitman 1991; Huang
1991; Goldberg 2005; Gribanova 2013; Funakoshi 2012, 2016; Hayashi and Fujii 2015), fed
in our present case by overt V-to-Neg movement in syntax, as shown in (15).
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(14)

TP
FocP

(15)

TP

T

NegP

Foc′
VP
DP

FocP
Foc

Neg
Foc′

V
taberu

VP
DP

LF-Copy Site

T

Foc
V
taberu

LF-Copy Site
Under this hybrid analysis, the positive elliptical clauses in (1) and (12) are associated with the
derivation depicted in (14). The operator-variable configuration created by susi-dake-o ‘only
sushi-ACC’ in the LF-representation of the antecedent clause cannot be copied onto the empty
argument slot in the LF-derivation of the elliptical clause, thereby excluding the focus-inclusive
reading in those cases. The negative elliptical clauses in (11) and (13), on the other hand, involve
overt V-to-Neg movement in syntax in the derivations of both the antecedent and elliptical clauses.
This head movement, then, has the effect of creating a large enough structure (namely, the NegP),
as shown in (15), to allow for successful reconstruction of the whole operator-variable
configuration from the LF-representation of the antecedent clause onto the complement position of
Neg at LF. As stated in section 2, the focus-exclusive reading is obtained when LF-Copy targets the
object XP minus the focus particle to be copied onto the empty object position in the derivations of
both positive and negative clauses.
There are two independent arguments supporting the hybrid approach to the focus
mismatch phenomenon under investigation. Firstly, given the well-known observation that
adjuncts themselves cannot be elliptic in Japanese (Oku 1998; Funakoshi 2012; see also
Simpson et al. 2013), the presence vs. absence of the null adjunct interpretation in a null
argument construction has been taken as a useful probe into the nature of its derivation in
terms of AE vs. VSE. The interpretive patterns reported in (16–19) show that a positive
elliptical clause blocks a null adjunct interpretation whereas its negative variant allows such an
interpretation.
(16) Taroo-wa susi-o
yukkuri tabeta.
Hanako-mo e tabeta.
Taro-TOP sushi-ACC slowly
ate
Hanako-also
ate
lit. ‘Taro ate sushi slowly. Hanako also ate e.’ [* null adjunct interpretation]
(17) Taroo-wa susi-o
yukkiri
tabeta.
Hanako-wa e tabenakatta.
Taro-TOP sushi-ACC slowly
ate
Hanako-also
didn’t.eat
lit. ‘Taro ate sushi slowly. Hanako didn’t eat e.’ [✓null adjunct interpretation]
(18) Taroo-wa
Taro-TOP

susi-o
yukkuri
sushi-ACC slowly

tabenakatta. Hanako-wa e
didn’t.eat Hanako-also

tabeta.
ate
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lit. ‘Taro didn’t eat sushi slowly. Hanako ate e.’ [?? null adjunct interpretation]
(19) Taroo-wa susi-o
yukkuri tabenakatta. Hanako-mo e tabenakatta.
Taro-TOP sushi-ACC slowly
didn’t.eat Hanako-also
didn’t.eat
lit. ‘Taro didn’t eat sushi slowly. Hanako also didn’t eat e.’ [✓null adjunct interpretation]
My current analysis correctly predicts these interpretive patterns. The positive elliptical
clauses in (16) and (18) can only be associated with the AE derivation depicted in (14), due to
the lack of overt V-to-Neg movement in syntax, blocking the null adjunct interpretation. By
contrast, the negative elliptical clauses in (17) and (19) are derived through the VSE
derivation depicted in (15). The null adjunct interpretation is available because the LF-Copy
site in the LF-representation of the negative clauses contains a large enough structure
(namely, the NegP), which allows the recovery of the elided manner adverb yukkuri ‘slowly’.
Secondly, it is widely acknowledged that the verbs in the antecedent and elliptical
clauses must be identical for VSE to apply, but AE is not subject to this requirement (Doron
1999; Goldberg 2005; Funakoshi 2014). Given this verb-identity requirement, we can say that
the availability vs. non-availability of two distinct verbs in the two clauses implicates the AE
vs. VSE derivations of the elliptical clauses, respectively. In other words, my current analysis
predicts that positive elliptical clauses as illustrated in (1) and (12), being associated with the
AE derivation, should not need to obey the relevant requirement, whereas negative elliptical
clauses as illustrated in (11) and (13) should obey it. The acceptability judgements reported in
(20–23) show that this prediction is indeed borne out.
(20)

Taroo-wa susi-o
sonobade
tabeta.
Hanako-wa
Taro-TOP sushi-ACC
on.the.spot ate
Hanako-TOP
lit. ‘Taro ate sushi on the spot. Hanako took e away.’
(no verb-identity requirement)

e motikaetta.
took.away

(21)?? Taroo-wa susi-o
sonobade tabeta. Hanako-mo e
motikaeranakatta.
Taro-TOP sushi-ACC
on.the.spot ate
Hanako-also
didn’t.take.away
lit. ‘Taro ate sushi on the spot. Hanako also didn’t take e away.’
(verb-identity requirement)
(22)

Taroo-wa susi-o
sonobade
tabenakatta. Hanako-mo
Taro-TOP sushi-ACC
on.the.spot didn’t.eat Hanako-also
lit. ‘Taro didn’t eat sushi on the spot. Hanako also took e away.’
(no verb-identity requirement)

e motikaetta.
took.away

(23)?? Taroo-wa susi-o
sonobade tabenakatta. Hanako-mo e motikaeranakatta.
Taro-TOP sushi-ACC
on.the.spot didn’t.eat Hanako-also
didn’t.take.away
lit. ‘Taro didn’t eat sushi on the spot. Hanako also didn’t take e away.’
(verb-identity requirement)
The examples in (20) and (22) allow two distinct verbs – taberu ‘to eat’ and motikaeru ‘take
away’ – to be used in the antecedent and elliptical clauses, respectively whereas the examples
in (21) and (23) do not.
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4. Concluding Remarks
The major findings of this paper are summarized in Table 1.
Ex.

1st clause

2nd clause

(1)
(11)
(12)
(13)

+
+
−
−

+
−
+
−

Readings
??only XP
✓only XP
??only XP
✓only XP

Derivation
AE (no V-to-Neg mvt)
VSE (V-to-Neg mvt)
AE (no V-to-Neg mvt)
VSE (V-to-Neg mvt)

Null adjunct
*(16)
✓(17)
?? (18)
✓(19)

V-identity req.
No (20)
Yes (21)
No (22)
Yes (23)

Table 1: Focus Mismatch under Ellipsis in Japanese: Data, Analysis and Diagnostics
I have argued that the derivation of an elliptical clause containing focus particles such as dake
‘only’ and bakari ‘only’ takes two different routs depending on the polarity of the clause in
question: AE vs. VSE. I have further argued that the different derivations, in turn, are governed
by the presence vs. absence of overt V-to-Neg movement in narrow syntactic computation. The
results reported here indicate that a pluralistic approach is called for which utilizes a
combination of methods suited to different interpretive and syntactic contexts (e.g., null adjunct
readings, the verb-identity requirement, and the polarity of a clause) to reach a comprehensive
understanding of null arguments in Japanese; neither a monolithically AE nor VSE-based
analysis will not help elucidate the rich complexity of the focus mismatch phenomenon.
The most significant implication of my proposed analysis concerns head movement in
Japanese. My analysis raises a new question why the polarity of an elliptical clause interactions
with head movement in this language in the manners depicted in (14–15). I conjecture that the
correlation is deeply rooted in the theory of Scope Economy (Fox 2000), namely, that a
scope-shifting operation is licensed only if it results in a truth-conditionally distinct
interpretation at the syntax-semantics interface; see also Takahashi (2008) and Maeda (2019)
for further Japanese-internal evidence in favor of Scope Economy based on interactions among
AE, scrambling and scope ambiguities. According to this view, a negative clause as illustrated
in (11), with a quantificational elliptic object marked with dake ‘only’, could potentially yield a
new scope interpretation (i.e., Neg > only) in addition to the base scope interpretation (i.e., only
> Neg), provided that overt V-to-Neg movement takes place in its derivation. Such is not the
case with the derivation of a positive elliptical clause as illustrated in (1), which only contains
one quantificational argument in direct object position. This conjecture, in turn, opens a new
avenue of research suggesting that not only head movement exists in Japanese grammar, but
also that it may well be an instance of semantically active head movement in narrow syntax
(Kishimoto 2007, 2008; Sato and Maeda in press) instead of a merely ornamental
post-syntactic/phonological phenomenon (Chomsky 2000, 2001).
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Generalized Scope Economy*
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1. Introduction
Chinese root modals are generally disallowed in sentence-initial positions (i.e. they follow the
subject), as in (1) (taken from T.-H. J. Lin 2011:69).
(1) *neng / *hui / *keyi Zhangsan zhunbei wancan
can
will can Zhangsan prepare dinner
Int.: ‘Zhangsan can/ will/ may prepare the dinner.’
However, it has been observed that root modals like neng ‘can’, hui ‘will’, keyi ‘can/may’
or yinggai ‘should’ (in deontic use), if they are in A-not-A form, can appear sentence-initially
(J.-W. Lin & Tang 1995, Huang, Li & Li 2009), as in (2) (taken from T.-H. J. Lin 2011:69):1
(2) neng-bu-neng / hui-bu-hui / ke-bu-keyi Zhangsan zhunbei
can-NEG-can
will-NEG-will can-NEG-can Zhangsan prepare
‘Can/ will/ may Zhangsan prepare the dinner?’

wancan?
dinner

The contrast constitutes a long-standing puzzle in the literature of Chinese modals and has
not been received a principled explanation yet.
This paper argues that sentence-initial root modals (SIMs) are indeed a more general
phenomenon which interacts with focus. 2 To be specific, we propose that SIMs could be
derived by moving a root modal across a focused element. SIMs are not licensed by the Anot-A form per se, but the (subject) focus triggered by A-not-A questions. It is further argued
that the movement is regulated by Scope Economy (SE) which dictates that scope-shifting
operations must have semantic effects (Fox 2000). That is, the movement must alter the
scopal relation of a root modal and another quantificational/focused element. While little has
been said on focus in Fox (2000), the interaction of SIMs and focus provides crucial evidence
*

An earlier version of this paper has been presented at ARF-2019 (EdUHK). For comments and discussions, we
thank Peppina Po-lun Lee, Sze-Wing Tang, Dylan Tsai, and the audience in the above occasion. For judgements,
we thank Jia Ren and Wei Wei for Mandarin data. All remaining errors are ours.
1
Abbreviations: 1, 2, 3 for first, second, third person; CL for classifier; FOC for focus marker; NEG for
negation; PERF for perfect aspect marker; PL for plural; Q for question; SG for singular; SFP for sentence
particle.
2
The term “sentence-initial (root) modal” is adopted from Hsu (2016) for pre-subject root modals. It should be
noted that it is just a convenient label instead of description. With the presence of sentential adverbials or topics,
the pre-subject position of SIMs might not be necessarily sentence-initial.
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for a generalized version of Scope Economy that includes the alternation of focus scope as a
semantic effect.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 generalizes the licensing conditions of SIMs
as immediate precedence of a focused element. Section 3 proposes a movement account for
SIMs where the movement is licit only when crossing a focus, and argues against alternative
base-generation approaches. Section 4 motivates a generalized version of Scope Economy
with the scopal relation of SIMs and focus as well as quantifiers. Section 5 concludes.
2. Sentence-initial root modals and focus
Modals may be dichotomized into epistemic modals and root modals (Ross 1969, Perlmutter
1971, Jackendoff 1972). 3 The well-received epistemic/root distinction is manifested in
Chinese as a difference in syntactic positions, where the epistemic ones may precede
canonical subjects and the root ones may not (T.-H. J. Lin 2011, Tsai 2015):
(3) Root modals may not precede the subject
(*keyi) Zhangsan (keyi) zhunbei wancan
can
Zhangsan can prepare dinner
‘Zhangsan may prepare the dinner.’
(4) Epistemic modals may precede the subject
(keneng) Zhangsan (keneng)
zhunbei-le
wancan
be.possible Zhangsan be.possible prepare-PERF dinner
‘Zhangsan is possible to have prepared the dinner.’

(T.-H. J. Lin 2011:50-51)

It is however observed that root modals could occur sentence-initially (i.e. preceding
subjects), but only in certain occasions. The favorable contexts for SIMs are provided below
which are generalized to be related to focus.
First, J.-W. Lin & Tang (1995:62, ft7) observed that insertion of narrow focus marker shi
after the root modal would improve sentences like (3), as in (5). Importantly, shi must be
associated with the subject. Association with the VP or object would yield deviation of the
sentence, as in (6).
(5) Shi-focus construction (subject)
Keyi shi ZhangsanF qu Beijing
can FOC Zhangsan
go Beijing
‘It can be the case that it is Zhangsan who goes to Beijing.’
(6) Shi-focus construction (VP/ object)
*Keyi Zhangsan shi [qu Beijing]F
can Zhangsan FOC go Beijing
Int.: ‘It can be the case that Zhangsan go to Beijing (but not do something else).’

3

The latter is a heterogeneous class which could (at least) be further divided as deontic modals and dynamic
modals (Palmer 1986; see Portner 2009 for a finer classification). This paper focuses on deontic modals which
have a raising structure instead of a control one (Wurmbrand 1999; see J.-W. Lin & Tang 1995 for Chinese
modals).
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The same contrast is also found in disjunction questions with haishi which contains the
focus marker shi, where only subject disjunction questions are allowed:
(7) Disjunction questions with haishi (subjects)
Keyi ZhangsanF haishi LisiF qu?
can Zhangsan
or.Q
Lisi go
‘Zhangsan or Lisi, who may go?’
(8) Disjunction questions with haishi (objects)
*Keyi Zhangsan qu BeijingF haishi TaibeiF?
can Zhangsan go Beijing or.Q Taipei?
Int.: ‘Beijing or Taipei, which one may Zhangsan go to?’
Similar can be said to contrastive focus by continuation in (9). The sentence is allowed
only if the focus immediately follows the SIM.
(9) Contrastive continuation (subjects)
Keyi niF qu, ye keji taF qu
can 2SG go also can 3SG go
‘It can be the case that you go or it also can be the case that he goes.’
(10) Contrastive continuation (verbs)
*Keyi ni liuxiaF, ye keyi ni zouF
can 2SG stay
also can 2SG leave
Int.:‘It can be the case that you stay or it also can be the case that you leave.’
This asymmetry may be achieved by stressing either the subject or the object in Northern
Mandarin which gives rise to a contrastive reading.
(11) Accented subject
Keyi ZHANGSANF qu Beijing
can Zhangsan
go Beijing
‘It can be the case that it is Zhangsan (but not someone else) who goes to Beijing.’
(12) Accented object
*Keyi Zhangsan qu BEIJINGF
can Zhangsan go Beijing
Int.: ‘It can be the case that Zhangsan go to Beijing (but not somewhere else).’
Second, wh-questions may also license SIMs. An SIM is licensed if it is immediately
followed by a wh-phrase (as the subject in (13)), but it is disallowed if the wh-phrase is not
immediately following the SIM, as the object in (14). Note that wh-phrases bear inherent
focus interpretation (Brody 1990) and may thus form a natural class with the contrastive
focus above.
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(13) Wh-subject
(Name,) keyi [shei]F mianfei
qu Beijing?
so
can who
free.of.charge go Beijing
‘Who may go to Beijing for free?’
(14) Wh-object
* (Name,) keyi Zhangsan mianfei
qu [nali]F?
so
can Zhangsan free.of.charge go where
Int.: ‘Where may Zhangsan go for free?’
Third, we observe polarity questions with the presence of question intonation or particles
may also license SIMs:
(15) Polarity question
Keyi Zhangsan qu Beijing {↗️/ ma}?
can
Zhangsan go Beijing Q SFP.Q
‘May Zhangsan go to Beijing?’

(↗️ = rising question intonation)

It may be difficult to see how question intonation or particles could be grouped with
contrastive focus and wh-phrases at the first glance. We suggest that SIMs are however not
licensed by the intonation or particles per se, but the focus triggered by them. The subject
receives focus, indicated by the focus marker shi in (16). Note that the incompatibility with
VP focus in (16) also indicates that the intonation or particles are not the true licenser,
otherwise the SIMs should be licensed regardless of the focus position.
(16) Keyi (shi) Zhangsan (*shi) qu Beijing {↗️/ ma}?
can
FOC Zhangsan
FOC
go Beijing
Q
SFP.Q
a. ‘Can it be the case that Zhangsan but not someone else go to Beijing?’/
b. *‘Can it be the case that Zhangsan go to Beijing but not do something else?’
Following this line of reasoning, SIMs in A-not-A questions are indeed not licensed by
the A-not-A form, but the subject focus being triggered. We observe that A-not-A form does
not always license SIM:
(17) A-not-A questions
Lisi’s Mainland Travel Permit had expired, so that he cannot go to Beijing…
a. Ke-bu-keyi ZhangsanF qu Beijing?
can-NEG-can Zhangsan go Beijing
‘May Zhangsan go to Beijing?’
b. *Ke-bu-keyi
Lisi qu TaibeiF?
can-NEG-can Lisi go Taipei
Int.: ‘May Lisi go to Taipei?’
While SIM is allowed in (a), (b) is disallowed. The difference between (a) and (b) is that
the subject is focused in the former but not the latter, again pointing to focus being a crucial
licensing condition but not the A-not-A form.
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Some may wonder why a A-not-A question could trigger focus. A plain A-not-A question
formed by verbs (V-not-V) is a non-biased (neutral) question where the speakers presumes no
polarity on the answer as in (18). It could be understood as the sentence bearing a broad focus
instead of a narrow one.
(18) [Context: The speaker knows nothing about Zhangsan:]
Zhangsan qu-bu-qu
Beijing?
Zhangsan go-NEG-go Beijing
‘Does Zhangsan go to Beijing?’
A-not-A questions, as proposed by Schaffar and Chen (2001) and Tsai and Yang (2015),
may be divided into two types. The first type, called inner A-not-A in Tsai & Yang’s
terminology, is often formed by verbs and contribute to a neutral/broad focus interpretation.
The second type (outer A-not-A) is often formed by copular shi (or epistemic modals) and
contribute to a narrow focus interpretation. (19) exemplifies different focus possibilities in the
outer A-not-A questions.
(19) a. [Context: The speaker knows that Zhangsan likes Beijing but not Taipei:]
Zhangsan shi-bu-shi qu BeijingF?
(object focus)
Zhangsan be-NEG-be go Beijing
‘Does Zhangsan go to Beijing (but not somewhere else)?’
b. [Context: The speaker knows that only Zhangsan likes Beijing:]
shi-bu-shi ZhangsanF qu Beijing?
(subject focus)
be-NEG-be Zhangsan
go Beijing
‘Does Zhangsan (but not someone else) go to Beijing?’
While the inner A-not-A head is located within the TP domain, the outer A-not-A is
occupying a higher functional head in the CP domain (head of Pol2P in Schaffar & Chen
2001 and head of AstP in Tsai & Yang 2015). Verbs, however, are too low to move into the
outer A-not-A head:
(20) *Qu-bu-qu ZhangsanF Beijing?
go-NEG-go Zhangsan Beijing
‘Does Zhangsan (but not someone else) go to Beijing?’
We suggests that A-not-A questions formed by SIMs (=(2) & (17)) are outer A-not-A
questions carrying a higher functional head in CP domain. The outer A-not-A head is
responsible for the narrow focus interpretation.
Building on the distribution of focus in (#1) contrastive contexts, (#2) wh-questions and
(#3) polarity questions (including A-not-A questions), we generalize the licensing condition
of SIMs as (21):
(21) SIMs are licensed if the element immediately following them receives focus
interpretation.
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3. Towards a movement approach
3.1. Proposal
Following Tsai (2015), we retain the classic treatment that root modals (e.g. keyi ‘can/may’,
deontic yinggai ‘should’) are base-generated below Spec TP (i.e. they are lower than the
subject), and propose that SIMs can undergo head movement only when it crosses a focus,
diagrammed in (22):
(22) SIM movement (preliminary version)
[Modroot [TP XP[Focus] [ __ [VP … ]]]

This movement is not allowed if the elements immediately following the root modal do
not receive a focus interpretation, hence capturing the generalization in (21). Thus, the
contrast in (1) and (2) (reproduced below) can be attributed to whether the SIM moves across
a focus.
(23) *neng / *hui / *keyi Zhangsan zhunbei wancan
can
will can
Zhangsan prepare dinner
Int.: ‘Zhangsan can/ will/ may prepare the dinner.’
(24) neng-bu-neng / hui-bu-hui / ke-bu-keyi ZhangsanF zhunbei
can-NEG-can
will-NEG-will can-NEG-can Zhangsan prepare
‘Can/ will/ may Zhangsan prepare the dinner?’

wancan?
dinner

In (23), this is a plain declarative clause with no context triggering subject focus. Keyi
‘can’ thus cannot move from the TP-internal position across the subject to the sentence-initial
position. In (24), this is an outer A-not-A questions with a higher functional head in the CP
domain to trigger subject narrow focus. The movement of keyi is made licit by crossing the
focused subject. Keyi further attaches to the A-not-A head, forming ke-bu-keyi.4 The relevant
derivations for this pair are given in (25) and (26) respectively.
(25) *[keyi [TP Zhangsan[-Focus] [ __ [VP prepare dinner ]]]

(26) [A-not-A [keyi [TP Zhangsan[Focus] [ __ [VP prepare dinner ]]]

It should be clarified that the proposed movement is not a focus-triggering operation,
rather, it is licensed by crossing a focus. The exact mechanism of licensing will be introduced
in Section 4. The movement of root modals does not trigger any focus or create any focus
4

Note that it is not obligatory for the SIM to attach to the A-not-A head, as shown below:
(i)
[Shi-bu-shi [ keyi Zhangsan[Focus] _ [zhunbei wancan]]] ?
be-NEG-be can Zhangsan
prepare dinner
‘Is it the case that it is Zhangsan that may prepare dinner?’
This strongly supports that A-not-A form per se is not the licenser for SIMs.
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position and should be carefully distinguished with clefting or other focus movement (e.g.
lian-focus and object shift in Mandarin), which may involve movement of the focused
element itself.
Our movement account in (22) derives a subject-object asymmetry where a focused
subject can license SIMs while a (in-situ) focused object cannot. Moreover, (22) predicts an
object undergone focus movement may license SIMs if the object is immediately following
the SIM. The prediction is borne out:
(27) Object focus movement with SIMs
a. (Jingran)
keyi lian GB na-ge-laoshi
dou bu-jiao,
zhen lipu!
unexpectedly can FOC GB that-CL-teacher DOU NEG-teach really unacceptable
‘How could that teacher not teach GB (Government & Binding theory)! That's insane!’
b. * (Jingran)
keyi na-ge-laoshi
lian GB dou bu-jiao, zhen lipu!
unexpectedly can that-CL-teacher FOC GB DOU NEG-teach really unacceptable
c. * (Jingran)
lian GB keyi na-ge-laoshi
dou bu-jiao, zhen lipu!
unexpectedly FOC GB can that-CL-teacher DOU NEG-teach really unacceptable
3.2. Variable landing sites
The landing site of SIMs is variable. An SIM may move to a position right above Spec TP yet
below the topic (presumably below TopicP on a cartographic clausal spine):
(28) SIMs follow the topic
a. [Zhe-jian-dangao]t, ZhangsanF yinggai chi t (, bu shi niF)
this-CL-cake
Zhangsan should eat
NEG be 2SG
b. [Zhe-jian-dangao]t, yinggai ZhangsanF chi t (, bu shi niF)
this-CL-cake
should Zhangsan eat
NEG be 2SG
(a)-(b): ‘This cake, it is Zhangsan that should eat (but not you).’

(SIM)

An SIM may also move to a pre-topic position We have already seen that SIMs may
precede a pre-subject lian-focus in (27)a. (29) with an wh-object topic illustrates the same.
(29) SIMs precede the topic
a. (Name,) [na-ge-pinpaiF]t women yinggai yao
so
which-CL-brand 1PL
should
should
b. (Name,) yinggai [na-ge-pinpaiF]t women yao
so
should which-CL-brand 1PL
should
(a)-(b): ‘(So,) which brand should we never buy?’

yongyuan bu mai t ?
ever
NEG buy
yongyuan bu mai t ? (SIM)
ever
NEG buy

It is noteworthy that however far SIMs can move, they cannot move across an epistemic
modal such as keneng ‘be.possible’:
(30) SIMs follow epistemic modals
a. Keneng
keyi niF qu (, bu-yiding yao
ta qu)
be.possible can 2SG go NEG-must should 3SG go
‘It is possible that it is you (but not necessarily he) that may go.’
b. *Keyi keneng
niF qu (, bu-yiding yao
ta qu)
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can be.possible 2SG go NEG-must should 3SG go
c. *Keyi niF keneng
qu (, bu-yiding yao
ta qu)
can 2SG be.possible go NEG-must should 3SG go
3.3. Alternatives
There have been attempts to account for SIMs without resort to movement, i.e. basegeneration approach. The first one, proposed by T.-H. J. Lin (2011), is to regard SIMs as
epistemic modals. This proposal is however incapable of capturing both syntactic distribution
and semantic contribution of SIMs.
First, genuine epistemic modals like keneng ‘be.possible’ impose no restriction on the
focus distribution. They may freely occur in sentence-initial position with object focus as in
(31). Sentence-initial position seems to be unmarked for canonical epistemic modals. It is
thus unclear that why SIMs have to be licensed by a focus immediately following them if
they are epistemic modals.
(31) Keneng
ta shi qu-le
BeijingF, bu shi TaibeiF
be.possible 3SG FOC go-PERF Beijing NEG FOC Taipei
‘It is possible that he went to Beijing instead of Taipei.’
Second, root modals neng ‘can’ and keyi ‘can/may’ carry weak modal force, just as the
epistemic modal keneng ‘be.possible’. Assuming that they bear the same existential quantifier
over possible worlds but are differentiated only in modal base (Kratzer 1991), these two root
modals are predicted to be synonymous with keneng ‘may’ in their SIM uses. This prediction
is however not borne out, as shown by the contrast between (32) and (33). In (32), it is
preferred for neng to associate with inherent ability (e.g. arms) and keyi to associate with
ability linked to circumstances (e.g. cooking skills) in (a), but not the possibility to cook.
Thus, the answer concerning the (non-)existence of kitchen in (b) is infelicitous. Keneng,
however, is merely logical possibility and is compatible with both answers (a) and (b).
(32) Q: neng-bu-neng / ke-bu-keyi Zhangsan zhunbei
can-NEG-can
can-NEG-can Zhangsan prepare
‘Can/ may Zhangsan prepare the dinner?’
A: (a) No, his arm is broken. (preferred for neng)/
No, his cooking is awful. (preferred for keyi)
(b) %No, there is no kitchen in the house at all.

wancan?
dinner

(33) Q: ke-bu-keneng
Zhangsan zhunbei wancan?
be.possible-NEG-be.possible Zhangsan prepare dinner
‘Is it possible that Zhangsan prepares the dinner?’ ≠ (32)
A: (a) No, his arm is broken./ No, his cooking is awful.
(b) No, there is no kitchen in the house at all.
The same problem arises with yinggai ‘should’, which has both epistemic and deontic
uses. It is predicted to be disambiguated at sentence-initial position under T.-H. J. Lin’s
proposal, contrary to the ambiguity shown in (34).
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(34) a. YinggaiEpistemic Zhangsan bu lai (, ta shengbing le)
should
Zhangsan NEG come 3SG be.sick
SFP
‘It should be the case that Zhangsan will not come. (He is sick.)’
b. YinggaiDeontic Zhangsan bu lai (, bu yinggai ni bu lai)
should
Zhangsan NEG come NEG should 2SG NEG come
‘It is Zhangsan that should not come (but not you).’
Another piece of evidence supporting the difference between SIM yinggai and epistemic
yinggai comes from modal stacking. As observed by T.-H. J. Lin (2012:157) in (35),
epistemic yinggai (necessity) precedes keneng (possibility), but not the other way round.
(35) a. Zhangsan yinggaiEpistemic keneng
lai
Zhangsan should
be.possible come
‘It should be the case that Zhangsan is possible to come.’
b. *Zhangsan keneng
yinggaiEpistemic lai le
Zhangsan be.likely.to should
come SFP
Yet, SIM yinggai may follow keneng as in (36). This suggests that the syntactic position
of SIM yinggai is lower than epistemic modal keneng as well as epistemic yinggai.
(36) a. Keneng
yinggaiDeontic taF cai shi diren
be.possible should
3SG really be enemy
‘It is possible that he (but not someone else) should be the enemy.’
b. *YinggaiDeontickeneng
taF cai shi diren
should
be.possible 3SG really be enemy
c. *YinggaiDeontictaF keneng
cai shi diren
should
3SG be.possible really be enemy
To retain the epistemic/root interpretative differences, another way is to treat SIMs as
verum focus operators base-generated in the CP domain (Hsu 2016). This also give rises to
the narrow focus interpretation in SIM sentences. Hsu’s major argument comes from the
intervention effect displayed by wh-phrases.
(37) *Yinggai Zhangsan mai shenmeF ne?
Should Zhangsan buy what
SFP.Q
Int.: ‘What should Zhangsan buy?’

(Hsu 2016:263)

She suggests that (37) is disallowed because yinggai is intervening between the Qoperator (above SIM) and the wh-object (below SIM). Her proposal, however, wrongly
predicts SIMs with wh-subjects ((13) above & (38) below) to be ungrammatical.
(38) Yinggai sheiF qu?
should who go
‘Who should go?’
Under our movement analysis, (37) is disallowed on the same ground as (1)/(23) and (14),
where Zhangsan is not (and cannot be, in this case,) focused, while (13) and (38) are allowed
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since wh-phrases bear inherent focus. The subject-object asymmetry is a natural consequence
of our proposal.
4. Generalized Scope Economy
4.1. Scope Economy
We argue that SIM movement is regulated by Scope Economy (SE) (Fox 2000). SE dictates
that scope-shifting operation must have semantic effects. Put differently, the grammar
prohibits any vacuous operations. As an example, quantifier-raising (QR), being covert in
many languages, can be applied only if the inverse scope and surface scope are semantically
distinct (e.g. different in truth conditions).
Overt movement may also be constrained by SE. Take aspectual verbs in Cantonese, one
of the major Chinese varieties, as an illustration. Aspectual verb hoici ‘begin’ may overtly
move across a quantifier, e.g. the restrictive quantifier in (39), but not a definite expression in
(40) (Lee 2019:1-2).
(39) a. Dak Aaming hoici haau-dou hou singzik
(only>begin / *begin>only)
only Aaming begin get-able good result
‘Only Aaming is such that he begins to get good results.’
b. Hoici dak Aaming haau-dou hou singzik
(*only>begin / begin >only)
begin only Aaming get-able good result
‘It begins to be that case that only Aaming is getting good results.’
(40) a. Aaming hoici haau-dou hou singzik
Aaming begin get-able good result
‘Aaming begins to get good results.’
b. *Hoici Aaming haau-dou hou singzik
begin Aaming get-able good result
Crucially, (a) and (b) in (39) differ in truth conditions. Since both the restrictive quantifier
and hoici are quantificational elements and are scopally informative/ uncommutative (i.e.
inverse scope ≠ surface scope) with each other, movement of hoici across ‘only Aaming’ has
semantic effects and is thus possible. Definite expressions such as proper names, however,
generally do not interact with other quantifiers to give different truth conditions and are
scopally uninformative/ commutative with quantificational elements. Hoici thus fails to move
across ‘Aaming’ (also see Szabolcsi 2009 for a similar use of ‘begin’ in Hungarian).
The similar can be said to root modals, too. Modals are quantifiers over possible worlds
(Kratzer 1991). The scopal interaction of them with other quantifiers may give rise to
different interpretations. This explains why root modals may move across a restrictive
quantifier (restrictive focus) in (41) but not a definite expression in (42).
(41) a. Zhiyou xuesheng keyi lai
(only>can / *can>only)
only students can come
‘Only students may come.’ (i.e. non-students cannot come.)
b. Keyi zhiyou xuesheng lai, (ye keyi zhiyou laoshi lai) (*only>can / can>only)
can only students come also can only teacher come
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‘It can be the case that only students come (, or that only teachers come).’
(i.e. non-students may also come) ≠ (a)
(42) a. Na-ge-xuesheng keyi lai
that-CL-student can come
‘That student may come.’
b. *Keyi na-ge-xuesheng lai
can that-CL-student come

(without subject focus)

In (41), the truth conditions for (b) is different from (a) after the movement keyi across
‘only students’. While (a) prohibits non-students from coming, (b) simply allows for a
situation that only students come. It is compatible with a scenario that only teachers come, as
the continuation indicated. This could be explained if the movement alters the scope relation
between the restrictive quantifier and the root modal.
It is now clear that why focus could be a major licensing condition for SIMs. Both SIMs
and focus are scope-bearing elements and their scopal interaction licenses SIM movement. If
the focus is not on the path of SIM movement (e.g. object focus), the inverse scope remains
the same with the surface scope, leading the derivation to crash (SE not satisfied). This
explains why there must be a focus immediately following SIMs.
The interaction of focus and root modals also motivates a focus-sensitive SE. The original
formulation of SE in Fox (2000) has said little on the role of focus. With evidence from SIMs,
we propose a generalized version of SE in (43), which recognizes interaction with focus
scope as semantic effects.
(43) Generalized Scope Economy (GSE)
[ X … […Y[Quantificational/ Focus]… [ …<X>…]]],
where X is a scope-bearing element and Y is a quantificational or focused element and X
and Y are scopally informative/ uncommutative for licit X-movement.
Our proposal for SIM movement could thus be refined as (44) to accommodate
quantificational elements (e.g. restrictive quantifiers) beside focus and incorporate GSE:
(44) SIM movement (final version)
[Modroot [TP/ TopicP XP[Quantificational/ Focus] … [ __ [VP … ]]] (regulated by GSE),
where the movement must have semantic effects.
One question remains is what the concrete semantic effects brought by SIM movement
are, i.e. how the focus scope alters and interacts with root modals.
4.2. Alternation of focus scope with modals
Movement of an SIM across a focused element has semantic effects. Consider the pair below:
(45) #Shi shangdiF keyi zhengjiu ni, suiran
wo bu xin
shangdi cunzai
FOC God
can help
2SG although 1SG NEG believe God
exist
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Int.: ‘God (but not someone else) may help you, though I don’t believe God is here.’
(46) Keyi shi shangdiF zhengjiu ni, suiran
wo bu xin
shangdi cunzai
can FOC God
help
2SG although 1SG NEG believe God
exist
‘God (but not someone else) may help you, though I don’t believe God is here.’
Before movement, (45) presupposes the existence of the focused subject ‘God’ and is
infelicitous with a contradicting continuation, while this presupposition is removed after
movement (=(46)). Adopting a quantificational analysis of focus (Chomsky 1971, Larson &
Lefebvre 1991), focus contains an existential quantifier and the presuppositional difference
could be explained by the alternation of scopal relation between the existential quantifier and
the root modal.
5. Concluding remarks
This paper has attempted to solve a long-standing puzzle for Chinese modals, that is, A-not-A
questions may mysteriously license an otherwise ungrammatical sentence-initial root modals
in pre-subject position. It is argued that A-not-A licensing is actually just the tip of the iceberg.
SIMs are indeed a broader phenomenon related to focus, and quantificational elements in
general. Specifically, SIMs are licensed by a quantificational or focused element immediately
following them. In the case of (outer) A-not-A questions, a higher A-not-A head in the CP
domain triggers narrow focus which may license SIMs. Thus, it is not the A-not-A form per
se that licenses SIMs, but the (subject) focus triggered.
We further propose that root modals may undergo movement across a quantificational or
focused element to a higher position, yielding an inverse scope reading different from the
surface scope before movement. Following the spirit of Scope Economy (Fox 2000), we
constrain the movement by scopal informativity, i.e. only movement with semantic effects is
licit. This provides a principled explanation to why there must be a focused (or
quantificational) element on the movement path of SIMs. This also motivates a generalized
version of Scope Economy, which dictates that movement must have semantic effects with
alternation in focus scope recognized.
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On the ordering of un/nun-marked topics and man-marked foci in
Korean
Sue Y. Yoon
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa

1. Introduction
Korean has a wide range of nominal particles that specify the grammatical function of the host
noun phrase (NP) or add extra meaning to the host NP (Yeon & Brown, 2013). Nominal
particles in Korean are generally classified into two categories: case particles (kyekcosa) and
semantic particles (pocosa). Case particles follow an NP and morphologically mark its
grammatical function (e.g., i/ka marking subject and ul/lul marking object). For example, in
(1), (2), and (3), the particle ka marks the subject (i.e., chelswu) of the predicate kaluchita ‘to
teach’. When an NP is marked by a case particle, the grammatical function of the NP remains
the same regardless of its position in the sentence, as exemplified in (1), (2), and (3). Moreover,
case particles typically do not affect the meaning of the host NP, therefore no extra meaning is
added to the ka-marked NP chelswu in (1), (2), and (3).

1

(1)

a. chelswu-ka
swuci-∅ kaluch-ye1.
Cheolsoo-NOM2 Suji
teach-IE
b. swuci-∅ chelswu-ka
kaluch-ye.
Suji
Cheolsoo-NOM teach-IE
‘Cheolsoo(SUBJ3) teaches Suji(OBJ2).’

(2)

a. chelswu-ka
swuci-lul kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-NOM Suji-ACC teach-IE
b. swuci-lul chelswu-ka
kaluch-ye.
Suji-ACC Cheolsoo-NOM teach-IE
‘Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches Suji(OBJ).’

(3)

a. chelswu-ka
swuci-to kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-NOM Suji-ALSO teach-IE
b. swuci-to chelswu-ka
kaluch-ye.
Suji-ALSO Cheolsoo-NOM teach-IE
‘Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches Suji(OBJ) also.’

The Yale romanization system is adopted for the romanization of Korean sentences in this paper.
Following the general conventions in Korean linguistics, i/ka is glossed as NOM (nominative) and ul/lul is glossed
as ACC (accusative) in this paper.
3
Subject and object are glossed as SUBJ and OBJ, respectively.
2
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Unlike the case particle ka in (1), (2), and (3), semantic particles do not mark the
grammatical function of their host NP, but add extra meaning to it. For instance, the particle to
in (4) and (5), translated as ‘also’ in English, is a semantic particle which indicates that the
content of the predicate applies not only to its host NP (i.e., chelswu), but also other members
of the presupposed set (i.e., other teachers). What distinguishes semantic particles from case
particles is that they can appear in both the subject and object positions, without affecting the
grammatical function of their host NP. For example, the semantic particle to occurs with the
subject NP chelswu in (4) and the object NP swuci in (5) and adds the meaning of ‘also’ to
them (i.e., ‘Cheolsoo also’ in (4) and ‘Suji also’ in (5)). Another characteristic of semantic
particles is that they can generally occur after an NP on their own without a case particle, as
shown in (4) and (5).
(4)

to in subject position
a. chelswu-to
swuci-lul kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-ALSO Suji-ACC teach-IE
b. swuci-lul chelswu-to
kaluch-ye.
Suji-ACC Cheolsoo-ALSO teach-IE
‘(Not only other teachers but) Cheolsoo(SUBJ) also teaches Suji(OBJ).’

(5)

to in object position
a. chelswu-ka
swuci-to kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-NOM Suji-ACC teach-IE
b. swuci-to chelswu-ka
kaluch-ye.
Suji-ALSO Cheolsoo-NOM teach-IE
‘Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches (not only other students but) Suji(OBJ) also.’

The present paper focuses on un/nun and man, which are also categorized as semantic
particles. Similar to to, un/nun and man can appear in both the subject and object positions and
occur after an NP on their own without accompanying a case particle4, as depicted in (6) and
(7). The semantic particles un/nun and man serve to add extra meaning to their host NP. The
particle un/nun is roughly translated as ‘as for, concerning’ and attached to an NP to mark it as
a sentence topic, as in (6a). As in (6b), un/nun can also be attached to an NP to evoke a
contrastive interpretation. The particle man carries the exhaustive and contrastive meaning of
‘only’ and adds the meaning to its host NP, as in (7a) and (7b).
(6)

4

un/nun
a. chelswu-nun swuci-lul kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-TOP5 Suji-ACC teach-IE
‘As for Cheolsoo(SUBJ), he teaches Suji(OBJ).’

Although morpheme-level features of un/un and man will not be discussed in this paper, it is noteworthy to
mention that man is different from un/nun and to in how it interacts with a case particle after an NP. That is, after
an NP, man can appear with a case particle (e.g., chelswu-man-i ‘only Cheolsoo-NOM’). However, due to a
morphological restriction, man always precedes a case particle when they co-occur. Some other semantic particles
that share the same characteristic include pwuthe ‘from’ (e.g., pwuthe-ka, *ka-pwuthe), kkaci ‘until’ (e.g., kkacika, *ka-kkaci), and eyse ‘from’ (e.g., eyse-ka, *ka-eyse). On the other hand, un/nun and to are not allowed to occur
with a case particle regardless of order (e.g., *chelswu-nun-i, *chelswu-ka-nun, *chelswu-to-i, *chelswu-ka-to).
5
In this paper, noncontrastive topic is glossed as TOP, while contrastive topic is glossed as CONT.
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b. chelswu-ka
swuci-nun kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-NOM Suji-CONT teach-IE
‘Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches Suji(OBJ) (but not other students).’
(7)

man
a. chelswu-man
swuci-lul kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-ONLY Suji-ACC teach-IE
‘Only Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches Suji(OBJ).’
b. chelswu-ka
swuci-man kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-NOM Suji-ONLY teach-IE
‘Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’

Several studies of Korean nominal particles have analyzed the semantic and syntactic
properties of un/nun and man6 (e.g., Yang, 1972, 1973; Lee, Y., 2004, 2005; Lim, 2005; Park,
2015). The particle un/nun has been described as associated with two main functions: marking
(noncontrastive) topic and contrast (e.g., Choi, 1996; Han, 1998; Lee, C., 2006; Kim, 2015).
As for man, it has been described as a marker of contrastive focus (Hwang et al., 2010), which
typically denotes exhaustive interpretation (Lee, C., 2004). Although the characteristics of
un/nun and man as semantic particles have previously been examined in isolation in the Korean
linguistics literature, to the best of my knowledge, the ordering relation between an un/nunmarked NP and a man-marked NP has not yet been fully investigated. To fill the research gap,
this paper seeks to explore how an un/nun-marked NP and a man-marked NP interact in a
particular way when they are co-present in a sentence, focusing on their ordering relations.
When an un/nun-marked NP and a man-marked NP occur within the same sentence, certain
constraints are imposed on the order of the NPs. That is, an un/nun-marked NP can precede a
man-marked NP, as in (8), whereas an interpretation problem occurs when a man-marked NP
precedes an un/nun-marked NP, as in (9). I argue that the constraints are caused by ordering
restrictions among contrastive foci, contrastive topics, and noncontrastive topics.
(8)

chelswu-nun
swuci-man kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-TOP/CONT Suji-ONLY teach-IE
a. ‘As for Cheolsoo(SUBJ), he teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’
b. ‘As for Cheolsoo(OBJ), only Suji(SUBJ) teaches him.’

(9)

swuci-man chelswu-nun
kaluch-ye.7
Suji-ONLY Cheolsoo-TOP/CONT teach-IE
a. *‘As for Cheolsoo(OBJ), only Suji(SUBJ) teaches him.’
b. ‘As for Cheolsoo(SUBJ), he teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical
assumptions on the functions of the semantic particles un/nun and man. Section 3 demonstrates
6

In Sohn (1999), both un/nun and man have been categorized as delimiters that delimit the semantic scope of the
attached words and phrases. In the current paper, I will focus on the functions of un/nun as a marker of
topic/contrast and man as a marker of focus.
7

My five native Korean-speaking consultants all agreed that (9) may sound unnatural, but is acceptable if it has
the interpretation in (9b). See Sections 3 and 4 for a more detailed analysis of (9).
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ordering restrictions observed in the sentences involving both an un/nun-marked NP and a manmarked NP. In section 4, I identify and examine in detail three properties of an un/nun-marked
NP and a man-marked NP, which may affect the ordering restrictions presented in Section 3.
Section 5 then concludes the paper.
2. Theoretical assumptions on functions of un/nun and man
2.1 un/nun
The particle un/nun has been referred to as ‘topic marker’ previously in the literature (e.g.,
Choi, 1996; Han, 1998; Lee, C., 2006; Kim, 2013; 2015). It has been widely accepted that the
topic marker un/nun has two main functions. First, un/nun marks the noncontrastive aboutness
topic of a sentence. The ‘aboutness’ concept of topics in Reinhart (1981) views a topic as an
expression whose referent is what the sentence is about (p. 57).
Several linguistic tests have been proposed as tools to identify the aboutness topic of a
sentence. Of the tests, in the what about X? diagnostics devised by Gundel (Gundel, 1974;
Gundel & Fretheim, 2004), an element is considered a topic if the sentence can answer the
question what about X?, where X is the topic. Both (10b) and (10c) are felicitous responses to
(10a), and Jane is understood as the topic of either (10b) or (10c).
(10)

a. What about Jane? What’s Jane doing?
b. Jane’s walking her dog.
c. As for Jane, she’s walking her dog. (Gundel & Fretheim 2004: 16)

Consider the Korean example in (11). In response to (11a), (11b) is interpreted as a sentence
uttered about chelswu, and the particle nun functions to mark chelswu as a noncontrastive
(aboutness) topic. (11b), on the other hand, is an infelicitous answer to (11a), as the subject
marking particle ka cannot evoke the interpretation of chelswu being a noncontrastive topic.
(11)

a. chelswu-nun? chelswu-nun nwukwu kaluch-ye?
Cheolsoo-TOP Cheolsoo-TOP whom teach-IE
‘What about Cheolsoo? Who does Cheolsoo teach?’
b. chelswu-nun swuci-man kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-TOP Suji-ONLY teach-IE
‘As for Cheolsoo, he teaches Suji only.’
c. #chelswu-ka
swuci-man kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-NOM Suji-ONLY teach-IE
#‘Cheolsoo teaches Suji only.’

Second, as has been previously reported, un/nun serves as a marker of contrast. Some
researchers have used the term ‘contrastive topic’ (e.g., Lee, C., 2006; Rangelov, 2012; Kim,
2013) to describe the contrastive use of un/nun. The notion of ‘contrastive(ness)’ I adopt in this
paper is understood as presupposing a contextually closed set of alternatives to contrast with
(Lee, C., 2003). In Lee, C. (2006), it is pointed out that contrastive topics are typically produced
with a high tone or a contrastive contour, whereas noncontrastive topics are low in pitch in
Korean.
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For example, (12a) provides a set of alternatives (i.e., chelswu, swuci, and minci). The nunmarked NP chelswu produced with a high tone in (12b) would be interpreted as contrastive
topic, as chelswu is being contrasted with other members of the set (i.e., swuci and minci). (13a),
on the other hand, does not contain a set of alternatives and is uttered only about Cheolsoo.
Therefore, producing chelswu-nun in a high tone in (13b) would be awkward, as chelswu here
could only be interpreted as a noncontrastive topic, which lacks a set of alternatives to contrast
with.
(12)

a. chelswu, swuci, minci-ka
hakkyo-ey w-ass-ta.
Cheolsoo Suji Minji-NOM school-LOC come-PST-DC
‘Cheolsoo, Suji, and Minji came to school.’
b. chelswu-nunHIGH swuhak kongpwu-lul h-ass-ta.
Cheolsoo-TOP
math study-ACC
do-PST-DC
‘Cheolsoo studied math.’

(13)

a. chelswu-ka
hakkyo-ey w-ass-ta.
Cheolsoo-NOM school-LOC come-PST-DC
‘Cheolsoo came to school.’
b. #chelswu-nunHIGH swuhak kongpwu-lul h-ass-ta.
Cheolsoo-TOP
math study-ACC do-PST-DC
#‘Cheolsoo studied math.’

In his paper, Lee, C. also claims that contrastive topic functions to serve as a sentence topic
(in the aboutness sense) and yield a contrastive interpretation at the same time. Further, Chung
(2016) demonstrates that an un/nun-marked contrastive topic is interpreted as topical and that
its topicality is supported by the what about X? diagnostics, as in (14). In (14a), the nun-marked
NP sakwa becomes a selected member of the pre-established set apples, oranges, and bananas,
leaving oranges and bananas as unselected members. Therefore, (14a) can trigger follow-up
questions as to who has eaten the oranges and/or bananas. The nun-marked NP oleynci is given
a contrastive reading in (14c) and understood as an answer to the question what about oranges?
in (14b). Thus, (14c) is interpreted as a sentence uttered about oranges, but not apples or
bananas.
(14)8 Context: John brought some apples, some oranges, and some bananas last night, but
there aren’t any left this morning.
a. sakwa-nun john-i
mek-ess-e.
apple-CONT John-NOM eat-PST-DC
‘As for apples, it is John who ate them.’
b. oleynci-nun?
oleynci-nun
nwuka mek-ess-ni?
orange-CONT/TOP orange-CONT/TOP who eat-PST-Q
‘What about oranges? Who ate them?’
c. oleynci-nun
swuci-ka mek-ess-e.
orange-CONT/TOP Suji-NOM eat-PST-DC
‘As for oranges, it is Suji who ate them.’

8

(14) is adapted from Chung (2016), example (202) on pp. 163-164.
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In sum, the particle un/nun marks its host NP as a contrastive topic or a noncontrastive topic
in the sentence. The above discussion has shown that contrastive topics and noncontrastive
topics are both topical in the sense that they indicate what the sentence is about, as confirmed
by the what about X? diagnostics. What distinguishes contrastive topics from noncontrastive
topics is that contrastive topics evoke a set of contrasting alternatives, while noncontrastive
topics do not presuppose a set of alternatives to contrast with.
2.2 man
In the Korean linguistics literature, man has been generally referred to as a marker of focus
(e.g., Yang, 1972, 1973; Lee, Y., 2004, 2005; Lim, 2005; Hwang et al., 2010; Park, 2015).
This paper will regard the particle man as a marker of contrastive focus9, which is aligned with
what Kiss (1998) refers to as identificational focus. Kiss (1998) claims that identificational
focus can carry the feature [+ contrastive] combined with the feature [+ exhaustive]. Adopting
this notion of identificational focus, the man-marked NP swu in (15) is interpreted as being
both exhaustive and contrastive.
(15)

swu-man ku seymina swuep-ey tuleka-ss-e.
Swu-ONLY that seminar class-LOC enter-PST-DC
‘Only Swu entered that seminar class (among, e.g., the students
who are registered for the class).’ (Hwang et al, 2010: 2)

The test proposed by Donka Farkas (cited in Kiss 1998) can be used to identify the function
of the Korean particle man in expressing exhaustive-contrastive identification of an NP. The
negative response in (16b) is a logical consequence of (16a), showing that the particle man is
not compatible with the additive particle to meaning ‘also’. As depicted in (16a), the manmarked NP khothu is interpreted exhaustively (i.e., a coat only) and contrastively (i.e., not a
hat). The positive response in (16c), thus, is not a logical consequence of (16a). If khothu is
marked by the object marking particle lul, as in (17), it does not express exhaustive or
contrastive identification. Therefore, the negative response in (17b) and the positive response
in (17c) would both be regarded as logical consequences of (17a).
(16)

9

a. chelswu-ka
khothu-man sa-ss-e.
Cheolsoo-NOM coat-ONLY buy-PST-DC
‘Cheolsoo bought a coat only.’
b. ani. moca-to sa-ss-e.
no hat-ALSO buy-PST-DC
‘No. (Cheolsoo) also bought a hat.’
c. *ung. moca-to sa-ss-e.
yes hat-ALSO buy-PST-DC
*‘Yes. (Cheolsoo) also bought a hat.’

Hwang et al. (2010) has previously described man as a marker of contrastive focus.
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a. chelswu-ka
khothu-lul10 sa-ss-e.
Cheolsoo-NOM coat-ACC
buy-PST-DC
‘Cheolsoo bought a coat.’
b. ani. moca-to sa-ss-e.
no hat-ALSO buy-PST-DC
‘No. (Cheolsoo) also bought a hat.’
c. ung. moca-to sa-ss-e.
yes hat-ALSO buy-PST-DC
‘Yes. (Cheolsoo) also bought a hat.’

As discussed above, un/nun and man, both being semantic particles, carry important
semantic functions and reflect the information structural properties of their host NP in relation
to the rest of the sentence. Un/nun marks its host NP as a contrastive topic or a noncontrastive
topic, whereas man marks its host NP as a contrastive focus. The following sections will show
how the interplay of the information structural properties of each particle results in certain
ordering restrictions when they are co-present within the same sentence.
3. Ordering constraints on un/nun-marked NP and man-marked NP
When an un/nun-marked NP and a man-marked NP co-occur within the same sentence, they
can appear in two ways, as in (18) and (19). In (18), the nun-marked NP chelswu precedes the
man-marked NP swuci. As shown in (18a) and (18b), (18) as a stand-alone sentence can be
interpreted in two different ways.
(18)

chelswu-nun
swuci-man kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-TOP/CONT Suji-ONLY teach-IE
a. ‘As for Cheolsoo(SUBJ), he teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’
b. ‘As for Cheolsoo(OBJ), only Suji(SUBJ) teaches him.’

(19)

swuci-man chelswu-nun
kaluch-ye.
Suji-ONLY Cheolsoo-TOP/CONT teach-IE
a. *‘As for Cheolsoo(OBJ), only Suji(SUBJ) teaches him.’
b. ‘As for Cheolsoo(SUBJ), he teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’

In (18a), chelswu-nun is identified as the grammatical subject, and swuci-man is identified
as the object. On the other hand, in (18b), chelswu-nun is identified as the grammatical object,
and swuci-man is identified as the subject. Although the grammatical functions of chelswu-nun
and swuci-man are reversed, their information-structural roles remain the same in (18a) and
(18b). In both interpretations, chelswu-nun is interpreted as a topic, and swuci-man is
interpreted as a focus.
The what about x diagnostics confirms that chelswu-nun indicates what the sentence is
about, as (18) serves as a response to both the questions in (20a) and (21a). If (18) is uttered as
a response to (20a), it would be interpreted as (20b). On the other hand, if (18) is uttered in
response to (21a), it would be interpreted as (21b).
10

(17a) can be responded with either a positive response or negative response only when khothu-lul is produced
with neutral prosody. Some researchers (e.g., Chung, 2016) have claimed that a lul-marked NP could be read
exhaustively if it is given prosodic prominence.
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a. chelswu-nun? chelswu-nun nwukwu kaluch-ye?
Cheolsoo-TOP Cheolsoo-TOP whom teach-IE
‘What about Cheolsoo? Who does he teach?’
b. chelswu-nun swuci-man kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-TOP Suji-ONLY teach-IE
‘As for Cheolsoo(SUBJ), he teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’

(21)

a. chelswu-nun? chelswu-nun nwuka kaluch-ye?
Cheolsoo-TOP Cheolsoo-TOP who teach-IE
‘What about Cheolsoo? Who teaches him?’
b. chelswu-nun swuci-man kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-TOP Suji-ONLY teach-IE
‘As for Cheolsoo(OBJ), only Suji(SUBJ) teaches him.’
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Further, (22) and (23) show that chelswu-nun in (18) can also carry a contrastive meaning,
implying that there is a set of contrasting alternatives (e.g., ‘other teachers or other students’).
If (18) is uttered after (21a), chelswu becomes the selected member of the pre-established set
teachers, as interpreted in (22b). If (18) is uttered after (23a), chelswu becomes the selected
member of the pre-established set students, as interpreted in (23b). In sum, sentences such as
(18), where an un/nun-marked NP appears before a man-marked NP, are always understood as
grammatically well-formed sentences, regardless of how they are interpreted.
(22)

a. chelswu, minswu, minci-nun sensayngnim-i-ya.
Cheolsoo Minsoo Minji-TOP teacher-COP-IE
‘Cheolsoo, Minsoo, and Minji are teachers.’
b. chelswu-nun
swuci-man kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-CONT Suji-ONLY teach-IE
‘Cheolsoo(SUBJ) (not other teachers) teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’

(23)

a. chelswu, minswu, minci-nun haksayng-i-ya.
Cheolsoo Minsoo Minji-TOP student-COP-IE
‘Cheolsoo, Minsoo, and Minji are students.’
b. chelswu-nun
swuci-man kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-CONT Suji-ONLY teach-IE
‘Only Suji(SUBJ) teaches Cheolsoo(OBJ) (not other students).’

(19) differs from (18) in that a man-marked NP precedes an un/nun-marked NP. Although
the man-marked NP and the un/nun-marked NP are ordered reversely, it is still expected that
the sentence would yield two possible interpretations. However, unlike (18), a problem
emerges with respect to the interpretation of (19); it allows one interpretation only.
If chelswu-nun is interpreted as the grammatical object of the sentence, as in (19a), a
problem occurs in its information structural interpretation. That is, chelswu-nun can be
interpreted neither as a contrastive topic nor a noncontrastive topic. (19) is regarded as an
infelicitous response to the question in (24a), showing that a noncontrastive aboutness reading
of chelswu-nun is blocked, as in (24b). (19) as a sentence subsequently linked to (25a) is also
infelicitous, as in (25b), showing that a contrastive reading of chelswu-nun is also blocked.
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(24)

a. chelswu-nun? chelswu-nun nwuka kaluch-ye?
Cheolsoo-TOP Cheolsoo-TOP who
teach-IE
‘What about Cheolsoo? Who teaches him?’
b. *swuci-man chelswu-nun kaluch-ye.
Suji-ONLY Cheolsoo-TOP teach-IE
*‘As for Cheolsoo(OBJ), only Suji(SUBJ) teaches him.’

(25)

a. swuci, minswu, minci-nun sensayngnim-i-ya.
Suji Minsoo Minji-TOP teacher-COP-IE
‘Suji, Minsoo, and Minji are teachers.’
b. *swuci-man chelswu-nun kaluch-ye.
Suji-ONLY Cheolsoo-CONT teach-IE
*‘Only Suji(SUBJ) teaches Cheolsoo(OBJ) (not other students).’

However, as indicated in (19b), (19) is acceptable (although generally not preferred), only
if chelswu-nun is interpreted as the grammatical subject of the sentence. (19) is interpreted as
(26b) as a felicitous response to (26a), in which chelswu-nun is interpreted as a noncontrastive
topic (i.e., ‘as for Cheolsoo’). On the other hand, it would be very unnatural to utter (19) after
(27a), and a contrastive reading of chelswu-nun (i.e., ‘Cheolsoo, not other teachers’) is blocked.
In other words, (19) is considered acceptable only if the sentence-medial swuci-nun is
interpreted as a noncontrastive topic in the subject position.
(26)

a. chelswu-nun? chelswu-nun nwukwu kaluch-ye?
Cheolsoo-TOP Cheolsoo-TOP whom teach-IE
‘What about Cheolsoo? Who does Cheolsoo teach?’
b. swuci-man chelswu-nun kaluch-ye.
Suji-ONLY Cheolsoo-TOP teach-IE
‘As for Cheolsoo(SUBJ), he teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’

(27)

a. chelswu, minswu, minci-nun sensayngnim-i-ya.
Cheolsoo Minsoo Minji-TOP teacher-COP-IE
‘Cheolsoo, Minsoo, and Minji are teachers.’
b. *swuci-man chelswu-nun
kaluch-ye.
Suji-ONLY Cheolsoo-CONT teach-IE
*‘Only Suji(OBJ), Cheolsoo(SUBJ) (not other teachers) teaches her.’

The above discussion has demonstrated how the positions of an un/nun-marked NP and a
man-marked NP become restricted when they are co-present within the same sentence. To
summarize, two main observations have been noted in this section. First, when an un/nunmarked NP precedes a man-marked NP, as in (18), the sentence is perceived as a completely
well-formed sentence and yields two possible interpretations. Second, when a man-marked NP
precedes an un/nun-marked NP, as in (19), the only possible way to interpret the sentence is to
understand the sentence-medial un/nun-marked NP as a noncontrastive topic in the subject
position.
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4. Analysis
In this section, I will identify and examine three properties of an un/nun-marked NP and a manmarked NP, which may affect the ordering restrictions presented in Section 3.
4.1 Restriction on the distribution of un/nun-marked NP and man-marked NP
An assumption can be made that the ordering restrictions result from the constraints pertaining
to the semantic particles un/nun and/or man. However, an un/nun-marked NP or a man-marked
NP is typically not constrained in its distribution in a sentence. NPs marked by un/nun can
appear anywhere within a sentence as the subject or object of the sentence, as shown in (28)
and (29)11, respectively.
(28)

a. chelswu-nun
swuci-lul kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-TOP/CONT Suji-ACC teach-IE
b. swuci-lul chelswu-nun
kaluch-ye.
Suji-ACC Cheolsoo-TOP/CONT teach-IE
‘As for Cheolsoo(SUBJ), he teaches Suji(OBJ).’

(29)

a. chelswu-ka
swuci-nun kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-NOM Suji-CONT teach-IE
‘Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches Suji(OBJ) (not others).’
b. swuci-nun
chelswu-ka
kaluch-ye.
Suji-TOP/CONT Cheolsoo-NOM teach-IE
‘As for Suji(OBJ), Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches her.’

Similarly, NPs marked by man can appear anywhere within a sentence. A man-marked NP
can occupy the subject position, as in (30), or the object position, as in (31).
(30)

a. chelswu-man
swuci-lul kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-ONLY Suji-ACC teach-IE
b. swuci-lul chelswu-man kaluch-ye.
Suji-ACC Cheolsoo-ONLY teach-IE
‘Only Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches Suji(OBJ).’

(31)

a. chelswu-ka
swuci-man kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-NOM Suji-ONLY teach-IE
b. swuci-man chelswu-ka
kaluch-ye.
Suji-ONLY Cheolsoo-NOM teach-IE
‘Cheolsoo(SUBJ) (is the one who) teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’

11

The sentence-medial swuci-nun in (29a) as a stand-alone sentence is only read contrastively, functioning as a
contrastive topic (e.g., being contrasted to other students). On the other hand, swuci-nun in (29b) as a stand-alone
sentence can be interpreted as both a noncontrastive topic (i.e., the sentence is about swuci) and contrastive topic
(i.e., swuci is being contrasted with other students). Although it is a noteworthy difference, what causes such a
restriction will not be specified within the scope of this paper.
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As demonstrated in the above observations, both an un/nun-marked NP and a man-marked
NP are flexible as to where they can appear within a sentence when they do not co-occur. Thus,
the ordering restrictions between an un/nun-marked NP and a man-marked NP do not result
from the particles’ distributional constraints.
4.2 Absence of case-marking
As pointed out earlier, the Korean language makes use of case particles to identify the
grammatical functions (i.e., subject or object) of argument NPs. In sentences such as (18) and
(19), where argument NPs are only marked by semantic particles without accompanying case
particles, it can be expected that identifying the grammatical functions of the argument NPs is
difficult and that interpretational problems will arise.
If neither the subject argument NP nor the object argument NP is marked by any case
particle, the sentence is typically interpreted in the order of subject-object-verb (SOV). As
exemplified in (32a), the first argument NP (i.e., chelswu-∅) is interpreted as the subject, while
the second argument NP (i.e., swuci-∅) is interpreted as the object.
(32) chelswu-∅ swuci-∅ kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo
Suji
teach-IE
a. ‘Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches Suji(OBJ).’
b. *‘Suji(SUBJ) teaches Cheolsoo(OBJ).’
The above observation has indicated that sentences with NPs unmarked by any case
particle(s) allow one interpretation only. This, however, is not the case when each of the two
NPs accompanies the semantic particle un/nun or man. As discussed in Section 3, (18) is
interpreted in two different ways; both an un/nun-marked NP and a man-marked NP can be
interpreted either as the subject or the object of the sentence, as long as the un/nun-marked NP
precedes the man-marked NP. On the other hand, (19) can be interpreted in one way only, in
which the sentence-initial man-marked NP and the sentence-medial un/nun-marked NP are
interpreted in the order of object-subject. This, in turn, indicates that the absence of casemarking cannot be the cause of the restrictions observed in Section 3.
4.3 Ordering constraints relating to topic and focus in Korean
4.3.1 Contrastive focus and contrastive topic
As described in Sections 2 and 3, the particles un/nun and man indicate the information
structural properties of their host NP in relation to the rest of the sentence. The particle un/nun
marks an NP as a contrastive topic or a noncontrastive topic. The particle man, on the other
hand, marks an NP as a contrastive focus.
This section will examine in depth how the ordering restrictions between an un/nun-marked
NP and a man-marked NP are associated with the relative order of topics and foci. Crosslinguistically, it has been observed that the syntactic distribution of topic and focus is restricted
when they occur together in the same sentence. That is to say, it is possible for a topic to precede
a focus, as in (33a), whereas it is impossible for a topic to follow a focus, as in (33b).
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(33) a. topic [COMMENT FOCUS [BACKGROUND …]]
b. *FOCUS [BACKGROUND topic [COMMENT …]]
Neeleman et al. (2009) further examined the placement of topic and focus, adopting the
view that regards topic, focus, and contrast as independent syntactic features. In Dutch, topics
and foci that are interpreted contrastively undergo A’-scrambling. When these movements take
place, there are no designated landing sites for a moved topic and focus, however, a rigid
ordering restriction is observed; a moved topic can precede a moved focus, but a moved focus
cannot precede a moved topic.
Vermeulen, R. (2011) demonstrated that the feature [+ contrast] also licenses A’scrambling in Korean and Japanese and that a contrastive topic or focus can optionally undergo
A’-scrambling in both languages. (34) presents the four predictions regarding the relative order
between contrastive topics and foci from Vermeulen, R. (2011). The Korean examples (35),
(36), (37), and (38) from the paper bore out all four predictions. (36a) and (38a) show that a
contrastive topic and a contrastive focus that remains in situ can be ordered freely, bearing out
the predictions in (34a) and (34b). (36b) shows that a moved contrastive focus cannot precede
a contrastive topic that remains in situ, whereas (38b) shows that a moved contrastive topic can
precede a contrastive focus that remains in situ, and in turn the predictions in (34c) and (34d)
are borne out.
(34)

a. [ … CT … CF … ]
(CF = Contrastive Focus; CT = Contrastive Topic)
b. [ … CF … CT … ]
c. #[YP CF [YP=DoC for CF … CT … tCF … ]]
(DoC = Domain of Contrast)
d. [YP CT [YP=DoC for CT … CF … tCT … ]]

(35)

John-un/i ecey pathi-eyse mwuess-lul mekesse?
‘What did John eat at the party yesterday?’

(36)

Hmm, John-un molu-keyss-ko
‘Well, I don’t know about John, but…’
a. Bill-un[CONT TOP] 8-si-ey
khong-man[CONT FOC] mekesse.
Bill-TOP
8 o’clock-at beans-ONLY
ate
b. #khong-man[CONT FOC]i Bill-un[CONT TOP]
8-si-ey
ti mekesse.
beans-ONLY
Bill-TOP
8 o’clock-at
ate
‘As for Bill, he was eating only beans around 8 o’clock.’

(37)

ecey party-eyse nwuka pasta-lul mekesse?
‘Who ate the pasta at the party yesterday?’

(38)

Hmm, pasta-nun molu-keyss-ko
‘Well, I don’t know about the pasta, but…’
a. Bill-man[CONT FOC] khong-un[CONT TOP] 8-si-ey
mekesse.
Bill-ONLY
beans- TOP
8 o’clock-at ate
b. khong-un[CONT TOP]i Bill-man[CONT FOC] 8-si-ey
ti mekesse.
beans-TOP
Bill-ONLY
8 o’clock-at
ate
‘As for the beans, only Bill ate them at 8 o’clock.’
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I will now return to (18) and (19) and examine whether Vermeulen’s observations on the
ordering relations between contrastive topics and contrastive foci can account for the
differences between (18) and (19). When a contrastive topic and a contrastive focus appear in
the order of subject-object, respectively, they can stay in situ. In (40a), chelswu-nun in the
subject position is a contrastive topic, and swuci-man in the object position is a contrastive
focus. (40a) is a felicitous response to (39), as it has the structure in (34a). (40b), on the other
hand, is an infelicitous answer to (39), as it has the ill-formed structure in (34c). In the order of
object-subject, a contrastive topic and a contrastive focus cannot stay in situ, so (40b) cannot
have the structure in (34b) as well.
(39)

minswu-nun nwukwu-lul kaluch-ye?
Minsoo-TOP who-ACC
teach-IE?
‘Who does Minsoo teach?’

(40)

kulssey minswu-nun
cal molukeyss-ko
well
Minsoo-TOP/CONT well not.know-and
‘Well, I don’t know about Minsoo, but’
a. chelswu-nun[CONT TOP] swuci-man[CONT FOC] kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-TOP/CONT
Suji-ONLY
teach-IE
b. *swuci-man[CONT FOC]i chelswu-nun[CONT TOP]
ti kaluch-ye.
Suji-ONLY
Cheolsoo-TOP/CONT
teach-IE
‘As for Cheolsoo(SUBJ), he teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’

In (42), as a response to (41), swuci-man in the subject position is a contrastive focus, and
chelswu-nun in the object position is a contrastive topic. (42a) is an infelicitous answer to (41),
although it has the well-formed structure in (34b), in which a contrastive focus and a contrastive
topic stay in situ in the order of subject-object. However, the infelicitousness of (42a) can be
explained if we assume a vacuous movement. If the contrastive focus swuci-man has moved
out of a constituent containing the contrastive topic, the sentence is expected to be infelicitous.
Finally, (42b) is felicitous as it has the structure in (34d), in which a moved contrastive topic
precedes a contrastive focus that remains in situ.
(41)

(42)

nwu-ka
hyenci-lul
kaluch-ye?
who-NOM Hyunji-ACC
teach-IE?
‘Who teaches Hyunji?
’
kulssey hyenci-nun
cal molukeyss-ko
well
Hyunji-TOP/CONT well not.know-and
‘Well, I don’t know about Hyunji, but’
a. *swuci-man[CONT FOC] chelswu-nun[CONT TOP] kaluch-ye.
Suji-ONLY
Cheolsoo-TOP/CONT
teach-IE
b. chelswu-nun[CONT TOP]i swuci-man[CONT FOC] ti kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-TOP/CONT
Suji-ONLY
teach-IE
‘As for Cheolsoo(OBJ), only Suji(SUBJ) teaches him.’

As we have seen in (40) and (42), the ordering relations between the contrastive topics and
contrastive foci in (18) and (19) can be explained by Vermeulen’s observations in (36) and (38).
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However, the question still remains unanswered as to whether the same will be observed for
the ordering relations between a contrastive focus and a noncontrastive topic.
Consider the question-answer pair in (43) and (44) for examples containing a contrastive
focus and a noncontrastive topic. (44a) and (44b) are both felicitous responses to (43). (44a)
shows that a noncontrastive topic in the subject position can precede a contrastive focus in the
object position. (44b), contrary to expectations, shows that a contrastive focus in the object
position can precede a noncontrastive topic in the subject position. (34) cannot account for why
(44b) is felicitous, and it is thus necessary to examine how a noncontrastive topic differs from
a contrastive topic in its distribution.
(43)

chelswu-ka
nwukwu-lul kaluch-ye?
Cheolsoo-NOM who-ACC
teach-IE?
‘Who does Cheolsoo teach?’

(44)

a. chelswu-nun[NON-CONT TOP] swuci-man[CONT FOC] kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-TOP
Suji-ONLY
teach-IE
b. swuci-man[CONT FOC]i chelswu-nun[NON-CONT TOP]
ti
kaluch-ye.
Suji-ONLY
Cheolsoo-TOP
teach-IE
‘As for Cheolsoo(SUBJ), he teaches Suji(OBJ) only.’

4.3.2 Contrastive focus and noncontrastive topic
According to Vermeulen, R. (2011), a noncontrastive topic in Korean either has moved to the
initial position of the clause or is base-generated there. On the other hand, a contrastive topic
can remain in situ or undergo scrambling to the medial or initial position of the clause. However,
inconsistent with what Vermeulen suggests about the distribution of Korean noncontrastive
topics, they can appear in the medial position of the clause, as is evident from (44b).
(45)

nwu-ka
swuci-lul kaluch-ye?
who-NOM who-ACC teach-IE?
‘Who teaches Suji?’

(46)

a. #chelswu-man[CONT FOC]i swuci-nun[NON-CONT TOP] ti kaluch-ye.
Cheolsoo-ONLY
Suji-TOP
teach-IE
b. #swuci-nun[NON-CONT TOP] chelswu-man[CONT FOC] kaluch-ye.
Suji-TOP
Cheolsoo-ONLY
teach-IE
‘Only Cheolsoo(SUBJ) teaches Suji(OBJ).’

Further, noncontrastive topics, unlike contrastive topics, can occupy the subject position of
the sentence only, but not the object position, as shown in (45) and (46). The above points
altogether indicate that noncontrastive topics and contrastive topics are distinct from each other
and that they would differ in their distribution when occurring with a contrastive focus12.
Given that contrastive topics and noncontrastive topics are two distinct types of topics, the
question arises as to what the ordering relation is among a contrastive topic, a contrastive focus,
12

I will further discuss what leads to the differences between the distribution of noncontrastive topics and that of
contrastive topics in the presentation.
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and a noncontrastive topic when they all occur within a ditransitive sentence. (48a)-(48f), in
response to (47), contain the three argument NPs: na-nun (subject) as a noncontrastive topic,
swuci-hantey-nun (indirect object) as a contrastive topic, and kkoth-man (direct object) as a
contrastive focus. As shown in (48a)-(48f), two restrictions are imposed on the ordering of an
un/nun-marked contrastive topic, a man-marked contrastive focus, and an un/nun-marked
noncontrastive topic. First, a man-marked contrastive focus cannot precede an un/nun-marked
contrastive topic, as in (48b), (48e), and (48f). Second, an un/nun-marked noncontrastive topic
cannot appear after an un/nun-marked contrastive topic and a man-marked contrastive focus,
as in (48d) and (48f). In (48d), even if an un/nun-marked contrastive topic precedes a manmarked contrastive focus, it results in an ungrammatical state due to the un/nun-marked
noncontrastive topic being preceded by both the un/nun-marked contrastive topic and manmarked contrastive focus.
(47)

ne-nun chinkwu-tul-hantey mwusun senmwul-ul cwe-ss-e?
2SG-TOP friend-PL-TO
what
gift-ACC
give-PST-IE
‘What (kind of) gifts did you give to your friends?’
(NCT = Noncontrastive topic)

(48)

a. na-nun swuci-hantey-nun kkoth-man
cwe-ss-e.
1SG-TOP Suji-to-TOP/CONT flower-ONLY give-PST-IE
b. *na-nun kkoth-man swuci-hantey-nun cwe-ss-e.
1SG-TOP flower-ONLY Suji-to-TOP/CONT give-PST-IE
c. swuci-hantey-nun na-nun kkoth-man cwe-ss-e.
Suji-to-TOP/CONT 1SG-TOP flower-ONLY give-PST-IE
d. *swuci-hantey-nun kkoth-man na-nun cwe-ss-e.
Suji-to-TOP/CONT flower-ONLY 1SG-TOP give-PST-IE
e. *kkoth-man na-nun swuci-hantey-nun cwe-ss-e.
flower-ONLY 1SG-TOP Suji-to-TOP/CONT give-PST-IE
f. *kkoth-man swuci-hantey-nun na-nun cwe-ss-e.
flower-ONLY Suji-to-TOP/CONT 1SG-TOP give-PST-IE
‘(As for me), I gave Suji (not other friends) flowers only.’

(NCT CT CF)
(*NCT CF CT)
(CT NCT CF)
(*CT CF NCT)
(*CF NCT CT)
(*CF CT NCT)

(50a)-(50f), in response to (49), are also ditransitive sentences and contain the three
argument NPs, swuci-hantey-nun (indirect object) as a noncontrastive topic, na-nun (subject)
as a contrastive topic, and kkoth-man (direct object) as a contrastive focus. (50a)-(50f) show
the same restrictions as in (48a)-(48f).
(49)

salam-tul-i
swuci-hantey mwusun senmwul-ul cwe-ss-e?
people-PL-NOM Suji-to
what
gift-ACC
give-PST-IE
‘What (kind of) gifts did people give to Suji?’

(50)

kulssey salam-tul-un
cal molukeyss-ko
well
people-PL-TOP/CONT well not.know-and
‘Well, I don’t know about other people, but’
a. swuci-hantey-nun na-nun
kkoth-man cwe-ss-e.
Suji-to-TOP
1SG-TOP/CONT flower-ONLY give-PST-IE
b. *swuci-hantey-nun kkoth-man
na-nun
cwe-ss-e.

(NCT CT CF)
(*NCT CF CT)
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Suji-to-TOP
flower-ONLY 1SG-TOP/CONT give-PST-IE
c. na-nun
swuci-hantey-nun kkoth-man cwe-ss-e.
1SG-TOP/CONT Suji-to-TOP
flower-ONLY give-PST-IE
d. *na-nun
kkoth-man swuci-hantey-nun cwe-ss-e.
1SG-TOP/CONT flower-ONLY Suji-to-TOP
give-PST-IE
e. *kkoth-man
swuci-hantey-nun na-nun
cwe-ss-e.
flower-ONLY Suji-to-TOP
1SG-TOP/CONT give-PST-IE
f. *kkoth-man
na-nun
swuci-hantey-nun cwe-ss-e.
flower-ONLY 1SG-TOP/CONT Suji-to-TOP
give-PST-IE
‘(As for Suji), I (but not other people) gave her flowers only.’
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(CT NCT CF)
(*CT CF NCT)
(*CF NCT CT)
(*CF CT NCT)

In short, four main observations are noted in this section. First, an un/nun-marked
contrastive topic (whether it moves or remains in situ) can precede a man-marked contrastive
focus, whereas a man-marked contrastive focus (whether it moves or remains in situ) cannot
precede an un/nun-marked contrastive topic. Second, a moved man-marked contrastive focus
can only precede an un/nun-marked noncontrastive topic in the subject position. Third, a manmarked contrastive focus cannot precede an un/nun-marked contrastive topic in ditransitive
sentences, where an un/nun-marked contrastive topic, a man-marked contrastive focus, and an
un/nun-marked noncontrastive topic occur together. Fourth, in ditransitive sentences, an
un/nun-marked noncontrastive topic cannot appear after an un/nun-marked contrastive topic
and a man-marked contrastive focus.
5. Conclusion
This paper has explored the ordering relations between an un/nun-marked NP and a manmarked NP in Korean. When an un/nun-marked NP precedes a man-marked NP, the sentence
is perceived as a well-formed utterance and can be interpreted in two different ways. On the
other hand, when a man-marked NP precedes an un/nun-marked NP, the sentence is perceived
as a somewhat unnatural utterance and can be interpreted in one way only within a limited
context. In order to account for the ordering restriction, three properties of an un/nun-marked
NP and a man-marked were examined. First, the ordering restriction does not result from the
distributional constraints pertaining to the semantic particles un/nun or man. Both an un/nunmarked NP and a man-marked NP are flexible as to where they can appear within a sentence
when they do not co-occur. Second, the restriction is not caused by the absence of case-marking.
Sentences with two NPs accompanying a semantic particle are grammatical and interpretable,
as long as an un/nun-marked NP precedes a man-marked NP. Finally, the information structural
properties of an un/nun-marked NP and a man-marked NP restrict them to appear in a certain
order. The particle un/nun marks an NP as a contrastive topic or a noncontrastive topic, while
the particle man marks an NP as a contrastive focus. In Korean, a contrastive topic (whether it
moves or remains in situ) can precede a contrastive focus, whereas a contrastive focus (whether
it moves or remains in situ) cannot precede a contrastive topic. Due to this restriction, an
un/nun-marked contrastive topic can precede a man-marked contrastive focus, whereas a manmarked contrastive focus cannot precede an un/nun-marked contrastive topic. However, a manmarked contrastive focus can precede an un/nun-marked topic if interpreted noncontrastively
in the subject position. Further, two restrictions were observed in ditransitive sentences, in
which a man-marked contrastive focus, an un/nun-marked contrastive topic, and an un/nunmarked noncontrastive topic occur together. First, a man-marked contrastive focus cannot
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precede an un/nun-marked contrastive topic. Second, an un/nun-marked noncontrastive topic
cannot appear after an un/nun-marked contrastive topic and a man-marked contrastive focus,
regardless of how the contrastive topic and contrastive focus are ordered (i.e., *CT CF NCT,
*CF CT NCT).
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The Locality Effects of Japanese Sluicing in Wh-Island Contexts
Jun Abe

1. Introduction
In Abe (2017), I argue for the in-situ approach to sluicing advocated by Kimura (2007, 2010)
and Abe (2015), by demonstrating that Japanese sluicing shows a special pattern of sensitivity
to locality conditions in wh-island contexts. According to this in-situ approach, it is predicted
that a wh-remnant in sluicing behaves just like an in-situ wh-phrase since it stays in situ and
deletion applies to the targeted TP in such a way that it deletes all materials except the whremnant. Thus, under this approach, the sluice of (1a) is roughly analyzed as in (1b):
(1) a. He is writing something, but you can’t imagine what.
b. you can’t imagine [CP CQ [TP he is writing what]]
In (1b), what stays in situ and the whole TP except this wh-phrase gets deleted. This analysis
immediately explains the island insensitivity of sluicing, as shown below in (2), since no whmovement takes place, hence challenging the standard claim that the island insensitivity of
this construction is attributed to repair by ellipsis (cf. Merchant 2001):
(2) a. Sandy was trying to work out which students would be able to solve a certain
problem, but she wouldn’t tell us which one.
=*she wouldn’t tell us which one Sandy was trying to work out which students
would be able to solve t.
b. That certain countries would vote against the resolution has been widely reported,
but I’m not sure which ones.
= *I’m not sure which ones that t would vote against the resolution has been widely
reported.
(Chung, Ladusaw and McCloskey:272)
In Abe (2017), I demonstrate that Japanese counterparts of sluicing show sensitivity to whislands, despite the fact that they do show insensitivity to other islands. This is attributed to
the fact that in-situ wh-arguments in Japanese are sensitive to wh-islands but not to other
islands. In this paper, I argue for this line of analysis by investigating the sluicing
counterparts of those cases discovered by Yoshida (2019) where in-situ wh-phrases can
escape from wh-islands in Japanese. A case in point is illustrated below:
(3) John-wa [Mary-ga dare-ni atta ka to]
tazuneta no?
John-TOP Mary-NOM who-DAT saw Q COMP asked
Q
‘Did John ask who Mary saw?’
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Here the in-situ wh-phrase dare-ni is embedded in what Yoshida (2019) calls a complex
complementizer (C-Comp) like ka to, which consists of the Q-marker ka and the
complementizer to. In this case, the in-situ wh-phrase can take matrix scope, hence showing
insensitivity to this kind of wh-islands. I demonstrate that the sluicing counterpart of this
construction also shows island insensitivity, hence giving further support to the in-situ
approach to sluicing. I further discuss a new type of what I call partially truncated sluicing,
which involves an interrogative clause headed by a C-Comp, and demonstrate that this
construction shows island sensitivity, unlike standard cases of sluicing. I argue that this is
attributed to the PF anti-adjacency filter, proposed by Abe (2015), which prohibits a whphrase from being adjacent to a Q-marker like ka, and that this filter forces such a remnant
wh-phrase to undergo overt movement.
2. Wh-Island Sensitivity of Japanese Sluicing
In Abe (2017), I point out that there is a good test case for examining which approach is
correct, the in-situ approach or the “repair by ellipsis” approach. This is concerned with whislands in Japanese, which in-situ wh-arguments are claimed to be sensitive to, as observed by
Nishigauchi (1990):
(4) John-wa [Mary-ga dare-ni atta ka] sitteiru no?
John-TOP Mary-NOM who-DAT saw Q know Q
‘Does John know who Mary saw?’
This sentence is interpreted as a yes-no question with the in-situ wh-phrase dare-ni taking
embedded scope. That this wh-phrase cannot take matrix scope thus indicates that it is
sensitive to wh-islands. Under the in-situ approach to sluicing, it will be expected that the
sluicing counterpart is also sensitive to wh-islands, but this expectation does not seem to be
fulfilled:1
John-wa [Mary-ga aru hito-ni
atta ka] tazuneta.
John-TOP Mary-NOM some person-DAT saw Q
asked
‘John asked if Mary saw a certain person.’
B: Eh! Dare-ni?
yeah who-DAT
‘Oh yeah, who?’ (= Who did John ask if Mary saw?)

(5) A:

The matrix sluice (5B) is interpreted as a question asking who it was that John asked if Mary
saw. This clearly shows that Japanese matrix sluicing is insensitive to wh-islands on top of
other islands, thus apparently giving support to the “repair by ellipsis” approach. In Abe
(2017), I argue that such a case as (5) is accommodated under the in-situ approach by
adopting a weaker version of this approach, namely the one in which the remnant wh-phrase
can stay in situ but need not. It is well known that the matrix scope reading of dare-ni in (4)
becomes possible when this wh-phrase undergoes long-distance scrambling to the top of the

I follow Hasegawa (2006) in assuming that matrix sluicing in Japanese shows typical properties of sluicing,
including island insensitivity, unlike embedded sluicing, which behaves like clefting.
1
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sentence, as shown below:2
(6)

Dare-ni1 John-wa [Mary-ga t1 atta ka] sitteiru no?
who-DAT John-TOP Mary-NOM saw Q know
Q
‘Who does John know whether Mary saw?’

According to Takahashi (1993), the wh-phrase dare-ni in this case takes only matrix scope.
Based on this observation, I propose in Abe (2017) that the sluice (5B) can have the
following structure:
(7)

[CP dare-ni [TP John-wa [CP Mary-ga <dare-ni> atta ka] tazuneta]]

Here the wh-phrase dare-ni undergoes long-distance scrambling to the top of the sentence.
The output form of the matrix sluice (5B) is derived by simply deleting TP.
This analysis makes a prediction: the possibility of the matrix scope reading of a whremnant in such a case as (5B) is sensitive to whatever locality conditions on scrambling. In
Abe (2017), I demonstrate that this prediction is in fact borne out regarding the following
three properties of scrambling: (i) the island sensitivity of scrambling, (ii) the impossibility of
scrambling of possessor NPs with their modified nouns stranded in situ, and (iii) the
impossibility of long-distance scrambling of adjuncts. Recall that we have noted Yoshida’s
(2019) case of wh-islands that involves a C-Comp, repeated below:
(8) John-wa [Mary-ga dare-ni
atta ka to]
tazuneta no?
John-TOP Mary-NOM who-DAT saw Q COMP asked Q
‘Did John ask who Mary saw?’
Here the in-situ wh-argument dare-ni can take matrix scope, unlike the standard case (4).
Thus it is no wonder under the in-situ approach that the sluicing counterpart of this
construction shows no island effects:
John-wa [Mary-ga aru hito-ni
atta ka to] tazuneta.
John-TOP Mary-NOM some person-DAT saw Q
COMP asked
‘John asked if Mary saw a certain person.’
B: Eh! Dare-ni?
yeah who-DAT
‘Oh yeah, who?’ (= Who did John ask if Mary saw?)

(9) A:

Under the in-situ approach, the sluice (9B) can have the following structure:
(10) [CP [TP John-wa [CP Mary-ga dare-ni atta ka to] tazuneta]]
Here deletion applies to TP in such a way that all the materials except the focused phrase
dare-ni are deleted. Note that in this case, this wh-phrase does not have to undergo
scrambling since it can take matrix scope while it stays in situ. It is then predicted that those
It is well known that scrambling shows very weak effects regarding wh-islands, unlike other islands such as complex NP
and adjunct clause islands, to which it shows rather strong sensitivity, as we see directly.
2
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types of sluicing that involve interrogative clauses headed by C-Comps are not sensitive to
the locality conditions on scrambling, unlike those involving standard cases of interrogative
clauses. In the following three subsections, I demonstrate that this prediction is in fact borne
out.
2.1 Island Sensitivity of Scrambling
It has been well known since Saito (1985) that scrambling is subject to islands except whislands (cf. (6)), as shown below:
(11) ?*[Zibun1-no syasin-o]2 daremo1-ga [John-ga t2 okutta] aite-o
self-GEN picture-ACC everyone-NOM John-NOM sent
person-ACC
sagasiteiru
rasii yo.
is-looking-for seem
‘Lit. [His1 picture]2, everyone1 seems to be looking for the person John gave t2 to.’
(12) ?*[Zibun1-no okasi-o]2
daremo1-ga [John-ga t2 zenbu tabetyatta kara]
self-GEN sweets-ACC everyone-NOM John-NOM all ate
because
okotta rasii yo.
got-angry seem
‘Lit. [The whole of some of his1 sweets]2, everyone1 seems to have got angry
because John ate t2.’
Given this property of scrambling, it is predicted under the in-situ approach that remnant whphrases in Japanese matrix sluicing should show island effects caused by scrambling in whisland contexts. In Abe (2017), I demonstrate that this prediction is in fact borne out:
Daremo1-ga [[zibun1-no tomodati-ni yubiwa-o ageta] hito-o
everyone-NOM self-GEN
friend-DAT ring-ACC gave person-ACC
Mary-ga sikatta ka] tazuneta.
Mary-NOM scolded Q asked
‘Everyone1 asked if Mary had scolded the person who gave a ring to self1’s friend.’
B: *Eh! Zibun-no dono tomodati-ni?
yeah self-GEN which friend-DAT
‘Oh yeah, [which friend of his1]2 [did everyone1 ask if Mary had scolded the person
who gave a ring to t2]?’

(13) A:

Daremo1-ga [[zibun1-no tomodati-ni John-ga yubiwa-o ageta node]
everyone-NOM self-GEN
friend-DAT John-NOM ring-ACC gave because
Mary-ga okotteiru ka]
tazuneta.
Mary-NOM is-angry Q
asked
‘Everyone1 asked if Mary was angry because John gave a ring to self1’s friend.’
B: *Eh! Zibun-no dono tomodati-ni?
yeah self-GEN which friend-DAT
‘Oh yeah, [which friend of his1]2 [did everyone1 ask if Mary was angry because
John gave a ring to t2]?’

(14) A:
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The unacceptability of the matrix sluices (13B) and (14B) is attributed to the fact that the
remnant wh-phrases need to undergo long-distance scrambling to take matrix scope and this
movement crosses complex NP and adjunct clause islands.
Under the present assumptions, it is predicted that if (13A) and (14A) are changed into
those that involve interrogative clauses headed by C-Comps, then (13B) and (14B) become
grammatical. The fact that the relevant data show significant improvement confirms the
correctness of the prediction:
Daremo1-ga [[zibun1-no tomodati-ni yubiwa-o ageta] hito-o
everyone-NOM self-GEN friend-DAT ring-ACC gave person-ACC
Mary-ga sikatta ka to]
tazuneta.
Mary-NOM scolded Q COMP asked
‘Everyone1 asked if Mary had scolded the person who gave a ring to self1’s friend.’
B: ?Eh! Zibun-no dono tomodati-ni?
yeah self-GEN which friend-DAT
‘Oh yeah, [which friend of his1]2 [did everyone1 ask if Mary had scolded the person
who gave a ring to t2]?’

(15) A:

(16) A: Daremo1-ga [[zibun1-no tomodati-ni John-ga yubiwa-o ageta node]
everyone-NOM self-GEN friend-DAT John-NOM ring-ACC gave because
Mary-ga
okotteiru ka to] tazuneta.
Mary-NOM is-angry Q COMP asked
‘Everyone1 asked if Mary was angry because John gave a ring to self1’s friend.’
B: ?Eh! Zibun-no dono tomodati-ni?
yeah self-GEN which friend-DAT
‘Oh yeah, [which friend of his1]2 [did everyone1 ask if Mary was angry because
John gave a ring to t2]?’
Due to the complexity of the data, these dialogues are far from perfect, but there is a
significant contrast in acceptability between (13)/(14) and (15)/(16). This is predicted under
the in-situ approach since in (15B) and (16B), the remnant wh-phrases can stay in situ, just
like in (10), due to the fact that they can take matrix scope without undergoing movement.
Thus, it is expected that the acceptability of (15B) and (16B) is the same as that of their fullfledged counterparts, given below:
(17) a. ?Daremo1-ga [[zibun1-no dono tomodati-ni yubiwa-o ageta] hito-o
everyone-NOM self-GEN which friend-DAT ring-ACC gave person-ACC
Mary-ga
sikatta ka to]
tazuneta no?
Mary-NOM scolded Q COMP asked
Q
‘Lit. Everyone1 asked if Mary had scolded the person who gave a ring to which
self1’s friend?’
b. ?Daremo1-ga [[zibun1-no dono tomodati-ni John-ga yubiwa-o ageta node]
everyone-NOM self-GEN which friend-DAT John-NOM ring-ACC gave because
Mary-ga
okotteiru ka to] tazuneta no?
Mary-NOM is-angry Q COMP asked
Q
‘Lit. Everyone1 asked if Mary was angry because John gave a ring to which self1’s
friend?’
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The expectation seems to be fulfilled, as far as I can determine.
2.2 Impossibility of Scrambling of Possessor NPs
A possessor NP cannot be scrambled out of a dominating NP, a case of Left Branch Condition
(LBC), as shown below:
(18) ?*Kono seito-no1
Mary-ga [t1 syasin]-o
nusunda (koto)
this student-GEN Mary-NOM picture-ACC stole
fact
‘Lit. This student’s1 Mary stole [t1 picture].’
Under the present assumptions, it is predicted that the same LBC effect should be observed in
Japanese sluicing cases such as (5B) that involve standard wh-island contexts, since in order
for the remnant wh-phrase to take matrix scope, long-distance scrambling must be applied to
this wh-phrase. In Abe (2017), I demonstrate that this is in fact borne out. The following data
show that a possessor NP can be a wh-remnant in matrix sluicing if no island is involved:
(19) A:

Dono sensei-mo1 [zibun1-no seito-ga
dareka-no
syasin-o
every teacher
self-GEN
student-NOM someone-GEN picture-ACC
nusunda to] itta.
stole COMP said
‘Every teacher1 said that self1’s student had stolen someone’s picture.’
B: Eh!
Dare-no?
yeah who-GEN
‘Lit. Oh yeah, whose1 [did every teacher2 say that self2’s student had stolen [t1
picture]?’

Here the sluice dare-no ‘who-GEN’ can be answered differently relative to the students
involved in stealing; for instance, Teacher A said that his/her student had stolen John’s picture,
Teacher B said that his/her student had stolen Bill’ picture, etc. The acceptability of the sluice
(19B) is attributed to the fact that the wh-remnant dare-no can stay in situ. Now compare (19)
with the following example, which involves a standard wh-island:
Dono sensei-mo1 [zibun1-no seito-ga
dareka-no
syasin-o
every teacher
self-GEN student-NOM someone-GEN picture-ACC
nusunda ka] tazuneta.
stole Q
asked
‘Every teacher1 asked if self1’s student had stolen someone’s picture.’
B: Eh! ?*Dare-no?
yeah
who-GEN
‘Lit. Oh yeah, whose1 [does every teacher2 asked if self2’s student had stolen [t1
picture]?’
B’: Eh! Dare-no syasin-o?
yeah who-GEN picture-ACC
‘Lit. Oh yeah, whose picture1 [does every teacher2 asked if self2’s student had
stolen t1]?’

(20) A:
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When (20B) is compared with (19B), such a distributive answer as is available to the latter
sluice is much harder to get with the former sluice. This is attributed to the fact that the
remnant wh-possessor in this sluice needs to be scrambled long-distance to take matrix scope
but this is impossible, as shown in (18). (20B) contrasts sharply with (20B’) in the
availability of the distributive answer in question; the latter can be answered as, for instance,
‘Teacher A asked if his/her student had stolen John’s picture, Teacher B asked if his/her
student had stolen Bill’ picture, etc.
The present analysis is further supported by the fact that the degraded status of a remnant
wh-possessor in sluicing obtains only in standard wh-island contexts. As predicted under the
present assumptions, the sluice (20B) becomes acceptable when (20A) is changed into one
that involves an interrogative clause headed by a C-Comp:
Dono sensei-mo1 [zibun1-no seito-ga
dareka-no
syasin-o
every teacher
self-GEN student-NOM someone-GEN picture-ACC
nusunda ka to]
tazuneta.
stole
Q COMP asked
‘Every teacher1 asked if self1’s student had stolen someone’s picture.’
B: Eh!
Dare-no?
yeah who-GEN
‘Lit. Oh yeah, whose1 [does every teacher2 asked if self2’s student had stolen [t1
picture]?’

(21) A:

The sluice (21B) is almost perfect with the intended distributive reading. This is because the
remnant wh-possessor can stay in situ in this case due to the fact that it can take matrix scope
without undergoing movement.
2.3 Impossibility of Long-Distance Scrambling of Adjuncts
It has been standardly claimed (see Saito (1985) and Takano (2002), among others) that
adjuncts cannot undergo long-distance scrambling, as shown below:
(22) ??[Aru riyuu-de]1 daremo2-ga [zibun2-no ti musume-ga
some reason-for everyone-NOM self-GEN
daughter-NOM
kubi-ni natta to]
itta (koto)
was-fired
COMP said fact
‘For some reason1, everyone2 said [that self2’s daughter was fired t1].’
Given this property of scrambling, it is predicted under the present assumptions that when a
wh-adjunct serves as the remnant of sluicing, the sluice will get degraded in a standard whisland context. Again, I demonstrate in Abe (2017) that this is borne out. The following data
show that a wh-adjunct may serve as a remnant of sluicing:
(23) A:

Daremo1-ga [zibun1-no musume-ga aru riyuu-de
everyone-NOM self-GEN
daughter-NOM some reason-for
kubi-ni natta to]
itta.
was-fired
COMP said
‘Everyone1 said that self1’s daughter was fired for some reason.’
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Eh! Nan-no riyuu-de?
yeah what-GEN reason-for
‘Oh yeah, for what reason1 [did everyone2 say that self2’s daughter was fired t1]?’

In this case, the sluice (23B) may be interpreted as a question asking about each person for
the reason x such that he/she said that his/her daughter was fired for x. This is because under
the in-situ approach, the remnant wh-adjunct can stay in situ. Let us compare (23) with a
sluicing case of a remnant wh-adjunct that is embedded in a standard wh-island:
Daremo1-ga [zibun1-no musume-ga
aru riyuu-de
everyone-NOM self-GEN daughter-NOM some reason-for
kubi-ni natta ka] tazuneta.
was-fired
Q asked
‘Everyone1 asked if self1’s daughter was fired for some reason.’
B: Eh! ??Nan-no
riyuu-de?
yeah
what-GEN reason-for
‘Oh yeah, for what reason1 [did everyone2 ask if self2’s daughter was fired t1]?’

(24) A:

There is a clear contrast between the sluices (23B) and (24B) with respect to the availability
of the intended distributive readings. The degraded status of (24B) is attributed to the fact that
in this case, the remnant wh-adjunct nan-no riyuu-de ‘for what reason’ needs to undergo longdistance scrambling to take matrix scope, which gives rise to degradedness, just like in (22).
Under the present assumptions, it is predicted that the degraded status of (24B) should be
cleared if (24A) is changed into one that involves an interrogative clause headed by a CComp. This is in fact borne out:
Daremo1-ga [zibun1-no musume-ga
aru riyuu-de
everyone-NOM self-GEN daughter-NOM some reason-for
kubi-ni natta ka to]
tazuneta.
was-fired
Q COMP asked
‘Everyone1 asked if self1’s daughter was fired for some reason.’
B: Eh! Nan-no riyuu-de?
yeah what-GEN reason-for
‘Oh yeah, for what reason1 [did everyone2 ask if self2’s daughter was fired t1]?’

(25) A:

There is a significant improvement in the sluice (25B) with respect to the availability of the
intended distributive reading. This is because in this case the remnant wh-adjunct does not
have to undergo movement to take matrix scope, hence immune from the locality effects on
movement.
3. Partially Truncated Sluicing in Wh-Island Contexts
In this section, I examine a different sluicing construction that involves an interrogative
clause headed by a C-Comp. Let us consider the following examples:
(26) A: John-wa [Mary-ga
John-TOP Mary-NOM

aru mono-o katta ka to]
tazuneta.
some thing-ACC bought Q COMP asked
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B:

‘John asked whether Mary had bought something.’
[Nani-o ka to] tazueta no?
what-ACC Q COMP asked Q
‘What was x such that John asked whether Mary had bought x?’

The sluice (26B) illustrates a new case of sluicing, as far as I know, which I call partially
truncated sluicing, following Kuwabara’s (1997) terminology. The most peculiar property of
this construction is that even though the remnant wh-phrase is embedded in an interrogative
clause headed by a C-Comp, it takes matrix scope, so that the sluice is interpreted in the same
way as that of a matrix sluicing case like Nani-o? ‘what-ACC’.
Even though the sluice (26B) looks like a case of embedded sluicing, it cannot be
analyzed as a case of clefting. It has been argued that the embedded sluicing case of the kind
Takahashi (1994) discusses, as illustrated below, is in fact a species of clefting:
(27) Mary-ga
nanika-o
katta rasii
ga, boku-wa [nani-o
ka]
Mary-NOM something-ACC bought likely but I-TOP
what-ACC Q
wakara-nai.
know-not
‘It is likely that Mary bought something, but I don’t know what.’
(Takahashi 1994:266)
Nishiyama et al. (1996) argue that the fact that copula da can be optionally inserted right after
the remnant wh-phrase in (27) is a good piece of supporting evidence for the cleft analysis of
this sluicing-like sentence. Thus, according to this analysis, the underlying structure of the
elliptic part of (27) corresponds to the following sentence:
(28) Boku-wa [(sore-ga) nani-o
(da)] ka wakara-nai.
I-TOP
it-NOM
what-ACC be Q know-not
‘I don’t know what it was’
Further support for the cleft analysis is given regarding island sensitivity. Takahashi’s (1994)
cases of sluicing-like construction show island sensitivity, unlike genuine instances of
sluicing, as Takahashi himself observes (the data are slightly modified):
(29) a.?*Mary-wa [John-ni nanika-o
ageta] onna-ni
atta sooda ga,
Mary-TOP John-DAT something-ACC gave woman-DAT met I-heard but
boku-wa [nani-o ka] siri-tai.
I-TOP
what-ACC Q
want-to-know
‘I heard that Mary met a woman who had given something to John, and I want
to know who1 (Mary met a woman who had given t1 to John).’
b.?*Mary-wa [John-ga
dareka-o
kubi-ni sita kara] okotteru
Mary-TOP John-NOM someone-ACC fired
because is-angry
sooda ga,
boku-wa
[dare-o ka]
siri-tai.
I-heard but
I-TOP
who-ACC Q
want-to-know
‘I heard that Mary was angry because John fired someone, and I want to know
who1 (Mary was angry because John fired t1).’
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These data show that Takahashi’s sluicing-like construction is sensitive to complex NP
islands (cf. (29a)) and adjunct clause islands (cf. (29b)). If we take this Japanese construction
to belong to the standard type of sluicing, such island sensitivity of this construction is
unexpected. On the other hand, this property is compatible with the cleft analysis, since Hoji
(1987) independently observes that Japanese clefts show island sensitivity, as illustrated
below:3
(30) a.?*Mary-ga [John-ni t ageta] onna-ni
atta no-wa kono hon-o
da.
Mary-NOM John-DAT gave woman-DAT met NL-TOP this book-ACC be
‘It was this book that Mary met a woman who had given t to John.’
b.?*Mary-ga [John-ga t kubi-ni sita kara] okotteru no-wa kono otoko-o da.
Mary-NOM John-NOM fired
because is-angry NL-TOP this man-ACC be
‘It is this man that Mary is angry because John fired t.’
(30a, b) correspond in relevant respects to (29a, b), respectively, and the correspondence also
seems to hold in their acceptability. This fact is straightforwardly explained under the cleft
analysis.
Unlike Takahashi’s (1994) sluicing-like construction, the type of partially truncated
sluicing illustrated in (26B) does not show any property of clefting:
(31) A: John-wa [Mary-ga aru mono-o katta ka to]
tazuneta.
John-TOP Mary-NOM some thing-ACC bought Q COMP asked
‘John asked whether Mary had bought something.’
B: *[Nani-o
da ka to] tazueta no?
what-ACC COP Q COMP asked Q
B’: *[Sore-ga nani-o
(da) ka to]
tazueta no?
it-NOM what-ACC COP Q COMP asked Q
(31B) shows that this construction does not tolerate copula insertion and (31B’) that it resists
insertion of sore-ga ‘it-NOM’, which would be possible if it were susceptible to the cleft
analysis, as in (28). From these facts, it is not unreasonable to conclude that the case of
partially truncated sluicing under consideration is a real species of sluicing in the same sense
that matrix sluicing is.
Now one might expect that this construction is island insensitive, just like matrix sluicing.
This expectation is not borne out, however:
(32) A: Daremo-ga
[[zibun-no kutu-o
nusunda] hito-o
Mary-ga
everyone-NOM self-GEN shoes-ACC stole
person-ACC Mary-NOM
sitteiru ka to]
tazuneta rasii yo.
know Q COMP asked
seem
‘It seems that everyone1 asked [whether Mary knows the person who stole
their1 shoes].’
B: Honto? Zibun-no dono kutu-o?
really
self-GEN which shoes-ACC
‘Really? [Which shoes of theirs1]2 does it seem that everyone1 asked [whether
3

NL in the glosses stands for nominalizer.
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Hanako knows the person who stole t2]?’
B’: *Honto? [Zibun-no dono kutu-o
ka to]
tazueta no?
really self-GEN which shoes-ACC Q COMP asked Q
(33) A: Daremo-ga
[[zibun-no kutu-o
Mary-ga
nusunda node]
everyone-NOM self-GEN shoes-ACC Mary-NOM stole
because
sensei-ga
okotteiru ka to]
tazuneta rasii yo.
teacher-NOM is-angry Q COMP asked
seem
B: Honto? Zibun-no dono kutu-o?
really
self-GEN which shoes-ACC
‘Really? [Which shoes of theirs1]2 does it seem that everyone1 asked [whether
the teacher was angry because Hanako stole t2]?’
B’: *Honto? [Zibun-no dono kutu-o
ka to]
tazueta no?
really self-GEN which shoes-ACC Q COMP asked Q
(32B) and (33B) are cases of matrix sluicing, and though the sluices are located inside islands
(a complex NP island in (32B) and an adjunct clause island in (33B)), they are fine. On the
other hand, their partially truncated counterparts (32B’) and (33B’) are simply bad. We need
to answer why they are bad under the in-situ approach.
Abe (2015) addresses the question of what prevents Takahashi’s (1994) type of
embedded sluicing-like construction, as illustrated in (27), from being analyzed as a real
instance of sluicing. Note that if it were, we could not account for the island sensitivity of this
construction, as illustrated in (29). In Abe (2015), I propose what I call PF Anti-Adjacency
Filter:
(34) PF Anti-Adjacency Filter
*[CP … wh-phrase Q-morpheme …]
This filter simply prohibits a wh-phrase from being adjacent to a Q-morpheme like ka. This
PF filter takes care of the fact that Takahashi’s (1994) embedded sluicing-like construction
cannot be a genuine instance of sluicing while matrix sluicing is free from this filter, hence
nothing preventing this latter construction from being analyzed as a genuine instance of
sluicing. Further, Abe (2015) claims that the elliptic part of (27) is susceptible to the cleft
analysis, since the existence of a copula saves such an ellipsis from violating the PF filter
(34), and that deletion of a copula is just an extra-grammatical process, hence not affecting
the way this PF filter operates. Note that this filter also excludes the elliptic part of the
partially truncated sluicing construction under consideration from being analyzed simply as a
case of sluicing, just like in Takahashi’s (1994) case. Let us consider what the structure of
(26B) looks like. If nani-o ‘what-ACC’ simply stays in situ, then its structure will be
something like the following:4
(35) [CP [TP proTaroo [CP [TP Hanako-NOM what-ACC bought]-Q-COMP]] asked] Q]
The surface form of (26B) will be derived from this structure by deleting the embedded TP
except what-ACC. Note that this violates the PF filter (34). Now I propose that in order to
4

In this structure, the matrix subject pro refers to John.
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circumvent this violation, the remnant wh-phrase must undergo overt movement. Suppose
that what-ACC is overtly adjoined to the embedded interrogative CP.5 Then, the structure of
(26B) will be the following:
(36)

[CP [TP proJohn [CP [Focus what-ACC] [CP [TP Hanako-NOM <what-ACC> bought]-QCOMP]] asked] Q]

The surface form of (26B) is derived from this structure by deleting the embedded TP except
the bottom copy of what-ACC. Let us suppose that a “trace” is visible for the PF filter (34).6
Then, it will make sense to assume that in this structure, the pronounced copy of what-ACC is
not adjacent to the Q-morpheme ka due to the intervention of the bottom copy of this whphrase, hence not violating this PF filter. It then follows that in the case of partially truncated
sluing under consideration, the wh-remnant must undergo overt movement in order to avoid
violating the PF filter (34). It in turn follows that if this overt movement violates a locality
condition like an island condition, then it gives rise to ungrammaticality.
It is predicted that the partially truncated sluicing under consideration will not allow an
immobile wh-phrase to serve as a remnant since in that case, the wh-phrase could not avoid
violating the PF filter (34). This prediction is borne out by the fact that possessor whremnants are disallowed in this construction. We have seen above that possessor wh-remnants
are allowed in matrix sluicing; the relevant example (21) is reproduced below:
Dono sensei-mo1 [zibun1-no seito-ga
dareka-no
syasin-o
every teacher
self-GEN student-NOM someone-GEN picture-ACC
nusunda ka to]
tazuneta.
stole
Q COMP asked
‘Every teacher1 asked if self1’s student had stolen someone’s picture.’
B: Eh!
Dare-no?
yeah who-GEN
‘Lit. Oh yeah, whose1 [does every teacher2 asked if self2’s student had stolen [t1
picture]?’

(37) A:

Now as a reply to (37A), the following sluice is unacceptable:
(38) B:?*Eh! [Dare-no
yeah who-GEN
cf. Eh! [Dare-no
yeah who-GEN

5
6

ka to] tazueta no?
Q COMP asked Q
syasin-o
ka to] tazueta no?
picture-ACC Q COMP asked Q

See Abe (2020) for the reason why the overt movement in question must be adjunction to the embedded CP.
The most well-known evidence that a trace is visible for a PF operation comes from wanna-contraction:
(i) a. Who do you want to go out?
b. *Who do you wanna go out?

It is most natural to attribute the ungrammaticality of (ib) to the fact the trace of who intervenes between want
and to, which blocks the contraction in question.
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The unacceptability of (38B) gives strong support to the present proposal that the partially
truncated sluicing in question involves overt movement of the remnant wh-phrase.
To recapitulate, I have argued for the in-situ approach to sluicing by examining the
locality effects of the Japanese sluicing constructions that involve two kinds of wh-islands,
one that blocks an in-situ wh-phrase inside it from taking a higher scope (the standard one)
and the other that allows such an in-situ wh-phrase to take a higher scope (Yoshida’s (2019)
case that involves a C-Comp). In Abe (2017), I deal with the sluicing constructions that
involve the former type of wh-islands and argue that they involve long-distance scrambling of
wh-remnants, which is necessary for them to matrix scope. In this paper, I have dealt with
those that involve the latter type of wh-islands and argue that wh-remnants in these
constructions can stay in situ since they take matrix scope without undergoing movement,
and hence that they are not subject to the locality effects induced by long-distance scrambling,
unlike those sluicing constructions that involve the standard type of wh-islands. I have further
discussed what I have called partially truncated cases of Japanese sluicing that involve
Yoshida’s (2019) type of wh-islands, and demonstrated that they are island sensitive, unlike
matrix sluicing. I have argued that this is attributed to a PF filter that prohibits a wh-remnant
from being adjacent to a Q-morpheme, which thus forces the wh-remnant to undergo overt
movement. The way these sluicing constructions are subject to a variety of locality effects in
wh-island contexts will not be expected under the “repair by ellipsis” approach. On the other
hand, it is given rather natural explanations under the in-situ approach, hence giving strong
support to this approach.
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"Raising to Object" and the Successive Cyclicity of Long Scrambling
in Japanese
Masahiro Akiyama
Ehime University

1. Introduction
Japanese has the "Raising-to-Object" (RTO) construction, in which the subject of the
complement clause of an epistemic verb is accusative-marked ((1b)). It allows longscrambling (i.e. scrambling out of an embedded clause) too ((2b)).
(1) a.

b.

(2) a.

b.

John-wa
[David-ga
[Nihon-no
rekishi]-ni
John-TOP(IC) David-NOM(INATIVE) Japan-GEN(ITIVE) history-DAT(IVE)
kuwashi-i]-to
omot-ta
familiar-PRES-COMP think-PAST
‘John thought that David was familiar with the history of Japan.’
John-wa David-o
[Nihon-no rekishi]-ni
John-TOP David-ACC(USATIVE) Japan-GEN history-DAT
kuwashi-i-to
omot-ta
familiar-PRES-COMP think-PAST
‘John thought David to be familiar with the history of Japan.’
John-wa [David-ga
[kono hon]-o
yon-da]-to
omot-ta
John-TOP David-NOM this
book-ACC read-PAST-COMP think-PAST
‘John thought that David had read this book.’
[Kono hon]-o,
John-wa [David-ga
_ yon-da]-to
omot-ta
this
book-ACC John-TOP David-NOM
read-PAST-COMP think-PAST
‘This book, John thought that David had read.'

However, long-scrambling out of an RTO-complement is degraded. Long Scrambling can
be applied to the Dative complement of the embedded adjective in (1a), in which the subject
of the embedded clause is nominative-marked, to derive (3a). In contrast, (3b), in which the
Dative complement of the embedded adjective in an RTO-complement has undergone longscrambling, is less acceptable than (1a, b) and (3a): So-called "Raising to Object" interferes
with Long Scrambling.
(3) a.

[Nihon-no rekishi]-ni,
John-wa [David-ga
_ kuwashi-i]-to
Japan-GEN history-DAT John-TOP David-NOM
familiar-PRES-COMP
omot-ta
think-PAST
(A: 3; B: 2; C: 2; D: 4)
‘The history of Japan, John thought that David was familiar with.’
b. ?* [Nihon-no rekishi]-ni
John-wa David-o
_ kuwashi-i-to
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Japan-GEN history-DAT John-TOP David-ACC
familiar-PRES-COMP
omot-ta
think-PAST
(A: 2; B: 1; C: 1; D: 1)
‘The history of Japan, John thought that David was familiar with.’
The acceptability of (3b) can be improved if the accusative subject is shifted into the matrix
domain. (4a), in which the accusative subject follows the matrix adverbial, is as degraded as
(3b). In contrast, in (4b), the accusative subject is shifted across the matrix adverbial and
this shifting results in improvement of the acceptability.
(4) a. ?* [Nihon-no rekishi]-ni
John-wa [kokoro-no
soko]-kara
David-o
Japan-GEN history-DAT John-TOP heart-GEN
bottom-from David-ACC
_ kuwashi-i-to
omot-ta
familiar-PRES-COMP think-PAST
(A: 2; B: 1; C: 1; D: 2)
‘The history of Japan, John thought from the bottom of my hearts that David was
familiar with.’
b. ?(?) [Nihon-no rekishi]-ni,
John-wa David-o
[kokoro-no
Japan-GEN history-DAT John-TOP David-ACC
heart-GEN
soko]-kara
_ _ kuwashi-i-to
omot-ta
bottom-from
familiar-PRES-COMP think-PAST (A: 3; B: 2; C: 3; D: 3)
I consulted four informants (Speakers A-D) about the acceptability of (3a, b) and (4a, b).
Their judgments have been shown after each example (4: Perfectly acceptable; 3: Not perfect,
but acceptable; 2: Bad, but not completely unacceptable; 1: Completely unacceptable). All
four of them judged (3b) and (4a) to be less acceptable than (3a). All of them judged (4b) to
be more acceptable than (3b) and (4a).1
This paper offers a principled explanation for the unacceptability of (3b)/(4a) and the
contrast between (3b)/(4a) and (4b). The analysis presented here rests on the assumption
that when two or more elements are located at a phasal edge, only the highest/outermost edge
counts as the edge for the purpose of the Phase-Impenetrability Condition (Bošković 2016)
and on the 'Tucking-in" analysis of multiple specifiers (Richards 1998). I assume that the
accusative embedded subject in the Japanese "RTO"-construction is moved to [Spec, C] of
the embedded clause. I will argue that, at a stage of the derivation of (3b)/(4a), the
accusative embedded subject occupies the outer [Spec, C] of the embedded clause and the
element to be long-scrambled occupies the inner [Spec, C].
Because only the
1

One might think that the degradedness of (3b) and (4a) is induced by the nullness of the embedded adjective's
complement. In this connection, consider (i).
(i)

John-wa
David-o
[Nihon-no rekishi]-ni
kuwashi-i-to
omot-ta-ga,
John-TOP
David-ACC Japan-GEN history-DAT
familiar-PRES-COMP think-PAST-but
Bill-wa
Bob-o pro/e kuwashi-i-to
omot-ta
Bill-TOP Bob-ACC
familiar-PAST-PRES-COMP think-PAST
'John thought David to be familiar with the history of Japan but Bob thought Bob to be familiar with it.'

In the second conjunct in (i), the complement of the embedded adjective is replaced by pro or undergoes
argument ellipsis. The fact that (i) is acceptable suggests that the degradedness of (3b) and (4a) should be
attributed not to the nullness of the embedded adjective's complement, but to the application of long-scrambling
and some inadequacy it induces.
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highest/outermost edge counts as the edge for the purpose of the Phase-Impenetrability
Condition and thus can be extracted, the embedded accusative subject in the outer [Spec, C]
blocks further movement of the element in the inner [Spec, C] (i.e. long-scrambling). This
is the core of my explanation of the degradedness of (3b)/(4a).
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the two
theoretical assumptions that are relevant to the analysis to be presented in Section 4.
Section 3 considers the 'RTO'-construction in Japanese, focusing on the position(s) of the
accusative embedded subject. It will be assumed that the accusative embedded subject is
moved to the embedded [Spec, C] for the case-reason and it can optionally be moved into the
matrix domain by non-string-vacuous VP-internal scrambling. Section 4 will focus on the
derivations of (3b)/(4a) and (4b), showing how the embedded accusative subject interferes
with long-scrambling in (3b)/(4a) and how this interference is eliminated by shifting the
accusative subject into the matrix domain in (4b). Section 5 concludes this paper.
2. The Two Theoretical Assumptions
First, I adopt the condition (5) on extraction from phases.
(5) When more than one element is located at a phasal edge, only the highest/outermost edge
is the edge for the purpose of the Phase-Impenetrability Condition (PIC).
(Bošković 2016: 9).
Now consider (6). HP in (6) is intended to be a phase, and X and Y are the outer and the
inner specifiers of H.
(6) a. [HP(phase) X [H’ Y [H’ ... H ...]]]
b. X ... [HP(phase) tX [H’ Y [H’ ... H ...]]]
c. * Y ... [HP(phase) X [H’ tY [H’ ... H ...]]]
(5) allows extraction of X, the outermost specifier of H ((6b)), but it prohibits extraction of Y,
the inner specifier, over X ((6c)). I refer the reader to Bošković (2016) for the empirical
evidence for (5). I assume that a trace does not count as an edge (Bošković 2016: 19): if the
element at the highest edge is extracted ((7a)), the element in the second highest edge counts
as the edge and can be extracted ((7b)). Interested readers may refer to Bošković (2016) for
the evidence for this assumption.
(7) a. X ... [HP(phase) tX [H’ Y [H’ ... H ...]]]
b. (Y) ... X ... (Y) ... [HP(phase) tX [H’ tY [H’ ... H ...]]]
Second, I assume that multiple specifiers of a single head X are formed by movement in
the manner depicted in (8) (Richards 1998).
(8) a. [XP X [ ... YP ... ZP ...]]
b. [XP YP [X’ X [ ... tYP ... ZP ...]]]
c. [(*ZP) [XP YP [(ZP) [X’ X [ ... tYP ... tZP ...]]]]]
In (8a), where both YP and ZP can be attracted by X and YP is closer to X than ZP, YP is
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moved first due to Attract Closest ((8b)). When ZP is moved, it is moved to the inner [Spec,
X] ((8c)), because the inner [Spec, X] is closer to the original position of ZP than the outer
[Spec, X].
3. The Positions of the Accusative Subject
I assume that, in the RTO construction in Japanese, the ‘raised’ accusative subject is moved to
the embedded [Spec, C] ((9), Akaso 2015; Hiraiwa 2005; Kaneko 1988; Kishimoto 2019).
(9) ... [vP [v’ [VP [CP Subj-Acc [C’ ... [TP/FinP ... T/Fin] C]] V] v]] ...
Accusative case on the embedded subject is assigned by the matrix v (if case is assigned by a
functional category) or through the interaction with the matrix subject (if the Dependent Case
theory is adopted). Whichever theory of case is adopted, the accusative subject must be
located in a position that is accessible from the matrix v or the matrix subject. On the
assumption that CP is a phase, this point can be captured, if the embedded subject is moved to
the embedded [Spec, C], where it is accessible from the upper clause.
(10) offers a piece of evidence that the accusative subject can remain in the embedded CP.
In (10), the accusative subject is fronted together with the embedded CP, which can be
explained if it is contained in the CP.
(10)

[Mary-o
kirei-da]-to
John-wa omot-ta
Mary-ACC
beautiful-COPULA-COMP John-TOP think-PAST
‘John thought that Mary was beautiful.’

The examples in (11) offer the evidence that the accusative subject is in a higher position than
the nominative subject.
(11)

a.

b.

Yamada-sensei-wa [amari ooku-no seito]-ga
daigaku-ni
Yamada-teacher-TOP so
many-GEN student-NOM university-DAT
gookaku-deki-na-i-to
omot-ta
pass-can-NEG-PRES-COMP think-PAST
‘Mr. Yamada thought it was not the case that many students could pass the
entrance examination of a university.’
* Yamada-sensei-wa [amari ooku-no seito]-o
daigaku-ni
Yamada-teacher-TOP so
many-GEN student-ACC university-DAT
gookaku-deki-na-i-to
omot-ta
pass-can-NEG-PRES-COMP think-PAST

In (11a, b), amari ooku, which is a negative polarity item to be licensed by the embedded
negation (Kishimoto 2017), appears in the embedded subject. The acceptability of
nominative case is explained by assuming that the scope of sentential negation is TP/FinP
(Kishimoto 2017), which contains the surface position of the nominative subject ([Spec,
T]/[Spec, Fin]). The unacceptability of accusative case shows that the accusative subject
does not fall under the scope of negation: it is not contained in TP/FinP. The accusative
subject can be contained in the embedded CP ((10)) but is not contained in TP/FinP ((11)),
which can be explained by assuming that it is moved to [Spec, C] ((9)).
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The ‘raised’ subject can precede a matrix adverbial ((12)).
(12)

John-wa (Bill-o) [kokoro-no
soko]-kara
(Bill-o)
John-TOP Bill-ACC heart-GEN
bottom-from Bill-ACC
omot-ta
think-PAST
‘John thought Bill to be clever from the bottom of his heart.’

kashiko-i-to
clever-PRES-COMP

I assume that the accusative subject in [Spec, C] is optionally moved into the matrix domain
(Akaso 2015; Hiraiwa 2005). I suppose that this is an instance of VP-internal scrambling in
the sense of Takano (1998) and its landing site is (or at least can be) [Spec, V] ((13)).
(13)

... [vP [v’ [VP Subj-Acc [V’ .... [CP tSubj-Acc [C’ ... [TP/FinP ... T/Fin] C]] V]] v]] ...

I propose that this movement cannot be string-vacuous: it is applied only when it affects the
linear order.
4. An Analysis of (3b)/(4a) and (4b)
This section explains the unacceptability of (3b)/(4a) and the contrast between (3b)/(4a) and
(4b), taking their derivations into consideration.
The derivation of (3b)/(4a) is shown in (14a-g). First of all, the embedded adjectival
phrase is formed: A is merged with its Dative PP-complement; AP is merged with the light
adjective a, the adjectival counterpart of the light verb v; the embedded subject is merged as
the specifier of a ((14a)). I assume that aP is a phase category just like vP is, although
nothing hinges on this assumption (see note 2).
(14)

a. [aP DavidSUBJ [a’ [AP [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] kuwashi] a]]

In order to escape the domain of a, the PP-complement of A is moved to the inner [Spec, a]
((14b), see (8c)).
(14)

b. [aP DavidSUBJ [a’ [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] [a’ [AP tPP kuwashi] a]]]

The aP in (14b) is merged with T and TP is merged with the embedded C ((14c)). I assume
that the embedded T in the RTO-construction does not have the EPP-feature, although
nothing hinges on this assumption (see note 2).
(14)

c. [CP [TP [aP DavidSUBJ [a’ [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] [a’ [AP tPP kuwashi] a]]] i] to]

The subject and the PP must move to edges of CP (the former for the case-reason; the latter
for the PIC-based locality reason). Since the subject asymmetrically c-commands the PP,
the former is closer to C(P) than the latter.2 The subject is moved first ((14d)) and the PP is

2

If aP is not a phase category, the PP-complement of A will not need to move to the (inner) [Spec, a]. Then
the subject in [Spec, a] will be closer to C(P) than the PP after all. If the embedded T has the EPP-feature, the
embedded subject will be attracted to [Spec, T]. Then the subject will be closer to C(P) than the PP-
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moved to the inner specifier ((14e)) (see (8b, c)). After the subject is extracted from the
outer [Spec, a], the PP in the inner [Spec, a] can count as the edge of aP (see (7)).
(14)
(14)

d. [CP DavidSUBJ [C’ [TP [aP tSUBJ [a’ [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] [a’ [AP tPP kuwashi] a]]] i]
to]]
e. [CP DavidSUBJ [C’ [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] [C’ [TP [aP tSUBJ [a’ tPP [a’ [AP tPP kuwashi]
a]]] i] to]]

CP in (14e) is merged with the matrix V and VP is merged with v.
merged as the specifier of v ((14f)).
(14)

The matrix subject is

f. [vP JohnSUBJ [v’ [VP [CP DavidSUBJ [C’ [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] [C’ ... to]] omow] v]]

In order to later move to the initial position of the matrix clause, the PP in the inner [Spec, C]
must move to (one of) the edge(s) of the matrix vP due to the PIC. Importantly, it cannot be,
because it is not the outermost edge of the CP ((14g), see (5)). For this reason, the PP
cannot move out of the embedded CP: it cannot be long-scrambled.
(14)

g. *[vP JohnSUBJ [v’ [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] [v’ [VP [CP DavidSUBJ [C’ tPP [C’ ... to]]
omow] v]]]

The same analysis can be applied to (4a), in which a matrix adverbial occurs but the
accusative embedded subject is not shifted into the matrix clause. Long-scrambling in (3a)
is possible, because the embedded subject is nominative-marked and is not moved to [Spec,
C]: the nominative subject does not interfere with long-scrambling.
Because the unacceptability of (3b) is attributed to the embedded subject occupying the
outer [Spec, C], it is predicted that, if the embedded subject in (14g) is extracted, the PP in
the inner [Spec, C] can be extracted (see (7)). This is what (4b) shows. The derivation of
(4b) is shown in (15a-d).
Like in (14), the embedded subject is moved first and the PP is moved to the inner [Spec,
C] ((15a)).
(15)

a. [CP DavidSUBJ [C’ [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] [C’ [TP [aP tSUBJ [a’ tPP [a’ [AP tPP kuwashi]
a]]] i] to]]

Then the embedded subject is moved to [Spec, V] by VP-internal scrambling ((15b), see (13)).
(15)

b. [vP JohnMatrix SUBJ [v’ [VP DavidSUBJ [V’ [CP tSUBJ [C’ [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] [C’ [TP
[aP tSUBJ [a’ tPP [a’ [AP tPP kuwashi] a]]] i] to]] omow]] v]]

Because the embedded subject has been extracted, the PP in the inner [Spec, C] can now
count as the edge of the embedded CP (see (7)) and can be moved to the inner [Spec, v]
((15c)).
(15)

c. [vP JohnMatrix SUBJ [v’ [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] [v’ [VP DavidSUBJ [V’ [CP tSUBJ [C’ tPP [C’

complement of A, after all.
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[TP [aP tSUBJ [a’ tPP [a’ [AP tPP kuwashi] a]]] i] to]] omow]] v]]]
After T is merged with vP, the matrix subject in the outer [Spec, v] is raised to [Spec, T] due
to the EPP. Because the matrix subject has been extracted, the PP in the inner [Spec, v] can
be moved to [Spec, C] (see (7)), which I assume is the landing site of long-scrambling
((15d)). The adverbial is inserted by Late Merge as the adjunct of V’.
(15)

d. [CP [PP Nihon-no rekishi-ni] [C’ [TP JohnMatrix SUBJ. [T’ [vP tSUBJ.M [v’ tPP [v’ [VP
DavidSUBJ [V’ Adv [V’ [CP tSUBJ [C’ tPP [C’ [TP [aP tSUBJ.E [a’ tPP [a’ [AP tPP kuwashi] a]]]
i] to]] omow]]] v]]] T]] C]]

Importantly, the movement of the embedded subject from the outer [Spec, C] enables the
subsequent extraction of the PP in the inner [Spec, C] ((15b, c)).
Here I would like to return to (3b)/(4a). If the accusative subject in (3b)/(4a) were
moved from the outer [Spec, C] in a string-vacuous fashion, (3b)/(4a) would be incorrectly
predicted to be grammatical. This is the reason why I proposed above that the movement of
the accusative subject to the matrix [Spec, V] (i.e. VP-internal scrambling) cannot be stringvacuous.
The unacceptability of long-scrambling out of an RTO-complement was first noticed by
Kaneko (1988). He attributed it to the "alleged" uniqueness of [Spec, C]: the embedded
subject and long-scrambled element compete for the only [Spec, C] (see Aravind (2020) for a
recent analysis of a similar fact in Mongolian). The improved acceptability of (4b) is
problematic for this analysis. The accusative subject in (4b) is moved into the matrix
domain through the unique [Spec, C]. It is incorrectly predicted that long-scrambling
cannot pass through the unique embedded [Spec, C] in (4b) either.
The proposed analysis can be extended to (16), where the accusative subject is scrambled
to the position before the matrix subject/topic, and to (17), where the embedded subject is
promoted to the matrix subject by passivization.
(16)

a. ? [Nihon-no rekishi]-ni,
David-o
John-ga kuwashi-i-to
Japan-GEN history-DAT David-ACC
John-NOM familiar-PRES-COMP
omot-ta
think-PAST
‘The history of Japan, John thought David to be familiar with.’
b. ? [Nihon-no rekishi]-ni,
David-o
John-wa kuwashi-i-to
Japan-GEN history-DAT David-ACC
John-TOP familiar-PRES-COMP
omot-ta
think-PAST
‘The history of Japan, John thought David to be familiar with.’

(17)

[Nihon-no
rekishi]-ni,
David-ga
kuwashi-i-to
Japan-GEN
history-DAT David-NOM familiar-PRES-COMP
omow-are-tei-ru
think-PASS-ASPECT-PRES
‘The history of Japan, David is thought to be familiar with.’
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The embedded subject is moved from the outer [Spec, C] to the matrix domain in both (16)
and (17), enabling the PP in the inner [Spec, C] to move out of the embedded CP (cf. (15b,
c)).
5. Concluding Remarks
The proposed analysis has the following implications. First, it offers an additional piece of
evidence for (5). Second, it offers an additional piece of evidence that the ‘raised’
accusative subject is moved to [Spec, C]. If the accusative subject were not moved to [Spec,
C], it would be a mystery why it interferes with long-scrambling. Third, it offers a piece of
evidence for the successive-cyclicity of long-scrambling. The accusative subject in the
RTO construction occupies the outermost [Spec, C] and interferes with long-scrambling
across itself. This point shows that long-scrambling heads for the outermost edge of an
intermediate phase and is thus successive-cyclic.
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An RP Analysis of ECM in Korean and Mongolian*
Sun-Woong Kim
Kwangwoon University

1. Introduction
This study explores the syntactic properties of the ECM subject across languages in terms of
the RP (Relator Phrase) analysis of den Dikken (2006, 2017a, 2017b). A typical ECM in
English is given in (1) and its counterpart in Korean is in (2)
(1) a. John believes [CP that Mary is pretty].
b. John believes [TP Mary to be pretty].
(2) a. Chelswu-ka [CP Yenghi-ka
C-nom
Y-nom
b. Chelswu-ka [CP Yenghi-lul
C-nom
Y-acc

yeppu-tako] saykakhanta.
pretty-C
think
yeppu-tako] saykakhanta.
pretty-C
think

The case alternation of the embedded subject shown in (2) has been analyzed as an
example of ECM in Korean. The catgorial status of the embedded clause is also different.
While (2b) has a full clausal CP as an embedded clause, (1b) has TP. The concern of this
study is about the ECM subject. Differently from English, the embedded subject of ECM in
Korean has been discussed to have A' properties. The NP-acc, Yenghi-lul in (2b) acts as a
non-argument depending on the context. This is in contrast with the ECM of other
typologically related languages. For example, the ECM-type case alternation is also found in
closely related languages like Mongolian. Fong (2019), however, reported a number of A
properties of the embedded subject in Mongolian in line with (1b) in English. According to
Fong (2019), the embedded subject takes part in binding and preserves idiom interpretation in
Mongolian. Many more pieces of evidence can be added in support of A properties. In
contrast to A properties, tons of A'-properties of the embedded subject have been reported
about Korean.
A research question is how come the ECM subject has dual properties at the same time
and why languages differ about A/A' status of the subject? Traditionally, ECM is a
descendant of SOR (Subject-to-Object Raising) in which the ECM subject eventually resides
in A-position (object position) and hence has A-properties. ECM analyses assume that there is
*
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no actual movement but that the categorial status of the embedded clause is deficient so that
Case can be assigned across the deficient TP. If the subject does not move, the ECM analysis
will be comfortable with the A properties of the ECM subject. If that is the case, then, where
do their A' properties come from? To accommodate the dual properties of the ECM subject,
this paper proposes an RP (Relator Phrase) analysis advocated by den Dikken (2017b). To
roughly illustrate the structure, look at (3) below:
(3) … [RP Subjecti [R' [CP Oi [TP (proi/pronouni) … T] C] R] V] ….
It will be argued in this paper that in (3) predication relation forms an RP, which is an
inherent phase under den Dikken (2006, 2017a, 2017b).
The proposed analysis will be shown to explain the properties of Korean ECM eschewing
the burden of deciding the status of Spec-CP. The dual property of the ECM subject is
explained since it occupies two positions at the same time. What follows argues that ECM
subject is base-generated in Spec-RP and it is related to the null operator O under predication
relation in the sense of Browning (1991). If it is correct, A-properties of the ECM subject will
be captured in Spec-RP and A'-properties will in Spec-CP. This solution makes use of already
existing hypotheses about the argument status of each position and thus needs no extra cost.
In Mongolian, the Subject in Spec-RP plays a pivotal role in syntax, producing A-property. It
is not related to O which is assumed to be absent in Mongolian ECM. The embedded subject
overtly moves to Spec-RP, dropping by Spec-CP which is assumed to A-position in this
language.
2. ECM Subject
2.1 Korean vs Mongolian ECM
The embedded subject of the ECM in Korean is generally known to have A' properties. The
gist is that the NP-acc, Yenghi-lul in (2b) acts as a kind of topic depending on the context. In
contrast, the ECM subject of Mongloian is argued to have A properties (Fong 2019). To test
this, let us assume that the creation of new antecedents for binding is a signature property of
A-movement. Consider Korean examples regarding Condition (A):
(4) a. *ku kemsa-nun [Chelswui-ka iwucoy-lako] cakii-uy caypan-eyse cungmyengha-ass-ta.
the prosecutor-top C-nom guilty-c
self-gen trial-at
demonstrate-pst-dec
'The prosecutor demonstrated that Chelswu was guilty in his trial.'
b. *ku kemsa-nun [Chelswui-lul iwucoy-lako] cakii-uy caypan-eyse cungmyengha-ass-ta.
the prosecutor-top C-acc
guilty-c
self-gen trial-at
demonstrate-pst-dec
'The prosecutor demonstrated Chelswu to be guilty in his trial.'
This shows that the ECM subject is not in A-position unlike Mongolian. (4b) supports the
idea that the ECM subject is in A-position. These examples are in contrast with English
(Lasnik 1993, Lasnik and Saito 1991). In (4b), caki is not bound by Chelswu, in the same
way as it is in (4a). If the embedded subject is in A-position, (4b) would be wrongly predicted
to be licit.
Condition (B) supports the same conclusion.
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(5) a. ?Yenghi-nun [Chelswui-ka chencay-lako] kui-uy emeni-pota kwutkey mitnunta.
Y-top
C-nom
genius-c
he-gen mother-than firmly believe-pres-dec
'Yenghi believes that Chelswu is a genius more firmly than his mother.'
b. ?(?)Yenghi-nun [Chelswui-lul chencay-lako] kui-uy emeni-pota kwutkey mitnunta.
Y-top

C-acc

genius-c

his

mother-than firmly believe-pres-dec

'Yenghi believes Chelswu to be a genius more firmly than his mother.'
(5a) satisfies Conditon (B) since the pronoun ku is not c-commanded by Chelswu in the
embedded clause, satisfying Condition (B). However, in (5b), if Chelswu is in A-position, the
sentence is wrongly predicted to be ungrammatical. With respect to binding, the ECM subject
does not seem to have A-properties.
Now let us consider Mongolian ECM. In Mongolian, the embedded subject takes part in
binding and preserves idiom interpretation (Fong 2019). Mongolian, a typologically related
language with Korean, shows that the ECM subject has A-properties.
(6)

a. Ö ör-iin-kh n’*i/j
bagsh oyuutan bür(-iig)i sain oyuutan gej khel-sen.
self-gen-epth poss.3 teacher student every(-acc) good student c say-pst
‘His/Her teacher said that every student is a good student.’
b. Oyutan bür-iigi öör-iin-kh n’i
bagsh [t sain oyuutan gej ] khel-sen.
student every-accself-gen-epth poss.3 teacher [t good student c] say-pst
‘Their teacher said that every student is a good student.’
(‘For every student x, x’s teacher said that x is a good student.’)

(6a) shows that in Mongolian, regardless of the Case marker, the embedded subject can
be bound by a QP in the matrix clause. However, if the embedded subject is raised to the
matrix clause initial position, the bound variable interpretation becomes possible. Fong
(2019) argues that (6b) implies that the ECM subject drops by A-position on its way to the
matrix clause-initial position. Fong (2019) assumes that the intermediate landing site is SpecCP, which turns out to be A-position in Mongolian.
The second piece of evidence that the ECM subject in Mongolian involves A-position
property is regarding idiom interpretation.
(7) Dorj chang-aar Bat-iin nüd(-iig) oree deer-ee
gar-san gej khel-sen.
Dorj loud-instr Bat-gen eye(-acc) top on-refl.poss climb-pst comp say-pst
‘Dorj said loudly that Bat was very surprised.’
(Lit.: ‘Dorj said loudly that Bat’s eyes climbed on top of themselves.’)
(7) shows that idiom interpretation is maintained regardless of Case alternation of the
ECM subject in Mongolian (unlike in Korean). If the idiom interpretation is a diagnostic for
A-position (7) shows that the ECM subject is in A-position in Mongolian. We have different
conclusions about the ECM subject with respect to Korean and Mongolian.
2.2 Proleptic Properties and Korean ECM
It is widely agreed among Korean researchers that Korean ECM has topic-like Major Subject
properties that can be linked to prolepsis (Yoon 2007, Choi 2017). Proleptic accusatives refer
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to the construction the matrix of which has an accusative object that is semantically related to
the element in the embedded clause. Examples are given in (8) (van Koppan et al 2016):
(8) een argument waar-van ik denk dat het belangrijk is. (Dutch)
an argument which-of I think that it important is
’an argument of which I think that it is important’
As shown by the Dutch (and English) example, the proleptic accusative construction is
characterized by the accusative object in the matrix and its resumptive pronoun in the
embedded clause. According to van Koppen et al. (2016), the proleptic accusatives are found
in many languages, living or dead, like Dutch, Middle Dutch, Classical Greek, Latin,
Nahuatl, etc. They also add Japanese (and possibly Korean) ECM constructions. For the
purpose of discussion, compare Korean with English. Below are examples of English (Davies
2005):
(9) a. Haley believes about Aubreyi that hei is the best candidate for the job.
b. Ariel knows about Jungmini that the principal will give heri an award.
The only surface difference between the English examples in (9) and the Korean prolepsis
examples in (10) is that in the latter the embedded pronoun is optional. (Yoon 2007. See Fong
2019 for Mongolian examples)
(10) a. Ne-nun Cheli-lul/Cheli-eytayhay ettehkey sayngkakha-ni?
you-top C-acc/C-regarding
how
think-Q
'What do you think about/of Cheli?'
b. Na-nun Cheli-lul/Cheli-eytayhay (kunyesek-i) tollassta-ko sayngkakhay
I-top
C-ACC/C-regarding
that guy-nom crazy-C
think
'I think Cheli is crazy.' [parenthesis mine]
This paper argues that although there has been a considerable amount of debate on the
identity of prolepsis in Korean, if it is assumed that Korean has it, it can be nicely subsumed
under the RP analysis of the Korean ECM. That is, the propletic property, A' property in other
words, comes from the A'-property of Spec-CP in Korean, which is occupied by a null
operator in the structure under consideration. To be concrete, this paper argues that the
following examples in (11) are the proleptic accusatives in Korean, which are non-distinct
with the ECM in (12).
(11) a. John-un Mary-lul kunye-ka yepputako sayngkakhanta.１
J-top
M-acc she-nom pretty-c think-dec
'John thinks that Mary is pretty.'
b. Mary-nun John-ul Bill-i ku-lul ttaylyesstako sayngkakhanta.
M-top
J-acc
B-nom he-acc hit-c
think-dec
'Mary thinks that Bill hit John.'

１

Some Koreans take this is not quite grammatical, but many others including the author accept it as
grammatical.
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(12) a. John-un Mary-lul yepputako sayngkakhanta.
J-top
M-acc pretty-c think-dec
'John thinks that Mary is pretty.'
b. Mary-nun John-ul Bill-i ttaylyesstako sayngkakhanta.
M-top
J-acc B-nom hit-c
think-dec
'Mary thinks that Bill hit John.'
To repeat, this paper argues that Korean has the proleptic accusatives, and they are nondistinct with the ECM.
2.3 Korean ECM: A-property?
Many researchers reported a number of mixed properties of the embedded subject in Korean
line with that in English. In contrast to the claim by Fong (2019) about ECM in Mongolian,
ECM in Korean sometimes show quite an opposite property. First, in fact, Yoon (2007)
claims that idiom interpretation is not maintained in Korean ECM.２
(13) a. Hankwuksalam-un cakun kochwu-ka maypta-ko sayngkakhan-ta.
Koreans-top
small pepper-nom hot-c
think-dec
b. Hankwuksalam-un cakun kochwu-lul maypta-ko sayngkakhan-ta.
Koreans-top
small pepper-acc hot-c
thinks-dec
Literal reading; Small peppers are hot.
Idiomatic reading: Size/height is not a measure of toughness.
(13a: idiomatic, literal; 13b: *?/?idiomatic, literal)
Differently from Yoon (2007), however, some Koreans including me take (13b) not as bad
as Yoon (2007) judges. In other words, to their ears, (13b) still has its idiomatic reading. This
means that the test based on idioms are shaky and inconclusive, not as solid as Yoon (2007)
argues. (13b) can be a piece of evidence that Korean ECM can have A properties as well.
Second, binding seems to be obtained in Korean. Look at the following examples with
respect to Conditon (B), reproduced from (5):
(14) a. ?Yenghi-nun [Chelswui-ka chencay-lako] kui-uy emeni-pota kwutkey mitnunta.
Y-top
C-nom
genius-c
he-gen mother-than firmly believes
'Yenghi believes that Chelswu is a genius more firmly than his mother.'

２

Tests about idiom interpretation are not as solid as has been argued it to be. In contrast to the examples
discussed above, the following example seems more or less to keep its idiomatic reading.
(i) a. John-i olhay
seuwltay-eyse miyekkwuk-ul
mekessta.
J-nom this year SNU-at
seaweed soup-acc ate-dec
'John ate seaweed soup at SNU this year.'
(Idiomatic: John failed to get admission from SNU this year.)
b. Mmiyekkwuk-ul John-i olhay
seuwltay-eyse mekessta.
seaweed soup-acc J-nom this year SNU-at
ate-dec
(ib) can be interpreted both idiomatically and literally to my and some of my colleagues' ears. This is probably
because the adverbial sewultay-eyse forces the idiomatic interpretation due to the world knowledge about
college entrance and miyekkwuk in Korean culture. Therefore, tests based on idioms must be carefully
controlled.
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b. ?(?)Yenghi-nun [Chelswui-lul chencay-lako] kui-uy emeni-pota kwutkey mitnunta.
Y-top
C-acc
genius-c
his
mother-than firmly believes
'Yenghi believes Chelswu to be a genius more firmly than his mother.'
The fact is that there is speaker variation about the status of the examples in (14b). At
least to those who take the example bad, it can be the evidence that the ECM subject is in Aposition so that it brings about Condition (B) violation.
The major evidence of A-properties of ECM subject argued for Mongolian by Fong
(2019) seem to work in Korean with respect to some examples. So the question is how come
the embedded subject of ECM in Korean has both A and A' properties but Mongolian has
only A-properties.
3. Proposal
3.1 Proposed Analysis
To accommodate the mixed A/A'-properties the ECM subject across languages, this paper
proposes an RP (Relator Phrase) analysis advocated by den Dikken (2017b). To roughly
illustrate the structure, consider (15) below:
(15) … [RP Subjecti [R' [CP Oi [TP (proi/pronouni) … T] C] R] V] ….
Den Dikken(2017b) originally proposed that his RP is advantageous in explaining the
hyperraising construction, the most typical example of which is given in (16):
(16) o João parece
que ’ta
doente (Brazilian Portuguese)
the João seems.3sg that be.3sg sick
'John seems like/as if/as though he’s sick.' (literal)
'João seems to be sick.
The gist of the proposal is that the subject is base-generated in the matrix clause and from
there it binds the pronoun in the embedded clause as a bound variable.３
(17) [RP Subjecti [R [CP [TP pronouni …
The proposed analysis can be applied to exaplain the dual properties of Korean ECM
avoiding the complicated matter of decision about the status of Spec-CP. The dual property of
the ECM subject is explained through the analysis in which it occupies two positions at the
same time. The ECM subject is base-generated in Spec-RP and it is related to the null
operator O in a predication relation argued in Browning (1991). If it is correct, A-properties
of the ECM subject is captured in Spec-RP and its A'-properties in Spec-CP. This solution
３

The bound variable nature of the pronoun is evidenced by the obligatory sloppy identity reading when is
followed by an elided clause.
(i) Johni seems like hei is sick and Suej does <seem like shej's sick>, too.
(John = he; Sue = she)
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makes use of already existing hypotheses about the argumenthood of each position. Let me
highlight the major claims of the proposed analysis: Predication relation forms an RP, which
is an inherent phase under den Dikken (2006, 2017a, 2017b); The ECM subject is basegenerated in Spec-RP, which is A-position by definition; R in Korean ECM is null or C+R if
C moves up to R; A null operator (O) is assumed to move from inside the embedded CP to its
edge, Spec-CP, which is A'-position; The null operator binds pro or pronoun as a bound
variable; The ECM subject is related to the embedded CP in terms of predication. This is
illustrated in (18) below:４
(18)

3.2 Explanandum
It is widely agreed among Korean researchers that it has topic-like Major Subject properties
that can be linked to prolepsis. To recapitulate, in a prolepsis construction, a DP with a nonsubject case is base-generated inside the matrix clause and the DP is resumed by a pronoun in
the embedded clause (Davies 2005). Consider Korean examples below, reproduced from
(10):
(19) a. Ne-nun Cheli-lul/Cheli-eytayhay ettehkey sayngkakha-ni?
you-top C-acc/C-regarding
how
think-Q
'What do you think about/of Cheli?'
b. Na-nun Cheli-lul/Cheli-eytayhay (kunyesek-i) tollassta-ko sayngkakhay
I-top
C-ACC/C-regarding
that guy-nom crazy-C
think
'I think Cheli is crazy.' [parethesis mine]
Although there has been a considerable amount of debate on the identity of prolepsis in
Korean, if it is assumed that Korean has it, it can be nicely subsumed under the RP analysis
of the Korean ECM. That is, the propletic property, A' property in other words, comes from
４

This analysis is an extension of den Dikken's (2017b) recent proposal about hyperraising and copyraising in
an attempt to remove the NP movement component from them.
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the A'-property of Spec-CP in Korean, which is occupied by a null operator in the structure
under consideration.
Independently from this track of analysis, an alternative is recently proposed by Fong
(2019). He proposes a hyperraising analysis which assumes that Mongolian ECM is well
explained under the view that ECM subject undergoes hyperraising.
(20) a. It seems that John is smart.
b. John seems to be smart.
c. John seems that he is smart.
(21) a. Bat [ margaash Dulmaa
nom unsh-n gej] khel-sen. (Mongolian)
Bat tomorrow Dulmaa.nom book read-n.pst comp] say-pst
b. Bat [margaash Dulmaa-g nom unsh-n ] khel-sen.
Bat tomorrow Dulmaa-acc book read-n.pst] say-pst
'Bat said that Dulmaa will read a book tomorrow.'
Fong (2019) adopts a movement analysis of the ECM subject to Spec-CP. She, however,
has a couple of problems. One problem is that her analysis lacks generality across languages.
The analysis does not hold beyond Mongolian (and some languages discussed therein). For
instance, the basic paradigm given in (7) does not hold for Korean in the least. The ECM in
Korean has a vast amount of research accumulated about the case alternation possibility of
the subject. The early known constraint is that stative/dynamic distinction is valid (Lee 1992)
but other various factors make the whole picture quiet complicated (Choi 2017 and references
therein). The other problem is the status of Spec-CP. Although the position has widely been
accepted A'-position, she extensively argues that the Spec-CP in Mongolian is A-position.
3.3 Movement Issue Revisited
The approaches to the ECM subject differ about its movement. The ECM subject was
analyzed to move from its original position to the matrix object position in the same way as
Raising to Object (ROT, or Subject-to-Object Raising (SOR)) in English. Movement
approaches, however, face many challenges as noted in Yoon (2007). One robust problem is
that the movement is island-insensitive.
(22) Na-nun Mary-lul hanunil-i mopemcekila-ko sayngkakhanta.
I-top
M-acc
doing-nom exemplary-c
think-dec
'I think that what Mary does is exemplary.'
(23) Na-nun Mary-lul ttenaki cen-ey mannassta.
I-top
M-acc
leave-n before met-dec
I met Mary before she left.
(22) has a complex NP island; (23) has an adjunct island and the acc-marked NP does not
cause problems with respect to islands.
These examples show that the ECM subject is not island-sensitive, which argues against
movement analysis.
The second problem has to do with reconstruction. As for reconstruction, consider that a
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raised nominal does not reconstruct.
(24) a. ?Na-nun cakii sensayng-uy chwuchense-ka citohaksayngtuli-eykey
I-top
self teacher-gen letter-nom
advisees-dat
kakkak kongkay-toy-eyahanta-ko sayngkakhanta.
each release-pass-must-c
thinks
'I believe that their teacher’s letters of recommendations should be released to each
advisee. '
b. *Na-nun cakii sensayng-uy chwuchense-lul citohaksayngtuli-eykey
I-top
self teacher-gen letter-acc
advisees-dat
kakkak kongkay-toy-eyahanta-ko sayngkakhanta.
each release-pass-must-c
thinks
Bound variable reading is not possible with NP-acc as in (24b). This argues against
raising because if NP-acc is raised, it would have been reconstructed and (24b) is falsely
predicted to be good.
Recall that Yoon (2007) proposed that the ECM subject undergoes major subject raising.
But when the observed A-properties of the ECM subject are considered, his proposal is
problematic because it cannot explain the height effect with respect to A-properties of
Mongolian. Fong (2019) proposes that the movement in Mongolian is A-movement to SpecCP. This is, however, a very costly assumption because Spec-CP has every reason to be A'position. On top of it, Fong's (2019) solution has no crosslinguistic motivation in that it does
not explain the A’-properties of Korean ECM. So, this paper adopts the RP analysis of den
Dikken (2006, 2017a, 2017b) to accommodate the dual properties of Korean ECM and the
single A-property of Mongolian ECM. In early 90's, influential arguments were made in
support of the existence of AgroP above the embedded clause (TP) to explain the height
effect of the ECM subject in English (Chomsky and Lasnik 1993, Lasnik 1993). The
movement analysis gets further support from binding. Consider the following sentences
(Branigan 1992).
(25) a. Joan believes [hei is a genius] even more fervently than Bobi does.
b. *Joan believes [himi to be a genius] even more fervently than Bobi does.
(26) a. The king declared him to be an outlaw even more eagerly than Marcel's own
squire had.
b. The king declared that he was an outlaw even more eagerly than Marcel's own
squire had.
In (25a) he cannot c-command Bob, since the former is in the embedded clause LF. On
the other hand, in (25b), him can c-command Bob resulting in Condition (C) violation, since
the former is raised. The same explanation holds for the sentences in (26).
(27) a. ?The DA proved [the defendants to be guilty] during each other's trials.
b. ?*The DA proved [that the defendants were guilty] during each other's trials.
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In (27a), the antecedent, the defendants, c-commands each other, satisfying Condition (A). In
(27b), the antecedent cannot c-command each other, resulting in the violation Condition (A).
Negative polarity item (NPI) licensing gives further support to the movement analysis
(28) a. ?The DA proved [none of the defendants to be guilty] during any of the trials.
b. ?*The DA proved [that none of the defendants were guilty]during any of the
trials.
Under the assumption that NPIs like any must be licensed by being c-commanded by its
antecedent, if the antecedent none of the defendants is raised to the matrix, it will be able to ccommand any. In (28b), since the antecedent remains in the embedded clause, it does not ccommand any, failing to satisfy its licensing requirement.
Those contrasts discussed above about English are not found in Korean (Kim 1996).
Condition (B) provides supporting evidence for the same conclusion. Consider the following
sentences:
(29) a. ?Yenghi-nun [Chelswui-ka chencay-lako] kui-uy emeni-pota
Y-top

C-nom

kwutkey mit-nun-ta.
he-gen mother-than firmly
believe-pres-dec

genius-c

'Yenghi believes that Chelswu is a genius more firmly than his mother.'
b. ?Yenghi-nun [Chelswui-lul chencay-lako] kui-uy emeni-pota kwutkey mit-nun-ta.
Y-top

C-acc

genius-c

his mother-than

firmly

believe-pres-dec

'Yenghi believes Chelswu to be a genius more firmly than his mother.'
(29a) is grammatical since the pronoun ku is not c-commanded by Chelswu in the
embedded clause, satisfying Condition (B). However, in (29b), if Chelswu is in a position
from which it can c-command ku then the sentence is wrongly predicted to be ungrammatical.
Condition (C) provides additional support to the same conclusion.
(30) a. ?Yenghi-nun [kui -ka chencay-lako] Chelswui-uy emeni-pota kwutkey mit-nun-ta.
Y-top

he-nom genius-c

C-gen

mother-than

firmly

believe-pres-dec

'Yenghi believes that he is a genius more firmly than Chelswu's mother.'
b. ?Yenghi-nun [kui –lul chencay-lako] Chelswui-uy emeni-pota kwutkey mit-nun-ta.
Y-top

he-acc genius-c

C-gen

mother-than firmly

believe-pres-dec

'Yenghi believes him to be a genius more firmly than Chelswu's mother.'
Since Chelswu is not c-commanded by ku, (30a) is grammatical satisfying Condition (C).
In (30b), on the other hand, if ku is raised to the matrix, the sentence is wrongly predicted to
be ungrammatical in violation of Condition (C).
NPI licensing provides further evidence against the movement analysis. Korean NPIs are
subject to a kind of locality requirement that NPI and its antecedent should be in the same
clause (Choe 1988 and Lee 1992).
(31) a.

Chelswu-ka amwukesto sa-ci an-ha-ass-ta.
C-nom
anything
buy-n not-do-pst-dec (n=nominalizer)
'Chelswu did not buy anything.'
b. Yenghi-ka[Chelswu-ka amwukesto sa-ci an-ha-ass-ta-ko] mit-ess-ta.
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Y-nom
C-nom
anything
buy-n not-do-pst-dec-c believe-pst-dec
'Yenghi believed that Chelswu did not buy anything.'
c. *Yenghi-ka [Chelswu-ka amwukesto sa-ass-ta-ko] mit-ci
an-ha-ass-ta.
Y-nom
C-nom
anything buy-pst-dec-c believe-n not-do-pst-dec
'(intended reading) Yenghi did not believe that Chelswu bought anything.'
(32) a. Amwuto ton-ul
hwumchi-ci an-ass-ta.
anyone money-acc steal-n
not-pst-dec
'(intended reading) Anyone did not steal money.'
b. Chelswu-ka [amwuto ton-ul
hwumchi-ci an-ha-ass-ta-ko] mit-ess-ta.
C-nom
anyone money-acc steal-n
not-do-pst-dec-c believe-pst-dec
'Chelswu believed that anyone did not steal money.'
c. *Chelswu-ka [amwuto ton-ul
hwumchi-ess-ta-ko] mit-ci
an-ha-ass-ta.
C-nom
anyone money-acc steal-pst-dec-c
believe-n not-do-pst-dec
'Chelswu did not believe that anyone stole money.'
Now, consider the following ECM examples:
(33) a. *Chelswu-nun [amwuna(-ka) Chomsky-lul manna-ass-ta-ko] mit-ci
C-top

anyone(-nom) C-acc

meet-pst-dec-c

an-ha-ass-ta.
believe-n not-do-pst-dec

'Chelswu did not believe that anyone meet Chomsky.'
b. *Chelswu-nun [amwuna(-lul) Chomsky-lul manna-ass-ta-ko] mit-ci
C-top

anyone(-acc) C-acc

meet-pst-dec-c

an-ha-ass-ta.
believe-n not-do-pst-dec

'Chelswu did not believe anyone to meet Chomsky.'
If the embedded subject amwuna is raised to the matrix, then (33b) would be wrongly
predicted to be grammatical, since both an NPI and its antecedent are in the same matrix
clause.
Examples given in (29-33) argue against the height effect view of the ECM subject in
Korean. This paper argues that the RP analysis can take care of this difference nicely in that
Spec-RP is still under the matrix VP. Structure-wise, the NP in Spec-RP cannot c-command
whatever element in the matrix VP.
4. Conclusion
So far, the dual properties of the ECM subject in Korean have been discussed and explained
in terms of the RP (Relator Phrase) analysis of den Dikken (2006, 2017a, 2017b). One robust
challenge of the ECM in Korean is that the categorial status of the embedded clause is
different from that of typical ECM in English. Korean has a full clausal CP as an embedded
clause while English has TP. Furthermore, the embedded subject of ECM in Korean has been
discussed to have both A and A' properties. To accommodate the dual properties of Korean
ECM, this paper proposed the following: Predication relation forms an RP, which is an
inherent phase a la den Dikken (2006, 2017a, 2017b); The ECM subject is base-generated in
Spec-RP, which is A-position by definition; R in Korean ECM is null or C+R if C moves up
to R; A null operator (O) is assumed to move from inside the embedded CP to its edge, SpecCP, which is A'-position; The null operator binds pro or pronoun as a bound variable; The
ECM subject is related to the embedded CP in terms of . The proposed analysis is extended to
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Mongolian ECM with a special reference to the difference with Korean.
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A Case against the Verb-Stranding VP-Ellipsis Analysis in Japanese*
Ryoichiro Kobayashi
Tokyo University of Agriculture

1. Introduction
There has been a lot of debate on whether the null argument in Japanese is pro or is derived
via argument ellipsis (AE) or VP-ellipsis (VPE). Sentences with a null object, such as (1b),
can be derived in at least three ways, as shown in (2).
(1) a.

b.

Taro-ga
Ziro-o
home-ta.
T.-TOP
Z.-ACC
praise-PST
‘Taro praised Ziro.’
Hanako-mo
e
home-ta.1
H.-also
praise-PST
‘Hanako also praised e.’

In (2a), pro replaces Ziro (Kuroda 1965), whereas in (2b), Ziro undergoes AE (Oku 1998).
Another derivation, shown in (2c), involves verb-stranding VPE (VVPE), in which the VP is
elided after the verb is raised to T out of VP (Otani and Whitman 1991).
(2) a.
b.
c.

SUBJ [VP pro V]-T
SUBJ [VP OBJ V]-T
SUBJ [VP OBJ tV] V-T
|__↑

This paper aims to support the claim that VVPE is not necessary in explaining the distribution
of null arguments in Japanese. Specifically, I will counter Funakoshi (2016) by arguing that
VVPE is irrelevant to null adjunct reading (NAR; Hayashi 2015).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews Funakoshi’s
(2016) argument that Japanese allows VVPE, citing his data concerning NAR. Section 3
provides some counterevidence against Funakoshi’s analysis of NAR in Japanese. Section 4
concludes the paper.2
*

I would like to thank two anonymous reviewers for their comments. The previous version of this study was
presented at the Penn Linguistics Conference (PLC) 43 in 2019. Thanks also go to the audience there. This work
was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant-in-Aid for Early-Career Scientists Grant Number JP19K13228. I am
solely responsible for all the remaining errors and inadequacies.
1
e refers to a gap within a sentence.
2
For other counterarguments against verb-raising in Japanese, see Fukui and Sakai (2003) and Kobayashi
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2. VVPE and NAR
Funakoshi (2016) argues that Japanese allows VVPE by offering evidence concerning NAR,
in which an adjunct is interpreted in an ellipsis site. Oku (1998) points out that adjuncts resist
ellipsis in Japanese. In his judgement, (3b) is unacceptable in the intended reading (NAR)
with teineini ‘carefully’ interpreted in the elliptic site.
(3) a.

b.

Bill-wa
kuruma-o
teineini
B.-TOP
car-ACC
carefully
‘Bill washed the car carefully.’
*John-wa
e
araw-anakat-ta.
J.-TOP
wash-NEG-PST
Intended: ‘John didn’t wash the car carefully.’

arat-ta.
wash-PST

Funakoshi claims, however, that NAR becomes available in (4) and (5), unlike (3), with
(i) a proper context and (ii) a continuation favoring NAR.
(4) Context: Taro and Hanako are graduate students. So they often write papers. Taro likes
Microsoft Office while Hanako does not.
a. Taro-wa Word-de
ronbun-o
kak-u.
T.-TOP W.-with
paper-ACC
write-PRS
‘Taro writes papers with Word.’
b. Hanako-wa
e
kak-ana-i.
H.-TOP
write-NEG-PRS
Itumo LaTeX-de
kak-u.
always L.-with
write-PRS
‘Hanako doesn’t write papers with Word. She always writes with LaTeX.’
(Funakoshi 2016:120)
(5) Context: Taro and Hanako are faculty members of a linguistic department. They both like
comic books as well as linguistics.
a. Odoroitakotoni Taro-wa
kenkyuuhi-de
surprisingly
T.-TOP
research.fund-with
manga-o
ka-u.
comic.book-ACC
buy-PRS
‘Surprisingly enough, Taro buys comic books with his research fund.’
b. Motiron
Hanako-wa
e
kaw-ana-i.
of.course
H.-TOP
buy-NEG-PRS
Manga-wa
zibun-no
okane-de
ka-u.
comic.book-TOP self-GEN
money-with
buy-PRS
‘Of course, Hanako does not buy comic books with her research fund. She buys comic
books with her own money.’
(ibid)

(2015) among many others.
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He argues that NAR provides strong evidence for the existence of VVPE. Since adjuncts
cannot be independently elided, as in (3), the availability of NAR in (4) and (5) suggests that
the VP remnant containing an adjunct undergoes ellipsis. The schematic representations of (4)
and (5) are shown in (6) and (7), respectively.
(6) Hanako-wa [VP Word-de ronbun-o tV] kakV-anaNEG-iT.
|____↑
(7) Hanako-wa [VP kenkyuuhi-de manga-o tV] kawV-anaNEG-iT.
|____↑
Funakoshi (2016:117) provides a generalization of the null adjuncts in (8). He argues that
(8) is difficult to explain if VVPE is not available in Japanese.
(8) Generalization: In Japanese, an adjunct can be null only if the clause-mate object (or
other VP-internal elements), if any, is also null.
(Funakoshi 2016:117)
So far, we have briefly observed Funakoshi’s (2016) argument that, in Japanese, NAR is a
product of VVPE. However, in the next section, I claim that NAR does not necessarily
require VVPE. I provide two pieces of counterevidence against the VVPE analysis of NAR:
one is data with a focus particle intervening between V and T, and the other involves VP
coordination.
3. Counter-evidence: VVPE is not necessary for NAR
I argue that the VVPE analysis fails to capture the fact that NAR becomes available even
when the verb stays in situ. First, consider the examples in (9). Kageyama (1993) has pointed
out that particles such as -mo/-sae ‘also/even’ mark the right edge of a (complex) head [__#],
and hence can never be inserted inside the complex head created in narrow syntax. In the case
of a compound noun, such as zidoosya-syuuri ‘automobile repair’, -mo can appear only at the
right edge of the whole lexical word.
(9) a.

b.

zidoosya-syuuri-mo
automobile-repair-also
‘also automobile repair’
*zidoosya-mo-syuuri
automobile-also-repair
‘automobile-also-repair’
(Kishimoto 2007:252-253)

What is crucial here is that -mo is prevented from intervening between the two heads forming
a complex one.
Next, consider (10). I use -wa to avoid focus effects, which intervenes between V and T
and blocks V-to-T movement. The schematic representation is shown in (11). The adverbials
kenkyuuhi-de ‘research.fund-with’ and Word-de ‘with Word’ are still interpreted within the
ellipsis site. The fact that NAR is available in (10) suggests that VVPE is irrelevant to null
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adjuncts.
(10) a. Taro-wa
kenkyuuhi-de
manga-o
ka-u
T.-TOP
research.fund-with
comic-ACC
buy
(kedo)
Ziro-wa
e
kai-wa
si-na-i.
but
Z.-TOP
buy-TOP
do-NEG-PRS
Ziro-wa
sihi-de
ka-u.
Z.-TOP
own.money-with
buy-PRS
‘Taro buys comic books with his research fund. Ziro doesn’t buy them with his
research fund.’ ‘He buys them with his own money.’
b. Taro-wa
Word-de
ronbun-o
kak-u
T.-TOP
W-with
paper-ACC
write-PRS
(kedo) Hanako-wa
e
kaki-wa
si-na-i.
but
H.-TOP
write-TOP
do-NEG-PRS
Hanako-wa
itumo
LaTeX-de
kak-u.
H.-TOP
always
L.-with
write-PRS
‘Taro writes papers with Word, but Hanako doesn’t write papers with Word. She
always writes with LaTeX.’
(11)

SUBJ ADJUNT OBJ V-wa do-NEG-T
|__☓_↑

Another counterexample comes from VP-coordination (cf. Takano 2004). In (12), the
negation wakede-wa nai ‘it is not the case’ scopes over both conjuncts: ¬(VP1∧VP2).
Considering the sentences in (13), the first conjunct in (13b) contains a gap, in which the
adjunct kenkyuuhi-de ‘research.fund-with’ is interpreted.
(12) Taro-wa [VP
ringo-o
tabe], [VP
T.-TOP
apple-ACC
eat,
wake-de-wa
na-i
case-COP-TOP
NEG-PRS
‘Taro doesn’t [eat an apple and have coffee].’

koohii-o
coffee-ACC

nom]-u
drink-PRS

(13) Context: Prof. Tanaka and Yamada are notorious for research misconduct.
a. Tanaka-kyooju-wa
[manga-o
kenkyuuhi-de
T.-Prof.-TOP
comic.books-ACC
research.fund-with
[kenkyuu-o
tooyoosi]-ta.
research-ACC plagiarize-PST
‘Prof. Tanaka bought comic books with his research fund and plagiarized
research.’
b. Yamada-kyooju-wa
[e
kai],
[e
tooyoosi]-ta
Y.-Prof.-TOP
buy
plagiarize-PST
wake-de-wa
na-i
(rasii).
case-COP-TOP
NEG-PRS
seem
‘Prof. Yamada didn’t [buy comics with his research fund and plagiarize
research].’

kai],
buy,
someone’s

someone’s
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This is further supported by the fact that the continuation in (14) is compatible with (13b).
(14) Tooyoosi-ta
kedo, (sasugani)
manga-wa
plagiarize-PST
but
as.expected
comic-TOP
sihi-de
kat-ta
(rasii).
own.money-with buy-PST
seem
‘He plagiarized, but he bought comic books with his own money.’
NAR being available in (13b) is problematic for the VVPE analysis. In (13b), kai ‘buy’
cannot raise to T since such movement violates the Coordinate Structure Constraints (Ross
1967), as illustrated in (15). The ATB-movement of two Vs is not an option, since verbs are
different in VP1 and VP2. Therefore, both verbs, kai ‘buy’ and tooyoosi ‘plagiarize’, must
stay in situ.
(15) SUBJ [VP1 OBJ ADJUNT kaiV] & [VP2 e tooyoosuV] T … NEG
|_________☓________↑
VVPE is impossible without V-to-T movement; hence, the data in (13b) indicates that
verb-raising and VVPE are irrelevant to null adjuncts.
An anonymous reviewer pointed out that if (13) is actually the coordination of two TPs,
then the second counterargument against VVPE collapses, since V-to-T raising may freely
occur inside the conjuncts. I argue that (13) involves genuine VP-coordination. If the sentence
in (13a) consists of TP-coordination, then it is expected that TP-adverbs are licensed inside
the conjuncts. However, I claim that this is not the case. Consider (16), in which maeni
‘earlier’ and atode ‘later’ are inserted in the first and second conjuncts, respectively. To my
ears, the sentence is marginal, at best.3
(16) *?Taro-wa
[manga-o
maeni
T.-TOP
comic.books-ACC
earlier
kenkyuuhi-de
kai],
[kenkyuu-o
atode
research.fund-with
buy,
research-ACC later
tooyoosi]-ta
plagiarize-PST
‘Taro [bought comic books with his research fund earlier] and [plagiarized someone’s
research later].’
I have to admit that (16) sounds (marginally) acceptable for some people. Nevertheless, there
is a clear contrast between (16) and (17), in which the adverb scopes over the whole
conjuncts.
(17) Taro-wa maeni/atode
T.-TOP
earlier/later
kenkyuuhi-de
research.fund-with

[manga-o
comic.books-ACC
kai],
[kenkyuu-o
buy,
research-ACC

I avoid using so-called temporal adverbs, such as kyoo ‘today’, and kinoo ‘yesterday’, among others. Since
case-particles can be attached to these adverbs as in (i) and (ii), I assume they have some nominal nature.
3
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tooyoosi]-ta
plagiarize-PST
‘Taro [bought comic books with his research fund] and [plagiarized someone’s
research] earlier/later.’
From these observations, I conclude that the coordination in (13) does not contain TPs.
These two observations indicate that NAR is not relevant to VVPE. Funakoshi (2016) is
partially right in that adjuncts, unlike arguments, somehow need such a heavy contextual
support to be recovered. The discussions above suggest that adjuncts can be independently
elided in principle, contrary to Oku (1998) and Funakoshi (2016). We now have a more
accurate generalization of the null adjunct in (16). In what follows, evidence for the claim that
adjuncts can be elided by themselves is in order.
(18) Generalization: In Japanese, an adjunct can be null but it requires (i) a proper context
and (ii) a continuation favoring NAR to be recovered.
One may wonder whether other elements inside a VP must always be elided together with
an adjunct. Funakoshi (2016) shows that direct and indirect objects can be overt if they are
contrastively focused, as in (19; cf. Tanaka and Hayashi 2017). In this example, Tokyo and
Sendai are contrasted and the adjunct jitensha-de ‘by bicycle’ is interpreted in the gap
position in (19b).4
(19) a. Taro-wa
Tokyo-ni-WA
jitensha-de
it-ta.
T.-TOP
Tokyo-DAT-TOP
bicycle-by
go-PST
‘Taro went to Tokyo by bicycle.’
b. (…kedo)
Sendai-ni-WA
e
ik-anakat-ta.
but
Sendai-DAT-TOP
go-NEG-PST
‘(But) he didn’t go to Sendai by bicycle.’
The relevant NAR is still available, even when verb-raising is blocked by -wa in (20a). This is
further supported by the fact that (20a) is compatible with the continuation in (20b). Since no
other elements inside the VP are elided, the data in (20a) indicates that the adjunct can be the
sole target of ellipsis in Japanese.
(20) a. (…kedo)
Sendai-ni-WA
e
iki-wa
but
Sendai-DAT-TOP
go-TOP
‘(But) he didn’t go to Sendai by bicycle.’
b. Sendai-ni-wa
densya-de
it-ta.
Sendai-DAT-TOP
train-by
go-PST
‘He went to Sendai by train.’

si-nakat-ta.
do-NEG-PST

4. Conclusion
In summary, the two pieces of evidence provided in this paper indicate that, in Japanese,
VVPE is not necessary to account for null adjuncts. The empirical evidence shows that NAR
4

NP-WA here indicates a contrastively focused element.
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results from eliding an adjunct as a sole target. The arguments in this paper have two
implications. First, NAR does not suffice as evidence for the existence of string-vacuous
verb-raising to T in Japanese. Second, the data support the pro/AE analyses of null arguments
by showing that they are compatible with NAR.
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Contrastive topics in Chinese comparatives
Hyunjun Park
Dongguk University

1. Introduction
Mandarin Chinese has been claimed to be a Topic-Prominent language (Li and Thompson
1976). This seminal proposal has been extensively studied in a variety of constructions of
Chinese. However, much of the research on Chinese topicalization has focused almost
exclusively on declarative sentences. In this paper we would like to investigate not typical
topicalization but contrastive topicalization attested in comparatives in Chinese.
Comparative constructions in Chinese occur with the comparative morpheme ‘bi’, which
is equivalent to ‘than’ in English. The comparative marker ‘bi’ has been traditionally treated as
a coverb, which introduces a NP/DP like a preposition. Therefore, from syntactic perspectives,
Chinese comparatives can have a configuration of phrasal comparatives rather than clausal
comparatives, whereas English comparatives are divided into both phrasal and clausal
comparatives (Xiang 2005, Erlewine 2007, Lin 2009). However, a recent investigation of
Chinese and Korean comparatives has showed that, unlike Chinese, Korean has clausal
comparatives on top of phrasal ones (Jhang 1994, Lee 2002, Park 2009, Park 2010, Choe 2011,
Park 2018, Park and Liu 2019).
(1) Chelswu-nun [nay-ka sayngkakha-yss-ten kes]-pota
te khu-ta.
Chelswu-Top I-Nom think-Past-Adn thing-than more big-Decl
‘Chelswu is bigger than I thought.’
(2) Chelswu-nun [Yenghuy-lul Yengswu-ka
salangha-nun kes]-pota te salanghan-ta.
Chelswu-Top Yenghuy-Acc Yengswu-Nom love-Adn thing-than more love-Decl
‘Chelswu loves Yenghuy more than Yengswu loves her.’
(3) Chelswu-nun [nay-ka sayngkakha-yss-ten kes]-pota te mescin salam-ita.
Chelswu-Top I-Nom think-Past-Adn
thing-than more nice person-Decl
‘Chelswu is a better person than I thought.’
(4) Na-nun [Yenghuy-ka
tolpo-n
kes]-pota te manhun hwancatul-ul
I-Top Yenghuy-Nom take care of-Adn thing-than more many patients-Acc
tolpo-ass-ta.
take care of-Past-Decl
‘I took care of more patients than Yenghuy took care of.
(Park and Liu 2019)
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The examples (1)-(4) show that Korean comparatives can be associated with clausal
comparatives, in which ‘pota’ combined with the ‘kes’ clause introduces the standard of
comparison. As argued by Park and Liu (2019), however, the prepositional subordinator ‘bi’ in
Chinese comparatives can be associated not only with phrasal comparatives but also with
clausal comparatives. In this paper, we would like to argue that Chinese comparatives can be
divided into both phrasal and clausal comparatives, and that Chinese comparatives are
structurally built based on the contrastive topic strategy.
2. Chinese comparatives
Chinese comparatives can be associated with clausal comparatives.
(5) qu bi [bu qu] hao.
go than not go good
‘Going is better than not going.’
(6) zuo huoche bi [zuo feiji] man.
sit train than sit airplane slow
‘Taking a train is slower than taking an airplane.’
(7) ni jiang bi [ta jiang] geng
hao.
you speak than he speak even-more good
‘You speak better than he.’
(Li and Thompson 1981)
Notice that all the examples in (5) through (7) provide compelling evidence that ‘bi’
comparatives are analyzed as having a clausal comparative. Here, the ‘bi’ comparative part is
adjoined to a predicate as an adjunct. It is noteworthy that in all of these cases the ‘bi’
comparative part has a structurally parallel relation with the target in the subject or topic
position. ‘Qu’ and ‘bu qu’ in (5), ‘zuo huoche’ and ‘zuo feiji’ in (6), and ‘ni jiang’ and ‘ta jiang’
in (7) have a parallel relation with each other. At the same time, note that in these examples,
the targets such as ‘qu’, ‘zuo huoche’, and ‘nijiang’ in the main clause are analyzed as
occupying a typical topic. In keeping with Lee (2003), we would like to suggest that the targets
in Chinese comparatives convey contrastive topic construal, structurally occupying the position
that contrastive topics fill.
3. Comparatives as a contrastive topic in Chinese
Lee (2003) suggests that Chinese ‘-ne’ shows an explicitly expressed or listed contrast between
the two elements of the same type. He further argues that ‘-ne’ functions as a contrastive topic
marker in Chinese. In the same vein, the targets in Chinese comparatives that do not involve ‘ne’ can be treated as representing a contrastive topic.
(8) xiang bi xiong bizi chang.
elephant than bear nose long
‘Elephants have longer noses than bears.’
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(9) a. *wo xihuan gou bi mao.
I like dog than cat
b. *wo gou bi
mao xihuan.
I dog than cat like
c. *gou bi mao wo xihuan.
dog than cat I like
d. wo xihuan gou bi [wo xihuan mao] xihuan de duo.
I like dog than I like cat like
DE much
‘I like dogs better than cats.’
(Li and Thompson 1981)
In (8) the target ‘xiang’ is the topic in the sentence and compared with the standard ‘xiong’.
(9a), (9b), (9c) are all unacceptable because the object NP/DPs are not placed in contrastive
topic position, and therefore are unable to serve as the standard/target of comparison in the
respective sentences. When the object is accommodated in a comparative construction as in
(9d), it needs to be part of a clausal comparative; in this case, the main clause itself is placed
in contrastive topic position, simultaneously placing the comparative clause in the same
position.
4. Diagnostic tests for a contrastive topic in Chinese comparatives
A –(n)un-marked NP in Korean can function as the topic of the sentence. But in some cases, it
can receive a topic reading or a contrastive topic reading (Han 1998), as in (10).
(10) John-un
Mary-lul coaha-n-ta.
John-Top Mary-Acc like-Pres-Decl
‘John likes Mary.’ [topic reading]
‘John likes Mary.’ (Frank likes Susan, and Peter likes Laura.) [contrastive topic reading]
The sentence in (10) is ambiguous between a topic reading and a contrastive topic reading.
Under a topic reading, the sentence just means that John likes Mary. However, under a
contrastive topic reading, it presupposes that there are other people besides John in the domain
and the entity denoted by ‘John’ functions as one topic among alternative possible topics. For
example, let’s assume that there are Frank and Peter besides John. If Frank likes Susan and
Peter likes Laura but John likes somebody else different from the person who Frank and Peter
like, this situation belongs to the contrastive topic reading.
We propose that comparatives can be used as a contrastive topic marker in Chinese although
there are no overt topic markers such as Korean –(n)un. According to Badan and Gobbo (2011),
the left periphery of Chinese is organized as in (11).
(11) Aboutness Topic > Hanging Topics (HT) > Left Dislocated ones (LD) > lian-Focus > TP
They also point out that the position of HT and LD is for contrastive topics in Chinese. If this
is the case, Chinese contrastive topic should be placed before focus constructions. Xu (2006)
makes a distinction between topic and focus in preverbal position as follows:
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(12) a. Ta shi putaojiu he
pijiu bu he.
he FOC wine and beer not drink
‘It is wine and beer that he doesn’t drink.’
b. Ta shi putaojiu bu he.
‘It is wine that he doesn’t drink.’
(13) a. Putaojiu he pijiu, ta bu he.
wine and beer
he not drink
‘Wine and beer, he does not drink.’
b. Putaojiu, ta bu he.
‘Wine, he does not drink.’
(14) a. Ta putaojiu he
pijiu bu he.
he wine and beer not drink
b. Ta putaojiu bu he.
(12a) does not logically entail (12b) since (12a) with a focus marker ‘shi’ has an exhaustive
reading whereas both (13a) and (14a) entail (13b) and (14b) respectively. Thus the focusmarked NP in (12a) has the feature complex of [+contrastive], [+exhaustive] but the sentenceinitial topic NP in (13a) and the NP between the subject and the verb in (14a) have the feature
complex of [+contrastive], [-exhaustive]. Hence we can call (12a) ‘focus construction’ and (13a)
or (14a) ‘topic construction’. In the same vein, the position between contrastive topic and focus
in the preverbal position in Chinese is represented in (15a).
(15) a. √ [ Contrastive Topic > Focus ]
b. * [ Focus > Contrastive Topic ]
(16) Zhangsan bi Lisi xihuan Mali.
Zhangsan than Lisi like
Mali
‘Zhangsan likes Mari more than Lisi does.
(16) might have a contrastive topic reading in line with Han (1998) in that it presupposes
that there are other people besides ‘Zhangsan’ in the domain and the entity denoted by
‘Zhangsan’ functions as one topic among alternative possible topics. With these ideas in mind,
let’s take two tests for a contrastive topic in comparatives in detail.
First of all, Badan and Gobbo (2011) assume that weak crossover effects occur only with
focus whereas topicalization lacks them.
(17) a. Wo de jiaren,
babai, wo zui xihuan t1.
I DE family-people father I most like
‘Of my family members, it’s my dad who I like the best.’
b. Wo de jiaren,
babai, [piping tai de ] ren
hai
hen xihuan t1.
I DE family-people father criticize him DE people still very like
Int.: ‘Of my family members, it’s my father who the people that criticize him still like
him.’
(18) KTXi bi gaosubashi taoyan tai
de ren
ye jingchang zuo t1.
KTX than express bus hate pronoun DE people also often
ride
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‘KTX is more often used than the express bus to people who hate it.’
Second, two types of Foci cannot cooccur because the focalization of two elements is
excluded (Benincà 1988, Rizzi 1997) whereas topics can.
(19) *Zhangsan CHI le
YI GE PINGGUO.
(Foci)
Zhangsan eat PERF one CL apple
Int.: ‘Zhangsan ate (not cut) an apple (not a banana).’
(20) Cong zhe jia yinhangi ti/wei Zhangsanj wo zhidao women
(Multiple Topic)
From this CL bank for Zhangsan I know we
keyi jiedao hen duo qian.
can borrow very much money
‘From this bank, for Zhangsan, I know we can borrow a lot of money.’
(21) xiang lian bizi dou bi xiong chang.
elephant Lian nose all than bear long
‘Elephants even have longer noses than bears.’

(Topic + Focus)

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have argued that comparative constructions in Chinese can be divided into
both phrasal and clausal comparatives as their English counterparts are, and that Chinese
comparatives can be accounted for as a contrastive topic marker. In order to prove this, we
tested two features: weak crossover effects and two types of foci.
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What intervention effects tell us about wh’s-in-situ in Korean and
Chinese
Myung-Kwan Park
Dongguk University

1. Introduction
Suggesting that the Wh-Complementizer Choice and the Pronunciation Rules are operative in
regulating overt wh-movement and wh-situ strategies across languages, Pesetsky (2000) used
two diagnostics such as antecedent-contained deletion (ACD) and intervention effects (IE(s))
to determine the type of movement that wh’s-in-situ across languages undergo. Citing Beck
and Kim’s (1996) celebrated example, Pesetsky argues that wh’s-in-situ in Korean undergo
feature movement, which is blocked in the presence of an intervener like an NPI.
(1) *amwuto mwues-ul
sa-ci
anyone what-ACC buy-VE
‘What didn’t anyone buy?’

anhass-ni?
NOT-did-Q

Kang (2017), however, recently notes that the prosodic accent on a wh-element-in-situ as in
(2) improves the acceptability of IE configurations in Korean.
(2) amwuto
anyone

nwuKWU-lul manna-ci
WHO-ACC meet-VE

anh-ass-ni?
NOT-did-Q

Based on the obviation of IEs in (2), Kang goes on to argue that when a wh-phrase undergoes
covert phrasal movement in Korean, this movement is signaled by means of prosodic accent
on a wh-element-in-situ.
2. Background
Korean apparently patterns with Chinese morphologically (by allowing bare wh-words to
serve non-interrogative functions), but in fact patterns with Japanese in displaying the
intervention effect. Pesetsky (2000) adds on Chinese, speculating à la Aoun and Li (1993)
that Chinese wh’s-in-situ, unlike their Japanese/Korean counterparts, undergo covert phrasal
movement. Soh (2005) endorses this speculation, noting that, unlike its counterpart in
Korean, the nominal wh-phrase like shei ‘who’ in (2) of Chinese seems not to be subject to
the IEs:
(2)

{Meiyouren/Henshao ren/Zuiduo liang-ge ren} gan gen shei dajia?
nobody/few person/at most two-CL person dare with who fight
‘Who is the person x such that {nobody/few people/at most two people} dare(s) to
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fight with x?’
However, as some instances like (3), even a wh-nominal seems to be sensitive to the
intervener.
(3) *{Shi Zhangsan/Zhiyou Zhangsan / Lian Zhangsan dou} chi-le
shenme?
{SHI
/only}
/ even
all
eat-PERF what
Lit. ‘What was x such that {it was/only/even} Zhangsan who ate x?’
Yang (2012) argues that there are two types of intervention effect in Chinese: weak and
strong IEs. In (2), since without involving covert phrasal movement postulated by Pesetsky
(2000), wh-nominals in general in Chinese are licensed via unselective binding in the sense
of Pesetsky (1987), they are not affected by the potential weak intervener. In (3), by contrast,
because both the F(ocus)-Op of the intervening focus SHI/zhiyou ‘shi/only’ and
Q(uestion)-Op of the in-situ wh-phrase shenme ‘what’ compete for the single spot
(i.e.,[SpecFocP]), the sentence becomes ungrammatical.
3. An Alternative Analysis
In this paper we support Pesetsky’s (2000) thesis that wh’s-in-situ in Korean undergo feature
movement, whereas those in Chinese undergo covert phrasal movement. Meanwhile, we
provide an alternative account for what Kang (2017) takes as evidence for covert phrasal
movement of wh’s-in-situ in Korean, and what Yang (2012) deems as a rationale for
non-movement analysis of those in Chinese.
4. Arguments for Chinese Phrasal and Korean Feature movement
Korean crucially differs from Chinese in the formation of wh unconditionals (Cheng and
Huang 1996; Chung and Park 2019)
(4) shei xian lai,
shei (jiu) xian chi.
Who first come, who (then) first eat
(Intended) ‘If x comes first, (then) x eats first.’

Cheng & Huang (1996)

(5) #nwu-ka
mence o-myen, nwu-ka
mence mek-nunta.
Who-NOM early come-if, who-NOM early eat-DEC
(6) ni wishenme xihuan Zhangsan, wo jiu
wishenme taoyan ta.
you why
like
Z.
I then why
dislike him
(Intended) ‘If you like Zhangsan for x, I dislike him for x.’
Huang (2018)
(7) *ney-ka
way John-ul cohaha-myen, na-nun way ku-lul
silheha-nta.
you-NOM why J.-ACC like-if
I-TOP why he-ACC dislike-DEC
(Intended) ‘The reason you like John is the reason why I dislike him.’
Chinese allows two argument or adjunct wh’s-in-situ in the antecedent and the consequent
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clauses to have a co-varying interpretation, but Korean does not (regardless of the prosody on
them). Despite the pending controversy in their derivation, we take this contrast to render
compelling evidence that Chinese wh’s-in-situ undergo covert phrasal movement (or overt
phrasal movement, followed by tail pronunciation), but Korean counterparts do not.
In addition to their distinction in wh unconditionals, Korean and Chinese differ in terms
of the scope reconstruction of wh’s-in-situ across islands (cf. Longobardi 1987).
(8) Zhangsan xiangxin [ mei-ge
xuesheung mai-le
sheme de shuofa]?
Z.
believe every-CL student
buy-PERF what
DE claim
Lit. ‘Zhangsan believes the claim that every student bought what?’
(adapted after Abe 2017: 27)
(9) cheli-nun [haksayng motwu-ka mwues-ul sassta-nun cwucang-ul]
Cheli-TOP student
all-NOM what-ACC bought-REL claim-ACC

tuless-ni?
heard-Q

In (8) of Chinese, the island-internal wh-in-situ always takes wide scope over the
c-commanding universal QP, but in (9) of Korean, the former (regardless of the prosody on
it) can take narrow scope below the latter.
5. Demonstration
Given that Chinese wh’s-in-situ undergo covert phrasal movement (or overt phrasal
movement, followed by tail pronunciation), Korean counterparts are subject to feature
movement, the strong vs. weak intervener distinction in Chinese falls out from the fact that
(weak/strong) interveners generally (even including those in Korean) bear focus features
potentially attracted to the uninterpretable focus feature in C (Kim 2002), and that
language-specifically strong interveners in Chinese serve as a phrasal focus operator, hence
precluding covert phrasal movement of wh’s-in-situ in this language. Besides, (weak/strong)
interveners give rise to IEs for in-situ wh-adjuncts that are argued to undergo feature
movement (Cheng 2000). Meanwhile, the amelioration effects of obviating the IE with
special prosody on a Korean wh-in-situ as noted in Kang (2017) do not follow from its
phrasal movement, but from the D-linked-hood or specificity effects of such a wh-in-situ that
helps circumvent its IE.
6. Korean vs. Chinese in indeterminates
We would like to note that Korean and Chinese diverge as regards indeterminates. First,
Chinese has indefinites that have the exactly same form as interrogatives (i.e.,
wh-indefinites), thus both of them being called indeterminates. For example, shenme
‘what/something’ in Chinese are used either as run-of-the-mill indefinites or wh-indefinites.
By contrast, Korean/Japanese distinguish wh-indefinites and non-wh indefinites. In
particular, in Korean the latter can be marked explicitly by attaching a certain affix (i.e., -n-ka
in Korean) to the interrogative form. Thus, in Korean mwues ‘what’ and mwues-nka
‘something’ are distinguished in form, though the former can also be used as indefinites.
Bruening (2007, p. 159) compares these two types of indeterminates in a number of
languages and presents the following generalization: “(i) Chinese type of indeterminates that
do not include additional morphology for non-wh-indefinites are precluded from taking wide
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scope and in fact usually take only narrowest scope. However, (ii) Korean/Japanese type of
indeterminates that do include additional morphology for non-wh-indefinites may take wide
scope and may even be interpreted referentially (as specific indefinites),” the quoted part of
which is taken from Yun (2019).
On top of the difference between Chinese and Korean in the morphological composition
of indeterminates, the two languages differ in regard to the availability of morphological
Case/case marker on them. In Korean, the morphological Case/case marker immediately
empowers the indeterminate to readily serve as a wh/non-wh indefinite, thereby the Novelty
Condition disallowing the second occurrence of the Case/case-marked indeterminate from
co-varying with its first occurrence. By contrast, in Chinese the absence of morphological
Case/case marker cannot readily enable the indeterminate to serve as a wh/non-wh indefinite.
Thus, on the one hand, an indeterminate undergoes covert wh-movement (or overt phrasal
movement, followed by tail pronunciation) to be licensed as a wh-indefinite in the context of
regular wh-question clauses and unconditional constructions. On the other hand, an
indeterminate is licensed as an existentially interpreted non-wh-indeterminate via existential
closure in the contexts of ‘yes/no’ question, ‘if’-clause, negation, complement of a
non-factive verb, complement of the verb SEEM, etc.
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Rhetorical Adjunct Wh Mwue(-l) ‘what’ in Korean
Myung-Kwan Park and Areum Kang
Dongguk University and Korea University

1. Introduction
According to the online dictionary (『Our Speech Fountain Dictionary (Wulimalsaym Sacen)』
), the expression mwue(-l) ’what-ACC’ is classified as an exclamative interjection, making a
humble statement made by the speaker that his action/behavior is not great when the other
interlocutor praises or appreciates it. It is used particularly in a neural style of speech
(panmalchey) ignoring social deference.
(1) “노래를 참 잘 부르던데.” “뭘, 박자도 잘못 맞추었는데.”
(2) “야, 너 대단하더라.” “뭘, 그걸 가지고 그래.”
On top of this general use, it fulfills several related and other functions, as follows. First,
mwue(-l) in sentence-final position also expresses the speaker’s humble response toward the
other interlocutor's words of praise, appreciation, and forgiveness.
(3) “얼마 부서지지도 않았는데, 뭘” 하시며 내 어깨를 다독거려 주셨다.
This function is especially evident when followed by such deictic expressions as
‘kuleh’/‘kukes’ ‘(be) so/it’ that describe the other interlocutor's words/behaviors of praise,
appreciation, and forgiveness.
(4) 아이구, 뭘 그런 일로 여기까지 오셨어요.
We can also respond with “mwuel-yo ‘you bet’” when we're thankful to the other
interlocutor for his favor:
(5) 뭘요, 역할이 역할이니까 그래 보였던 거죠.
The speaker humbly accepts the words/behaviors of the conversation partner and goes on
to provide additional information in the ensuing part of the sentence
Second, as for mwue(-l) in question sentences containing deictic expressions such as
kulay ‘be so’/ kulehkey ‘so’/ ikkacis kes ‘this small thing’, it means “why you make such a
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response” to the conversation partner's words or actions, exhorting him/her not to.
(6) 뭘 그렇게 놀라니?
(7) 사실을 말했을 뿐인데, 뭘 그래?
Third, the speaker uses mwue(-l) to refute the conversation partner’s remark and goes on
to deliver additional information to him, as follows:
(8) “저야 뭘 가겠습니까?! 그때도 우연히 몽금포 가는 길에 옥점 씨를 만났으니,
...”
(9) “아이를 깨워요” “아이가 이제 막 잠들었는데, 뭘.”
Fourth, the speaker can use mwue(-l) in either question or non-question sentences to mean
that the other person's behavior is unsatisfactory.
(10) 아니 근데 당신들은 뭘 앉아서 콩이네 팥이네 하구 있는 거예요?
(11) 이 새끼 비키란 말야. 뭘 꾸물대고 있어.
Despite its several different attestations, we are going to concentrate on its uses in the
clauses containing stative adjective predicates, because in the sentences with action verbs its
usage overlaps with the usage of mwue ha-le ‘in order to do what’. In other words, the former
can represent the contracted form of the latter, as follows:
(12) a. 거길 내가 뭘/뭐 하러 가.
b. 가은이를 내가 뭘/뭐 하러 만나?
Of course, if a certain eventive predicate is incompatible with mwue ha-le, that eventive
predicate with mwue(-l) will do for our investigation.
Thus, in the discussion to follow, excluding its realization in the clauses containing action
verbs, we narrow down to its use in the question clauses containing a copula and a stative
adjective. The following clauses with a copula contain mwue-l decomposed into mwue(s)
‘what’ plus –l ‘Acc’ marker, or mwue-ka decomposed into mwue(s) ‘what’ plus –ka ‘Nom’
marker.
(13) a. *** 의원이 뭘/뭐가 스파이냐?
b. 저런 새끼들은 사회적으로 망신을 줘야한다. 교수는 뭘/뭐가 교수냐?
c. 이 XX가 뭘/뭐가 욕이냐?
Likewise, mwue(-l) or mwue-ka can occur in the clauses with adjectives as stative
predicate.
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(14) a. 예쁘기는 뭘/뭐가 예뻐?
b. 훌륭하기는 뭘/뭐가 예뻐?
c. 네가 뭘/뭐가 피곤하니?
In these sentences, mwue(-l) or mwue-ka literally means “in what respect”, markedly
being construed as an ordinary wh-question, but the whole sentences are preferentially
construed as a rhetorical sentence, with mwue(-l) or mwue-ka expressing emphatically
negative force.
Mwue(-l) is accompanied by one additional wh-phrase, as in (16) and (17). In this case,
these sentences are also construed as a complaint, retort, or grumble;
(15) a. 뭘 누가 지금 외롭대?
b. 당연히 지연이지 뭘 누가라고 쳐묻고 있노?
c. "자장면이야." 그랬더니 이효리가 이렇게 말한다. “뭘 무엇이야?”
(16) a. 경제가 뭘 어떻다고?!
b. 님의 기준자체가 다른데 그걸 뭘 어떻다 저떻다 누가 맞다 틀리다 말
할 것도 아니라고 봄.
c. 이 부분은 뭘 어떻다 할 수 있는 게 아니고 다음 세션에서 어떻게 바꿀
수 있는 것도 아니고 ...
In addition, there are multiple wh-elements besides mwue(-l), In the following cases, the
unmarked interpretation of the following sentences is that of the ordinary multiple
wh-constructions (that is, generally, multiple pair construals for multiple wh’s).
(17) a. 그런데 누가 뭘 어떻다고?
b. 누가 뭘 어떻든 . . . 나는 몰라
c. 뭘 누가 어떻느니 비교할 필요가 없다.
2. The Syntax of Rhetorical Mwue(-l)
Kurafuji (1996), Ochi (1999; 2004), and Nakao and Obata (2009) suggest that in Japanese,
the ACCusative Case-marked wh-adjunct nani-o ‘what-Acc’ in intransitive sentences is
interpreted very much like English why (the hell) (or Japanese naze ‘why’) as in (1).
(18) John-wa nani-o/naze
hasit-tei-ru no?
John-Top what-ACC/why run-PROG-NPST Q
‘Why is he running?’
The distinctive syntactic/semantic aspects of the ACCusative WHAT-adjunct nani-o have
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been noted in comparison to its counterpart naze. First, sentences with the WHAT-adjunct
nani-o have a special connotation that the speaker is surprised at, or is in disapproval of the
subject’s unexpected behavior (Ochi, 1999). Second, the WHAT-adjunct nani-o imposes an
animacy restriction on the subject of a clause (Kurafuji, 1997). Third, the interpretation of the
WHAT-adjunct nani-o in Japanese is not clause-bound (Kurafuji 1997). Fourth, the
WHAT-adjunct nani-o can occur in multiple wh-questions (Kurafuji, 1997). Fifth, the
WHAT-adjunct nani-o is only allowed to take wide scope over the subject QP (Tsai, 2008).
Sixth, the WHAT-adjunct nani-o cannot undergo sluicing (Ochi, 1999).
As noted above, the Korean counterpart mwue(s) with the ACC Case marker comes with
eventive predicates, but that with the ACC or Nom Case marker can occur with stative or
copula predicates, as follows:
(19) ku-ka mwue(-)l/mwue-ka
ttottokha-ni?
he-NOM what-ACC/what-NOM smart-Q
(20) Enni-i-ci
mwue(-l)/mwue(-ka) hyeng-i-ya?
elder sister-COP-CONN what-ACC/what-NOM
elder brother-COP-Informal
‘(She is) an elder sister, but WHAT is she an elder brother?’
This paper argues that the construction at issue is unmarkedly a rhetorical question, and
derives from this view such properties as documented above for Japanese WHAT-adjunct
nani-o.
It has been noted (Collins, 1991) that why and how come behave differently with respect
to rhetorical questions: questions with a negative bias, as seen in (4) and (5).
(21) Why (the hell) did you do that?
(22) *How come you did that?
The example in (21) is felicitous as a rhetorical question since the negative bias in the
question (‘you did not do that’) does not interfere with any other factors. However, the same
negatively biased question is not permitted with how come, as shown in (22). Since the
Japanese (Ochi and Hsin 1999, 315) and the Korean WHAT-adjuncts are associated with a
negative bias, it is a right tack to assimilate them to English why (the hell) rather than to how
come.
But note that the Korean WHAT-adjunct can be construed not only as ‘why’ but also as
‘how’ or ‘in what respect,’ as follows:
(23) Ney-ka
chimkwu-lul ta kacye ka-myen, nay-ka mwue(-l)
you-NOM bedding-ACC all take-if
I-NOM what-ACC
cal swu iss-keyss-ni?
HOW sleep CAN-WILL-INTERR
‘If you take all the bedding (here), HOW can I sleep (without it)?’
(24) Nay kho-ka
mwue(-l)/(-ka)
khu-ni?
MY nose-NOM what-ACC/-NOM big-Q
‘In WHAT RESPECT is my nose big?’
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In addition, the following sentences in (17), repeated below as (25), are not construed as a
rhetorical question. Thus, a multiple wh-construction is resistant to being interpreted as a a
rhetorical question.
(25) a. 그런데 누가 뭘 어떻다고?
b. 누가 뭘 어떻든 . . . 나는 몰라
c. 뭘 누가 어떻느니 비교할 필요가 없다.
3. The Semantics and Pragmatics of Rhetorical Mwue(-l)
The construction at issue like (18)-(20) and (23)-(24) is translated into an ordinary
wh-question, but it can be properly construed as a rhetorical question (RhQ). In fact, this
construction has the hallmarks of RhQs: (i) RhQs don’t expect an answer; (ii) RhQs have the
feel of an assertion; (iii) RhQs can optionally be answered (in keeping with Caponigro &
Sprouse, 2007; Biezma & Rawlins, 2017; contra Yang & Mizuno, 2019). For example, the
answer to the sentence in (19) is not expected because it is already inferrable. Thus, on the
one hand, RhQs are essentially a regular question, but their answer is known to both the
speaker and the addressee -- a question in which the answer is (already) part of the Common
Ground (in the Stalnakerian sense; Stalnaker 1970, 2014). On the other hand, RhQs have the
feel of an assertion because the asker publicly makes a commitment (in some sense) to a
single proposition that is already in the common ground. In fact, in some limited cases, the
Korean WHAT-adjunct can occur in non-question, declarative clauses as in (26).
(26) sihayngchako epsi
mwue(-l)
ka-l swu iss-tako sayngkakhaci-nun
trial-error
without what(-ACC) go-CAN-COMP think-CONT.TOP
anh-supnita.
don’t-ENDER
‘I don’t think that I can go what with trial and error.‘
As point out above, no answer to RhQs is ordinarily expected, but the answer, e.g., to
(19), can be provided by the addressee, as follows:
(27) pan-eyse hangsang ildung
ha chanh-a
class-in always
the first do don’t-Informal
‘(He has always been) the top in our class.’
To reiterate, the RhQ marker gives rise to the speaker’s negative attitude reading on the
proposition. In order to shed light on the issue of negative attitude reading induced by the
RhQ marker, we focus on its contribution in terms of pragmatic perspectives. We assume that
the RhQ marker mwue(-l) does not appear to contribute any descriptive content to the
truth-conditional meaning. That means, the meaning of the RhQ marker mwue is not
associated with the core property of the question marker at the at-issue level, but the negative
expressive content which gives rise to the speaker’s negative attitude reading on the
proposition at the multi-dimensional level. In this light, we will show that the RhQ marker
mwue(-l) arises the negative expressive meaning.
Before jumping into the main discussion, we briefly introduce the basic setup of the CI
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theory of a logic for Conventional Implicatures (CIs) based on Potts (2005, 2007a, 2007b).
Building on Karttunen & Peter’s (1979) multi-dimensional theory of CIs, Potts (2005, 2007a,
2007b) provides a novel mult-idimensional compositional system. He defines CIs as follows
(Potts, 2005: 11):
(28) a. CIs are part of the conventional meaning of words.
b. CIs are commitments, and thFus give rise to entailments.
c. These commitments are made by the speaker of the utterance.
d. CIs are logically and compositionally independent of what is ‘said.’
CI meanings are both non-truth conditional and speaker-oriented. The CI is distinguished
from the at-issue meaning in that the latter contributes to truth-conditional interpretation
whereas the former is not part of ‘what is said’. CI meanings are considered to be non-truth
conditional. Potts proposes that supplements (e.g. appositives, supplementary relatives, and
speaker-oriented adverbs) and expressives (e.g. expressive attributive adjectives, epithets, and
honorifics) should be analyzed in CIs which have speaker-oriented meaning.
Then let’s delve into the framework of the RhQ marker of CI in more detail. Specially, we
consider the empirical differences between the question marker mwue(-l) and the RhQ marker
mwue(-l) which plays a key role in establishing the multi-dimensional level in which
mwue(-l) is associated the speaker’s negative attitude toward the proposition.
First, as indicated previous examples, the RhQ marker mwue(-l) does not encode question
meaning. It can constitute crucial evidence for the dichotomy between the question marker
and the RhQ marker mwue(-l). Second, the question marker mwue(-l) is not cancelable:
(29) Pil-i
mwue-ka khu-ni? Haciman Pil-un
khu-ta.
Bill-Nom what-Nom tall-Q but
Bill-Top tall-Decl
‘In WHAT RESPECT is Bill tall? #But Bill is tall.’
Third, tthe RhQ marker mwue is scopeless. As shown below, the RhQ marker mwue(-l) is
not negated by the matrix negation -ci anh ‘be not true that’, despite the fact that it appears to
be within its (syntactic) scope as part of the embedded clause.
(30) Pil-i
mwue-ka khu-ci.anh-ni?
Bill-Nom what-Nom tall-Neg-Q
‘In WHAT RESPECT is Bill not tall?’
Thus far, we have observed the empirical evidence for an question marker vs. RhQ
marker split by showing that the pragmatic contribution of the RhQ marker mwue(-l) is
distinct from regural Q. It leads us to assume that the RhQ marker mwue(-l) is independent
of the at-issue content, and contributes non-truth conditional meaning to the sentence it
occurs in. The RhQ marker mwue(-l) conventionally implies the speaker’s negative attitude
toward the proposition, resulting in multi-dimensional level.
4. The Comparison between Rhetorical Mwue(-l) and Other Negative Adjunct Wh’s
Mwue(-l) tends to be construed as giving rise to a RQ interpretation. By contrast, adjunct
wh-elements can be necessarily interpreted as an emphatic negation, as follows:
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(31) Ettehkhey John-i
60 sai
i-ni ?!
how John-NOM 60 year.old be-Q
‘No way is John 60 years old.’
(32) John-i
eti
6 feet-ni?!
John-Nom where 6 feet-Q
‘No way is John 6 feet tall.’
(33) Encey ku-ka
chayk-ul ecey
ss-uss-ni?!
when he-Nom book-Acc yesterday write-Asp-Q
‘No way did he write the book yesterday.’

from Cheung (2008)

from Cheung (2008)

from Cheung (2008)

5. Conclusion
The view of the construction at issue tending to be construed as a RhQ sheds lights on the
properties of this construction listed above. First, the negative bias of this construction
follows naturally from the view. Second, the ban on the use of mwue(-l) with stative
predicates is due to the Accusative marker on it being assigned not structurally but by default,
thus being compatible with such type of predicates. Third, the construal of mwue(-l) with the
matrix Q is expected since RhQs also allow for the parallel relation. Fourth, mwue(-l) in
multiple wh-questions cannot count as a negative expression as in multiple NPIs. Fifth,
mwue(-l) in WH-QP interaction also serves as a negative expression interacting with other
QPs. Sixth, following Ochi (1999), the strongly-focused mwue(-l) for RhQ construal cannot
license sluicing.
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Two Ways to Existentially Close a Proposition*
Jack Rabinovitch
Harvard University

1. Introduction
There is a cross-linguistic tendency to distinguish root clauses, those which may exist independent of
other clauses in an utterance, and embedded clauses, which are only grammatical when embedded
within a root clause. An idealized distinction between root and embedded clauses is often recognized
as such: root clauses carry discourse markers, allow fronting of arguments, and allow hosting of
certain moods, such as the imperative in English; embedded clauses are typically marked with a
complementizer, contain less material than root clauses, and may host their own unique verbal forms.
However, this distinction has been called into question as many languages occasionally embed
clauses which exhibit so-called root phenomena (embedded root phenomena, or ERP) or have
so-called embedded phenomena appear as independent clauses (insubordination). While ERP and
insubordination are restricted to certain constructions, it is unclear if the mechanism that causes these
restrictions is a syntactic one, a semantic one, or both.
This paper presents an account of embedded and root clauses whereby a CP contains an open
proposition argument which requires existential closure. Adopting a Kratzerian approach, typical
embedded clauses existentially close their propositional argument after being assigned to a contentful
object, an (often unvocalized) entity-type argument, via a complementizer. Without complementizers,
root clauses existentially close their propositional argument after assigning it a given illocutionary
force, resulting in a speech act. Lexical items such as discourse markers are restricted to root clauses
as they are speech act-taking predicates.
In Section 2, I argue that the application of illocutionary force to a proposition is a form of
existential closure which relates said proposition to a speech act. This mirrors the structure of
interfacing heads between sortal domains as proposed by Ramchand and Svenonius (2014), whereby
the vP, TP, and CP domains are host to modifiers of event, situation, and proposition sortal types
respectively. I take Force° as the interface between the propositional CP and the speech act domain, a
domain above the CP first proposed by Speas and Tenny (2003) (henceforth S&T (2003)). Force- and
complementizer-mediated closure result in different syntactic-semantic structures, leading to a
dichotomy in their distribution and use.
Under this framework, ERP can be analyzed as cases where embedded CPs have force-mediated
closure. In Section 3, I use Suñer (1993)’s force-based analysis of Spanish embedded speech acts to
argue that Spanish ‘que’ can assign speech-act content to entity-type objects, in a manner similar to
*
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but distinct from complementizers. This allows speech acts, along with their root syntactic structure,
to embed under verbs. In Section 4, I extend this analysis to insubordination with the addition of either
covert predication, or object-taking discourse markers. In Section 5, I discuss the shortcomings of this
theory in explaining Germanic embedded verb second (EV2). In line with Djärv (2019), I argue that
German ERP does not involve force-mediated closure, and is an entirely CP-internal phenomenon,
suggesting that ERP may be two phenomena, split across propositional and speech act domains.
2. Force as Existential Closure
In this section, I aim to provide a theory of root and embedded clause phenomena whereby root
clauses represent speech acts and typical embedded clauses represent propositions. In order to do so,
we must first distinguish speech acts from propositions. Since Searle (1969), speech acts have often
been analyzed as ‘turns’ in a communicative game. While propositions are evaluated of worlds and
are thus truth conditional, speech acts are actions in the world which provide force to propositions,
typically asserting their truth, or asking for their confirmation. In this way, speech acts are often
analyzed as a combination of ‘sentence radical,’ typically a proposition, and some form of
illocutionary force, which transforms the proposition into a speech act.
(1) a. Proposition:
b. Speech act:

⟦ I am hungry ⟧ = λw. I am hungry in w
⟦ FORCE ⟧ (⟦ I am hungry⟧ ) = ASSERT(I am hungry in w*)

Rizzi (1997) codifies this in the syntax as ForceP, which is defined as an interface between a
sentence and the discourse. Under S&T (2003) and Hill (2007), speech acts are given their own
syntactic domain with their own unique cartography, hosting speech act adverbials such as ‘frankly’
and ‘honestly’. In these models, Force (or Sentience for S&T 2003) is not the most peripheral part of
a sentence, but is only an interface between the truth-conditional propositional domain and
discourse-related speech-act domain. Under these and similar frameworks, the implementation of
illocutionary force type shifts propositions into speech acts; for Krifka (2001), Force° is analyzed as a
type shifter ⟨⟨s, t⟩, a⟩, where ⟨s, t⟩ represents propositions and a represents (speech) acts.
Placing Force° as a type shifter within a clause has the consequence of dividing the left periphery
into two distinct ontological regions. We would predict that cross-linguistically, lexical items which
modify propositions (and thus affect truth conditions) would not be able to generate above ForceP,
while lexical items that modify speech acts would be unable to embed below ForceP. This prediction
is borne out through observations that Hill (2007) makes regarding the cross-linguistic distribution of
discourse particles and vocatives, which do not effect truth conditions and are restricted to the far left
(or right) periphery; for example, the distribution of ‘alas’ in English (2). Note that Hill (2007)
distinguishes these from interjections, which can appear anywhere in a sentence.
(2)

(Alas,) I (*alas) fear (*alas) that (*alas) he (*alas) has (*alas) already (*alas) left (?alas).

This distinction lends itself well to other far-left peripheral phenomena, such as evidentials. In
many languages, evidentials are said to not affect the truth conditions of a sentence, failing dissent
tests. In Cuzco Quechua, one cannot explicitly challenge the evidential force of a sentence (3).
(3) a. Inés-qa qaynunchay ñaña-n-ta-s
watuku-sqa.
Inés-TOP yesterday sister-3-ACC-REP visit-PST2
‘Inés visited her sister yesterday’
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EVIDENCE: speaker was told that Inés visited her sister yesterday
b. Mana-n chiqaq-chu. Manta-n-ta-lla-n
watuku-rqa-n.
not-DIR true-NEG
mother-3-ACC-LIM-DIR visit-PST1-3
‘That’s not true. She only visited her mother.’
c. # Mana-n chiqaq-chu. Mana-n chay-ta willa-rqa-sunki-chu.
not-DIR true-NEG
not-DIR this-ACC tell-PST1-3S2O-NEG
‘That’s not true. You were not told this.’
[Cuzco Quechua; Faller 2002:195-196]
Faller (2002) argues that evidentials affect illocutionary force, modifying sincerity conditions
rather than truth conditions. While a proposition is true when it accurately represents the world of
evaluation, “[a] performance of an illocutionary act is sincere when the speaker has the mental state
that he expresses in the performance of that act and it is insincere otherwise” (Vanderveken 1990:117).
We can explain this as a split of our two ontological domains: the propositional domain, which is
concerned with truth conditions, and the speech act domain, which is concerned with sincerity
conditions. Thus evidentials are speech act modifiers rather than proposition modifiers.
Following Corr (2016), I denote the syntactic projections of these domains as the CP for
propositions, and the Utterance Phrase (UP) for speech acts, though I differ in where the boundary
between UP and CP is placed. Evidentials, evaluatives, and the split Speech Act Phrase all modify
speech-acts, and are thus placed in UP. Force° type shifts between propositions and speech acts, and
as a result shouldn’t be stackable. Thus, I place Force° as a single interfacing head (with a non-split
phrasal projection) in Corr (2016)’s DeclP, where the DECLARATIVE feature (an illocutionary force) is
located. This may be compared to the analyses of S&T (2003), and Corr (2016) in (4).2

(4)

The ontologically driven distinction between the CP and UP mirrors Ramchand and Svenonius
(2014)’s approach to the vP, TP, and CP domains. Under their framework, the vP, TP, and CP
domains are distinguished from one another by the ontological sort modified within each domain.
Events are represented and modified in the vP, situations (elaborations of events) in the TP, and
propositions (elaborations of situations) in the CP. The strict cross-linguistic hierarchy of
head-placement across these domains is a result of the strict cognitive hierarchy of these sorts. Each
syntactic domain is separated from others via interfacing heads, which introduce a higher sort, relate
the higher sort to the lower sort (through the relation ASP for aspect between events and situations,
and through the relation FIN for finiteness between situations and propositions), and existentially close
the lower sort so that it may not be modified higher in the structure. This can be seen in (5), where the
interfacing head Asp° introduces a situation argument, relates an event to that situation via the relation
ASP, and existentially closes the event argument of the verb it takes as its complement. AspP may
then combine with a situation-modifying T°.

2

For S&T (2003), DeclP is EpisP; see Hill (2007) for a discussion on the distinction between SAHighP and
SALowP.
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(5)

Rather than using Krifka (2001)’s treatment of analyzing Force° as of type ⟨⟨s, t⟩, a⟩, we can
extend the model given by Ramchand and Svenonius (2014), treating speech acts as an elaboration of
propositions, where Force° is the interfacing head which relates propositions to speech acts (6).
(6)

Under this framework speech acts are an additional sortal type in the clausal ‘spine’, and thus we
expect their syntactic and semantic behavior to be parallel to that of events, situations, and
propositions. Just as tense markers such as PAST are situation-taking predicates generated in T°,
discourse markers, evidentials, and evaluatives are act-taking predicates generated in U°, and are built
compositionally into a sentence’s derivation. Take, for instance, the sentence ‘Alas, it is raining,’
which consists of a proposition, an assertive force, and the discourse marker ‘alas’ (7a). Building the
proposition via Ramchand and Svenonius (2014)’s existential closure of sortal domains (ASP and FIN),
we can define the proposition ‘it is raining’ in (7b).
ASSERT is a type of Force° which denotes a force relation, which we define as FORAssert (7c). For
Faller (2002), assertive force creates a sincerity condition which is judged as sincere if the speaker
believes that the proposition is true, though the strict sincerity conditions of ASSERT may differ based
on one’s theory of choice. ASSERT applies to the proposition through function application,
existentially closing the proposition p and opening an act argument a (7d). ‘Alas’ may be understood
as an act-taking predicate which restricts the sincerity condition such that it is sincere only if the
speech act is uttered to express sadness (7e). Both with open act arguments, ‘alas’ and our ForceP can
combine through predicate modification (7f). The resulting sentence carries the truth conditions of
being true if it is raining, and the sincerity conditions that the speaker believes that it is raining and is
expressing their sadness through that speech act.
(7) a. [UP Alas, [ForceP ASSERT [CP it is raining ] ] ]
b. ⟦ it is raining ⟧ = λp∃s∃e.FIN(p, s) ∧ ASP(s, e) ∧ rain(e)
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c. ⟦ ASSERT ⟧ = λPλa∃p.FORAssert(a, p) ∧ P(p)
d. ⟦ ASSERT ⟧ (⟦ it is raining ⟧) = λa∃p∃s∃e.FORAssert(a, p) ∧ FIN(p, s) ∧ ASP(s, e) ∧ rain(e)
e. ⟦ alas⟧ = λa.SAD(a)
f. ⟦ alas, it is raining ⟧ = λa∃p∃s∃e.SAD(a) ∧ FORAssert(a, p) ∧ FIN(p, s) ∧ ASP(s, e) ∧ rain(e)
In addition to matrix contexts where a proposition is closed by an illocutionary force, propositions
are often embedded under attitude verbs. For Kratzer (2006) and Moulton (2009), attitude verbs are
unable to directly select proposition type arguments, and instead take entity-type arguments. For
embedding under attitude verbs to happen, a complementizer fulfills the role of relating the embedded
proposition p to an entity-type argument x, which may then be selected as an argument by a verb.
Propositions are related to entities by a compatibility relation (8a). Under Kratzer (2006), a
complementizer COMP may be understood as a two place predicate (8b). Assuming that CPs have
open proposition arguments rather than being propositions themselves, COMP can be redefined as
(8c), mirroring the structure of Ramchand and Svenonius (2014)’s relational heads.
(8) a. COMP(x, p) = ∀w′ [compatible(x, w′) → p(w′) = 1]
b. ⟦ COMP ⟧ = λpλx.COMP(x, p)
c. ⟦ COMP ⟧ = λPλx∃p.COMP(x, p) ∧ P(p)
Rather than providing an open act argument a, the complementizer provides an open entity
argument x. Thus, instead of being closed by Force°, the CP in (7b) can instead undergoes function
application by the complementizer ‘that’ to become verb-embeddable (9).
(9)

⟦ that it is raining ⟧ = λx∃p∃s∃e.COMP(x, p) ∧ FIN(p, s) ∧ ASP(s, e) ∧ rain(e)

Complementizers and illocutionary force both close the proposition argument of a CP, and as a
result, the two operators cannot be stacked. Along with the fact that complementizers (overt or silent)
are ever-present cross-linguistically, the mutual exclusivity of CP complementation and UP structure
may be a large determiner in what is considered ‘root’ phenomena and what is considered
‘embedded’ phenomena, as lexical items restricted to the UP and movement into UP structure are
both unavailable under complementizer headed clauses. This extension of Ramchand and Svenonius
(2014)’s theory into speech acts allows us to analyze the difference between root and embedded
clauses as a byproduct of the presence or absence of speech act semantics and its accompanying
syntactic structure. In the next section, we will see that while complementizers in the sense of (8),
cannot embed speech acts, some languages do have strategies for embedding speech acts and UP
structure, resulting in ERP.
3. Embedded Root Phenomena as Act Embedding
Because UP structure allows root phenomena, the embedding of UPs can lead to so-called embedded
root phenomena (ERP). Such is the case in Spanish reportative constructions, where question speech
acts are embedded via the word ‘que’. The embedded clause in (10a) is what Suñer (1993) terms a
semi-question, which are propositional, and may be evaluated for truth conditions. As a result, the
sentence (10a) is interpreted as Juan saying the list of people such that when those people replace the
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wh-word in the proposition, the proposition is true (i.e. who is coming: Pedro, María, and Pablo). The
embedded clause in (10b) is a full question, a speech act with its own (questioning) force, and thus the
sentence (10b) describes Juan’s request for information.
(10) a. Juan dijo [ quién venía
].
Juan said who come-PST
‘Juan said who was coming.’
b. Juan dijo [ que quién venía
].
Juan said that who come-PST
‘Juan said: who was coming?’

[Spanish; modified from Etxepare 2010:618]

This phenomenon is not direct quotation; third person pronouns may undergo binding and
embedded first- and second-person pronouns and agreement are evaluated in the context of utterance
(11).3
(11)

Los prisioneros repitieron que adónde los
llevábamos.
the prisoners repeated that where CLT.3PL taking-1PL
‘The prisonersi repeated: where were wes taking themi?’
[Spanish; modified from Suñer 1993:69]

The presence of ‘que’ before the wh-occupied SpecCP is typically analyzed as resulting from a
double CP projection. Rather than the addition of a second CP to host ‘que’, we can analyze this as
the addition of a UP, with ‘que’ generated in a U° position, namely, as Corr (2016) argues, Evid°.4
(12) a. [UP Juan dijo [CP quién venía.] ]
b. [UP Juan dijo [UP que [CP quién venía.] ] ]
Assuming that verbs only take entity arguments, we can surmise that ‘que’ functions to relate the
embedded speech act to an entity. The Kratzerian approach has already given us a framework for
relating entities to other ontological types, as seen in (8). Taking a closer look, the compatibility
relation compatible(x, w) is true if the entity x refers to a proposition px which is true of world w. We
derive COMP(x, p) as true if p is true of all the worlds where px is true. While propositions have
truth-conditions evaluated across worlds, we can understand speech acts as having
sincerity-conditions evaluated across contexts, where a context includes information about the speaker,
addressee, time, world, and location. Using this, I propose that in addition to compatibility relations
between entities and worlds, we may also have suitability relations between entities and contexts. The
suitability relation suitable(x, c) is true if the entity x refers to an act ax which is sincere (denoted 𝕊) in
the context c. We can derive SUIT(x, a) as true if a is sincere in all the contexts where ax is sincere
(13a). I present a definition of ‘que’ both in a Kratzerian form without existential closure (13b) and in
a format compatible with our adopted Ramchand and Svenonius (2014) framework (13c).5
Note that ‘repitieron’ can take either propositions or speech acts like ‘dijo’ in (10); compare with verbs like
‘preguntar’ (ask/wonder) which embed only propositional semi-questions.
4
The syntactic justification of this is that reportative ‘que’ can embed illocutionary force (above DeclP) but not
vocatives (below SALowP). Semantically, reportative ‘que’ behaves similarly to other evidentials
cross-linguistically, suggesting its place in Evid° rather than Eval°.
5
Although I transfer a Kratzerian framework of propositional complementizers to their speech-act equivalent,
as far as I can tell, there is no theoretical issue with analyzing suitability relations as a part of speech act-taking
3
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(13) a. SUIT(x, a) = ∀c′[suitable(x, c′) → a(c′) = 𝕊]
b. ⟦ que ⟧ = λaλx.SUIT(x, a)
c. ⟦ que ⟧ = λPλx∃a.SUIT(x, a) ∧ P(a)
As a result, ‘que’ relates an act a to an entity x such that x represents an act ax with the same
sincerity conditions as a. For example, the imperative ‘hicieran su propio’ in (14a) is embedded under
a verbum dicendi via ‘que’. I define the imperative as a speech act containing a proposition with a
commanding force, with the sincerity condition that the speaker wants the proposition to be made true
by the addressee (14b). I define ‘dijo’ as a Davidsonian verb with an event- and entity-type argument.
(14) a. Juan dijo que hicieran su
propio.
Juan say that do-SBJV 2.POSS task
‘Juan says: do your task.’
b. ⟦ hicieran su propio ⟧ = λa∃p.FORCommand(a, p) ∧ you do your task(p)
c. ⟦ que hicieran su propio ⟧ = λx∃a∃p.SUIT(x, a) ∧ FORCommand(a, p) ∧ you do your task(p)
d. ⟦ dijo que hicieran su propio ⟧ =
λe∃x∃a∃p.say(e, x) ∧ SUIT(x, a) ∧ FORCommand(a, p) ∧ you do your task(p)
e. ⟦ Juan dijo que hicieran su propio ⟧ =
λa′∃p′∃s∃e∃x∃a∃p.FORAssert(a′, p′) ∧ FIN(p′, s) ∧ ASP(s, e) ∧ AGENT(e, Juan) ∧
say(e, x) ∧ SUIT(x, a) ∧ FORCommand(a, p) ∧ you do your task(p)
While (14b) denotes the speech act a, (14c) denotes an entity x with sincere-equivalent content ax.
Thus, (14e) denotes a speech act a′ asserting a proposition that Juan said a speech act ax with the same
sincerity conditions as a. A benefit of this analysis is that the embedded act need not be verbatim: all it
requires is that the sincerity conditions be equivalent to the original speech act to which it refers.
4. Acts without Force
While ERP represents cases of root-phenomena appearing in embedded contexts, insubordination
represents cases of embedded-phenomena appearing in root contexts. This can be seen again in
Spanish, where the reportative embedding ‘que’ may head a matrix clause (15a). Under our semantics
so far, it would seem like this sentence is incomplete, as ‘que’ closes the speech act argument, creating
a entity-taking predicate like in (14c). For Etxepare (2010), reportative ‘que’ heads a DP, resulting in
an entity which undergoes predication via a (silently headed) small clause, becoming a proposition.6
The addition of predication over ‘que’ helps to explain the discrepancy between Spanish reportative
constructions and other evidential reporting as noted by Etxepare (2010). As we have seen in (3),
evidentials affect sincerity conditions but not truth conditions, and cannot be denied. In Spanish, while
reportative ‘que’ encodes evidential meaning at Evid°, it may still be denied in matrix clauses (15b).
(15) a. (Oye,) que el Athletic de Bilbao ha fichado a
Ronaldinho.
listen that the Athletic Bilbao has recruited PREP Ronaldinho
verb rather than of lexical items like ‘que’.
6
This proposition can then become a speech act via an additional application of FORCE.
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‘(Listen,) Athletic Bilbao has got Ronaldinho.’
EVIDENCE: the speaker has been told that Athletic Bilbao got Ronaldinho
b. Venga hombre, no te
han dicho eso.
come.on man
NEG CLT.2SG have told that
‘Come on, man, they didn’t tell you that.’
[Spanish; Etxepare 2010:612]
Interestingly, this is predicted by our semantics; while speech acts are not truth conditional, the
relation SUIT is, as SUIT(x, a) is either true or false. Thus, while the illocutionary force of (14b) itself
cannot be denied, whether or not the embedded speech act a accurately represents the sincerity
conditions of the entity-referred speech act ax can be. By including a suitability relation with a
small-clause related predicate, or as Shimamura (2018) theorizes for a similar phenomenon in
Japanese, a silent verbum dicendi, the sentence gains access to truth conditions regarding the sincerity
conditions of the embedded UP.7 This is not the case in the Quechua sentence in (3a), where the
speech act with reportative evidentiality is not embedded under a suitability relation.
Insubordination in Ibero-Romance goes further than reportatives, however. Corr (2016) notes that
in addition to reportative constructions, ‘que’ may also be used for exclamative constructions, as
shown by the Galician example in (16). Corr (2016) argues that exclamative ‘que’ is generated higher
than Evid°, in SALow°, whose projection includes the site of vocatives. Thus, while ‘que’ may have a
single entry within the UP domain, it may be generated at different heads within the UP.
(16)

Ai que che parece
que teño
todo o día?!
DM EXCL to.you=seem.3SG that have.1SG all the day
‘Do you think I’ve got all day?!’
[Galician; modified from Corr 2016:89]

Exclamative ‘que’ is not embeddable under verbs (Corr 2016:101), suggesting that the SALowP
is unembeddable under verbs in Ibero-Romance. If this is the case, then the silent small
clause/verbum dicendi must be an exception to this restriction. Another possibility comes from the
interesting nature of exclamatives in that they may not require propositional content. Searle (1969)
argues for the existence of non-propositional sentence radicals for exclamations, such as (17a). In this
case, there is no syntactic position for illocutionary force mediated by Force°. Instead, the discourse
particle itself may take an entity-type object (17b). Compositionally then, (17a) can be understood in
(17c) as the stating of a speech act a with some (cheering) relation to Manchester United.
(17) a. Hurrah for Manchester United!
b. ⟦ Hurrah ⟧ = λxλa.CHEER(a, x)
c. ⟦ Hurrah ⟧ (⟦ Manchester United ⟧) = λa.CHEER(a, Manchester United)
With this, we can take ‘ai’ in (16) to be an integral part of the derivation: relating an entity to a
speech act. We can define it by a relation EXAS, which I take to be some relation between acts and
entities, with the sincerity condition that the act denotes exasperation at the entity. Thus, we no longer
need a silent small clause or verbum dicendi; the discourse marker itself takes the entity-type UP
argument.

7

This is also the case for the embedded force in (14e), where a respondent can deny that whatever Juan said (ax)
had commanding force as it would result in SUIT(x, a) being false.
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(18) a. ⟦ ai ⟧ = λxλa.EXAS(a, x)
b. ⟦ che parece que teño todo o día ⟧ = λp.you think I have all day(p)
c. ⟦ EXCLAIM ⟧(⟦(18b)⟧) = λa∃p.FORExclaim(a, p) ∧ you think I have all day(p)
d. ⟦ que ⟧(⟦(18c)⟧) = λx∃a∃p.SUIT(x, a) ∧ FORExclaim(a, p) ∧ you think I have all day(p)
e. ⟦ ai ⟧(⟦(18d)⟧) =
λa′∃x∃a∃p.EXAS(a′, x) ∧ SUIT(x, a) ∧ FORExclaim (a, p) ∧ you think I have all day(p)
This solution requires that some discourse markers be two place predicates rather than simple one
place act-taking predicates. However, the benefit of this analysis is that we can make compositional
sense out of exclamations which have sincerity conditions but no truth conditions, such as (17a).
5. A Spectrum of Roots
In addition to Ibero-Romance ERP, Germanic languages are well known to have ERP in the form of
EV2, where verb-second order (typically analyzed as V-to-C movement) occasionally appears in
embedded contexts. Since Hooper and Thompson (1973) (henceforth H&T (1973)), the common
approach to this form of ERP is to argue that EV2, much like its root counterpart, contains the
illocutionary force of assertion. This assertive force is part of the entire utterance, thus committing the
speaker not only to the truth of the root clause proposition, but also to the truth of the embedded
proposition. With illocutionary force as the CP-UP interface, this analysis effectively treats typical
embedded clauses as propositional and EV2 clauses as speech acts.
Recent work on various Germanic languages has pushed back on this approach, however. In a
survey of Northern Germanic languages, Wiklund et al. (2009) finds that while notions of assertion
are associated with EV2, assertion itself cannot be used to discern V2 from non-V2 word orders in
embedded contexts. Djärv (2019) argues that V-to-C movement is licensed by the embedded
proposition’s pragmatic status as discourse-new. Importantly, the ability of verbs to embed V2 is
effected by negation, strongly suggesting that V2 complements are not syntactically selected for UP
structure. Another major issue with a UP based approach to Germanic languages is that verbs often
understood to be unable to embed (entities with) speech act content can embed V2; verbs of belief are
unable to embed ERP in Spanish (Etxepare 2008), but are available for EV2 in German (Djärv 2019).
These facts suggest that EV2, at least in German, does not include a UP layer.
Indeed, a strict H&T (1973) account also fails to represent the data in Ibero-Romance. In H&T
(1973) a key point to ERP is not only that the embedded clause has assertive force, but necessarily
that this force is interpreted as part of the force of the matrix clause. While this paper’s analysis of
Ibero-Romance ERP includes embedded force, the force of the embedded clause is not part of the
force that the speaker is expressing, but rather is the force of the speech act which is referenced via the
SUIT relation. Thus, the speaker of (11) is not themselves asking where the prisoners were taken, but
is simply reporting the prisoners’ question.
For Corr (2016), the availability of ‘que’ for various purposes across Ibero-Romance languages is
caused by feature scattering or bundling. Feature scattering allows more heads for lexical generation
and landing sites for movement. Thus, while Spanish and Galician allow reportative ‘que’
constructions, European Portuguese, which bundles its EVIDENTIAL and DECLARATIVE features on
one head, does not. If Ibero-Romance ERP is caused by feature scattering in the UP domain, then
feature scattering within the CP domain may be what causes EV2 in Germanic languages. Thus
unified account of ERP may be found in feature scattering across both the CP and UP domains.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper I have proposed an analysis of speech acts as a sortal domain in the same vein as
Ramchand and Svenonius (2014). This domain is represented by the syntactic projection of the
Utterance Phrase, which is distinguished from the CP by the introduction of illocutionary force.
Complementizers and illocutionary force are two ways to existentially close off propositions, causing
complementizer based embedding to exhibit ‘embedded’ phenomena, and clauses with illocutionary
force, most commonly seen in matrix clauses, to exhibit ‘root’ phenomena. However, UP embedding
is possible, and can result in both ERP and insubordination, as is seen in Ibero-Romance languages.
Finally, I discussed Germanic EV2, providing evidence that this form of ERP is constrained to the CP
domain, and suggest that the feature scattering effects in the UP of Ibero-Romance may have a CP
analogue responsible for EV2.
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Accusative Object of Motion Unergative Verb in Japanese
Yusuke Yoda
Toyo Gakuen University

1. Introduction
The aims of this paper are to show that o-marked NPs, which introduces path or situation with
motion verbs, are arguments, not adjuncts, discuss the way of introducing argument and claims
that internal arguments are not introduced by verb, rather it is introduced as an external
argument of function heads (cf, Wood 2014, Wood and Marantz 2017 among others).
2. O-marked NPs in Japanese
This section shows that some descriptive characteristics of o-marked NPs in Japanese. This section is
devoted to providing some descriptive generalization of these NPs to set the bottom line of the
following analysis.
The three types of o-marked NPs as shown in (1). In (1)a, o-marked NP functions as a theme NP of
yom- ‘read’. In (1)b, o-marked NP functions as a Path NP of motion verb arui-‘walk’. In (1)c,
o-marked NP functions as situation adverbial NP.
(1) a. Kazu-wa hon-o
yon-da.
Kazu-TOP book-ACC
read-past
‘Kazu read a book.’
b. Saku-wa michi-o
arui-ta.
Saku-TOP street-ACC
walk-past
‘Saku walk on the street.’
c. Saku-wa ame-no-naka-o
dekake-ta.
Saku-TOP rain-GEN-middle-ACC
go.out-past
‘Saku went out under the rain.’

<theme-o>

<path-o>

<situation-o>

The following examples in (2) and (3) show that only theme NP is compatible with the transitive
predicate yom- and motion verb aruk- does not take theme NP. The motion verb takes both path NP
and situation NP.
(2) a. Kazu-wa
hon-o
Kazu-TOP
book-ACC
‘Kazu read a book.’
b.* Kazu-wa
michi-o
Kazu-TOP
street-ACC
‘Kazu read the street.’

yon-da.
read-past

<theme-o>

yon-da.
raed-past

<path-o>
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c. * Kazu-wa
ame-no-naka-o
Kazu-TOP
rain-GEN-middle-ACC
‘Kazu read under the rain.’

yon-da.
read-past

(3) a. * Saku-wa
hon-o
arui-ta.
Saku-TOP
book-ACC
walk-past
‘Saku walked a book.’
b. Saku-wa
michi-o
arui-ta.
Saku-TOP
street-ACC
walk-past
‘Saku walk on the street.’
c. Saku-wa
ame-no-naka-o
arui-ta.
Saku-TOP
rain-GEN-middle-ACC
walk-past
‘Saku walked under the rain.’

<situation-o>

<theme-o>

<Path-o>

<situation-o>

The motion verb is not limited to the ones like aruk-, which denote motion of subject, but also
verbs denote motion of theme object. For instance, hakob- ‘carry’ denotes motion of its theme object
as illustrated in (4).
(4) a. Saku-wa
arui-ta.
Saku-TOP
walk-past
‘Saku walked’
b. Haru-wa
hon-o
Haru-TOP
book-ACC
‘Haru carried book.’

hakon-da.
carry-past

<theme-o>

The object motion verb aruk- can take path NP as in (5)a but the object motion verb hakob-‘carry’
does not take both path NP and theme NP simultaneously as in (5)b (cf. Double o-Constraint, cf
Harada 1973, Shibatani 1978, Hiraiwa 2002 among others).
(5) a. Saku-wa
michi-o
arui-ta.
Saku-TOP
street-ACC
walk-past
‘Saku walked on the street.’
b. * Haru-wa
michi-o
hon-o
Haru-TOP
street-ACC
book-ACC
‘Haru carried the book on the street.’

<path-o>

hakon-da
carry-past

<path-o+theme-o>

Moreover, the examples in (6) shows restrictions for the occurrence of two or more o-marked NP.
Among three types of o-marked NPs, situation NP is compatible with any other types of o-marked
NPs. This means that situation NP is not a target of DoC and therefore, it is not an argument.
(6) a. Kazu-wa
ame-no-naka-o
hon-o
Kazu-TOP
rain-GEN-middle-ACC book-ACC
‘Kazu read a book under the rain.’
b. Saku-wa
ame-no-naka-o
michi-o
Saku-TOP
rain-GEN-middle-ACC street-ACC
‘Saku walked on the street under the rain.’
c. Saku-wa
ame-no-naka-o
sakura-ga

yon-da. <situation-o + theme-o>
read-past
arui-ta. <situation-o + path-o>
walk-past
saku-tokoro-o

arui-ta.
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<situation-o+situation-o>
Saku-TOP
rain-GEN-middle-ACC cherry.blossam-NOM bloom-place-ACC walk-past
‘Saku walks where cherry blossoms bloom under the rain.’
d. Saku-wa ame-no-naka-o
sakura-ga
saku-tokoro-o michi-o
arui-ta.
<situation-o+situation-o+path-o>
Saku-TOP rain-GEN-middle-ACC cherry.blossam-NOM bloom-place-ACC street-ACC
walk-past
‘Saku walks on the street where cherry blossams bloom under the rain.
e. Haru-wa
ame-no-naka-o
hon-o
hakon-da <situation-o+theme-o>
Haru-TOP
rain-GEN-middle-ACC book-ACC carry-past
‘Haru carried book under the rain.’
The fact that imcompatibility of o-marked theme NP and o-marked path NP shows that they are in
fact a target of structural case valuation and target of DoC. Therefore, they should be regarded as an
argument. Next section will more closely look at argumenthood of each of o-marked NPs.
3. Diagnosing Argumenthood of NPs
3.1 Theme o-NP
This section looks at argumenthood of o-marked theme NPs. In Japanese, an argument is normally
marked with structural case and it is realized as a morphological case. The argumenthood of NP is
confirmed with morphological case marker drop (Mihara 1994), Scrambling (cf. Miyagawa 1989),
Passive and Doble-o Constraint (Harada 1973, Shibatani 1973, Hiraiwa 2002, Poser 2002 among
others), and Argument Ellipsis (Sakamoto 2019).
First, the morphological case can be dropped in the colloquial context, but it is not the case with
inherent case or postposition as in (7).
(7) Case marker Drop
a. Ano hon-{o/} doko oi-ta-no?
That book-ACC where put-past-Q
‘Where did you put the book?’
b. E, Tochigi-ken -{kara/*}
ki-ta-tte?
E. Tochigi-pref. -from come-past-te
‘Did you say you came from Tochigi pref.?’
If the o in o-marked theme NPs is a morphological case particle, its host NP is an argument. This
is confirmed the examples in (8).
(8) Case marker Drop
Kazu-wa
hon-{o/}
yon-da-tte.
Kazu-TOP
book-ACC
read-past-tte
‘Did you know if Kazu read the book?’
Second, argument NP can be separated from the quantifier (=Quantifier Floating) if it is marked
with the structural case, but not with the PP as illustrated in the contrast in (9).
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(9) a. Gakusei-ga
san-bon-no
biiru-o non-da.
Gakusei-NOM
three-CL-GEN
beer-ACC drink-past
b. Biiru-o gakusei-ga
san-bon
non-da.
Beer-ACC
student-NOM
three-bottle
drink-past
‘Students drunk three bottles of beer.’
c. Gakusei-ga
san-kasyo-no
suupa-de
hon-o
Student-NOM
three-CL-GEN
supermarket-at book-ACC
d. *Gakusei-ga
suuper-de
san-kasyo
hon-o
Student-NOM supermarket-at three-CL
book-ACC
‘Students bought books at three bookstores.’

kat-ta.
buy-past
kat-ta.
buy-past

The o-marked theme NP allow Floating Quantifier as in (10)b and this also supports the claim that
o-marked theme NP is an argument.
(10) Floating Quantifer
a. Kazu-wa
ni-satsu-no
hon-o
yon-da.
Kazu-TOP
two-CL-GEN
book-ACC
read-past
b. Kazu-wa
hon-o
ni-satsu
yon-da.
Kazu-TOP
book-ACC two-CL
read-past
‘Kazu read two books.’
Third, in passive sentences, an o-marked NP is promoted to subject position and this is a
prototypical A-movement. In (11), o-marked theme NP is promoted to the subject position and
therefore, it is an argument.
(11) Passive
a. Saku-wa
Haru-o
heya-e
Saku-TOP
Haru-ACC
room-to
‘Saku invited Haru to his room.’
b. Haru-wa
Saku-ni-yotte
heya-e
Haru-TOP
Saku-by
room-to
‘Haru was invited to Saku’s room by him’

yon-da.
invite-past
yob-are-ta.
invite-pass.-past

Forth, in Double-o constraint is constraint of structural case, and thus it is a constraint of argument.
As in (12), in causative construction causee argument is marked with either ni or o. However, if the
predicate of the caused event clause has another morphological o-marked NP, the sentence turns to be
ungrammatical due to DoC as in (12)c.
(12) Causative
a. Saku-wa
Kazu-{ni/o}
gakko-e
ik-ase-ta.
Saku-TOP
Kazu-{DAT/ACC}
school-to
come-caus-past
‘Saku had Kazu go to school.’
b. Saku-wa
Kazu-ni
ice cream-o
kaw-ase-ta.
Saku-TOP
Kazu-DAT
ice cream-ACC buy-caus-past
c. * Saku-wa
Kazu-o
ice cream-o
kaw-ase-ta.
Saku-TOP
Kazu-ACC
ice cream-ACC buy-caus-past
‘Saku had Kazu bought ice cream.’
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The ungrammaticality from DoC is not recoverable with cleft construction as in (13). Hence, this
is not surface double-o, but deep double-o. Thus, the o-marked theme NPs are an argument.
(13) Cleft
a. * Saku-wa Kazu-o
icecream-o
kaw-ase-ta.
Saku-top Kazu-acc
icecream-acc
buy-caus-past
‘Saku had Kazu buy icecream.’
b. * Saku-ga
icecream-o
kaw-ase-ta no-wa
Kazu-o
Saku-nom
icecream-acc
buy-caus-past C-top
Kazu-acc
‘It is Kazu that Saku had buy icecream.’
c. * Saku-ga
Kazu-o kaw-ase-ta
no-wa icecream-o
da.
Saku-nom
Kazu-acc buy-caus-past C-top icecream-acc
cop
‘It is icecream that Saku had Kazu buy’

da.
cop.

Finally, argument ellipsis also exhibits the argument property of o-marked theme NP. According
to Sakamoto (2019), elided argument via argument ellipsis yields, both E-type reading and
quantificational reading.
(14) a. Taro-wa [DP san-dai-no kuruma]-o
arat-ta.
Taro-TOP
3-CL-GEN car-ACC
wash-past
‘Taro washed three cars.’
b. Ziro-mo [DP ____ ]
arat-ta.
Ziro-also
wash-past
‘Ziro also washed [DP them].’
(Sakamoto 2019)
In (14), with (14)a is an antecedent, whether the set of cars washed by Taro and the set of cars
washed by Ziro can be either identical (E-type reading) or different (Quantificational Reading). The
same types of readings are also available with the argument ellipsis with o-marked theme NPs as in
(15).
(15) Argument Ellipsis
a. Saku-ga
jibun-no
heya-o sooji-si-ta.
Haru-mo [DP __] sooji-si-ta.
Saku-NOM -self-GEN
room-ACC clean-do-past Haru-also
clean-do-past
‘Saku cleaned Saku’s room.’
‘Haru also cleaned {Haru’s/Saku’s} room
b. Saku-ga san-satsu hon-o
yon-da.
Haru-mo [DP ___ ] yon-da.
Saku-NOM three-CL book-ACC read-past Haru-also
read-past
‘Saku read three books’
‘Haru also read {same/different} three books.’
3.2 Path o-NP
This section examines the argumenthood of o-marked path NPs and claims that it is also an argument,
just like o-marked theme NPs.
First, morphological case marker -o with path NP can be dropped as in (16). This shows the
argument property of o-marked path NP in (16).
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(16) Case marker Drop
Saku-wa
michi-{o/}
arui-ta-tte.
Saku-TOP
street-ACC
walk-past-tte
‘Did you know Saku walked on the street?’
Second, as shown in (17), Quantifier floating from o-marked path NP is possible. Hence this is
parallel to the o-marked theme NPs.
(17) Quantifier Floating
a. Saku-wa
ni-kasyo-no
kooen-o
arui-ta.
Saku-TOP
2-CL-GEN
park-ACC
walk-past
b. kooen-o
Saku-wa
ni-kasyo
arui-ta.
park-ACC
Saku-TOP
2-CL
walk-past
‘Saku walked in the two parks.’
Third, the o-marked path NP can be a subject of passive construction as in (18).
(18) Passive
a. Saku-wa
tachiiri kinshi-no michi-o
Saku-TOP
off-limit-GEN
street-ACC
‘Saku walked on off-limit street.’
b. Tachiiri kinshi-no michi-ga
Saku-niyotte
off-limiit-no
street-NOM
Saku-by
‘Saku walked on off-limit street.’

arui-ta.
walk-past.
aruk-are-ta.
walk-pass.-ta

Forth, the o-marked path NP violates DoC, and cleft construction does not salvage from DoC.
Thus, this also shows o-marked path NP is argument NP as in (19) and (20).
(19) Causative
a. Haru-wa
Saku-{ni/o}
gakko-e
ik-ase-ta.
Haru-TOP
Saku-{DAT/ACC} school-to
go-caus.-past
‘Haru had Saku go to school.’
b. Haru-wa
Saku-ni michi-o
aruk-ase-ta.
Haru-TOP
Saku-DAT
street-ACC
walk-caus-past
c. * Haru-wa
Saku-o
michi-o
aruk-ase-ta.
Haru-TOP
Saku-ACC
street-ACC
walk-caus-past
‘Haru had Saku walk on the street.’
(20) Cleft
a. * Haru-ga
Saku-o rooka-o
hasir-ase-ta.
Haru-NOM
Saku-ACC corridor-ACC run-caus-past
‘Haru had Saku run on the corridor.’
b. * Haru-ga
rooka-o
hasir-ase-ta
no-wa
Haru-NOM
corridor-ACC
walk-caus-past C-TOP
‘It is Haru that had Saku run on the corridor.’
c. * Haru-ga
Saku-o
hasir-ase-ta
no-wa
Haru-NOM
Saku-ACC
run-caus-past
C-TOP
‘It is on the corridor that Haru had Saku run’

Saku-o da.
Saku-ACC cop
rooka-o da.
corridor-ACC cop
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Finally, of course, Argument Ellipsis of the o-markd Path NP yields both E-type reading and
Quantificational Reading. Therefore, Argument Ellipsis also shows the argumenthood of the
o-marked Path NP.
(21) Argument Ellipsis
a. Saku-wa
jibun-no ruuto-o hasit-ta.
Haru-mo [DP ___ ]
hashit-ta.
Saku-TOP
-self-GEN route-ACC run-past
Haru-also
run-past
‘Saku ran Saku’s route.’
‘Haru ran {Saku’s /Haru’s} route.
b. Saku-ga
san-kasyo kooen-o hasit-ta. Haru-mo
hashit-ta.
Saku-NOM 3-CL
park-ACC
run-past Haru-also
run-past
‘Saku ran in three parks.’
‘Haru also run (same/different) three parks.’
4. Puzzle
The previous sections show o-marked theme argument and o-marked path argument behave
similarly although the latter type of argument is only taken by unergative motion verb, aruk‘walk’, hashir- ‘run’, oyog- ‘swim', and so. Moreover, normally the subject motion verb is
converted into causative and the accisative argument is interpreted as a theme as in (22).
(22) a. Saku walks in the park every day.
b. Saku walks with his dog in the park every day.
c. Saku walks his dog in the park every day.
However, Japanese does not have such an option as in (23)b. Japanese unergative
motion verb does not have its causative counterpart.
(23) a. Saku-wa
arui-ta.
Saku-TOP
walk-past
‘Saku walked’
b. *Saku-wa
inu-o arui-ta.
Saku-TOP
dog-ACC walk-past
‘Saku take his dog with walk.’
Furthermore, this is not the case that the construction known as ‘come the pub1’
(Myler 2013) from two points. First, the o-marked path NP is not a dialect dependent
expression. This expression is standard in Japanese. Second, the path argument cannot be
replaced by preposition.
(24) a. John came to the pub with me.
b. John came the pub with me.
(25)

1

Saku-wa
Saku-TOP

michi-{o/*ni/*e/*de} arui-ta.
street-{ACC /on/ to /at} walk-past

This particular expression is accepted in at least South-West Lancashire, Merseyside, and Greater Manchester
and the alternation can be replicated for many other motion verbs, such as go, run, drive, jog, pop etc. (Myler
2013)
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‘Saku walked on the street.’
Thus, this does not seem to be the result of incorporation of functional projection (cf.
Baker 1988).
5. Removing Argument from the Verb
The current problem is the fact that the apparent unergative verb optionally takes argument,
which is presumably obligatory element. Moreover, this is not a result of causative-inchoative
alternation. One solution of this problem may be to adopt the Neo-Davidsonian approach to
Argument Structure (Lohndal 2014). For instance the example in (26)a has LF representation
as in (26)b and it is roughly translated as in (26)c.
(26) a. Jones buttered the toast.
b. ∃e [bettering (e, Jones, the toast) ]
c. There is an event of buttering of which Jones is the agent and the toast is the object
(Lohndal 2014)
In his mechanisms, the thematic arguments could be separated or served from the verb
and Lohdal (2014) claims thematic relation are two place predicates, where they are
conjoined as in (27).
(27) ∃e[buttering (e) & Agent (e, Jones) & Theme (e, the toast) ]
(Lohndal 2014)
Next section looks at motivations to separate external argument from the verb (cf. Kratzer
1996).
5.1 Removing External Argument from the Verb
Kratzer (1996) claims that the external argument is, indeed, taken by VP, but it is introduced
by Voice head, folloing Marantz (1984). Marantz provides following examples and points out
the verb and its internal argument together yields idiomatic interpretation as illustrated in
(28).
(28) a. throw a baseball
b. throw support behind a candidate
c. throw a boxing match (i.e., take a dive)
d. throw a fit
Moreover, as examples in (29) show, the verb and its external argument do not introduce
idiomatic interpretations.
(29) a. The policeman threw NP.
b. The boxer threw NP.
c. The social director threw NP.
d. Throw NP!
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Based on this asymmetric property, Kratzer (1996) claims that external argument
needs to be separated from the VP and it is introduced by Voice head as illustrated in (30).
(30) Voice, which introduces the external arguments of verb phrases (often agents)
(Wood and Marantz 2017)
a. [[Voice]] = x.x.Agent(x)(e)
b.

5.2 Removing Internal Argument from the Verb
Similarly, the current novel data set that o-marked path argument can be optionally
introduced to unergative VP provides evidence that internal argument need to be separated by
VP. Presumably, an argument that NP is generated by VP complement position is based on
the example like (31), where o-marked theme argument is obligatory.
(31) a. Kazu-wa
hon-o
Kazu-TOP
book-ACC
‘Kazu read a book.’
b.*Kazu-wa
yon-da.
Kazu-TOP
read-past
‘Kazu read a book.’

yon-da
read-past

The LF of the sentence in (31)a is like (32) under the Neo-Davidosonian Argument
Structure.
(32) ∃e[reading (e) & Agent (e, Kazu) & Theme (e, book) ]
On the other hand, the sentences including unergative motion verb is ones like (33)
and its object is optional.
(33) a. Saku-wa
ari-ta
Saku-TOP
walk-past
‘Saku walked’
b. Saku-wa
michi-o
Saku-TOP
street-ACC
‘Saku walked on the street.’

arui-ta
walk-past

The LF of the sentence in (33) is like (34) and here the last conjunct, namely Path, is
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optional. If it is so, then the internal argument may be optional in certain circumstances, and
moreover, unergative verb does not have an ability to take internal argument. Therefore, it
should be introduced by some other functional category, just like Voice for external argument.
(34) ∃e[walk (e) & Agent (e, Saku) & Path (e, michi) ]
The syntactic structure which yields LF interpretation in (34) should be (35)b, where FP
is an internal argument introducer and it assigns its argument to appropriate theta role as in
(35)
(35) a. [[FP]] = x.x.Path/Goal/Theme.(x)(e)
b.

6. Conclusion: Removing Argument from the Verb
This paper claims that internal argument may be separated from VP, providing a novel
analysis that internal argument may be separated from the VP with the data on argument
taking unergative verb and proposes the following semantics for external argument
introducing head, namely Voice head, and internal argument introducing head within the
Neo-Davidsonian Argument Structure.
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External Pair Merge of v and T – the Verb Cluster
Andreas Blümel
University of Göttingen

1. The Syntactic Side of the Proposal
A long tradition of research smoulders about the question whether or not German has a TP-projection
(e.g. Haider 1993; Sabel 2000; Sternefeld 2007). The current analysis ties together several strands of
research by recasting the verbal domain in German as follows: T is a syntactic affix – not a free standing
head like English T –, as is the verbal categorizer v. The crucial syntactic claim of this paper is that
together, they form an amalgam v, T by External Pair Merge (EKS 2016). Let us refer to v,
T as INFL. INFL Set Merges with the structure {(DP), R}, where R=Root, giving {{(DP), R},
v, T}, the DP being the internal argument IA. Since within INFL, T is affixed to v, -marking
of the external argument EA can proceed in the standard fashion by v. Being affixal, INFL
forces raising of R (cf. Chomsky 2015:9 on v), resulting in the structure {EA, {{(IA), R}, R,
INFL}}, where v, T is affixed to the host R. Thus German has a syntactically synthetic verbal
complex, unlike English with its syntactically analytical verbal region [TP T [vP v [ R … ]]].
This naturally captures (a) the elusive absence of VP-ellipsis in German in that T is not a free
standing morpheme to license it and (b) all finite verbs raise to C in root contexts in German,
whereas only finite auxiliary verbs raise to C in English. Last, problems dissolve of accounting
for why extraposed CPs in German adjoin to VP, forming [VP [VP …tCP… V ] CP], as evidenced
by VP-fronting, but cannot surface between sentence-final V and the head of a (putative) TPprojection (cf. Haider 2010:61-63/67-68; pace Wurmbrand & Bobaljik 2005).
u-features are borne by C (Chomsky 2008) undergo AGREE and are valued there (Chomsky
2017), and, I claim, syntactically remain there in German. This is arguably the cause for a
dependent Case pattern in German and for the possibility of impersonal passives (default 3 SG
inflection on the verb under failure of AGREE). [u] is lowered to the verbal amalgam in the
morphological component in verb-final clauses, yielding the affix order V-T- ((Du) schau-test – (you) look-PST-2SG). The labeling algorithm LA (Chomsky 2013) finds the amalgam R,
INFL and determines it to be the label in {{(IA), R}, R, INFL}, i.e. that set is a R, INFLP.
A suggestive hypothesis is that the richness of the verbal inflection renders R, INFL a
projection inducer in the sense of Miyagawa et al (2019: 2): “When one member, say XP, bears
a projection inducer as in {XP-inducer, YP}, X(P) projects.” Consequently, the LA finds R,
INFL in a full argument structure set {EA, {{(IA), R}, R, INFL}}, i.e. no labeling problem
arises for EA-R, INFLP and no EPP-raising of the EA is forced, cf. (1). This is unlike E, in
which EA-vP gives rise to a labeling problem, forcing the EA to vacate the vP as in (2) (cf.
Chomsky 2013):
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(1) [R, INFLP [DP Kinder] [R, INFL gespielt]] haben hier noch nie.
childrenNOM
played have here yet never
‘Children have never played here before.’

Haider (1990)

(2) that (John) will (*[DP John]) [vP read the book]]
(VP-fronting like in (1) will be understood as [CP R, INFLP [C R, INFLP]], plausibly with
phonological conditions dictating the pronunciation of low-VP-copy material, cf. Ott 2010,
violating anti-locality, in line with a free Merge approach, cf. EKS 2016: fn. 6; pace Abels 2003
i.a..) Two additional related consequences flow from this. First, scrambling does not induce a
labeling problem, as the LA invariably finds the projection inducer R, INFL as in (3):
(3) weil [R, INFLP [Eisbären]i
natürlich alle ti mögen]
since
polar bearsACC naturally all
like
‘Since everybody likes polar bears, naturally.’

Lenerz (2001)

A conception within which scrambling is a free, untriggered option – modulo interface
conditions – (cf. Struckmeier 2014, 2016, and the discussion in Haider 2010: 169 ff.) squares
well with the current analysis. Secondly, assume that that-trace effects in English are deducible
to a labeling failure due to the “weakness of [u]” on T in [C=that [ tDP TP]] (Chomsky 2015).
If so, we do not expect category-specific (though maybe information-structure specific, cf.
Bayer & Salzmann 2013) that-trace effects in German. The reason: Given that T in German is
not a [u]-bearing head in the syntax to begin with, no labeling failure can be obtained.
2. The Morphological Side of the Proposal
German periphrastic verbs are morphological realizations of the syntactically synthetic verbal
complex R, INFL. I.e. this paper adopts the view that “periphrastic forms occupy cells in
morphological paradigms” (Zwart 2017: 29), while denying that this argues against a syntactic
nature of verb movement (pace op. cit.). Thus part of the amalgam must be featural
specifications for [Point of View, POV: unmarked/anteriority] (“aspect,” cf. Wiltschko 2014: 7;
in Zwart 2017: 34) and the like. The combinatorial options between morphological and
syntactic periphrasis and synthesis are summarized in Table 1 with instantiated examples.
Syntax

Periphrasis

Synthesis

Periphrasis

English auxiliary
verbs

? → German verb
cluster

Synthesis

English affix hopping

German simple verbs

Morphology

Table 1: Combinatorics of periphrastic and synthetic syntax and morphology
It also highlights the problematic gap of combining syntactic synthesis with morphological
periphrasis in the typology if Zwart’s adumbration were not realized.
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A verb-final clause is shown in (4), where (4-a) is the underlying syntax, (4-b) the
morphological component, and (4-c) the example ((4-c): ‘…since everybody liked polar bears’):
(4) a. {C[u], {EA,
{{IA,
R}, R, v[POV: anterior], T[Tense: present]}}}
b. {C, {EA,
{{IA,
R}, R, v[POV: anterior], T[Tense: present], [u]}}}
c. weil alle
Eisbären
gemocht haben
since everybody polar bears
liked
has-3pl
R, INFL can undergo Internal Pair Merge to C in syntax (as i.a. recently argued by Blümel &
Goto 2019), delivering the amalgam R, INFL, C. I.e. a V1-structure is syntactically:
(5) {R, INFL, C, {EA, {{(IA), R}, R, INFL}}}
With morphologically simplex verbs, the analysis is straightforward in that the finite verb spells
out R, INFL, C. The crucial morphological claim of this paper is that periphrastic verb forms
under syntactic V-to-C are distributed realizations of auxiliaries in the C-complex on the one
hand, and the residual verbal material in the R, INFL-complex on the other, very much in the
spirit of distributed deletion (Fanselow & Çavar 2002) of copies. Compare the analysis of a
V1/V2-clause (6) with the verb final counterpart in (4) ((6-c): ‘Did everyone like polar bears?’):
(6) a. {R, v[POV: ant], T[T: pres], C[u], {EA, {{IA, R}, R, v[POV: ant], T[T: pres] }}}}}}
b. {R, v[POV: ant], T[T: pres], C[u], {EA, {{IA, R}, R, v[POV: ant], T[T: pres] }}}}}}
c.
gemocht
haben
alle Eisbären gemocht haben
[u] remains on C in the morphological component in (6-b), but not in (4-b). [u]-bearing C
contextually forces only the amalgam’s finite part to be the morphological spell-out of the Ccomplex. A principle is at work, dictating that just as much morphological word material is
pronounced in the upper copy so that movement is evidenced: the morphological part of the
verb indicating finiteness (associated with [u]). The in-situ amalgam bears no [u]-set which
is why the non-finite verbal material spells it out.
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Non-verbal wh-question in Mandarin and limited ellipsis
Chaoyi Chen
Rutgers university

1. Background and Goal
The limited ellipsis of a demonstrative or expletive subject and a copula may occur when an
appropriate discourse context is given where the speaker can make a deictic gesture and
where the existence predicate can be taken for granted (Merchant 2004). Since discourse
context can be realized in other ways other than gestures, we may expect that other kinds of
discourse context can also license limited ellipsis. Examining the non-verbal wh- question in
Mandarin (hereafter NVWQ) as a case of limited ellipsis, this paper argues the D-linked
presupposition of wh-N phrases is an “appropriate discourse context” to license the ellipsis of
the existence predicate VBE.
2. The NVWQ in Mandarin
The NVWQ in Mandarin denotes a question where the verb is absent and the subject is
directly followed by a wh-N(oun) phrase where the wh-word shenme ‘what’ combines with a
noun (1-2). Semantically, this NVWQ asks what type of noun the subject is.
(1) Zhangsan shenme shenfen
Zhangsan what identity
‘What identity is Zhangsan?’

(2) Lisi shenme xiangfa
Lisi what idea
‘What idea does Lisi have?’

The NVWQ in question has three noticeable properties: (i) the absent verb can be retrieved
and the retrieved verbs are only limited to the copular verb shi ‘be’ and the verb you ‘have’.
Substantive verbs like chi ‘eat’ and chuan ‘wear’ are not available in NVWQ; (ii) the verb shi
and the verb you can freely alternate with each other in NVWQ (3-4); (iii) different from
wh+N phrases, bare wh-words cannot occur in NVWQ (5-6). Only when the copular verb shi
‘be’ is inserted are these sentences saved (7-8).
(3) Zhangsan shi/you
shenme shenfen
Zhangsan BE/HAVE what identity
‘What identity is Zhangsan?’

(4) Lisi shi/you
shenme xiangfa
Lisi BE/HAVE what idea
‘What idea does Lisi have?’

(5) *Zhangsan shui
Zhangsan who
‘Who is Zhangsan?’

(6) * suoni shenme
Sony what
‘What is Sony?’
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(7) Zhangsan shi shui
Zhangsan BE who
‘Who is Zhangsan?’

(8) suoni shi shenme
Sony BE what
‘What is Sony?’

3. NVWQ as the full clause with VBE as its verb
The NVWQ in Mandarin syntactically patterns with BE-verbed full clauses rather than small
clauses and the BE verb is not elided by gapping.
4. NVWQ is not a small clause.
Evidence I NVWQ can take the past-tense final particle laizhe, which is impossible for small
clauses but perfectly acceptable with BE-verbed full clauses (Tang 2001). Evidence II
NVWQ is similar to BE-verbed full clauses in being compatible with the modal adverb
probably (9), which is again impossible for small clauses (10). Evidence III NVWQ can occur
with the sentential negation marker mei ‘not’ (11) while small clauses are not compatible with
any sentential negation markers (12).
(9) Zhangsan dagai
shenme shenfen
Zhangsan probably what identity
‘What identity does Zhangsan have?’

(10) * jintian dagai
xingqiri
today probably Sunday
‘Today is probably Sunday.’

(11) Zhangsan mei shenme shenfen
(12) * jintian bu/mei xingqiri
Zhangsan not what
identity
today not
Sunday
‘What identity does Zhangsan not have?’
‘Today is not Sunday.’
5. NVWQ is also not gapping.
Evidence I NVWQ in Mandarin can occur without a linguistic an- tecedent as the first
conjunct to license the ellipsis of verb while an antecedent is necessary for traditional gapping
in Mandarin. Evidence II The verbs in gapping constructions could be any verbs that occur in
the antecedent, whereas the verbs in NVWQ can only be shi ‘be’ and you ‘have’. Evidence III
NVWQ can appear in subordinate constructions while gapped structure cannot.
6. The analysis
Since NVWQ is not compatible with a small clause or gapping analysis, we need an analysis
that can account for the fact that NVWQ contains a verbal category and verbal ellipsis is
licensing by some mechanism other than gapping. I argue that the NVWQ in Mandarin is a
case of limited ellipsis, and the ellipsis of a copular verb (existence predicate) is due to the Dlinked nature of wh-N phrase (Pesetsky 2000; den Dikken and Giannakidou 2002). Evidence
for the D-linked status of NVWQ in Mandarin comes from out-of-the-blue utterances. When
uttered without context, NVWQ is less acceptable. (More syntactic evidence of its D-linked
nature is discussed in Pan(2014)). Following standard assumptions of D-linked phrases, I
assume that wh-N phrases are existential/indefinite, a property bare wh-words have. Crucially,
D-linked wh-phrases are presuppositional, a property not shared by bare wh-words. This
property of wh-N phrases presupposes the existence of a set of entities with the property N in
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the previous discourse D (13a). As a result, wh-N phrase provides the appropriate discourse
context, licensing the ellipsis of existence predicate. Syntactically, the derivation proceeds
according to the pseudo-gapping analyses of Aelbrecht (2010) and Gengel (2007): the [E]feature is proposed to on the licensing head Voice to be responsible for deleting its
complement (vP) at PF (the boxed part); the subject and the wh-N phrase move out of vP to the
specs of TP and the sentence-internal FocP respectively.
(13) Zhangsan shenme shenfen? ‘What identity is Zhangsan?’
a. presupposes: that there exists a set of identities X ⊆D: ∃X identity(X)(w)
b. denotes: λ p.∃x ∈X [p(w) ∧identity(x)(w)∧p = λ w(BE(x)(Zhangsan)(w))]

7. Explaining the properties
The current analysis makes predictions about what phrase cannot li- cense and what other
elements can be elided. These two predictions are both borne out and explain the properties of
NVWQ. (i) Non-D-linked phrases cannot license the ellipsis of a copula. Compared to whN phrases, bare wh-words, which are not D-linked, are existential but not presup- positional
(14) (den Dikken and Giannakidou 2002). Without presupposing the X’s existence in the
previous discourse, they cannot provide an appropriate discourse context and thus cannot occur
in NVWQ. (NVWQ property iii)
(14) ⟦what⟧(w)=λ Q∃x [thing(x)(w) ∧Q(x)(w)] (Not presuppositional)
(ii) Other variants of BE can also be elided. It is widely held that the verb HAVE is the
the verb BE plus something else (Adger and Ramchand, 2003; Baker, 2003; Myler, 2018; a.o.).
In line with Myler (2018), I argue that HAVE is an allomorph of VBE: HAVE is the VBE in the
environment of a transitive Voice head and VBE is realized as BE elsewhere(15). Since two
syntactic environments are both available in NVWQ, we correctly predict that both HAVE
and BE can be elided at the same position with the presence of D-linked wh-N phrases.
(NVWQ property i and ii)
(15) a. VBE ⇔you ‘have’/ Voice{D}

b. VBE ⇔shi ‘be’

A Semantic Proposal for Korean Echo Questions
Seoyeon Jang and Ivano Caponigro
University of California, San Diego

1. Introduction
Echo questions (echo-Qs) are known to occur in two main types: first-order echo-Qs (1st-echo-Qs),
which require appropriate statements to have been introduced in the discourse, and second-order
echo-Qs (2nd-echo-Qs), which require appropriate questions to have been previously introduced in the
discourse (Karttunen 1977). An English example of 1st-echo-Q is given in (1-B) with its declarative
clause antecedent given in (1-A). (2-B) exemplifies an English 2nd-echo-Q with (2-A) showing its
interrogative clause antecedent.
(1)

A:
B:

Mina brought the meat.
Mina brought WHAT?

(2)

A:
B:

Who brought the meat?
Who brought WHAT?

It has been argued in the literature that echo-Qs in Indo-European languages such as English involve a
phonologically null complementizer (cf. Comorovski 1996; Dayal 1996, 2016; Sudo 2010). In
particular, Dayal (1996) assumes a null operator OPECHO that contains a variable with an open
semantic type so that it can uniformly apply to both types of echo-Qs. We show that such a uniform
approach cannot naturally capture the interface between the morpho-syntax and the
semantics/pragmatics of echo-Qs in Korean. We propose the first formal analysis of Korean echo-Q
and their complementizers that builds on previous analysis of English ordinary interrogatives
(Hamblin 1973; Karttunen 1977) and develops and significantly modifies Dayal’s (1996) analysis of
echo-Qs.
2. Korean echo-Qs and their complementizers
Unlike English, Korean clearly distinguishes 1st-echo-Qs and 2nd-echo-Qs from each other and from
ordinary interrogative clauses by means of overt morpho-syntactic marking: three different
complementizers. The complementizer –tako occurs in 1st-echo-Qs ((3-B), with its antecedent
declarative clause in (3-A)), -nyako occurs in 2nd-echo-Qs ((4-B), with its antecedent interrogative
clause in (4-A)), and –ni occurs in ordinary interrogative clauses (4-A).
(3)

A:

B:

Mina-ka
koki-lul
Mina-NOM
meat-ACC
‘Mina brought the meat.’
Mina-ka
mwue-lul
Mina-NOM
what-ACC
‘Mina brought WHAT?’

kacyeo-o-ass-e.
bring-come-PST-CDC
kacyeo-o-ass-tako?
bring-come-PST-CECHO
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A:

B:

Nwuka
koki-lul
who.NOM
meat-ACC
‘Who brought the meat?’
Nwuka
mwue-lul
who.NOM
what-ACC
‘Who brought WHAT?’

kacyeo-o-ass-ni?
bring-come-PST-CQ
kacyeo-o-ass-nyako?
bring-come-PST-CECHO

3. Proposal
We propose that each complementizer is associated with a similar semantic operation: a set formation
operation. The complementizer for ordinary interrogative clauses (-ni) and the one for 1st-echo-Qs
(-tako) form a set of propositions (5)-(6), and the complementizer for 2nd-echo-Qs forms a set of
questions (a set of sets of propositions, (7)).
(5)

〚-ni〛 ↝ λqλp[p = q]

<st, <st, t>>

(6)

〚-tako〛 ↝ λqλp:previously-uttered’(p).[p = q]

<st, <st, t>>

(7)

〚-nyako〛 ↝ λpλQ:previously-uttered’(Q).[Q(p)]

<st, <<st, t>, t>>

The crucial meaning difference is in the presuppositional content of those three complementizers. The
ordinary interrogative clause complementizer triggers no presupposition (5). The 1st-echo-Q
complementizer (6) triggers a presupposition that all the propositions in the set of propositions the
1st-echo-Q denotes have been previously introduced in the discourse (by means of uttering sentences
conveying them). The 2nd-echo-Q complementizer (7) triggers a presupposition that all the questions
in the set of questions the 2nd-echo-Q denotes have been previously introduced in the discourse.
We assume the denotation of echo-Qs as a set of possible answers (Hamblin 1973); 1st-echo-Qs
denote a set of propositions (<st, t>), and 2nd-echo-Qs denote a set of questions (a set of sets of
propositions, <<st, t>, t>). Also, we assume the same semantics for both echo and non-echo
wh-phrases (λP∃x[P(x)]), following Karttunen (1977). Under these assumptions, the logical
translations of (3-B) and (4-B) are those shown in (8) and (9), respectively.
(8)

(9)

1st-echo-Q (3-B)
〚CP Mina-ka mwue-lul kacyeo-o-ass-tako? ‘Mina brought WHAT?’〛
↝ λp:previously-uttered’(p).∃x[thing’(x) ∧ p = ^brought’(Mina, x)]

<st, t>

2nd-echo-Q (4-B)
〚CP Nwuka mwue-lul kacyeo-o-ass-nyako? ‘Who brought WHAT?’〛
<<st, t>, t>
↝ λQ:previously-uttered’(Q).∃y∃x[person’(y) ∧ thing’(x) ∧ Q(^brought’(y, x))]

4. Problems with Dayal’s uniform treatment of English echo-Qs
Dayal (1996) proposes just one null operator OPECHO to account for both 1st-echo-Qs and
2nd-echo-Qs, the one shown in (10). OPECHO takes scope over CP, in which both 1st- and
2nd-echo-Qs are allowed. In addition, the echoed wh-phrase in 2nd-echo-Q (WHAT in (4-B)) is
assumed to be a free variable, whereas the non-echo wh-phrase (who in (4-B)) is existentially bound.
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The free variable introduced by the non-echo wh-phrase is bound when OPECHO combines with CP.
(10)

Dayal’s (1996) OPECHO operator
〚OPECHO〛↝ λZλQ[∃x1…∃xn[Q = Z(x1)…(xn)]]

What is crucial for our current purposes is that Dayal’s OPECHO doesn’t distinguish between different
kinds of echo-Qs, which is at odds with the different morpho-syntactic marking in Korean. Also,
Dayal’s OPECHO crucially requires wh-words in echo-Qs to have a different lexical meaning from
those in ordinary interrogative clauses, despite the fact that they are morphologically the same. Lastly,
Dayal’s OPECHO is semantically different from the ordinary interrogative operator. Our proposal,
instead, doesn’t face any of those three issues: different complementizers are mapped onto different
operators; the meaning of wh-words is assumed to be the same; the three operators share the same
semantic content and differ just in presuppositional content.
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Variation in the size of nominal ellipsis in Hungarian:
Evidence from nouns and pronouns
Eszter Ronai and Laura Stigliano
The University of Chicago

We argue, based on novel data, that the possessor head (Poss) can license ellipsis of its
complement in Hungarian. That is, contra existing claims in the literature, possessor
morphology can survive nominal ellipsis and be stranded on the remnant. Adopting Saab and
Lipták’s (2016) account of ellipsis licensing, we propose that there is variation in the size of
the ellipsis site in Hungarian: nominal ellipsis is licensed by either Num or Poss. We further
propose that nominal ellipsis licensed by Poss can capture a previously unanalyzed variation
in the Hungarian possessive pronoun paradigm. Specifically, the two variants of possessive
pronouns correspond to two different structures: one is the anaphoric possessive (see Dékány
2015), while the other exists only as a consequence of nominal ellipsis, which, as we show, is
a productive possibility.
1. Hungarian nominal morphemes
The basic order of nominal morphemes in Hungarian is illustrated in (1)-(2). Depending on the
(morpho)phonological environment, the possessedness suffix appears in the forms -ja, -je, -a
and -e. When the head noun (i.e. the possessum) is plural, the plural marker (-i) appears
between the possessedness suffix and the agreement suffix, which in turn corresponds to the
person and number of the possessor (2-a). But when the head noun is singular, the
possessedness and the agreement suffixes are fused (2-b). Note that the plural marker of
possessed nouns (-i) is different from the regular plural marker (-k).

2. Hungarian nominal ellipsis
Saab and Lipták (2016) argue that nominal ellipsis in Hungarian targets the nP, hence the name
nP-Ellipsis (or nPE). Their proposal is that ellipsis can apply sufficiently early on the PF branch
to bleed other processes, such as lowering of affixes to their hosts. When this happens, the
stranded affixes are reattached to a non-canonical host: affixes that otherwise show up on the
noun, e.g. -okat (PL-ACC) in (3), appear on the rightmost remnant (i.e. the adjective in this
case), as shown in (4):
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Under their analysis, nPE is licensed only by Num. However, we show that, contra Saab
and Lipták (2016) (and Kenesei et al. 1998), possessor morphology can also be stranded under
nPE. Judgements reported in existing literature were only based on a remnant presented in
isolation, e.g. a ti érdekes-e-i-tek ‘your interesting ones’ (fn. 13 in Saab and Lipták). Testing
sentences where nPE is licensed by an appropriate antecedent, we find that the relevant
examples (5) are in fact grammatical—this judgement is shared by 8 native speaker informants.
That is, possessor morphology can show up on the adjectival remnant after nPE; it is not only
Num (=“number” in (1)), but also Poss (=“possessedness” in (1)) that licenses ellipsis of its
complement.

Parallel examples where the remnant has a 2nd or 3rd person possessor are also
grammatical: ...a te kék-ed-et/kék-e-i-d-et, ‘your blue (toy/s)’; ...az ő kék-jé-t/kék-je-i-t, ‘his
blue (toy/s)’.
3. Possessive pronouns
Interestingly, when the only remnant is the possessor noun, the so-called ‘anaphoric possessive’
-é is used in place of regular possessive morphology (see i.a. Dékány 2015 and references
therein). In anaphoric possessives, the possessedness suffix -ja, -je, -a and -e must be absent,
i.e. -é is in complementary distribution with the possessedness suffix—compare (6-a) and (6b) with (6-c):

The same anaphoric possessive is found in possessive pronouns: miénk (ours), tiétek (yours),
etc. But what has not been previously analyzed is the systematic alternation of these forms with
the forms containing -e rather than -é. This occurs in the 1st/2nd person, e.g. miénk vs. mienk
(ours), etc., as shown in (7).
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Dékány (2011) claimed that the -é/-e alternation is phonological with no syntactic or
semantic import. However, given the acceptability of (5), the alternation in (7) can now be
understood as a syntactic one, not merely an allomorphic one. Specifically, we argue that the e versions of the pronouns exist as a consequence of nPE, licensed by the Poss head. In other
words, the -e pronouns can be derived by adding to the nominative pronoun (e.g. mi ‘we’) the
suffixes that would ordinarily surface on the noun (-enk); see Murphy (2018) for a similar
account of pronominal inflection in German.
4. Analysis
On Saab and Lipták’s account of nPE in Hungarian, Num bears the [E] feature, which triggers
ellipsis of its complement (8-a). Likewise, we propose that in the cases discussed in our paper
(see (5) and the -e versions in (7)), Poss is the head bearing [E] (8-b). That is, both (8-a) and
(8-b) are possible nPE structures.

A puzzling property of nPE licensed by Poss (8-b) is that while it is allowed with all persons
when the remnant is e.g. an adjective (as in (5)), it is only allowed with 1st/2nd persons when
the only remnant is the possessor noun/pronoun (c.f. invariant övé). On Saab & Lipták’s
account, stranded affixes attach to their host via the process of leaning; our data points to a
restriction on leaning, whereby in Poss-licensed nPE, remnant morphology can only attach to
possessors that are 1st/2nd person pronouns. Note that 3rd person possessive pronouns in
Hungarian are also exceptional in other respects, e.g. they exhibit the so-called anti-agreement
pattern (É . Kiss 2002). We leave the exploration of the potential connections among these
domains to the presentation.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we show that, contra previous claims in the literature, there are two possible sizes
for the ellipsis site in Hungarian nominal ellipsis. We propose that the Poss head, as well as the
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Num head, can license nP-ellipsis of its complement. Our proposal also makes it possible to
offer a novel analysis of the systematic variation in the possessive pronoun paradigm.
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Selection and size of clausal complements
Hiroaki Saito
Mie University, University of Connecticut

1. Overview
There has been a controversy whether syntactic selection and semantic selection are
independent or one of them can be derived from the other (e.g. Pesetsky 1982; Pollard and Sag
1987; Chomsky and Lasnik 1993, see also Odijk 1997). In this paper, I suggest that syntactic
selection is independent and cannot be derived from semantic selection based on novel data
regarding clausal complements of evidential markers and adjectival elements in Japanese.
2. Introduction: mitai and yoo.
Mitai and yoo in Japanese are used to mark inferential evidentiality, as shown in (1). These
elements can also occur in prenominal positions (in relative clauses), as in (2).
(1) John-ga ki-ta-{mitai/yoo}-da.
John-Nom come-Past-MITAI/YOO-Cop
‘It seems that John came.’
(2) [[okaasan-ga tuku-tta]-{mitai/yoo}]-na
mother-Nom make-Past-MITAI/YOO-Cop
‘curry like ones the mother cooked’

karee
curry

Mitai and yoo have the same or at least a very similar meaning. In fact, Narrog (2009) notes
that they are “stylistic variant[s]”.
3. Syntactic differences of clausal complements
While mitai and yoo are semantically (almost) the same, there is a number of differences
regarding properties of the clausal complements mitai and yoo take. Thus, as shown in (3a),
the imperative marker can appear in the clause introduced by mitai, not in the one introduced
by yoo. The same holds for the volitional marker and the politeness marker; they can appear in
the clausal complement of mitai, but not in that of yoo, as shown in (3b) and (3c), respectively.
(3) a. [asita
a-e]-{mitai/*yoo}-na
hito
tomorrow meet-Imp-MITAI/YOO-Cop person
‘(a) person like (the) one who you should meet tomorrow’
b. [asita
a-oo]- {mitai/*yoo}-na hito
tomorrow meet-Vol-MITAI/YOO-Cop person
‘(a) person like (the) one who I will meet tomorrow’
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c. [asita
ai-masu]- {mitai/*yoo}-na
hito
tomorrow meet-Pol-Pres-MITAI/YOO-Cop person
‘(a) person like (the) one who I will meet.POLITE tomorrow’
4. Mitai takes a larger complment
I suggest that the contrast between the clausal complements of mitai and yoo found in (3) is
due to the syntactic selectional difference between mitai and yoo; mitai takes a larger
complement
than
one
yoo
takes.
Specifically,
assuming
that
the
imperative/volitional/politeness markers head a CP (e.g. Rizzi 1997, Cinque 1999, see also
Miyagawa 2012 and Ueda 2007 for Japanese), I argue that mitai takes a CP complement. What
is important for us is that ppoi takes a smaller complement than CP. Given that the tense
morpheme, but not the imperative/volitional/politeness markers, can appear in the clausal
complement of yoo (see the past tense marker in (1) and (2)), I suggest that yoo selects a TP
complement, as schematically illustrated in (4).
(4) a. [CP [TP … ] ]-mitai
b. [TP …]-yoo
In the clausal complement of mitai, the C-layer, where the imperative/volitional/politeness
markers can be located, is present. In the clausal complement of yoo, on the other hand, there
is no syntactic position for these elements.
As observed above, while mitai and yoo are semantically the same (or at least very similar),
there is a number of differences regarding syntactic properties of their clausal complement,
which can be captured under the current analysis. If selection of clausal complements of mitai
and yoo were solely semantically determined, the differences observed in (3) would be difficult
to capture, as the lexical semantics of mitai and yoo are almost the same. Thus, the contrast
between the type of clausal complements of mitai and yoo shows the independence of syntactic
selection from semantic selection, as argued by Pollard and Sag (1987) a.o. (contra e.g.
Pesetsky 1982).
5. Teki vs. ppoi
The contrast found with mitai and yoo is not limited to these two elements, suggesting the
difference between mitai and yoo in their clausal complements is not idiosyncratic. In Japanese,
teki ‘like, -ish’ and ppoi ‘like, -ish’, both of which express similarity, usually take a nominal
complement, forming AP, as in (5).
(5) a.

seizi
politics
‘politics’

b. seizi-{teki/ppoi}
politics-TEKI/PPOI
‘political’

However, the use of teki and ppoi is not limited to the canonical use found in (5). In their more
innovative use, teki/ppoi can take a sentential complement, as in (6) (see Yamashita 2000, Saito
2017 for the innovative use of teki).
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(6) [okaasan-ga tuku-tta]-{teki-na/ppoi}
mother-Nom make-Past-TEKI-Cop/PPOI
‘curry like ones the mother cooked’

karee
curry

Crucially, in this innovative use, they show the same contrast as the one between mitai and yoo.
Thus, in the clausal complement of teki, the imperative/volitional/politeness marker can appear,
while they cannot appear in the clausal complement of ppoi, as shown in (7) (see Saito 2017
for teki).
(7) a. [asita
a-e]-{teki-na/*ppoi}
hito
tomorrow meet-Imp-TEKI-Cop/PPOI person
‘(a) person like (the) one who you should meet tomorrow’
b. [asita
a-oo]- {teki-na/*ppoi}
hito
tomorrow meet-Vol- TEKI-Cop/PPOI person
‘(a) person like (the) one who I will meet tomorrow’
c. [asita
ai-masu]- {teki-na/*ppoi}
hito
tomorrow meet-Pol-Pres- TEKI-Cop/PPOI person
‘(a) person like (the) one who I will meet.POLITE tomorrow’
This contrast is straightforwardly captured if teki and ppoi have the same syntactic selectional
properties as mitai and ppoi, respectively. Namely, teki takes a CP complement while ppoi takes
a TP complement; the former selects a larger complement than the latter. Just like mitai and
yoo, even though teki and ppoi are semantically almost the same, there are syntactic selectional
differences in their clausal complements, indicating that syntactic selection is independent from
semantic selection.
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On unlabeled projections
YongSuk Yoo
Korea Naval Academy

This paper investigates syntactic properties of unlabeled syntactic objects with special attention
paid to Labeling Algorithm (LA) (Chomsky 2013). It will be argued that there are at least two
different unlabeled projections in the narrow syntax. In particular, the unlabeled projection
created by having specifiers cannot undergo movement whereas the one created by having
adjuncts can. The discussion of this paper will show that the generalization in shown in (1) (cf.
Hornstein and Nunes 2008; Bošković 2018) requires modification.
(1) Unlabeled elements cannot undergo movement.
Chomsky (2013) proposes a theory of labeling which allows unlabeled objects during the
derivation, though not in final representations. Due to page restrictions, we will only focus on
the cases where two non-minimal projections merge. For a syntactic object {XP,YP}, a
syntactic labeling can be implemented by prominent feature sharing or traces, with an
assumption that traces are ignored for LA. Under this theory, there are two instances of
apparent unlabeled projections that need to be resolved at the interface. The first case is the
syntactic objects (SO) created by successive cyclic movement. The second case is SO created
by adjunction. The distinction cannot be made in the original version of LA unless we assume
that adjunction is an instance of pair-merge, which has been argued against in a number of
papers (Hunter 2015; Oseki 2015). Here, we will simply ignore the option of pair-merge,
however it will be discussed in details in the presentation.
Let us begin with the syntactic behaviors of SO created by the successive cyclic movement.
Bošković (2018) argues that LA paired with the generalization (1) can deduce a number of
syntactic phenomena. Consider (2) where the wh-element is moved out of subjects. Without
invoking the subject condition, he argues that (2) is the case of (1).
(2) ?* I wonder whoi [friends of t1] hired Mary.
Given the phase theory of movement and the subjects are phases (DPs), whatever moves out
of the subject first moves to its edge. This happens before the subject moves from its baseposition vP given the cycle. As illustrated in (3), the merger of who and DP is unlabeled; the
ungrammaticality is predicted. The merger is inept for movement.
(3) [IP I … [? whoi [DP subject(friends of t1)]][vP v [VP …]]]

(Bošković 2018: (18))

The generalization in (1), however, faces challenges when it comes to adjuncts. In LA, labeling
is not provided for the syntactic objects created by adjunction, given that there is no feature-
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sharing option. It is then predicted that SO created by adjunction cannot undergo movement.
However, there are number of cases where they can undergo movement. Consider (4) which
contains VP-movement. In the traditional adjunction, the SO created by adjunction will be
labeled as VP. However, under LA, only multiple unlabeled SOs are created, as illustrated in
(5).
(4) a. eat the cake he did in the yard.
b. eat the cake in the yard he did.
c. *eat he did the cake in the yard

(Hornstein and Nunes 2008:(21))

(5) [? [VP eat the cake] in the yard]]
As discussed in Hornstein and Nunes (2008), VP plus any number of adjuncts can undergo
movement; eat the cake is VP and so is eat the cake plus any of the adjuncts. The
ungrammaticality of (4c) simply means that kick is not VP. The pattern in (4) poses a number
of issues for LA. The addition of adjuncts simply puts unlabeled projections on top of VP, yet
they are mobile (4b) as well as they can be parted (4a). The mobility of the unlabeled projection
in (4) thus raises an issue for the generalization in (1). The distinction here between in (2) and
(4) is the Spec/Adjunct distinction. However, LA cannot distinguish SOs created by successive
cyclic movement and adjunct because they are all unlabeled projections.
One of the alternative accounts to this matter is to argue that adjuncts are pair-merged.
However, this view has been challenged by a number of authors (Oseki 2015; Bošković 2018).
They provide evidence where adjunct itself undergoes syntactic movement. One of the apparent
examples of adjunct movement is given in the Serbo Croatian (6). Here, the adjunct that
modifies the adjunct undergoes the so-called deep Left-branch extraction (Talić 2013;
Bošković 2018). The grammaticality of (6) thus shows that we cannot simply argue that they
are pair-merged.
(6) Izuzetnoi
se on [t1 loše]
exteremely is he
badly
‘He behaved extremely badly.’

ponašao?
behaved

Yoo and Park (2020) also show that Korean sentences like (7) (cf. Adjunct free ride effect
(Sohn 1994; Boeckx and Sugisaki 1999)) proves the mobility of an unlabeled SO. While
Korean generally does not allow adjunct scrambling (7a), this is allowed if it is accompanied
with an argument (7b). Sohn (1994) convincingly argues that the moving elements iywuepsi ku
ilonul form a constituent via adjunction prior to scrambling. Assuming that he is correct, the
syntactic object iwyuepsi ku ilnul cannot be labeled by any means given that they are an adverb
and an object. Thus, the adjunct free ride cases are an instance of the unlabeled SO movement,
showing that the generalization in (1) is not correct.
(7) a. *iywuepsi1
Chelswu-ka
Yenghuy-ka
t1 ku ilon-ul
without.reason Chelswu-NOM Yenghuy-NOM
the theory-ACC
mit-nuntako
sayngkakha-nta.
believe-COMP think-DCL
‘Chelswu thinks that Yenghuy believes the theory without any reasons.’
b. iywuepsi1 ku ilon-ul2 [Chelswu-ka [ Yenghuy-ka t1 t2 mit-nuntako] sayngkakha]-nta.

YongSuk Yoo
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Based on the examples discussed above, we argue that LA needs to be modified in that it
distinguishes SO created by adjunction from SO created by successive cyclic movement. It is
untenable to discard the generalization (1), given that the theory of LA still assumes the phase
theory of movement. Chomsky (2000, 2001) argues that only phases can undergo movement
(see also Matushansky 2005; Rackowski and Richards 2005; Cheng 2012; Legate 2014;
Harwood 2015). As noted in Bošković 2018, being a phase is closely linked to the
generalization in (1), since being a phase means that it need to be labeled. Alternatively, we
propose that specifier/adjunct distinction is motivated in the unlabeled projections. The
unlabeled SO with non-agreeing specifier will be treated differently from the unlabeled SO
with adjuncts. The minimal pair to this matter will be found in the puzzling immobility of V-2
clauses in German (see Webelhuth 1992, Wurmbrand 2014, Homberg 2015). The gist of the
analysis is as follows. V-2 clauses in German can choose any element for their SpecCP position,
which means that there is no feature-sharing option of labeling, However, in contrast to (7), V2 clauses cannot undergo movement. The clear cut here is the adjunction/specifier distinction.
Therefore, the unlabeled projections need to be distinguished by whether they are created by
having specifiers or adjunction.
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